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Introduction n 

Thiss thesis aims to give a uniform, analytical approach to the quantization and reduc-
tionn of moduli spaces of flat connections over general surfaces, possibly with bound-
aries.. This involves both a generalization of the Borel-Weil theorem for loop groups 
ass well as a construction of a certain three dimensional Topological Quantum Field 
Theory,, eventually resulting in a modular tensor structure on the category of positive 
energyy representations of loop groups. The necessary technical background to these 
issuess will be given in three additional chapters. In this introduction we will merely 
sketchh the general picture in which these result fit, along with some historical notes. 

Quantization.. Quantization describes the passage from classical mechanics to 
quantumm mechanics. Its inverse, passing from quantum mechanics to classical me-
chanics,, is called the classical limit . From a mathematical point of view, the main 
problemm of quantization is its definition, although there is a sense of common agree-
mentt about the basic features of such a procedure. Recall that classical mechanics 
iss mathematically described in terms of symplectic geometry, whereas Hubert spaces 
andd operator algebras are the natural language of quantum mechanics. Therefore, 
quantizationn may ultimately be viewed as a certain correspondence between symplec-
ticc geometry and operator algebras. The most basic feature of this correspondence 
iss the following: Since the phase space of a classical mechanical system is always 
symplectic,, one expects quantization to associate a Hubert space Q(M) to a sym-
plecticc manifold M. Conversely, observe that the projective space of a Hilbert space 
iss a symplectic manifold. Second, it is understood that real-valued functions on M 
shouldd be quantized by self-adjoint operators on Q(M) in such a way that the map 
ƒƒ |—" Q{f)< f £ C°°(M) is linear and relates the Poisson bracket and the commutator, 

Q{{f,9})~i[Q{f),Q(g)\-Q{{f,9})~i[Q{f),Q(g)\-

Itt is known that putting an equality in this relation is too restrictive, and usually 
onee requires this to hold merely asymptotically, in the limit where a deformation 
parameterr (h) goes to zero. Another option is to quantize only a certain subalgebra 
off  smooth functions and put an equality sign for those functions in the relation above. 
Thiss second approach is what we will do in this thesis, where subalgebra corresponds 
too functions associated to a representation of a symmetry group. 
Alreadyy this rather vague notion of quantization stands at the origin of a remarkable 
similarityy between certain geometric notions in symplectic geometry and the theory 
off  operators algebras, see e.g. [CW, La i ] . To fully appreciate this, it is convenient to 
keepp in mind the geometric interpretation of operator algebras, as provided by Connes' 
noncommutativee geometry [Con]. We start with a description of the classical side. 
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8 8 INTRODUCTION N 

Ass is well known, the ring of smooth functions on a symplectic manifold carries in a 
naturall  way the structure of a Poisson algebra, i.e., it is a commutative associative 
algebraa A that has a Lie bracket {  , }  giving an action of A on itself by the derivations 
{{  -f}- I ^ A. In fact, the Poisson algebra on smooth symplectic manifold has the 
speciall  property that its Poisson commutant is trivial, i.e., 

V // € C^iM), f £ est. 3g e C~{M) s.t. {ƒ,#}  ^ 0. 

Moree generally, and also more fundamentally, one can consider general Poisson mani-
folds,, that is manifolds whose ring of smooth functions is endowed with the structure 
off  a Poisson algebra. Such manifolds generically have Casimir functions, i.e., functions 
thatt Poisson commute with the whole of C°°(P). Since by definition any function 
ƒƒ E C'X-(P) acts on Coc(P) by derivations, one can introduce the Hamiltonian vector 
fieldd Xf of ƒ. The set of all these vector fields forms an involutive distribution on P 
whichh can be integrated. Since on every leaf of the resulting foliation, the Poisson al-
gebraa of functions has trivial Poisson center, the manifold P is foliated by symplectic 
leaves. . 
Next,, consider a Poisson map J : M —> P from a symplectic manifold M to a 
Poissonn manifold P. that is a smooth map whose pull-back induces a homomorphism 
off  Poisson algebras J* : C^(P) -» C^{M). In this situation, the Poisson commutant 
off  J*C™(Py CCX(M). i.e.. 

j*cj*c xx(py(py = {ƒ e c-(Af), u,g}M = o vff e rc^(P)}, 
turnss out to be a Poisson algebra as well. From this point of view it is natural to 
considerr so called dual pairs: A dual pair consists of a triple of manifolds (Pi, M, P2), 
withh P\, P2 Poisson and M a symplectic manifold, equipped with maps 

Pii  ^- M -X P2, 

withh J\ anti-Poisson and J2 Poisson such that (7oc(Pi) and CX(P2) lie in each others 
Poisson-commutant.. i.e.. 

{r{r llc°c°cc(p(pll),j;c<),j;c< xx(p(p22)})} MM=o. =o. 
Thee rich geometrical structure of these triples can be neatly organized by collecting 
themm in a category [La2], with objects given by (integrable) Poisson manifolds while 
aa dual pair as above gives an arrow from Pi to P2. Composition of arrows is given by 
aa generalization of symplectic reduction: One takes the fibered product of two sym-
plecticc manifolds over the intermediate Poisson manifold, and integrates the foliation 
givenn by the kernel of the product-symplectic form. 
Onn the quantum mechanical side, consider the category of von Neumann algebras 
andd correspondences. Its objects are given by von Neumann algebras, that is subal-
gebrass M C B(H) of the algebra of bounded operators that equal their bicommutant 
M"M"  = M (see also chapter 3). As for Poisson spaces, the commutant M' of a von 
Neumannn algebra is again a von Neumann algebra. Therefore it is natural to consider 
bimoduless over von Neumann algebras, that is, a Hilbert space with a {normal) left 
andd right action of two von Neumann algebras that commute with each other. Such 
aa bimodule is also called a correspondence [Con], and these form the morphisms in 
ourr category. The composition of morphisms is given by the relative tensor product 
overr von Neumann algebras of Connes, which is the correct analytical analogue of the 
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algebraicc tensor product of modules over rings. This category has a similar structure 
too the category of dual pairs, summarized by the following table: 

Poissonn geometry 

Poissonn algebra 
Symplecticc manifold M 

Poissonn algebra associated to M 
Duall  pair 

Symplecticc reduction 
Symplecticc groupoid 
Modularr vector field 

Operatorr algebras 

vonn Neumann algebra 
Hilbertt space H 

vonn Neumann algebra B(H) 
Correspondence/bimodule e 

Compositionn of correspondences 
Standardd form 

Modularr automorphism group 

Wee have not yet discussed the last two entries on both sides of this table, which were 
addedd for completeness. The correspondence between the symplectic groupoid and 
thee standard form of a von Neumann algebra will be fundamental in our construc-
tions.. For the last entry, we refer to [We]. From this point of view, it is natural to 
requiree quantization to implement this similarity, i.e., to define a functor from the 
classicall  category of dual pairs to the quantum category of von Neumann algebras 
andd correspondences. This refines the assignment M  ̂ Q{M) in the sense that the 
Hilbertt space Q{M) should carry two commuting actions of von Neumann algebras 
obtainedd by quantizing the Poisson manifolds constituting the classical dual pair M is 
partt of. However, most notably, this definition of quantization implies that symplectic 
reductionn of dual pairs should be quantized by the relative tensor product over von 
Neumannn algebras. In [La2] such a quantization scheme is called "functorial". 

Quantizationn commutes wit h reduction. A particular case of functorial 
quantizationn implements the "quantization commutes with reduction" philosophy, 
whichh we will now explain. Suppose a connected Lie group G acts on a symplectic 
manifoldd M by symplectomorphisms. Such an action is said to be Hamiltonian if 
theree exists a G-equivariant map ji  : M —>  0*  with the property that the contraction 
off  n with £ € 0, /^ = </^0 e CX{M) generates the action of £ € 0 through the 
Poissonn bracket, i.e., 

Demandingg that for these functions the Poisson bracket is quantized by the commu-
tator,, one expects the quantization to implement a representation of the Lie algebra 
0,, i.e., 

[QinzhQM][QinzhQM] = Q({ns,vri}) = Q{vit,ri])i  ^ ^ e 0-
Integrating,, one finds a representation of the group G. This basic observation lies at 
thee origin of the correspondence between representation theory and symplectic geom-
etry,, by applying the ideas of quantization. We mention two examples of this prin-
ciple,, the Kirillo v correspondence and the "quantization commutes with reduction" 
philosophy.. The first is concerned with the construction of irreducible representations 
off  G, whereas the second entails the identification of the multiplicity spaces of the 
representationss obtained by quantization. 
Concerningg the first example, one expects the representation obtained by quantization 
too be irreducible when the G-action is transitive, since that case the functions //£, £ e 0 
generatee the whole ring of smooth functions on the coadjoint orbit. Such symplectic 
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manifoldss with a transitive G-action can be classified and are given by the orbits 
OO C g*  of the coadjoint action of G on g*. Putting everything together, quantization 
shouldd give a certain correspondence between coadjoint orbits in g* and irreducible 
representations.. This is called the Kirillo v principle. The connection with operator 
algebrass is given by passing to a suitable group algebra, in our case the group von 
Neumannn algebra (after choosing a Haar measure). 
Wee now turn to the "quantization commutes with reduction''-theme. For a general 
Hamiltoniann G-space. i.e.. carrying a not necessarily transitive G-action, one obtains 
aa dual pair 

M/G<M/G<—— M -^Q\ 
wheree g* is equipped with the usual Lie-Poisson structure, and we assume, for sim-
plicity,, that MjG is smooth. Composition with the dual pair g* <— O  ̂ —  {pt.} given 
byy a coadjoint orbit 0$. £ e 0*  in the category of dual pairs mentioned above, gives 
exactlyy the symplectically reduced space M  ̂ := (M x 0^)//G = //_1(<%). Therefore, 
functoriall  quantization as outlined above implies the "quantization commutes with 
reductiorr'-theorem.. i.e.. the commutativity of the following diagram: 

Q Q 
MM ^— Q(M) 

QR QR 

O O 
M//GM//G —1 Q(M//G) 

Heree QR stands for quantum reduction, i.e., taking the tensor product over a suitable 
groupp algebra implementing the unitary representation of G. For a compact Lie group, 
thiss is equivalent to taking the subspace of Q(M) of G-invariant vectors, and in this 
context,, in the case of actions on compact Kahler manifolds, the above principle 
wass initiated in [GSl]. In physics, such considerations originated with the work of 
Diracc [Di] . In this case, the structure predicted by the "quantization commutes with 
reductionn principle" is quite strong: For any quantizable symplectic manifold M, one 
findsfinds by n commutes with reduction" that 

Q(Mx)Q(Mx) = (Q(M)XV*xf, 

wheree * is the involution on the set A*  labeling the irreducible representations of G. 
thatt sends a representation to its dual. Therefore, by Sdiur's lemma it follows that 

W == 0Q(A/A)®vA, 

i.e.,, the multiplicity space associated to the isotypical component labeled by A G 
A**  is given by quantization of the reduced space A/A. One can thus think of the 
quantizationn commutes with reduction philosophy as giving geometric meaning to 
multiplicityy spaces of representations. 

Topologicall  Quantum Field Theory. Our aim is to obtain certain Topological 
Quantumm Field Theories (TQFT*s) by quantizing moduli spaces of flat connections 
andd proving a "quantization commutes with reduction" theorem. In chapter 2 we give 
ann introduction to TQFT, but let us briefly discuss its main features. 
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Accordingg to Atiyah's axioms [A] , a TQFT is nothing but a monoidal *-functor from 
thee n-dimensional cobordism category to the category of finite dimensional vector 
spacess (or, rather Hubert spaces). We will restrict our attention to n = 3. In this 
case,, a TQFT associates a vector space V(E) to every closed, compact oriented two-
dimensionall  manifold £, and a vector V(M) E V(dM) to every three manifold M 
withh boundary dM. More generally, a cobordism induces a linear map between vector 
spaces,, and these maps should compose according to the gluing properties in the 
cobordismm category. Since a closed three-manifold is interpreted as a cobordism form 
00 to 0, and we assume V(0) = C, a TQFT assigns a number V(M) G C to M. 
Thiss is the three-manifold invariant associated to a TQFT. The basic characteristic 
off  this invariant is the gluing law imposed by the axioms above when M is cut along 
aa two-manifold £ C AI into two pieces Mi and Mi\ 

V(M )) = <V(Mi) )V(M 2) ) v ( E ). 

Itt is this property, just like the Mayer Vietoris sequence for ordinary (co)homology, 
thatt makes the manifold invariant computable. 
Inn three dimensions, one can always use a Heegaard decomposition of a three-manifold, 
andd therefore the axioms for TQFT are equivalent to giving representations of the 
mappingg class group r(E) on V(E). However, it was soon realized that in all examples 
off  TQFT's, there was a more involved structure related to cutting and gluing in 
codimensionn 2. In the three dimensional example of TQFT given by the quantization 
off  moduli spaces of flat connections (see below), this is related to "'factorization rules" 
off  conformal blocks. These rules give certain relations between the above mentioned 
representationss of the mapping class groups when surfaces are glued together, so that 
theyy all combine to give a representation of a more complicated object, called the 
"Teichmiillerr tower" of groupoids. Several authors have tried to incorporate these 
extendedd structures into the axioms of TQFT, see e.g. [Fr2, Tu, KeLu], we will 
followw Quinn's axioms of what he calls "modular TQFT" [Q]. 
Inn the three-dimensional case, this consists of the following, purely algebraic assign-
mentss ([Q] uses coalgebras instead of algebras, which is more convenient from the 
pointt of view of Tannaka-Krein reconstruction theorems): 

1-manifoldd Sl ~» Algebra Asi ~ 
cobordismm £ from d£i n to 9Eout ~*  ^asi n - ^öEout bimodule E^ 
cobordismm M, dM — St H E2 ~-> linear map TM : ESl —» Ey2 

Noticee that the 3-manifolds involved, are manifolds with corners, an aspect that we 
wil ll  ignore now for simplicity. The objects should be subject to some conditions, 
describingg their behaviour under the gluing of cobordisms. Most notably, one has 

^ E i U g i Ejj  — £ Ei ®ASI EZ2-

Thiss axiomatizes G. Segal's gluing law for modular functors [S3], usually written in 
termss of "charges" that label irreducible representations of A. On the other hand, in 
thiss formalism one recovers Atiyah's axioms for TQFT by considering only 2-manifolds 
withoutt boundaries. The by now well-known equivalence between M TQFT and 
modularr tensor categories, see e.g. [BK] , follows essentially by taking the category 
off  modules over AS\. 
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Modul ii  spaces of flat connections. The two themes of the previous sections, 
quantizationn and TQFT, meet each other in the study of the moduli space of flat 
connections.. The moduli space M{X) of flat connections over a surface X was first 
constructedd by Atiyah and Bott [AB] using symplectic reduction of the space of 
alll  connections on a principal bundle by the action of the gauge group. When the 
underlyingg surface has a complex structure, it is isomorphic to the moduli space of 
holomorphicc bundles [NS], already known before in the algebraic geometry literature. 
Noticee that it is not smooth, but has singularities. In [Wil] , Witten identified these 
modulii  spaces as the phase space of a particular 3-dimensional Topological Field The-
ory,, called Chern Simons theory. This led to a study of the quantization of the moduli 
spaces,, since it should be part of a nontrivial example of 3d TQFT. and as such obey 
thee Atiyalrs axioms described above. In particular, one can find a classical manifesta-
tionn of the Atiyah-axioms in the symplectic geometry of M(X): Any three manifold 
MM induces a Lagrangian submanifold in M(dM), and gluing cobordism corresponds 
too intersection of Lagrangian submanifolds. Quantization of such Lagrangian sub-
manifoldss should give Witten's three-manifold invariant. Quantization of the moduli 
spacee of flat connections from this (functorial) point of view is considered in [JW] , 
Too incorporate the "extended" part of the axioms for TQFT into quantization, the 
goall  of this thesis, one has to consider the moduli space of flat connections over 
surfacess with boundaries. From the point of view of symplectic geometry, such moduli 
spacess were systematically studied by Meinrenken and Woodward [MWl] , They 
aree infinite dimensional symplectic manifolds with a Hamiltonian action of a loop 
group,, the gauge group associated with the boundary. In this picture, gluing of 
surfacess corresponds to symplectic reduction with respect to this loop group action, 
i.e.,, "gluing equals reduction". 

Th ee general picture. Our main theme can now be explained very easily: The 
modulii  space of flat connections is a functor from the two-dimensional cobordism 
categoryy to the category of dual pairs, and applying the "quantization-functor" one 
findss exactly the extended axioms of Quinn as outlined above, however in an analytical 
setting.. To achieve this, we will introduce the twisted Lie-Poisson structure on LQ*, 
thee dual of the Lie algebra of the loop group. With respect to this Poisson structure, 
anyy cobordism X induces a dual pair by the moduli space of flat connections over 
XX and its moment map. In this way, one finds a functor from the 2-dimensional 
cobordismm category to the category of dual pairs. The quantization functor consists 
off  two assignments. First, the Poisson manifold LQ* is quantized by a suitable "group 
vonn Neumann algebra", defined in an ad-hoc manner since loop groups have no Haar 
measure.. Second, introducing a complex structure, we define the quantization of such 
modulii  spaces by geometric quantization, however also taking into account the infinite 
dimensionalityy of the moduli space. Functoriality of quantization amounts to proving 
thee quantization conjecture in this case, which, by the "gluing equals reduction" 
principlee reduces to proving that "quantization commutes with gluing". Therefore, 
composingg the "classical" and "quantization-functor", one finds for every complex 
cobordismm a correspondence between certain von Neumann algebras in such a way 
thatt composition of correspondences is given by gluing of the underlying surfaces. 
Thiss essentially describes the TQFT as outlined above. 
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Quantizationn of the moduli space of flat connections. Although quanti-
zationn of the moduli space of flat connections over surfaces with boundaries has not 
beenn studied before, there are many different approaches to quantization of the mod-
uliuli  space associated to closed surfaces. We will review two of these methods, and 
explainn how our results fit  into this literature. 
Lett E be a closed compact Riemann surface of genus g. The moduli space of flat 
connectionss M(E) is the quotient of all flat connections on the trivial principal G-
bundle,, by the action of the gauge group, see [AB] . This turns out to be a stratified 
symplecticc space, with an open dense stratum of real dimension dim G(2g — 2). In the 
gaugee theoretical picture, this dense stratum consists of the quotient of the irreducible 
connections.. In all approaches to quantization one has to accommodate for the fact 
thatt the space is singular, since gauge group action is not free. One way, see [BL , LS], 
iss to use the language of stacks. Notice that the singularities of M(E) often are of 
orbifold-type,, but in general can be worse. 
Thee first, and most direct approach to quantization is to identify A4(E) with the 
modulii  space of holomorphic bundles of [NS], so that it becomes a (singular) Kahler 
space.. Explicitly, this is done by associating to any connection A e -4(E), the Cauchy-
Riemannn operator BA , which gives a holomorphic structure on the trivial vector bundle 
EE over E associated to a representation of V. There is a holomorphic line bundle over 
M(E),M(E), called the determinant line bundle [Qu], whose fiber at [A]  G M(E) is given 
byy the determinant of the cohomology, 

Det(BDet(BAA)) = A m a x#°(E,£)*  ® A m a xH 1(E, f ), 

wheree £ denotes the sheaf of holomorphic sections of E, with respect to Ö4. Its first 
Chernn class turns out to be a multiple of the class induced by the symplectic form, 
andd therefore the quantum Hubert space is given, as in geometric quantization, by 
thee space of holomorphic sections of the dual of the determinant line bundle. 
Thee second approach is more involved, and brings in the perspective of loop groups. 
Wee cut E into two parts Ei and E2 along a closed curve 7 : S1 —> E, as in the 
followingg figure: 

Againn we identify .M(E) with the space of holomorphic bundles. Since the interior 
off  Ei and E2 are Stein spaces, any holomorphic bundle over these spaces is holo-
morphicallyy trivial. Therefore all holomorphic bundles over E can be obtained by 
"clutching""  the trivial bundle over Ei and E2. This is done by elements of the com-
plexx loop group LGc, and this identifies the moduli space of holomorphic bundles 
withh the double coset 

M(E)^G^\LGc/G%M(E)^G^\LGc/G%22, , 
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wheree G£l C LGc* i — 1,2 is the closed subgroup of loops in Gc that have an 
extensionn to a holomorphic map over Ej. This description of the moduli space of 
holomorphicc bundles goes back to A. Weil. 
Fromm this point of view, one can easily construct holomorphic line bundles over M(T,): 
Thee complexified loop group has central extensions labeled by an integer L called the 
level,, which are canonically trivial over the subgroups G^ '. We therefore obtain a 
nontriviall  circle bundle over J W ( £) by 

GfXLGc/G^GfXLGc/G^22. . 

forr every central extension LGc- i.e.. for every integer ( e Z. Taking the associated 
linee bundle, one obtains a holomorphic line line bundle with first Chern class a[ui]  £ 
/ / 2 ( . M ( E ) , Z ),, where  ̂ is the symplectic form on M(T,). In fact, one obtains all 
holomorphicc line bundles in this way. and one has Pic(A"f(E)) = Z. see [DN , LS], 
Supposee now that 7 has been chosen such that E2 equals the disk D in the complex 
plane.. In that case, the complex homogeneous space LGc/G® is called the funda-
mentall  homogeneous space for loop groups, and by the Borel Weil theorem for loop 
groupss proved in [PS], the space of holomorphic sections of the dual line bundle at 
levell  f GN gives the basic positive energy representation H0 of LG at level t One 
thereforee expects the quantum Hubert space of A"f (E) to be isomorphic to the space 
off  Gc' - invariants of HQ, denoted Vy. This was proved in [BL , LS]. 
Thee vector space V^ is an example of what are called spaces of conformal blocks, 
aa not ion coming from conformal field theory. In general, spaces of conformal blocks 
V^(A )) are associated to Riemann surfaces E labeled by A G A J , i.e., a dominant weight 
att level L Such weights label the irreducible positive energy representations H\ of 
thee loop group LG at level t and V^(A) is defined as the space of G^-invariants of 
H\.H\. Since 0 E A* corresponds to the basic representation, this definition generalizes 
thee vector space obtained above. According to G. Segal [S2] these space of conformal 
blockss consti tute a so-called modular junctor. Most notably, this means that when 
gluingg Si and E2 over S1 to a Riemann surface E, like in the previous figure, there 
iss an isomorphism 

v i ~~ © V £ ( A ) ® V £ ( * A ) , 
AA  e A; 

wheree * : K* t —> A^ is the involution sending an irreducible representation to its dual. 
Thiss isomorphism was first proved in [TUY ] using by shrinking the loop 7 to a point, 
soo as to obtain a singular curve. Part of our aim is to obtain a more natural proof by 
gluingg of surfaces instead of degeneration of curves. 
Wee therefore consider the moduli space of flat connections .M (E) over a compact Rie-
mannn surface E with parameterized boundary ÖE = S1. By a theorem of Donaldson 
[Do] ,, this infinit e dimensional space corresponds to one "ha lf of the double coset 
above, , 

M ( S)) ^ LGC/G%, 

andd from this complex point of view classifies holomorphic bundles on E with a 
framingg over the boundary. We quantize this manifold and lif t the Hamiltonian 
act ionn of LG on .M(E) to a positive energy representation H^, generalizing the Borel-
Weill  construction mentioned above. We then prove that "quantization commutes 
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withh reduction", which by the "gluing equals reduction" theorem of Meinrenken and 
Woodwardd [MW1 ] mentioned above, boils down to the isomorphism 

H'^{H^»H^)H'^{H^»H^)LGLG. . 

thatt is, "quantization commutes with gluing". Analytically, the representations H^ 
aree implemented by a certain von Neumann algebra and this isomorphism is induced 
byy the relative tensor product over this algebra, proving functoriality of quantization. 
Decomposingg the H^.'s into irreducibles, we prove that the multiplicity spaces are 
givenn by the spaces of conformal blocks, and quantization commutes with reduction 
thenn implies factorization. 

Conformall  field t heo ry and quant iza t ion. Looking at the complex homo-
geneouss space A4(E) = LGc/G^, a naive at tempt to quantization would be to first 
quantizee LGc and then consider the subspace of G^-invariants. We wil l prove that 
thiss is correct, and this leads to the following, appealing picture. 
Lett us first quantize LGc- Indeed this is a Kahler manifold, isomorphic as a symplectic 
spacee to the cotangent bundle T*LG with its canonical symplectic form, twisted with 
thee Lie algebra cocycle associated to the (level () central extension of LG. Ignoring 
thee cocycle, the situation is analogous to the quantization of T*G, for G a compact 
Li ee group. The Hilbert space of the quantization is given by L 2(G), which by the 
Peter-Weyll  theorem decomposes under the G x G action as 

LL22(G)^(G)  ̂ © VX®V.X. 

Thiss Hilbert space is used to describe the quantum system of particles moving on 
G.. To complete the (euclidean) description of the system, one has to specify an 
operatorr Tt : L2(G) —  L2(G) for every interval [CM], such that the composition reads 
TTtltl o Tt2 — Tti+t 2. This operator is given by the heat kernel of the Laplacian on G. 
Noticee that both the classical and quantum mechanical system, from a Lagrangian 
pointt of view involve the path category VG of G. That is, the category with points of 
GG as objects and morphisms given by paths in G. The path category of a manifold is 
closelyy related to its /^-theory. 
Inn our case, instead of particles, we consider strings moving on G. Therefore, instead 
off  the path category of G, we need the string category: The objects of the string 
categoryy are given by maps from S1 to G, that is, elements of LG, and morphisms 
aree given by maps from a Riemann surface S into G, with <9£ = S*1 US'1. Composit ion 
iss given by gluing of surfaces. This category is conjectured to be related to elliptic 
cohomologyy [SI] . 

Pursuingg the analogy, the Hilbert space of the quantization of LGc at level ( should 
bee given by 

< z ww = @HX®HX, 
AeA; ; 

wit hh the obvious left and right action of LG. Notice that in contrast to the Pe te r-
Weyll  decomposition of L2(G), the sum over dominant weights at level I is finite, 
althoughh every summand is an infinit e dimensional Hilbert space itself. Only in 
thee limi t as ( —*  oo. all dominant weights occur in the summation. The Hilbert 
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spacee above morally plays the role of ''square integrable" holomorphic sections of 
thee line bundle over LGQ associated to the central extension, giving a Peter Weyl 
decompositionn for loop groups. The Peter-Weyl theorem for loop groups only holds 
onn a heuristic level, but we will see later in section 5.4 that there is a closely related 
LGLG x LG-manifold, the moduli space of flat connections over an annulus, for which 
thee Peter-Weyl decomposition holds true. 
Byy analogy with the description of quantum mechanical particles on G, for strings we 
shouldd specify a trace class operator Z£ : 7 /w z w in -> i/^zw. out for every Riemann 
surfacee E with incoming and outgoing boundary 5Ein, out, that should satisfy 

^EE — ^£2 ° ^ Er 

wheneverr E is obtained by gluing Si and £2 over the outgoing and incoming bound-
aries.. What we have described here is a special example, called the Wess Zumino-
Wittenn model, of the axioms for conformal field theory of G. Segal [S2]. If we think 
off  Riemann surfaces with boundary as the morphisms in a complex cobordism with 
objectss given by "boundary circles" and composition given by gluing, a conformal 
fieldd theory is nothing but a functor from the complex cobordism category to the 
categoryy of Hilbert spaces and trace class operators. (We are ignoring here a possible 
centrall  charge associated with a central extension of the cobordism category.) The 
tracee class operators Z  ̂ are the partition functions of the conformal field theory have 
ann interpretation in terms of path integrals [Ga], 
Wee now take the completion of the left and right representation LG on #wzw t o a 

vonn Neumann algebra M, by taking the double commutant. In fact, the commutant 
off  the left action of M on H ẑw gives the right action and vice versa, that is, the 
vonn Neumann algebra is said to act in standard form. Let E be a Riemann surface 
withh boundary dE = Sl. The conformal field theory now gives a vector Zf> E H*vzw, 
whichh in turn produces a state on M by 

t4 (x)) = ( z £ , . r 4) , xeM, 
"wzw w 

andd by the GNS-construction, this produces a cyclic AZ-module, i.e., a Hilbert space 
H^H  ̂ together with a positive energy representation of LG at level L We argue that 
thiss Hilbert space H  ̂ C H ẑw gives the quantization of M(H). 
Inn its most general form, i.e., for a general complex cobordism E from dEi n to #Eou t, 
thee quantization procedure outlined above produces a Hilbert space 

# ££ C B2 (#WZW, in' #WZW. out) ) 

obtainedd from the GNS construction applied to the "'vacuum" state Z  ̂ (£?2 denotes 
thee ideal of Hilbert-Schmidt operators). It carries, by definition, commuting left Kiu 

andd right A'out-actions, where Kin and Kout are the von Neumann algebra comple-
tionss of the positive and negative energy representations of LG at the incoming and 
outgoingg boundary. Such an object is called a correspondence, or bimodule, and is 
schematicallyy denoted by 

AA in ~* -" £ i A o u t . 

Supposee that we now have E = Ei Usi E2. This gives rise to three correspondences, 
H^,H^, H î and tf 2̂- By the definition of conformal field theory, one knows that the 
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"vacuumm states" of these correspondences satisfy Z | = Z 2̂ o Z^. Computing the 
relativee tensor product, this induces a canonical isomorphism 

Sincee H  ̂ quantizes the moduli space J M ( £ ), and classically A4(£i) and M{Ti2) are 
relatedd to At(S) by symplectic reduction, this proves functoriality of quantization. 
Wee should warn the reader that, although this picture is correct, the proof of it reverses 
thee order: We first prove functoriality of quantization from which the existence of the 
WZWW conformal field theory follows. This allows the reinterpretation above. 

K-theory .. Recently, it has become clear that there is a deep relation between 
TQFTT and i^-theory [Fr3] . Roughly speaking, this is given by taking the TvT-theory 
off  the algebra associated to a circle, K*(A). By the relation between 3d-TQFT and 
modularr tensor categories, this corresponds to taking the Grothendieck ring of the 
categoryy C — Rep(A). The extended axioms for TQFT now descend to a lower level 
inn a categorical hierarchy: The functor associated to a two dimensional surface, given 
byy taking the tensor product of a bimodule over A, induces a map in if-theory which 
composess according to the gluing laws in the two dimensional cobordism category. In 
otherr words, one finds that the i^-theory satisfies the Atiyah-axioms for 2d TQFT, 
insteadd of 3d. Therefore K*{A)  inherits the structure of a Frobenius algebra, most 
significantly,, it has a ring structure. 
Inn the case of loop groups, the Grothendieck ring of the category of positive energy 
representationss at a given level was identified with the equivariant twisted if-theory 
off  compact Lie groups, see [Fr4, FHT] . This geometric interpretation of the repre-
sentationn ring (like the Baum Connes conjecture for groups) brings in the perspective 
off  index theory. In principle, the Frobenius algebra structure on the fusion ring of 
aa compact Lie group G should be induced by the Z,G-equivariant index of a Dirac 
operatorr on the moduli space .M(£), as we explain in chapter 6. There we also study 
thee special case of coadjoint orbits from this point of view: One can define a Dirac op-
eratorr in a Hubert space whose LG-equivariant index yields an element in the fusion 
ringg of G, i.e., a virtual positive energy representation. This operator can be used to 
givee a Dirac induction map, which also plays an important role in the isomorphism 
betweenn the fusion ring Rg(G) and the equivariant twisted X-theory of G, see [Fr4] . 

Plann of the thesis. As mentioned, in order to be self contained, the first three 
chapterss serve as an introduction. Chapter 1 reviews the theory of positive energy 
representationss of loop groups and explains the Borel-Weil theorem that we wil l later 
generalize.. The second chapter discusses the notion of topological quantum field 
theoryy (TQFT) and the equivalence with certain special types of tensor categories. 
Thee third chapter discusses von Neumann algebras and correspondences, a technical 
tooll  that will be essential. Chapter 4 discusses, the "classical" theory of the moduli 
spacee of flat connections over surfaces with boundaries. Introducing the twisted Lie-
Poissonn structure on the dual of the Lie algebra of the loop group, we show that such 
modulii  spaces form a "Poisson bimodule" (dual pair), and prove a classical version of 
thee axioms of TQFT. Chapter 5 deals with the "quantum theory. WTe quantize the 
modulii  space of flat connections to obtain a positive energy representation of the loop 
groupp and explain in which way this generalizes the Borel-Weil theorem. Then we 
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goo on to discuss quantum reduction. An essential role in this is played by the Hilbert 
spacee obtained by quantizing an annulus, which is shown to have a "Peter-Weyl" 
decomposition.. This enables us to prove that the quantization we have defined is 
functorial,, i.e., the tensor product of the quantization over the von Neumann algebra 
implementingg the positive energy representation corresponds to the gluing of surfaces. 
Ass a side result, we prove the existence of the Wess-Zumino--Witten conformal field 
theoryy in the axiomatization of G. Segal, as explained in the last section of Chapter 2. 
Finally,, the last chapter gives a construction of the Dirac operator on homogeneous 
spacess of loop groups and its index, as well as a construction of the Dirac induction 
homomorphism.. Last, a conjecture for index theory on the general moduli space is 
presentedd from the point of view of twisted index theory. 



CHAPTERR 1 

Loopp groups and positive energy representations 

Inn this chapter we review the theory of loop groups and their positive energy rep-
resentations.. The classic reference for this is the book [PS]. From a mathematical 
pointt of view, loop groups are examples of a class of infinite dimensional groups, the 
so-calledd mapping groups of the form Map(X, G) of maps from a manifold X to a 
Liee group G, for which X — Sl. In particular, one might hope that analysis on such 
mappingg spaces can be used to construct a representation theory for such groups, 
extendingg the usual theory for Lie groups, i.e., the case X = {pt.}. From a physical 
pointt of view, mapping groups usually appear as so-called gauge groups, that is, the 
groupss of automorphisms Aut(P) of a principal G-bundle P over X. Notice that 
whenn such a bundle P is trivial, one has Aut(P) = Map(X,G), but P need not be 
triviall  in general. Loosely speaking, the "classical" theory of gauge fields involves 
thee geometry of gauge groups and their actions, whereas the "quantum mechanics" 
off  such systems involves unitary representations of gauge groups. 
Itt is well known that not all representations have a physical meaning. In realistic 
modelss one usually requires the underlying Hilbert space of the theory to carry a 
representationn of the symmetry group of the underlying space X, e.g. the Poincaré 
groupp when X is Minkovski space, such that the generator of translations along the 
time-axiss is given by a selfadjoint, unbounded positive operator. This operator is 
usuallyy called the energy operator, hence the name for such representations to be of 
positivepositive energy. 

1.1.. Loop groups 

1.1.1.. Notation. Throughout, we let G be a compact connected Lie group with 
Liee algebra g. We choose a maximal torus T C G, with Lie algebra t C g. The 
integrall  lattice, that is, the kernel of the exponential map exp : t — T, is denoted by 
A c tt and its dual, called the weight lattice, by A*  C t*. The adjoint representation 
onn g, when restricted to T, induces the root decomposition of the complexified Lie 
algebraa gc = 0 <8> C, 

(1.1)) g e = t c : © 0 ga . 

Thee set of infinitesimal characters R C A*  of this representation of T is called the root 
systemm of G. The Weyl group W associated with the choice of maximal torus is defined 
byy W := NG(T)/T, where NG(T) denotes the normalizer in G. This is a finite group 
withh a natural action on t induced by the adjoint action, which preserves the integral 
lattice.. Dually, its action preserves the weight lattice A*  C t*  and permutes the set 
off  roots. Next, we choose a positive Weyl chamber t*+ Q t*, that is, a fundamental 

19 9 
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domainn for the action of the Weyl group W on t* . This induces a decomposition 
RR = R+ U R~ into positive and negative roots. The weights in the Weyl chamber 
A*^A*^ = A* n t+ are called the dominant weights. 
Wee assume that the Lie algebra of G is equipped with an invariant inner product {  , }, 
thee Killin g form normalized such that the highest root am ax of 0 has length squared 
||«max||22 = 2. This is called the basic inner product. It allows us to identify g = g*. 
Lett I G N . The level £ alcove 21/ C t ; is defined as % = {X £ t ; . (A, am a x) <(,}. It is 
aa fundamental domain for the level ( action of the affine Weyl group WAR = W x A on 
tt given by (u>, V)  X = w  A + tv, (u\ v) € Watf, X G t*. The weights in A; = A*  n % 
aree called the dominant weights at level L The level 1 alcove is tradit ionally called 
thee fundamental (or Weyl) alcove, simply denoted by %. 

1.1.2.. Loop g roups. Let Sl = M/2TTZ be the standard circle parameterized by 
thee real variable 9. and G as above. The set Map (Sl, G) of continuous maps from the 
circlee to G inherits a group structure by the point-wise product of loops and thereby 
becomess a topological group when equipped with the topology of uniform convergence. 
Too tu rn this into a Lie group, one can make several choices. An obvious candidate 
iss given by considering the subspace C°°(Sl. G) of smooth loops, equipped with the 
s t ruc turee of a Fréchèt-Lie group. This Lie group is an infinite-dimensional manifold 
modeledd on its Lie algebra, the Fréchèt space C^°{Sl, g). For technical reasons that 
wil ll  become apparent later, we wil l make a different choice however, completing this 
groupp into a Hi lbert-Lie group. For this, we take the Sobolev completion Lgk := 
HkiSHkiS11,^).,^). k > 1/2, of the model space MapfS^.g) in the inner product 

(X-Y)(X-Y)kk==  f ((l + A)kX(6),Y(0))de. X.YeHk(S\g). 
JsJs1 1 

wheree A = -(d/d6)2 denotes the Laplacian on S1. Notice that, by the Sobolev 
embeddingg theorem, ^ . ( S "1 . g) consists of continuous maps. (For an n-dimensional 
manifoldd this is the case when k > n/2.) Using an embedding G —> RN for N 
largee enough, one defines Hk(S

l,G) C Hk(S
1MN) as the closed subset of loops that 

mapp into G C RN. This set has a natural Hubert manifold structure for which the 
mult ipl icationn and inversion map are smooth. It is this Hubert- Lie group that we wil l 
calll  the loop group of G. denoted by LG. With this notation, we have the continuous 
inclusionn Co c(51 .G ') C LG, where the subset carries its finer Fréchèt topology. In 
fact,, one has the usual chain of inclusions of Sobolev spaces 

...CH...CHk+2k+2(S\G)CH(S\G)CHk+lk+l (S\G)CH(S\G)CHkk(S\G). (S\G). 

Thee inverse limi t topology on the intersection the Hk's over all k coincides with the 
Fréchètt topology, and gives the isomorphism of Fréchèt Lie groups 

(1.2)) Coc(S\G)= p| Hk(S\G). 

A > l / 2 2 

Evaluat ionn at the chosen basepoint 6 — 0 of Sl induces a map ev0 : LG —*  G. if H-
V?(0),, if € LG. The based loop group UG C LG is by definition the kernel of the 
evaluat ionn map, QG = {f 6 LG. f{0) = e}. This induces an isomorphism LG = 
GG x QG, where G acts on QG by conjugation. From this decomposition one easily 
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readss off that 

(1.3)) MLG) *£ TTifG), 7n(LG) ^ 7n(G), ?r2(LG) S TT3(G) = Z, 

sincee G is connected and ^ ( G) = 0 for any compact Lie group. To ensure that LG 
iss connected, we will restrict ourselves to simply connected Lie groups G. 

1.2.. Central extensions 

Ann interesting feature of the theory of loop groups is the existence of natural nontrivial 
centrall  extensions, see also [PS] chapter 4. Recall that a central extension of LG by 
TT is given by a short exact sequence of groups 

(1.4)) 1 -> T -> LG -  LG -  1, 

suchh that LG contains T in its center. It follows that the quotient LG/T is isomorphic 
too LG. Since LG and T are Lie groups, it may seem natural to require the extension 
too be smooth as well. In the case of positive energy representations of loop groups this 
iss correct, but in general notice the following: The real interest in central extension 
comess from the existence of projective representations of groups, i.e., homomorphisms 
too PU(H), the projective unitary group of a Hilbert space H, since the pull-back of 
thee canonical central extension of PU(H) by the unitary group U(H) gives a central 
extension.. Nonetheless, it is known that requiring such representations to be smooth is 
inn general too restrictive, and one will not find a smooth central extension. Therefore 
onee allows merely continuous representations and the induced central extension is 
continuous,, but need not be smooth. However, for loop groups and the class of 
representationss we will use here (positive energy representations), the induced central 
extensionn turns out to be smooth, as we will see below. 
AA central extension of LG induces a central extension of the Lie algebra Lg, 

0 ^ R ^ L g ^ L g - > 0 . . 

Ass a vector space, one has LQ = Lg © R, but its Lie algebra structure is given by 

K6,Ai),(6,A2)]]  = ([& , &] , c(6,6)), 
wheree  ̂ E Lg, A, G M, i = 1,2. Here c : Lg x Lg —> R is a smooth Lie algebra 
cocycle,, i.e., an antisymmetric bilinear form that satisfies 

c([ZM>C)-c([{,t],ri)+c([T,,cU)c([ZM>C)-c([{,t],ri)+c([T,,cU)  = o. 
Now,, for any Ad-invariant inner product ( , ) : g x g -> M there is a Lie algebra 
cocyclee defined by 

(1.5)) c(£,77)= / (£,dT7>, 

and,, consequently, a central extension of LQ. In fact, for g semi-simple, any Lie 
algebraa cocycle is of this form, and this gives all central extensions. On the other 
hand,, a bilinear form on g gives rise to a Lie algebra cocycle of degree 3 by 

(1.6)) x(^fiX) = (t,h(}), <£,*?,< e 0, 

andd therefore to a class [x]  € H îe(Q,M.). By left translation, one obtains a closed left 
invariantt 3 form on G, also denoted by \i which induces a class [x]  € H3(G,18L). (In 
fact,, for compact connected G this induces isomorphisms H£ie(g,W) = H*(G,W).) 
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Sincee the central extension (1.4) forms a principal T-bundle over LG, it is topologically 
classifiedd by its first Chern class c\ G i ?2(LG, Z). When G is simply connected, 
onee has H2(LG,Z) = H'3(G,Z) by transgression along the J7G-bundle LG over G. 
Combiningg these two facts, one finds that a given central extension of LG induces 
aa Li e algebra extension of Lg for which the associated degree 3 cohomology class 
[x][x]  e H3(G,Z) lies in the integral lattice H3(G,Z) C H3(G.R). Conversely, when 
thee inner product {  , ) on g gives rise to an integral cohomology class in #3 ( G , Z ), 
onee finds that the left translat ion of (1.5) gives a left invariant 2-form uu which is 
integral,, i.e., [to]  £ H2{LG.11). Associated to such a 2-form is a line bundle L with 
connectionn V, unique up to isomorphism, with curv{\/) = — 2nitu, i.e., c\(L) = [LU], 
(Technically,, this follows from the fact that LG is a Hilbert manifold, and therefore 
admi tss part i t ions of unity subordinate to a given covering.) One then considers the 
subgroupp of Aut (L , V) consisting of connection preserving automorphisms of L that 
coverr the LG-action on itself by left translation. This evidently defines a central 
extensionn of LG, and by differentiation at the identity one finds that the induced Lie 
algebraa extension agrees with the initial one. Notice that this construction uses the 
factt t hat LG, for G simply connected, is also simply connected, by (1.3). 
Whenn G is simple, recall that #3 ( G , Z) = Z, so the central extension is determined 
byy an integer £ £ Z called the level of the central extension. The central extension 
att level 1 is called the basic extension since it corresponds by (1.5) to the basic inner 
productt of g. Al l others are obtained by multiplication with L 

Lett Gc be the complexification of G. Any central extension of LG by T extends to a 
centrall  extension of the complexified loop group LG<c by C*, 

11 -  C*  -+ LGC -> LGC -  1. 

Thee associated central extension of the Lie algebra Lgc is given by extending the 
innerr product ( , ) on g to a complex bilinear form on gc a nd using the cocycle (1.5). 
Thee Li e algebra Lg and its central extensions contain some interesting subalgebras. 
Recalll  that we regard Lg as a Banach-Lic algebra by considering loops of Sobolev 
classs k > 1/2. Associated is a chain of inclusions  C Hk+i(Sl,g) C HkiS1,^) of 
Banach-Liee algebras consisting of higher Sobolev spaces. Its inverse limi t identifies 
wit hh the smooth Lie algebra C°°(Sl ,g), which is a Fréchèt-Lie algebra. Al l these 
subalgebrass inherit a central extension from Lg given by restriction of the cocycle 
(1.5).. Al l these subalgebras can more or less be considered to be "equal". 
AA more drastic restriction is given by the subalgebra Lpol@ C Lg tr igonometric polyno-
mialss with values in g. I t complexification Lpolgc is generated by £(n) — e~m6*£, £ € 
gc-- The induced central extension is denoted by gc, and is often referred to as the 
affinee Li e algebra, a special example of the more general class of Kac Moody algebra 
[K] .. I t s Lie bracket is given by 

(1.7)) [£(m),7?(n)] = [£,?/](m + n) + m5m+n,0 <£, 77)

Thee algebraic theory of such algebras and their representation theory is described in 
[K] .. We wil l not use it in this thesis. 

1 .2 .1.. T he aff ine c o a d j o i nt ac t i on. Any Lie group acts on its Lie algebra by 
thee adjoint action, and this induces the coadjoint action on the dual of the Lie algebra. 
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Thee interest for this action comes from the "Kirillo v principle", which asserts a corre-
spondencee between certain (integral) coadjoint orbits and irreducible representations 
off  the group, see section 1.4. 
Sincee the torus T in the central extension of LG is central, its action on Lg is trivial 
soo that the adjoint action of the central extension reduces to an action of LG, given 
by y 

(1.8)) ifi.(^\)=(ip&-\\-(<p~1d<p^)L2), ^ L S , A G M . 

Heree ( , )L 2 denotes the L2 inner product on Lg given by 

(1-9)) &V)L*  = IT f\m,v(0))dO. 
^  ̂ Jo 

Thiss is evidently Ad-invariant for the action of LG, since {  , ) is G-invariant. However, 
noticee that Lg is not complete with respect to this inner product. On the other hand, 
thee Sobolev inner product on Lg is obviously not LG-invariant. 
Insteadd of the full dual of the Lie algebra Lg with respect to the L2 inner product, 
considerr the dense subspace Lg" :— fi 1(51.fl) , the space of g-valued differential forms 
off  Sobolev class k — 1, where the duality is given by combining the inner product in 
00 with integration over S1. Then the coadjoint action dual to (1.8) is given by 

(1.10)) ip  {AJ) = (Ad^(A) - M / v ~ V ) A G Lg\£e E. 

Identifyingg Lg*  with the hyperplane Lg* x {£} C Lg, the action of LG above restricts 
too the affine coadjoint action at level £ on Lg*. If we restrict attention to £ — 1, we 
cann regard elements of Lg*  as connections on the trivial G-bundle over S1, with the 
affinee coadjoint action of LG identified as the usual action of the gauge group of the 
circle,, given by 

(1.11)) <p-A = Ad^{A) -dip^~l. 

Thee holonomy of a connection gives a map Hoi : Lg*  —> G, which is equivariant with 
respectt to the evaluation mapping: Hol((/?  A) = (p(0)Ho\(A)(p(0)~l. In fact, this 
smoothh submersion represents the quotient map by the action of flG. It therefore 
givess the G-equivariant isomorphism Lg* /QG = G. We will embed g ^ Lg*, by 
££ i—» £<i#, ( £ g. Then the quotient by the full LG-action on Lg*  induces the series of 
bijections s 

(1.12)) Lg*/LG =*  l/Waff = 51 = T/W <*  Conj(G). 

Thiss induces the natural stratification of the Weyl alcove 21 into faces according to 
thee orbit type of the action of LG on Lg*  (or G on itself). The dense open stratum 
correspondss to orbits with isotropy group isomorphic to the maximal torus T of G. 

1.3.. Positive energy representations 

Assumee G now to be simple. Instead of considering arbitrary (projective) unitary 
representationss of loop groups, we restrict ourselves to an interesting subclass, the 
so-calledd positive energy representations, characterized by the following conditions: 
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Def in i t i o nn 1.1. A Positive energy representation of LG on a Hubert space H is 
aa projective uni tary representation of the semi-direct product Ro t (51) ix LG, i.e.. a 
stronglyy continuous homomorphism 

7TT : Rot (51) tx LG -r PU(H). 

suchh that the action of Rot fS1) lift s to a representation that acts with positive spec-
t rum,, and induces a decomposition of the Hilbert space 

tftf  = 0J7(n). 
n>0 0 

wheree each H(n) is finit e dimensional. 

Noticee that the lif t of the projective action of R o t ^1 ) is unique up to multiplication 
byy a character, which we have fixed by making the lowest energy eigenspace have 
energyy 0. We denote the action of RotfS1) on H by Re, so that we have the identity 

Ron{^p)R*oRon{^p)R*o — ir{Roip). f 6 LG, 

wheree Ro^(s) — ip(s — 9). By Stone's theorem, this action is generated by an un-
boundedd selfadjoint operator d on H, 

HoHo = e 

and.. by the positive energy condition, d has positive, integral spectrum. 
Sincee G C LG commutes with the Rot(S^-act ion, one finds that each H(k) carries 
aa projective representation of G. As is well known, this representation lift s to a 
representat ionn of a finit e covering of G. Therefore, when G is simply connected, each 
H(k)H(k) is a finite dimensional G-module, and the G-action commutes with the action 
off  R o t ^1 ) . 
A ss usual in the representation theory of Lie groups on infinite dimensional spaces, the 
Li ee algebra LQ does not act on H, but rather on its dense subspace of smooth vectors. 
I nn fact, the intertwining rotat ion action provides natural domains for the action of 
variouss Li e subalgebras of LQ. In general, using the exponential map in LG, one finds 
aa strongly continuous one parameter family of operators t i—> ir(expLGtX) G PU(H) 
forr every X G LQ. Liftin g to U(H) there is, by Stone's theorem, an unbounded 
operator,, denoted TT(X) , such that 

7r(expLGA' )) =exp7 r (X) 

inn PU(H). Now. let / / f i n be the algebraic direct sum @n > 0 H(n), i.e., the subspace of 
finit ee energy vectors. This subspace is an invariant core for the operators ir(X). X e 
LLPO1PO1Q.Q. Since in the definition we have chosen a lift , we must fix an additive constant 
byy sett ing 

Next,, define the Sobolev spaces Hk as the completions of Hüu with respect to the 
norm m 

IHk=||( l+rf) f cr| |--
wheree (l+d)k is defined by means of the spectral theorem. Again we have inclusions 
. . .. QHk+i  C i ^ . a nd 

(1.13)) H~:=f\Hk 

k-k-
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iss the subspace of smooth vectors for the rotation action of Ro t (51) . It follows from 
thee estimates in [GW] that Hk+i  carries a projective representation of the Banach 
Li ee algebra Lgk- These Lie algebra operators satisfy 

[n(X)MY)][n(X)MY)] = ir([X,Y])+i£c{X,Y), VX , Y <E Lgk. 

Thiss action therefore extends to a true representation of the smooth central extension 
off  LQ associated with the cocycle c. Taking exponents, this defines a unitary represen-
tat ionn of the corresponding central extension of LG on Hk+i, since LG is connected 
andd simply connected. Since each inclusion Hk+1 <̂-> H is dense, this representation 
iss the restriction of the given projective uni tary representation of LG on H, and one 
observes: : 

Propos i t i onn 1.2. For any positive energy representation H, the pull-back of the 

centralcentral extension of PU(H) to LG is smooth. 

Soo the pull back of the canonical central extension 

11 -  T -  U{H) -> PU{H) -> 1 

alongg the homomorphism IT : LG —> PU(H) is in fact a smooth extension of LG. As 

wee have seen, for G simple, the central extensions are classified by a positive integer 

LL In this context, it is referred to as the level of the representation, and alternatively 

determiness the character by which the central T acts. Next, we have: 

T h e o r emm 1.3. Let H be an irreducible positive energy representation of LG. Then 

H(0)H(0) is a finite dimensional irreducible G-module isomorphic to H(0) = V\ for some 

AA € A*  a dominant weight satisfying 

<A,Qmax)) < L 

Furthermore,Furthermore, H(0) determines H uniquely; if H and H' are irreducible and H(0) = 

H'(Q)H'(Q) as G-modules, then H = H'. 

P R O O F.. When H is irreducible as an LG-module, Hün is algebraically irreducible for 
L p o lö,, since this Lie algebra generates a dense subgroup of LG under the exponential 
map.. Write 

£poI0cc = gc[2]©gc©0c[2-1] , 

wheree z = e27" 0, and observe that Qc[z] lowers energy whereas 0c[^_ 1] raises energy. 
Usingg the commutat ion relations in L p o lgc , one finds that i / f i n is generated by the 
actionn of 0c[ z~l ]  o n H(0). But then it is clear that H(Q) must be an irreducible 
gc-module,, since otherwise the action of L p o lgc on an irreducible summand in H(0) 
producess a nontrivial LG-invariant subspace. Standard representation theory of the 
finit ee dimensional Lie algebra Qc implies the existence of a highest weight vector 
v\v\ e H(0), A e A* , unique up to scalar. This is constructed using s[(2)-triples 
{Ei,Fi,Hi},{Ei,Fi,Hi},  i = l,...,\R+\ with Elvx = 0, Htvx = \{Hi)vx. Now consider E = 
EEmtLXmtLX(l),(l), F = Fm a x( - 1 ) , where Emax, Fm ax correspond to the maximal root am a x. 
Usingg the commutat ion relations (1.7). one finds H := \E,F] = Hm ax + £, and one 
easilyy checks the s[(2) relations, 

[H,E][H,E]  = 2K [H,F]  = -2E. 
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Noww Ev\ = 0, since vx has energy zero and Hvx = (£ - (amax,X))vx. In sl(2), one 
showss by induction that [E. Fk+l]  = (k + l)Fk(H - k). Now one computes 

(F(Fkk++ llvvxx.F.Fk+1k+1vvxx))HH = (F*Fk+ivx,F
kux) 

==  (EFk+1vx.F
kvx) 

==  (k + l)(t - (Qm„ . A) - k) (Fkvx.F
kvx) 

== > 0. Vfc, 

andd the bound follows. Next, suppose that two irreducible representations H and H' 
havee ƒƒ(()) ^ H'{{))  by mapping v  ̂ v'. Then the map U(Xv) = Xv' for X e LpoiQC 

iss isometric since, again, we can use the commutat ion relations (1.7) to write X as a 
summ of monomials X+xX with X+ e flc[~]-  ? e 9c and X _ e 0c[~- 1] - and therefore 
thee norm \\Xv\\ only depends on ||r|| and the X. Extending this map from HtUj to 
HH defines a unitary isomorphism.

P r o p o s i t i onn 1.4. Any positive energy representations is discretely reducible, i.e., is 
isomorphicisomorphic to a direct sum of irreducibles. 

P R O O F.. Let H be a positive energy representation. Since H(ü) is a finite dimensional 
G-module,, it decomposes into irreducibles. Pick an irreducible V C H(0) and look at 
thee closure in H of the algebraic submodule in Hhn generated by the action of I p o lgc 
onn V. This wil l be an LG-invariant subspace E of H with £"(0) = V since, as we 
havee seen above, Eün is generated by the action of energy raising operators in Lpolgc. 
Sincee V has energy zero, the LG-action extends to Rot^S1) tx LG. We claim that E 
iss irreducible for Rot fS1) ix LG: Suppose we have a nontrivial operator T G B(E) 
commut ingg with Rot fS1) x LG. Since E is cyclically generated by its zero energy 
subspacee V, the action of T is determined by its action on V, and since it commutes 
wit hh Rot fS1) it must map V into V. and T e G' C End(V). But V is irreducible and 
thereforee T = 1, so E is irreducible for R o t ( 5: ) r< LG. 

Next,, observe that an irreducible RotfS1) ix LG module must be LG-irreducible. for 
supposee there is an nontrivial operator T e B(E) that commutes with LG. but not 
withh Rot fS1) K LG. Define 

TTqq = ^~ r e'^ReTRldd. 
Z7;Z7; Jo 

thenn Tq is bounded and commutes with LG and maps E(k) —> E(k + q). Since 
T*T* =T-q, we must have Tq  ̂ 0 for some q < 0. This Tq must annihilate V. since this 
hass lowest energy, but since V generates E under the action of LG. Tq = 0. Therefore 
EE must be irreducible for LG. 

Finally,, to decompose H. now consider E1- and apply the same procedure to find an 
irreduciblee subspace, etc. Since H is a discrete sum of representations of the compact 
groupp Rot(5'1) x G, this procedure exhausts the Hubert space.

1.3 .1.. T h e S e g a l - S u g a w a ra c o n s t r u c t i o n. Let H be a positive energy repre-
sentat ionn of LG. By restriction one finds a representation of the Kac-Moody algebra 
0cc on Hhn. Let c denote the dual Coxeter number of G. Now choose a complex basis 
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Xj.Xj. 7 = 1 , . . ., dim g of gc and define 

/dimm g dim g \ 

(1.14)) Lo = ^ ^ y ( ^ ^(O)X'(O) + 2 £ £ X z ( - n ) X » ) , 
i= ll  n>0 i = l 

ayy well as 
dimg g 

Lnn = V V Xi(-m)Xi{m + n). 
vv ' mgZ 2 = 1 

Then,, using the commutation relations (1.7), one finds that 

tt dim g 3 . 
[£m,, £n] = (m - n)Lm+n + i 2 (m - m)dm + n.0 

Thiss Lie algebra is known as the Virasoro algebra, Vir . It forms a central extension of 
thee complexified polynomial vector fields Vect^^S1), i.e., there is an exact sequence 

00 -> C -> Vir -» VectJ^S1) -> 0. 

Inn this sequence, L n maps to -zn+ld/dz. This central extension extends to the larger 
Liee algebra VectcfS"1) ^VectiS1) ® C of complexified vector fields on S1. It is well 
knownn that there is no complex Lie group that has VectcfS1) as its Lie algebra, so 
thiss extension cannot come from a central extension of complex Lie groups. The real 
partt Vect(Sl) of smooth vector fields on the circle however is the Lie algebra of the 
groupp Diff+fS1) of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms on the circle. This group 
iss naturally a Fréchèt-Lie group, but notice that it cannot be completed to a Banach-
Liee group. It contains PSX(2,M), acting by fractional linear transformations on the 
circle,, as a subgroup, as well as Rot(51). The real part of the above central extension 
off  Lie algebras comes from a central extension of Lie groups, namely 

11 -» T — Diff^S1) -> Diff+fS1) -> 1. 

Inn contrast to loop groups, this extension is topologically trivial and completely de-
terminedd by the Lie algebra extension, which is given by the cocycle 

Thiss cocycle is also known as the Bott Virasoro cocycle. On the subalgebra Vect£° (S1). 
itt reduces to the cocycle appearing in the commutation relations above. Observe that 
itt is trivial over the subgroups PSL(2,R) and Rot(Sl) of DifffS1). 
Givenn this fact, one may wonder if the representation of the Virasoro algebra integrates 
too a representation of a central extension of Diff^S"1) determined by £dimg/(̂  -f c)-
timess the Bott-Virasoro cocycle. This integration problem was positively solved in 
[GW] ,, so one finds that, on any positive energy representation, the action of Rot(51) 
extendss to a projective unitary action of Diff +(5'1). In [PS], an alternative argument 
too this effect is given using ideas from vertex algebras. 
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1.4.. The Borel-Weil theorem 

Theoremm 1.3 settles the question of uniqueness of irreducible positive energy repre-
sentations,, but it does not say anything about existence. As for finite dimensional 
groups,, this can be solved in two ways: For classical G one can take a Weyhlike ap-
proachh in taking tensor products of a specific representation, called the fundamental 
representation.. We will discuss this later. For general compact connected simply 
connectedd Lie groups, there is another beautiful geometric construction, generalizing 
thee Borel-Weil construction for finite dimensional G. As is well known, there is a 
reformulationn of this result such that it becomes a special case of the so called or-
bitt philosophy. This brings in the perspective of quantization, which is why we will 
presentt it from this point of view. 

1.4.1.. Coadjoint orbits. For any A <E LQ* we denote the coadjoint orbit passing 
throughh X by Ox Q LQ\ i.e., Ox = {LG  A} . As stated in section 1.2.1. there is a 
bijectivee correspondence, given by the holonomy mapping, between affine coadjoint 
orbitss and conjugacy classes. In particular, since the action of LG on 0\ is transitive, 
theree is a diffeomorphism 

Ox=LGjLGOx=LGjLGxx. . 
Byy the holonomy map, the isotropy group LG\ of A 6 Lg* is isomorphic to LG\ = 
GGHolHol(\),(\), the isotropy group of the conjugacy action at Hol(A) 6 G. For compact con-
nected,, simply connected Lie groups, these isotropy groups are known to be compact 
andd connected. Alternatively, introduce the covariant derivative by 

(1-15)) dA -.Lg^Lg*. dAS = <%+[A,t],  £ELQ. 

Thee generating vector field for the LG-action (1.11) on LQ*. associated to £ <E £g, is 
givenn by v$(A) = -dA£. Therefore the Lie algebra of LGX equals ker(c^). which is 
finit ee dimensional by ellipticity of dA. Observe that, by elliptic regularity, this kernel 
consistss of smooth loops and one finds in fact that LG\ C C°°(S1,G). Taking the L2 

complement,, one finds a decomposition 

LQLQ = kerdA 0 (kerd^. 

Thee tangent space to G\ at A e LQ* then identifies as TAÖ\ = (kerd^)-1 and gives 
G\G\ its structure of a Hilbert manifold of finite codimension in LQ*. The geometry 
off  coadjoint orbits is very similar to the geometry of coadjoint orbits of compact Lie 
groupss [Frl] . 
Firstt of all. and this is in fact the starting point of the orbit-philosophy, the ö\ are 
canonicallyy symplectic manifolds. The symplectic structure on ö\ is given by the 
usuall  Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau form 

t1-16)) uA(vs,vv)=<b  (£,dAr}),  £,J)£LQ. 

JsJs1 1 

Togetherr with the inclusion ö\ <̂-> LQ* as the moment map, these coadjoint orbits 
becomee examples of what we will later call Hamiltonian LG-spaces. For now, it is 
importantt to realize that the above moment map is only equivariant with respect to 
thee affine coadjoint action (1.11). 
Recall,, see e.g. [W] , that a symplectic manifold M is said to be prequantizable if 
theree exists a a so called prequantum line bundle L with c\ (L) = [a;]. By a theorem of 
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Weill  and Kost ant, which also holds in our case of Hubert manifolds, a necessary and 
sufficientt condition is that [u]  € H2(M,Z) (recall that the Chern classes are integral). 
Inn our case, i.e., 0X} this translates into the fact that the orbit should pass through 
aa dominant weight at level I, so that we consider Ox for AeAJ. The weight A is the 
differentiall  of a character 

XxXx  T - C, 

andd this character extends to the larger group LG\. Denote this one dimensional 
representationn of LG\ by CA, and define the line bundle 

LLxx =LG><LG X
 C A -

1.4.2.. Kahler  structure. The next point concerns the fact that the coadjoint 
orbitss are homogeneous Kahler manifolds. The associated complex structure can be 
describedd in several ways: First, consider the Hodge *-operator Ü.°{Sl, Q) -> fi^S1, fl). 
Thee formal adjoint of dA with respect to the L2-inner product can be written as 
d*d*AA = - * dA * . The Laplacian AA = -d*AdA, is a positive definite operator on the 
tangentt space TAÖA, i.e., is positive and has no kernel. Notice that when A = 0, this 
iss simply the ordinary Laplacian A on the circle. Consider now the operator 

JJAA = *dA/\ *dA\ 

onn TAÖ\, where of course \ * dA\ = A1/2. Evidently, this operator has norm 1 
andd satisfies J\ = - 1 . This gives a homogeneous Kahler structure on Ox, whose 
associatedd Kahler metric is given by 

g(vt,vg(vt,vvv)) =  fV{\dA\t{e)M0))M' 
^  ̂ Jo 

Ass for the finite dimensional coadjoint orbits, there is a description of this complex 
structuree in terms of the roots. For example, consider the coadjoint orbit passing 
throughh 0 e Lg*, O0 = LG/G = QG. The decomposition of the complexified Lie 
algebra a 

L$cL$c = ™ 0c © 0c © m+0c, 
intoo elements with only negative, zero and positive Fourier coefficients clearly identifies 
thee complexified tangent space as 

ToOGG <g> C = m"0c © m+gc-

Noticee that m~0C is simply the completion of the algebra ö c ^- 1 ] C £po l0c in ^0c-
Complexx conjugation identifies m 0c and m+0C, so we get a complex structure by 
lettingg J act as -i on m"0C and as i on m+0C. It is not difficult to check that this 
definitionn coincides with the description above. Since m+ forms a Lie subalgebra, i.e., 
iss closed under the Lie bracket, this complex structure is integrable and gives QG 
aa homogeneous Kahler structure. Alternatively, and more directly, the factorization 
theoremm for loop groups [PS] gives an isomorphism 

LG/G^LGc/Gg, LG/G^LGc/Gg, 

wheree G  ̂ C LGC denotes the subgroup of loops that admit a holomorphic extension 
too the unit disk D = {z e C, \z\ < 1}  in the complex plane that S1 bounds. In a 
matrixx representation of G, this subgroup consists of matrix valued functions with 
positivee Fourier coefficients, and its Lie algebra clearly equals gc © m+0C. Since it 
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iss a closed complex subgroup of LGQ, the complex structure is evident from this 
description. . 
Next,, consider a generic coadjoint orbit ö\. Under the isomorphism (1.12), such an 
orbitt corresponds to a point in the dense open stratum of 21 and therefore one has 
LG\LG\ = T, and Ox = LG/T. Recall the root decomposition (1.1) of gc. With this 
onee finds 

rAC?A<8>C^Lflc/tĉ ^ f m - 0C e 0 0a) © ( m +
0 c e 0 0Q j , 

VV agfî  / V a<ER+ / 

andd again this decomposition of the complexified tangent space gives an alternative 
descriptionn of the complex structure on ö\. The Lie algebra 

b+0cc = t c@ 0 0 a e m+ 0 C 

a<ER+ a<ER+ 

exponentiatess to the subgroup B+Gc C LGC. defined by 

B+GB+Gcc = {ipe HoI(D, Gc) , v?(0) e S } , 

wheree B is the standard Borcl subgroup of Gc, with Lie algebra 

bb = tc© 0 0«. 
aeR+ aeR+ 

Againn there is an diffeomorphism 

LG/TLG/T ^ LGc/B+Gc, 

fromm which the homogeneous Kahler structure is clear. 

1.4.3.. Quantization. Given the Kahler structure on ö\, the prequantum line 
bundlee becomes holomorphic and, following the standard procedure of geometric 
quantizationn [W] , one considers the vector space of holomorphic sections. First, 
observee that the central extension of LGC is trivial over the subgroup Gg, since the 
cocyclee (1.5) vanishes by Stokes' theorem. Any character xx  T -> T extends to 
TTcc and subsequently to B C Gc. Evaluation at the origin induces a homomorphism 
BB++ GGcc —> B, and one observes that the character extends to Xx  B+Gc -  ̂ C. The 
prequantumm line bundle can be written as the complex homogeneous line bundle 

L\L\ = LGc x B + G c CA-

Thee fundamental Borel-Weil theorem for loop groups now reads: 

Theoremm 1.5 ([PS]). The topological vector space 

T[=H°(Ox,LT[=H°(Ox,Lxx) ) 

containscontains a dense LG-stable Hilbert subspace that carries an irreducible positive energy 
representationrepresentation at level £ with highest weight A G A|. 

Recalll  that a Hilbert subspace of a topological vector space F is given by a subspace 
HH C T that has a Hilbert space structure that turns the inclusion into a continuous 
linearr map with dense image. Given this situation, one finds by Riesz' theorem a 
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densee inclusion of the antidual r t := T (i.e., the complex conjugate of the dual 
space)) of T into H, so that one finds a triple 

r ff c H c r. 
Thiss is called a Gelfand triple, or a rigged Hilbert space. Notice that usually such a 
riggingg of a given Hilbert space H is defined in the other way, by taking the antidual 
off  a dense subspace of smooth vectors for an unbounded self adjoint operator on H. 
Thee Borel Weil theorem above is remarkable since there is no LG-invariant measure 
onn ö\, and there is no "obvious" construction of the Hilbert subspace. Therefore, let 
uss sketch the proof: First the description of Ll

x as a homogeneous line bundle easily 
gives s 

T{T{ ^ {s : LGC -  C, s holomorphic, s(gb) = Xx(tys{g),g G LGC, b e B+Gc}-

Thee representation of Rot(51) x LGc is induced by its geometric action on LGc, which 
iss holomorphic. Locally, one finds that the holomorphicity of the sections forces the 
rotationn action to have positive spectrum. Essential in the construction of the Hilbert 
subspacee is the existence of a highest weight vector v\ e T{, unique up multiplication 
byy a complex scalar. Existence of this vector can be deduced by analyzing the natural 
stratificationn on LGc, and defines an embedding I : (T^)*  Te

x by the equation 
i(s)(<p)i(s)(<p) = s((f>  v\). This defines an sesquilinear form {  , ) on the antidual of Tx by 

(s(suuss22)) = s2(i(si)), si,s2 e (r5i )
t, 

andd an argument going back to Garland [Ga] using the Casimir and the rotation 
actionn shows that this form is positive definite [PS]. The Hilbert space H\ is defined 
ass the completion of (Tffl in this inner product. Evidently, it carries a positive energy 
representationn of LG and is irreducible by the transitivity of the LG-action. 
Thee existence of a Hilbert subspace structure is surprising since loop groups do not 
admitt an invariant measure. What is essential in its construction is the fact that 
theree is a natural Rot(Ŝ -action, and the fact that coadjoint orbits contain a dense 
subspacee that is an inductive limit of projective algebraic variety. This should be 
contrastedd with the quantization of the moduli spaces of flat connections: These 
infinitee dimensional spaces do not have an ind-structure, nor is there a natural Rot(5'1) 
action. . 





CHAPTERR 2 

TQFTT and CFT 

Inn this chapter we discuss the axioms for Topological Quantum Field Theory (TQFT), 
thee connection with special kinds of tensor categories, and finally the axiomatic ap-
proachh to Conformal Field Theory (CFT). These subjects are all closely related as we 
wil ll  explain. A general reference for these topics and their interrelations is the recent 
bookk [BK] , although we follow a different approach. Historically, Topological Quan-
tumm Field Theories were introduced by Witten using the language of path integrals. 
Hiss approach was mathematically axiomatized by Atiyah [A] , who was inspired by a 
similarr mathematical abstraction of the path integral approach to Conformal Field 
Theoryy developed by G.Segal [S2]. 

2.1.. Modular tensor categories 

Inn this section we state the definition of a modular tensor category. This inevitably 
leadss to an overwhelming number of definitions. However notice that the theory of 
TQFTT leads to a conceptually satisfying picture of such categories, as we will explain 
inn later sections. A general reference for categories is of course [Mac]. 

2.1.1.. Bra ided tensor categories. First, recall that an additive category is 
aa category in which the Horn-sets are vector spaces over a field fc, for which the 
compositionn is bilinear, and in which there exists a zero object, as well as finite direct 
sums.. We will always be concerned with the ground field k = C. An abelian category 
iss an additive category in which all morphisms have kernels and cokernels, and every 
monomorphismm is a kernel and every epimorphism a cokernel. An object V is called 
simplesimple if every injection U w V, £ Ob(C) is either 0 or an isomorphism. A category 
CC is said to be semi-simple if the set of isomorphism classes of simple objects is finite 
andd any object of C is isomorphic to a direct sum of simple objects. We now start 
withh the definition of a tensor category [JS]: 
Definitionn 2.1. A tensor category is a category C equipped with 

i)i)  a bifunctor © : C x C - > C, 
ii)ii)  associativity isomorphisms 

oiuvwoiuvw  {U®V)®W - ^ U®{V®W), U,V,W e Ob(C) 

naturall  in U, V and W, 
in)in) a unit object 1 <E Ob(C) with natural isomorphisms 

Ayy : 1®V -=-> V, pv : V®1 -=+ V, 

33 3 
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suchh that the so called pentagon diagram 

( ( V i ® ^ ) © ^ ) ® ^^ — Q l 2 3 @ ' 4 ( V i ® ^ ® ^ ) ) ® ^ 

°1®2,3,4 4 Q'1.2©3.4 4 

rryyll®v®v22)®(v^®v)®(v^®v44)) v1®((v2®v3)®v4) 

<*1.2.3®44 ^ * ic?l®«234 

V,®V,® (V2®(V3®V4)) 

commutess for all Vi,V2, V3, VA e Ob(C), as well as the triangle axiom: 

(F i® i )®y 22
 a i : Q , 2> V i ® ^ ® ^ ) 

Pi®idPi®id22 N x it/i®A 2 

Vl®V 2 2 

Thee easiest example of a tensor category is the category of finite dimensional vector 
spacee Vectc, where the monoidal structure is given by the tensor product of vector 
spaces.. Another example is given by Rep(G), the category of finit e dimensional 
representat ionss of a compact Lie group G, where the monoidal structure is given by 
takingg the tensor product of representations. Notice that in these examples, there is 
ann isomorphism V1 g> V2~V2®Vi, for any pair of objects Vx and V2. This motivates 
thee following 

Def in i t i o nn 2.2. A tensor category is said to be b ra ided if it comes equipped with 
aa natural isomorphisms 

0vw0vw  V®W — 

suchh that the hexagon diagram 

Vi®(VVi®(V22®Vi) ®Vi) 

a l ; 2 , 3 / / 

( V i ® ^ ) ® ^ ^ 

Pi,2®id3Pi,2®id3 ^ 
(V(V22®Vi)®V®Vi)®V3 3 

A .. 2 ©3 
:: > 

«2,1,3 3 

^^ w®v, 

(V(V22®V®V33)®V)®Vl l 

\p'2,3,l l 

VV22®(V®(V33®V®Vll) ) 

/id/id22®p®pl:3 l:3 

VV22®(Vi®V®(Vi®V33) ) 

commutess for all VUV2, V3 E Ob(C). and so does the same diagram with j3 replaced 
byy its inverse. 

Noticee that a braiding is simply a natural isomorphism of functors (3 : ® -^ ®r , where 
rr  : C x C —» C x C is the flip , i.e., T(V. W) = (W, V). A tensor category with a braiding 
iss called a braided tensor category, or a monoidal category. I t is called symmetric if 
0vw0vw ° Pwv = l\v®v, VV, W E Ob(C). The name braided category comes from the 
"universal""  example, the category of braids, see e.g. [Ka] . 
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2.1.2.. Ribbon categories. A further refinement of a braided category is given 
byy so-called Ribbon category. Again, the name is derived from the "universal" ex-
ample,, the category of Ribbons, see e.g. [Ka, Tu] . First, we need to introduce 
duals. . 

Definitio nn 2.3. A monoidal category is called rigi d if there exists an equivalence of 
categoriess * : C —> Cop together with morphisms 

eevv : V*®V -» 1, iv : 1 -» V®V*, 

forr every object V of C, such that 

(id(idvv®e®evv){iv®idv)){iv®idv) = idy, (ev®idv*)(id v*®i v) = i d y . 

Remarkk 2.4. In the literature, see [Ka, Tu, BK] , one usually introduces right and 
leftt duals and defines a braided category to be rigid when it has both left and right 
duals.. The definition we give is adapted for later use, but is equivalent to the usual 
one:: The functor above gives the right duals whereas its inverse gives the left duals. 
Followingg [BK] , we call an equivalence of categories * : C —> Cop a weak duality, if 
V*V* ,, for every object V of C, represents the functor Hom(l, V®—) : C —> Vectfc. 

Next,, a twist in a braided tensor category is given by a family of natural isomorphisms 
{0{0VV :<E Honic(V, V)} indexed by the objects of C, such that 

6v®w6v®w = {Ov®@w)Pw,v0v,w 

99VV** = {OvY 

Definitio nn 2.5. A (weak) Ribbon category is a (weakly) rigid braided tensor 
categoryy with a twist. 

2.1.3.. Modular  tensor  categories. Finally we come to the definition of a 
modularr tensor category: 

Definitio nn 2.6. A modular  tensor  category is a semi-simple ribbon category with 
finitelyy many isomorphism classes of simple objects, Endc(l) = fc, and the property 
thatt for all simple objects V ^ 1, 3W G Ob(C) such that 

PvwPvw 7̂  flwv 

AA modular tensor category is thus, by definition, "maximally non-symmetric". The 
definitionn we have given here differs from the standard one, see e.g. [Tu, BK] , and first 
appearedd in [BB] where the two were shown to be equivalent. See also [Mu , KeLu] . 
Thee name modular tensor category is explained by the following proposition: 

Propositionn 2.7. Let C be a modular tensor category. Then the k-vector space 

0Homc(l,K©V7) , , 

wherewhere the V*  form a complete set of simple objects, carries a projective representation 
o/5L(2,Z). . 

Thiss can be proved explicitly, see e.g. [Tu, BK] . However, a conceptual explanation 
forr this result wil l be given by TQFT. 
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2.1.4.. T h e Gro thend ieck group. For any abelian category C, its Grothendieck 
groupp K(C) is the quotient of the free abelian group on the set of isomorphism classes 
off  objects in C modulo the relation [V]  = [U]  + [W]  for every short exact sequence 

(2.1)) o - > £ / -  V - » W -  0. 

Whenn C is a rigid monoidal category we can make K(C) into a ring by 

[U]-[V][U]-[V]  = [U®V]. 

Thiss definition works, since in a rigid tensor category, the functor —®V : C —> C 
iss exact, see e.g. [BK ] prop. 2.1.8.. and gives an associative ring with unit. The 
Grothendieckk group is commutat ive when C is braided. 

2.2.. Topological Q u a n t um Fie ld t heo ry 

2 .2 .1.. C o b o r d i sm categor ies. Historically, the notion of cobordism emerged 
inn the fifties in the work of Thorn on the so-called cobordism group. Later, it became 
clearr that cobordism is the natural language from the point of view of Morse theory 
[M] :: A Morse function ƒ : M —> R on an (n + l)-dimensional manifold gives a 
decomposit ionn of M into n-dimensional manifolds Ma. a € R of critical points of ƒ. 
connectedd by "simple" n + 1-dimensional manifolds Mab. From this decomposition 
onee wants to read off the global topology of M. The cobordism category allows one 
too write the decomposit ion of M as a composition of morphisms M — M  ̂ o . .. o Mcd 

betweenn (isomorphism classes of) n-dimensional manifolds. 

First,, construct the following bicategory (see [Mac] for the definition of a bicategory, 
alsoo called a weak 2-category): Its objects are given by smooth compact «-dimensional 
orientedd manifolds, and arrows are given by cobordisms between such manifolds: A 
cobordismm from Mi to M2 consists of a triple (N,fuf2) where TV is a smooth oriented 
(n(n + l)-dimensional manifold with boundary ON — dNinUdNoul and diffeomorphisms 
fxfx : M\ —> cWi n . f2 : M'2 —> dNaut. where / i is orientation reversing and f2 preserves 
thee orientation. 
Composit ionn of cobordisms is given by the following construction: Given cobordisms 
(N-fi-h)(N-fi-h) I r o m M to M2 and {K.g2.g^) from M2 to M:i, define 

NUNU9*K9*K ll ^ = ^ U A 7 { ( x , y ) . f2(r)=g2(y)}. 

Tlii ss space has a unique topology by requiring the obvious projection 7r : ATI I K -^ 

NN U^ / . -1 K t o ^c a n ° Pc n- continuous map. There is even a unique smooth structure 

turn ingg TT into a smooth map [M] . In this way. the triple (N U , -i K.fi,g3) forms 

aa cobordism from Mi to 7l/:j , called the composition of N and K. denoted Â  o K. 

Onee might hope to obtain a category in this way, with unit given by M x I. where 
11 = [0.1]. but unfortunately this is not the case. This is because of the fact, that the 
composit ionn of cobordism is not associative, but merely associative up to diffeomor-
phism.. i.e., 

(NoK)oL(NoK)oL ^No(KoL). 

Onee can add such diffeomorphisms as 2-arrows (i.e.. "arrows between arrows") to 

obta inn a bicategory. Of course, we require such diffeomorphisms between two cobor-

dismss Af and N' to commute with the embeddings f.t : Mr —* N and ƒ/ : Mt —> A r'. 
22 = 1,2. 
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Onn the other hand, taking diffeomorphism classes of cobordisms, one obtains a true 
categoryy Cob, called the n-dimensional cobordism category. Its objects are given by n-
dimensionall  compact manifolds, and arrows by diffeomorphism classes of cobordisms. 
Compositionn of arrows is induced by composition of cobordisms, and the unit is given 
byy the diffeomorphism class of the cobordism M x I. 
Cobordismm is an equivalence relation between manifolds, which is weaker than dif-
feomorphism:: Suppose ƒ : M\ —> M2 is a diffeomorphism, then the cobordism 
(Mii  x I,idMl,f~

l) is invertible in Cob with inverse (M2 x I,idM2,f). The objects 
MiMi  and M2 are therefore isomorphic in Cob. 
Finally,, observe that the disjoint union of n-dimensional manifolds induces a sym-
metricc tensor structure on Cob such that it becomes a monoidal category. Changing 
thee orientation, denoted by N (— N, gives a *-structure. In this way, the cobordism 
categoryy becomes a symmetric monoidal *-category. 

2.2.2.. Axioms for  TQFT . Consider the n-dimensional cobordism category 
CobCob constructed in the previous section. Inspired by the path integral approach 
too quantum field theory, Atiyah [A] gave the following definition of a Topological 
Quantumm Field theory (TQFT): 
Definitio nn 2.8. An n-dimensional TQFT is a monoidal *-functor Z : Cob —» Vectfc. 
Onee can think of this as a "representation,, of the cobordism category. Let us write 
outt what this all means: 
Ann n-dimensional TQFT consists of the following data: 

i)i)  A finite dimensional vector space Z(N) for every (n — l)-manifold N. 
ii)ii)  A vector Z(M) in the vector space Z(dM). 

Suchh that, 
a)) Z is functorial w.r.t. diffeomorphisms of N and M. This means that any 

diffeomorphismm ƒ : N —> N' induces an isomorphism Z(f) : Z(N) —> Z(N'), 
suchh that Z(fg) = Z{f)Z{g). If ƒ extends to a diffeomorphism M —  M', 
wheree dM =*  N and dM' = N', then Z(f) : Z{N) -  Z{N') should map 
Z(M)Z(M)  ̂ Z(M'). __ 

b)) Z is involutive, i.e. Z(N) = Z(N)\ 
c)) Z is multiplicative, i.e. Z{NX II N2) = ^(A^i) ® Z{N2). 
d)) Z is transitive when composing cobordisms, i.e., for A ƒ i, AI2 with dM\ = 

~Ni~Ni U N2 and dM2 = ~N2 U iV3 we have 

(2.2)) Z(Mi U/v2 M2) = Z{M2)Z{Ml), 

wheree we have used condition b) and c) to view Z(M\) : Z{N\) —> Z(N2) 
ass a linear map. 

e)) Z is nontrivial, i.e., Z(0) = k and Z(N x I) — idZ(N)-

Thee vector Z(M) is called the partition function on M, and depends, by definition, 
onlyy on the diffeomorphism class of the manifold. It is only in this sense that the 
theoryy is called topological, because after all it is defined for smooth manifolds. Since 
aa closed d-dimensional manifold is simply a cobordism from the empty set 0 to itself, 
thee partition function assigns an invariant Z(M) G k to d-dimensional manifolds. 
Thesee are the celebrated manifold invariants associated to TQFT. Relation (2.2) can 
bee looked upon as giving a calculation device when cutting a manifold into simple 
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pieces,, similar to the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for ordinary cohomology. However 
noticee that, in contrast to cohomology. a T Q FT is always tied to a specific dimension. 
Thee main examples of manifold invariants that fit  into this scheme, such as, for 
example,, the Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant of 3-manifolds. have made contributions 
too low-dimensional topology. Notice that, because of the /i-cobordism theorem [M] , 
inn higher dimensions, the st ructure of a T Q FT wil l simplify. 
Onee can modify these axioms by altering the target category of the functor, as long as 
i tt remains a symmetr ic monoidal ^-category. For example, the category Hi lb of finite 
dimensionall  Hubert space gives rise to unitary TQFT 's and the category of ^ - g r a d ed 
vectorr spaces give supersyrnmetric TQFT 's etc. 

2 . 2 . 3.. 2 d - T Q F T. An often used, but i l luminating simple example of a T Q FT 
iss given by T Q FT in 2 dimensions [Q]. Recall the notion of a Frobenius algebra: 
AA Frobenius algebra A is a commutative, associative, unital algebra over a. field A-
equippedd with a nondegenerate trace tr : .4 —  k. The following is well known: 

T h e o r emm 2 .9. There is a bijective correspondence between 2d-TQFT's and finite, 
dimensionaldimensional Frobemas algebras. 

Thee proof is easy: First we define 

A-^ZiSA-^ZiS11). ). 

Thee algebra multiplication is induced by a pair of pants surface 

22 J :A®A^A. 

Associativityy of this multipl ication follows from the diffeomorphism 

tp-ïP tp-ïP 
Thee unit is given by 

ass one can check pictorially. Dually, the trace is given by 

ZZ (\\y ) =tr:A-+k. 

Conversely,, to prove that a finite dimensional Frobenius algebra gives rise to a T Q FT 
inn 2 dimensions, one uses the fact that any 2-dimensional surface can be cut into a 
unionn of disks, cylinders and three-holed spheres (in fact only pair of pants surfaces 
aree needed). The trace, the unit and the algebra multiplication then associate a 
linearr map to any such surface together with a pair of pants decomposition. To show 
thatt this map is independent of the decomposition, one checks invariance under four 
"simplee moves" taking one decomposition into the other. It is known [HT] that this 
iss sufficient to prove invariance of the decomposition. Consult [BK ] for more details. 
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Remarkk 2.10. The axiom that the functor of 2d-TQFT should map to the category 
off  vector spaces is in fact redundant. From a monoidal functor Z to abelian groups 
withh the additional requirement that Z(0) = k is a field, one deduces from the axioms 
thatt the abelian group associated to a circle is in fact a /c-module, i.e. a vector space. 
Remarkk 2.11. Theorem 2.9 is pleasing in the sense that it relates a TQFT in a 
specificc dimension to a known algebraic structure, a Frobenius algebra. Going up 
too higher dimensions, one may wonder if there are similar "algebraic gadgets" that 
correspondd to TQFT's. In dimension 3 this is known to be a modular tensor category 
[Tu],, and shows that for increasing dimensions, this type of qviestions tends to be a 
painfull  exercise in higher category theory. We will focus on d — 3 and show how the 
connectionn with category theory is made. This relation was first observed in [MS], 
inn the context of conformal field theory. 

2.2.4.. Two dimensional cobordisms. Of special interest for us is the two 
dimensionall  cobordism category, Cob2. First notice that every object is isomorphic 
too a disjoint union of circles. Let us simply denote by Cn the disjoint union of n such 
circles.. A cobordism from Cm to Cn is called an extended surface: 
Definit ionn 2.12. An extended surface is a smooth oriented 2-dimensional surface 
withh parameterized boundaries isomorphic to a disjoint union of circles. 
Upp to isomorphism such a cobordism is determined by its genus g. Its automor-
phismss are given by the orientation preserving diffeomorphisms that fix the boundary, 
Diff +(X,, dX). Its group of components 

F(X,dX)F(X,dX) :=Tr 0(Dift{X,dX)) 

iss called the mapping class group of X. It is not difficult to see that the two dimen-
sionall  cobordism bicategory is equivalent to the category where the 2-cells are given 
byy isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms. In this category, the group of automorphisms 
off  a extended surface is given by its mapping class group. This bicategory is closely 
relatedd to the Teichmüller tower of groupoids used in [BK] . The essential point is the 
existencee of a "horiziontal" homomorphism of the mapping class groups of X\ and 
X2X2 to the mapping class group X\ U51 X2 when gluing. 
Inn the following we will need a certain central extension of the 2-dimensional cobor-
dismm (bi)category. This is an extension by Z, and we write, symbolically, 

11 _> z -> Co62 -> Cob2 -> 1. 

Forr an extended surface X, consider the first homology group H\(X,R). It carries an 
skew-symmetricc pairing 

Hi(X,R)Hi(X,R) xHi(X,R) ->K, 
givenn by intersection. Only when X is closed, this pairing is nondegenerate and 
H\H\ (X, E) is a 2c/-dimensional symplectic vector space. In general, the kernel of the 
intersectionn pairing is exactly the image of the inclusion Hi(dX,R) -̂> Hi(X,M). 
Thee extension Cob2

 n as t n e same objects as Cob2, namely compact 1-manifolds, but 
aa morphism is given by a pair (X,L), consisting of an extended surface X and a 
Lagrangiann subspace L C Hi(X,R)/Hi(dX,R). Finally, a 2-arrow between (X\,Li) 
too (X2, L2) is given by a pair (ƒ, [7]), where ƒ : X\ —»> X2 is a smooth map and [7] 
iss a homotopy class maps 7 : / —> Lag{H\{X,R)) connecting L2 with f*L\. Since 
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7Ti(Lag(V))7Ti(Lag(V)) = Z, for any symplectic vector space, this defines an extension by Z. The 
essentiall  point of this definition is that it gives a coherent system of central extensions 
off  the mapping class groups of all two dimensional surfaces, i.e., of the Teichmüller 
towerr [BK] . The extension is trivial when restricted to genus zero surfaces. 

2.3.. Modular  functor s 

AA fundamental concept underlying the relationship between TQFT's and modular 
tensorr categories is that of a modular functor. We give a definition which differs 
fromm the literature, but in the end is equivalent. Let A b be the bicategory with 
semi-simplee Abelian categories as objects, functors between abelian categories (i.e.. 
A'-linearr on the vector space of morphisms) as 1-arrows and 2-arrows given by natural 
transformations.. This bicategory has a monoidal structure given by Deligne's tensor 
productt M of abelian categories [D]: Recall that, for two abelian categories C\ and 
Co.Co. the objects of C\ Kl C2 are given by finite sums of the form 

0 X ,, El Yh X, e Ob(Ci), Yi <E Ob(C2). 

whilee morphisms from X M Y to X' M Y' are given by elements in 

HomCll ( X X ' ) (8>HomC2(r.y'). 

Theree is a ^-structure that sends a category C to its dual C*. the category of all 
functorss C —> Vectfc and natural transformations. With these structures, we can 
state: : 

Definitio nn 2.13. A topological modular functor is a monoidal weak *-functor 

ZZ : Cgb2 -+ Ab. 

AA genus zero modular functor is defined to be a monoidal functor from the subcategory 
whosee morphisms are restricted to be of genus zero. The category Z(Sl) associated 
too the circle is called the circle category. 

R e m a rkk 2.14. This definition differs from the one given in [BK] , although it will 
turnn out to be equivalent. For related definitions of this kind, see [Be, Ti] . 
Suchh a bifunctor consists of assignments 

1-manifoldd 51 

cobordismm E from <9Ein to <9E„ut 

smoothh map ƒ : S] —> E2 

v-> > 
-v~-> > 

-* -* 

categoryy C î 
functorr f/j : : Cyv. -+ CBY, 
naturall  transformation Tj Uu-Uu-- C / s2 2 

subjectt to some natural relations, reflecting the geometry of the cobordism category. 
Thiss implies that if the composition of two cobordisms Ei and E2 is given by E — 
E]]  U51 E2. then there is a natural isomorphisms of functors 

£ / " E = £ / E2 O E /E I . . 

compatiblee with the action of the diffcomorphism group by natural transformations. 
Thiss gives the following 

Proposit ionn 2.15 ([MS]). There is a bijective correspondence between topological 
genusgenus zero modular functors and weakly semi-simple Ribbon categories with finitely 
manymany isomorphism classes of simple objects. 
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Remarkk 2.16. With a different (but equivalent) definition of modular functor, this is 
Theoremm 5.4.1 of [BK] . It seems worthwhile to give the proof from the point of view 
off  Definition 2.13, since it is more geometric. Roughly speaking, the proof given below 
givess a geometric construction of the "structure functors" of the ribbon category. The 
equivalencee with [BK] follows when one realizes that such functors are represent able. 
Thee resulting objects in C constitute a modular functor in the sense of [BK] . 

PROOF.. => Recall the central extension of the cobordism category is trivial over the 
genuss zero component of the morphism spaces. We wil l show that C :— Z(S ) is a 
semi-simplee Ribbon category. A pair of pants surface defines a functor 

whichh we use to define a monoidal structure on C. The diffeomorphism on a four-holed 
spheree exchanging the two ways in which it can be cut into two 2-holed spheres, i.e., 

inducess a natural isomorphism of functors, giving the associativity of the monoidal 
structuree of C. That these isomorphisms make the pentagon diagram commutative 
followss from an identity in the diffeomorphism group of the five-holed sphere which 
cann be checked explicitly. The disk gives an object 

== l <E Ob(C), 

whichh gives a unit for the monoidal structure, since gluing a disk to a pair of pants 
producess a surface diffeomorphic to a cylinder, which represents the identity in the 
cobordismm category and therefore induces a functor naturally isomorphic to the iden-
tity.. The triangle axiom follows by an identity in the diffeomorphism group of a four 
holedd sphere. A diffeomorphism of a three-holed sphere exchanging the two incoming 
boundariess gives a natural isomorphism ® —» ®r and the hexagon axiom can again 
bee checked in a four-holed sphere. In this way we find a braided tensor category. 
Thee orientation preserving diffeomorphism z H-  z"1 induces an equivalence of cate-
goriess C ~ C*. With this equivalence of categories, the cylinder Sl x ƒ, induces an 
"innerr product" 

{ ,, ) : Z ^ J :CHC-> Veel*. 

Withh this, one can prove, as in [Ti] that the category is semi-simple with finitely 
manyy isomorphism classes of simple objects. Therefore, we have an equivalence of 
categoriess C ~ Cop. Notice that the opposite category is dual to C in the sense that 
theree is a natural functor 

CMCCMCopop  ̂ Vectfc, X B Y -+ Homc(X , Y). 
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Thereforee any functor C —  Vectf r is isomorphic to one of the form Hom( ,A). A e 
Ob(C).. Combining the equivalences C ~ C* ~ Cop, one finds an equivalence of cate-
goriess * : C —> Cop, characterized on objects by the equality 

(A.B)(A.B) = Uomc(A\B). VB € Ob(C). 

Thiss defines the weak duality. The twist 6 is given by the natural transformation 
off  the identity, induced by a Dehn twist T of the cylinder that rotates one of the 
boundaryy components over TT. That this defines a twist can be checked geometrically 
inn the diffeomorphism group of a three-holed sphere. In conclusion. C is a semisimple 
weakk Ribbon category. 

<=<=  Let C be a semi-simple Ribbon category with finitely many isomorphism classes 
off  simple objects. Define Z(Sl) :- C. and the monoidal structure gives a functor 
associatedd to a pair of pants, the unit object the functor associated to a disk. Since 
CC is semi-simple and has a finite set of isomorphism classes of simple objects, one 
cann identify functors £/E : Cö s.n -  feÜU, with objects in C^%. KCyE o u l. Using this 
identification,, one finds functors for any genus zero extended surface with a pants 
decomposit ion.. Now the diffeomorphism group acts by permuting pants decomposi-
t ions,, and its action on the set of pants decompositions of a surface factors over its 
groupp of connected components, the mapping class group. This group is generated by 
Dehnn twists around closed noncontractible loops and braiding isomorphisms around 
twoo boundary components of a pair of pants surface in the decomposition. Now, for 
thee first, the Dehn twist, we use the twist isomorphism 6 and for the latter we use 
thee braiding isomorphism 3 in C to define a natural transformation associated to an 
elementt of the mapping class group. To show that this assignment of functors and 
naturall  transformations is independent of the choices made, i.e., of the pants decom-
posit ionn and the presentation of the mapping class group used, one uses the result of 
[BK ]]  chapter 5.

R e m a rkk 2.17. Analogous to the 2d-case. definition 2.13 implies that the circle cat-
egoryy is a "module'" over Vect,.. more precisely, it is a module category. In the 
l i terature,, such a category is called a 2-vector space. 

T h e o r emm 2.18 ( [MS]) . There is a bijeetwe correspondence between topological mod-
ularular functors and weakly modular tensor categories. 

P R O O F.. We have already seen in Proposition 2.15 that the restriction to genus zero 
givess a Ribbon category. The modularity wil l come from higher genus surfaces. Ac-
tually,, we only need to prove the "maximally non-symmetric" condition in Definition 
2.6.. For this, it is enough to observe that the braiding 3 induced from a diffeomor-
phismm on a three holed sphere, induces an element of the mapping class group of a 
one-holedd torus by gluing a cylinder to a three holed sphere. 

andd that this element does not square to 1. This proves the condition in Definition 
2.66 for the simple objects, and therefore, by semi-simplicity of C, for all objects. For 
thee implication in the other direction, consult [BK ] Theorem 5.7.11. D 
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Corollar yy 2.19. In a modular tensor category C, the k-vector space Uomc{E, Uz(F)), 
forfor £ a cobordism from Cin to Cout carries a projective representation of the mapping 
classclass group r(£,<9£), for any E e Ciu and F e Cout. 

PROOF.. This follows, given the previous equivalence of MTC's and modular functors, 
fromm the fact that a central extension of mapping class group acts on UY, by natural 
transformations.. I—I 

Thiss gives a natural proof of the representation of 5L(2, Z) of Proposition 2.7. Taking 
intoo account the composition of the cobordisms, the mapping class groups for all 
cobordismss constitute a so called tower of groupoids, see [BK] , called the Teichmiiller 
tower.. (The idea for this goes back to Grothendieck.) In this sense, a modular tensor 
categoryy gives rise to a representation of this tower. 

UnitaryUnitary modular functors. As we have seen in Remark 2.17. the circle category 
iss automatically a 2-vector space. Analogous to the situation in TQFT, it seems 
naturall  to define a unitary modular functor to be a bifunctor from the two dimensional 
cobordismm category to the subcategory of 2-Hilbert spaces. Recall, see [B], that a 
2-Hilbertt space C is a module category over the symmetric monoidal category of finite 
dimensionall  Hilbert spaces, together with an "inner product", i.e., a functor 

{{  , ) c :C%C  ̂ Hilb. 

AA functor between 2-Hilbert spaces has an adjoint, and a modular functor functor 
ass defined in Definition 2.13 is said to be unitary if the circle category Z{S1) is a 
2-Hilbertt space and the adjoint of the functor Ux associated to a 2d cobordism is 
givenn hy Ux — Ux»- In this case, the resulting modular tensor category is called 
unitaryy [Tu], and the representation of the mapping class group is unitary. 

GrothendieckGrothendieck group. Consider the functor of taking the Grothendieck group of an 
abcliann category. This takes a functor between abelian categories to a homomorphism 
too abelian groups, and functors that are naturally isomorphic induce the same ho-
momorphism.. Therefore, composing the bifunctor in Definition 2.13 with the functor 
thatt takes an abelian category to its Grothendieck group, one obtains a true functor 
fromm the two-dimensional cobordism category to abelian groups, that is, a 2d-TQFT! 
(seee Remark 2.10). By Theorem 2.9, together with theorem 2.18, we observe that the 
Grothendieckk group of a modular tensor category is a Frobenius algebra, so that we 
find find 
Propositionn 2.20. The Grothendieck ring of a modular tensor category is in a nat-
uralural way a Frobenius algebra over %. 
Remarkk 2.21. Because of this proposition, it is tempting to think of a modular 
tensorr category as a "categorical version" of a Frobenius algebra. This statement can 
bee made precise and identifies a modular tensor category as a "Frobenius object" in 
Ab.. A Frobenius object in Vectc is simply an ordinary Frobenius algebra, i.e., a 
2d-TQFT,, see [Fr2, Ti] . 

2.4.. Extended TQFT 

Thee previous section explains how modular tensor categories are related to modular 
functors,, but its connection to TQFT remains mysterious. It was shown in [Tu] 
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thatt a modular tensor category uniquely determines a 3d-TQFT. generalizing earlier 
workk [RT], which had only produced the corresponding 3-manifold invariant. This 
approachh uses the fact that any 3-manifold can be obtained by surgery in S3 along 
aa framed link, as well as the corresponding Kirby calculus to check independence of 
thee link that is used. 
Conversely,, it is believed that a general 3d-TQFT induces a topological modular 
functor,, see [BK] . From the point of view of the previous section, all this implies 
thatt we should be able to extend the functor giving the topological modular functor, 
too a collection of assignments 

1-manifoldd S1 ^ category CSi 
cobordismm E from <9£in to <9Eout -^ functor UY.  Q>xin —  ^ÖEOU, 

cobordismm M, OM = Ei II E2 ~*  natural transformation TM : U î —  U 2̂ 

subjectt to natural conditions reflecting the geometry. This scheme differs from the 
onee following definition 2.13 by the fact that we now allow "cobordisms between 
cobordisms""  to induce natural transformations between functors. Notice that such 
cobordismss necessarily are manifolds with corners, and one has to be careful with the 
exactt definition. Also, framing this assignment into categorical language, i.e. as a 
"functor""  from some "cobordism category" to the "category of abelian categories" is 
nott so obvious. For this we refer to [KeLu], which uses so called double categories. 
Forr our purposes, the two dimensional modular functor will suffice, so we will not 
discusss this any further. 

2.5.. Conformal Field theory 

Onee can think of conformal field theory as a slightly more involved version of 2-
diinensionall  TQFT, in the sense that partition functions depend on more structure 
off  the surface, most notably on a conformal structure [S2]. Therefore, let us first 
investigatee the complex cobordism "category". 

2.5.1.. The moduli space of ex tended R iemann surfaces. Let X be an 
extendedd surface, and let us have a look at the "moduli space" £x of different complex 
structuress one can put on X. Equipped with a complex structure. X will be called an 
extendedd Riemann surface, that is. a smooth surface with parameterized boundaries, 
togetherr with a conformal structure on the interior. It is natural to call two extended 
Riemannn surfaces equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism from one to the other that 
preservess the boundary parameterizations and is biholomorphic on the interior. This 
equivalencee relation comprises the definition of the moduli space of extended Riemann 
surfaces. . 
Moree concretely, denote by J(X) the space of almost complex structures on X. Recall 
fromm [ES], that this is a contractible space. In one complex dimension, any almost 
complexx structure is automatically a complex structure, and two almost complex 
structuress determine the same conformal structure on X iff they differ by a diffeo-
morphismm in Diff +(X dX), which acts on J(X) by pull-back. Therefore, the moduli 
spacee can be identified with 

(2.3)) Ex = J{X)/Difi+(X,dX). 
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Firstt observe that DifF^X , dX) acts freely, for suppose that an almost complex struc-
turee J G J{X) is a fixed point of ƒ G Diü+(X,dX). This means that ƒ is a biholo-
morphicc map of Xj onto itself, which equals the identity on dX. But this implies 
thatt ƒ must be the identity map. 
Thiss free action can be used to give the quotient (2.3) the structure of a smooth 
infinitee dimensional Fréchèt manifold. Notice that this is not as straightforward as it 
mayy seem, since we are not dealing with the action of a Banach-Lie group on a Banach 
manifold,, and we cannot use the implicit function theorem. However, its structure 
ass an inverse limi t of Hilbert manifolds will suffice, similar to the construction of the 
(finitee dimensional) Teichmiiller space as an infinite dimensional quotient. We will 
oftenn confuse a complex Riemann surface E with the topology of X with its image in 
ExEx and write E G Ex-
Givenn this fact, we can easily read off the topology of the moduli space Ex- The 
contractibilityy of J(X) implies that Ex is a model for the classifying space of the 
mappingg class group, i.e., it has homotopy type 

(2-4)) *i{£x)-<[  0) %lLl 

Thee action of DifT+(X) on J{X) quotients to an action of Diff +(<9X) on Ex- This 
givess a Lie algebra homomorphism Vect(<9X) —> TEx, which extends to the complex-
ificationn Vectc(dX), and turns out to be surjective. The kernel of this map at a given 
pointt E G Ex is obviously given by the set of vector fields that have an extension to 
aa holomorphic vector field on E and in this way one finds that the tangent space to 
EE G Ex identifies with [BS, KNTY ] 

(2.5)) TEEX = Vectc(dE)/Vectc(E), 

wheree Vectc(S) C Vectc(öE) denotes the space of complex vector fields on 9E that 
havee an extension to a holomorphic vector field on S. By a Mayer-Vietoris argument, 
thiss isomorphism is compatible with the Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism for closed 
surfacess under the gluing map defined in section 2.5.3. 
Remarkk 2.22. Recall that there is no group that integrates the Lie algebra Vec t t ^1) , 
andd therefore it is most natural to consider the pair (Difi c+(,S1), VectciS1)) as a 
Harish-ChandraHarish-Chandra pair, see [FZ]. Then the above identification of the tangent space 
givess the moduli space Ex a (Diff +(51), Vectc(51))-structure: There is a surjective 
homomorphismm Vectc^S"1) —  TEx, compatible with the action of Diff+fS'1) on Ex-
Remarkk 2.23. There are several other pictures of this moduli space. The first is 
ass the moduli space of closed Riemann surfaces E with n holomorphically embedded 
diskss fi : D —> E, i = 1 , . . ., n. One can also develop a "metric picture" as a space of 
conformall  equivalence classes of constant curvature metrics for which the boundaries 
aree geodesies. 

2.5.2.. Examples. Some examples can be explicitly constructed. For the easiest, 
considerr the disk D. By the Riemann mapping theorem, any complex disk can be 
mappedd holomorphically onto the unit disk in the complex plane, by a map that 
iss unique up to an automorphism of the unit disk, i.e., an element of PSL(2, R). 
Therefore,, one has 

EEDD = DifF f (51)/P5L(2,E). 
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Next,, consider a cylinder C. Ignoring the parameterization of the boundary, any 
complexx cylinder is conformally equivalent to an annulus Aq = {z G C, q < \z\ < 1}, 
withh q € (0,1) [Ab] . The only automorphisms of such a surface are given by the rigid 
rotationss T, and we find 

(2.6)) £c = (0,1) x (Diff +(51) x Diff +(S1))/T. 

2.5.3.. Gluing. As we have seen, an important property of extended surfaces is 
thatt they can be glued. Now, can this still be done when they are endowed with a 
conformall  structure? 

Proposit ionn 2.24. Suppose that topological  ̂ X — X1U51X2, and consider £1 E £x1 

andand £2 G £x2  Then X has a unique conformal structure, denoted by £1U51 £2, whose 
structurestructure sheaf is given by 

ƒƒ e 0E l us lE2 «=> fk, € 0El and / |S2 G GE2. 

PROOF.. The proof of the conformal structure follows the construction of the Schottky 
doublee of a Riemann surface in [Ab]: The essential point is to show that the sheaf 
abovee defines a conformal structure in the neighbourhood of the closed curve 7 in 
XX along which Xi and X2 are glued. Therefore, consider a function ƒ in an open 
neighbourhoodd U C X such that U H £1 ^ 0 and U n £2 7̂  0. Using the coordinate 
chartss on T,\ and £2, one can map U onto C, such that U fl £1 is mapped onto the 
upperr half plane, U fl £2 onto the lower half plane, and U D 7 C R. By definition 
off  the conformal structures £1 and £2 , this map is holomorphic on the interior of 
UU n £1 and LT n £2. Therefore, ƒ is continuous on U C C and holomorphic on the 
complementt of U C\ R. It then follows that ƒ is in fact holomorphic in the whole of 
£ƒ,, i.e.. also on U C\ M.: Draw a rectangle C in U C C intersecting both the upper and 
lowerr half plane. By Cauchy's formula, one has 

forr z $. R inside C. However, the right hand side represents an analytic function for 
alll  z inside C. and since the left hand side is continuous on the whole of U, the left 
andd right hand sides remain equal also for z G R. Therefore, ƒ is holomorphic on 
U.U. D 

Remarkk 2.25. Sometimes it is convenient to consider complex surfaces with bound-
aryy parameterizations that are analytic, that is, the parameterization map ƒ : S1 —> 
<9££ extends to a holomorphic map ƒ : Aq —> £ for some small annulus Aq. For such 
surfacess the above proposition is immediate. 

2.5.4.. The complex cobordism category. Of course, up to diffeomorphism, 
extendedd surfaces are classified by the number of boundary components and the genus, 
andd the moduli space for two diffeomeorphic surfaces are isomorphic. The complex 
cobordismm category 8 has the same class of objects as the topological cobordism 
category,, but the morphisms are now cobordisms endowed with a conformal structure. 
Soo the objects are given by Cn, and a morphism from Cm to Cn is an equivalence 
classs of extended Riemann surfaces £ with <9£ = Cm II Cn. Again, we will refer to 
CCmm as the incoming boundary <9£in and to Cn as the "outgoing boundary" <9£out. 
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Thee space of all raorphisms from Cm to Cn is denoted by £m,n- As we have seen in 
sectionn 2.5.1, these Em,n have a natural topological, and even smooth structure. With 
respectt to this smooth structure, the space of morphisms is the disjoint union of its 
connectedd components £m,n(<?) of extended Riemann surfaces of genus g. Gluing of 
extendedd Riemann surfaces, as in proposition 2.24, induces the composition 

(2.7)) &m,k X Okfi > Om,n-

Withh these structure maps, the complex cobordism category is not quite a category 
inn the true sense, since it has no unit morphisms. Whereas a category is usually 
consideredd to be a generalization of a monoid, the structure we have here is analogous 
too a semigroup, c.f. section 2.5.7. However, in what follows it is useful to think of £ as 
iff  it were a category, giving the obvious meaning to functors etc. With this in mind, 
observee that just like the topological cobordism category, the complex cobordism is a 
symmetricc monoidal *-category: 

i)i)  there is a monoidal structure, by taking the disjoint union of 1-manifolds, 

ii)ii)  by reversing the parameterization at a boundary component, one obtains a 
m app Em,n —> £m + l,n-l- __ 

in)in) complex conjugation E H S induces a map £m.n —> £n,m-

2.5.5.. Central extensions. As for TQFT, we actually need to consider central 
extensionss of the cobordism category. Since £ is a topological category, i.e., the 
morphismm spaces have a topology such that composition is continuous, it is natural 
too require that the morphism spaces of a central extension of £ by C* actually form 
aa complex line bundle over the morphism spaces of £. Such central extensions can be 
classifiedd [S2], and turn out to be isomorphic to a tensor power of a certain universal 
extension,, which we will now describe. 
Thiss central extension is given by the determinant line bundle. Consider the d-
operatorr associated to the Riemann surface E. This operator is not Fredholm since 
EE has a boundary, and we have to add boundary condition in order to make it so. 
Thee parameterization at each boundary allows us to impose the following boundary 
conditions:: We consider the operator d : f2°(E) -+ Q0,1(£) acting on sections that 
havee negative Fourier coefficients at the incoming boundaries and have nonnegative 
Fourierr coefficients at the outgoing boundaries. With these boundary conditions, the 
«^-operatorr becomes Fredholm, and we can associate its determinant line 

Det(<9)) = A rnax(kerd)*  ® Amax(cokerd), 

wheree d now denotes, in sloppy notation, the 9-operator with the boundary conditions 
above.. We will see later that this indeed defines a central extension of £, i.e., that 
theree are coherent isomorphisms of determinant line bundles inducing composition in 
thee category, see also [S2, H] . 

2.5.6.. Axioms for  CFT. Consider the "category1' of Hubert spaces and trace 
classs maps. Similar to the complex cobordism category, this is not a true category, 
sincee for an infinite dimensional Hubert space the identity operator is not trace class. 
However,, in a similar spirit, it is a symmetric monoidal category under the Hubert 
spacee tensor product, and the space of morphisms carries a *- operation that takes 
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ann operator to its adjoint. With this at hand, a conformal field theory is nothing but 
aa "projective representation" of the complex cobordism category: 

Definitio nn 2.26 (G. Segal [S2]). A conformal field theory is given by a continuous 
projectivee monoidal *-functor T from the complex cobordism category to the category 
off  complex Hilbert spaces and trace class maps. 

Concretely,, this means that one has 

i)i)  A Hilbert space ƒ/, such that T(Cn) = H®r\ i.e., T is monoidal. 
it)it)  A trace class operator Ts : H®m —  H®n, determined up to scalar c E C*, 

forr each conformal equivalence class E E £m,n- Alternatively, this can be 
thoughtt of as a ray [v%] e Hin <S> Hout, using the correspondence 

TEBTEB11 (Hin, Hnut)~>v = ^2ën ® Ten E Hin &  Hout. 
n n 

wheree {en}  is a basis for Hitl, between trace class operators and vectors. 
Hi)Hi)  The equality 

upp to a complex scalar, whenever £ = Ei Uck £21 for £1 € £m.k and £2 € 
£k,n-£k,n- This means that the vector determined by the trace class operator 
T%T%11 o TE2 is an element of the ray determined by £. The complex numbers 
involvedd in the equality should satisfy obvious cocycle conditions obtained 
fromm associativity. 

iv)iv) T  ̂ — X£, i.e., T is a *-functor. 

Remarkk 2.27. These axioms were originally inspired by the path integral approach 
too conformal field theory. For a very clear exposition of this, see [Ga]. 
Remarkk 2.28. The collection of moduli spaces {£Ti.i{g)} 3.n>a forms a so called mod-
ularr operad [GK] . In particular, restricting to genus zero one obtains a true operad. 
Usingg this language, the axioms above imply that, for zero central charge, the Hilbert 
spacee H of the conformal field theory forms an algebra over this operad. In that case, 
aa three-holed sphere W\ induces a multiplication operation 

TVV : H®H -+ H, 
""  3 

whichh is almost associative. (It is associative only if the theory does not depend on 
thee conformal structure of the surfaces, i.e., is topological.) This multiplication is also 
knownn as the operator product expansion. The resulting algebra is closely related to 
thee theory of vertex operator algebras [H] . 

2.5.7.. The semigroup of annuli. The genus zero component of £iA, i.e., of 
Riemannn surfaces that are homeomorphic to an annulus, forms a semigroup S under 
thee gluing operation (2.7). Notice that it is not a monoid since the complex cobordism 
categoryy is not a true category, i.e.. S has no unit. The semigroup *S carries an 
involutionn by the complex conjugation A >-> A. A £ S. For q e C*Kl. define Aq = {z E 
C,, |g| < J2| < 1}, parameterized by z and qz. One easily checks that Aqi -Aq2 = Aqiq2, 
soo one finds that S contains the semigroup C*<x as a subsemigroup. 
Itt is clear from the axioms that a CFT gives, in particular, an involutive representation 
off  the semigroup £ on H by contraction operators. The point of view expressed in 
[S2]]  is that the semigroup of annuli should be considered to be the complexification of 
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thee diffeomorphism group of the circle, and that the representation of this semigroup 
givenn by a CFT is therefore related to the action of the Virasoro algebra in the 
physicss literature. Recall, see e.g. [PS], that there is no complex group integrating 
thee Virasoro algebra. 

2.5.8.. Teichmiiller  space. Recall that for closed Riemann surfaces it is conve-
nientt to view the moduli space as a quotient of its universal cover, called Teichmiiller 
space,, by the mapping class group. This is motivated by the fact that the moduli 
spacee is singular and shows that in general it will be an orbifold. Although the ex-
tendedd moduli space Ex is already smooth itself, it wil l be useful in the sequel to 
introducee its universal cover 

T x : == J(X)/Diff+(X,9X) , 

wheree Diff^pfT, dX) is the connected component of the identity in Diff +(X, dX). 
Againn this is smooth manifold, evidently simply connected, equipped with a canonical 
projectionn onto Ex that makes it its universal cover. Observe that Tx now carries a 
smoothh action of the group 

(2.8)) Kx  Diff +(X)/Diff+(X,dX) . 

Thiss is a covering group of the Diff +(S'1) and its action covers the action of the latter 
onn Ex  By definition, the group Kx hts into an exact sequence 

(2.9)) 1 -+ T(X, dX) -> )CX -  Diff + (dX) -> 1. 

Thee mapping class group T(X,dX) acts on Tx by deck transformations, and the 
fibrationfibration Tx —  Ex is a model for the universal fibration ET(X, dX) —  BT(X, dX) 
overr the classifying space. 
Too distinguish complex Riemann surfaces under the equivalence relation given by 
Teichmiillerr space, one can consider surfaces with a marking. In fact, inspired by the 
Fenchell  Nielsen coordinates, one may consider complex surfaces with a pair of pants 
decompositionn and a marking on each of the components, that is a trivalent graph with 
onee vertex and three vertices ending on a different boundary component. The pants 
decompositionn is given by specifying 3g — 3 + 2n closed curves C = {QI , . . ., asg-3+2n} 
onn X. Notice that this specifies a gluing map 

nono  Ep x . .Xp  Ex 

2g2g — 2-\-n times 

Twoo surfaces are said to be equivalent if they are biholomorphic by a map that 
preservess the marking up to isotopy. It is not difficult to see that the space of such 
equivalencee classes of surfaces is exactly Teichmiiller space Tx





CHAPTERR 3 

Bimoduless and Morita equivalence of Operator 
algebras s 

Thiss chapter is of an entirely introductionary nature. We will explain the fundamental 
rolee of bimodules and their tensor products in the structure theory of algebras. For 
operatorr algebras, in particular von Neumann algebras, there are many analytical 
subtletiess to impose this philosophy, as we will explain. An excellent reference for the 
theoryy of von Neumann algebras used in this chapter is [T] . 

3.1.. Motivatio n 

Too motivate what follows, we first consider the purely algebraic situation: We want to 
constructt a category that has rings as its objects, and morphisms given by bimodules. 
Moree explicitly, a morphism between two rings R and S is given by an R — S bimodule 
A/,, that is, a left R module which at the same time is a right S module such that the 
leftt and right action commute, (rm)s — r(ms), Vr £ R, m E M and s 6 S. Given 
aa Q - R bimodule M and an R - S bimodule N, the algebraic tensor product over 
R,R, M ®R N gives & Q — S bimodule. However, using this as composition of arrows 
inn the anticipated category, one finds that the tensor product is not quite associative, 
ratherr there is an isomorphism 

(K(K ®Q M) ®RN^KT< )Q (M ®R N) 

forr any right Q-module K, Q - R bimodule M, and left ^-module TV. To resolve 
thiss problem, we either add maps of bimodules as 2-arrows, so as to obtain a weak 
2-categoryy [Mac], or we pass to isomorphism classes of bimodules to obtain a true 
category.. In what follows we will use the latter option. Notice that the unit morphisms 
inn this category are induced by the ring itself, i.e., by R viewed as an R — R bimodule, 
ass we have M ® / j ü = M as well as R®R N = JV, for any right i?-module M and left 
tf-moduletf-module N. 
Calll  two rings R and S Morita equivalent if they are isomorphic in the category 
describedd above. Concretely, this means that there is an 'Invertible" R — S bimodule 
M,, that is, a bimodule for which there exists an 5 - R bimodule Â  such that A/® 5 AT = 
RR and N ®/? M = S. Such a bimodule is called an equivalence bimodule. Clearly, 
Moritaa equivalence defines an equivalence relation between rings. 
Denotee by Mod—i? the category of left modules over R, i.e., the category with objects 
leftt i?-modules and morphisms given by H-module maps. Since an equivalence R - S 
bimodulee M defines a functor from Mod-5 to Mod-i? by the tensor product over 5, 
whichh has an inverse, one easily deduces 

Propositionn 3.1. R~S **  Mod - R ~ Mod - S. 

51 1 
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Thiss proposit ion expresses the fundamental idea behind the notion of Mori ta equiv-
alence:: Morita equivalent rings are precisely those rings which have the l 'same" rep-
resentat ionn theory. Notice that all known homology theories defined on rings, such 
ass algebraic X-theory, Hochschild and cyclic homology, are invariant under Morita 
equivalence. . 

3.2.. V on N e u m a nn a lgebras and co r respondences 

3 .2 .1.. I n t r oduc t i o n t o v on N e u m a nn a lgebras. The notion of a von Neu-
mannn algebra was introduced and developed in a series of papers by Murray and 
vonn Neumann start ing with [MvN] , under the name "rings of operators". The mo-
t ivat ionn of von Neumann came from the theory of group representations, see the 
exampless below, and his work on the mathematical foundations of Quantum Mechan-
ics.. Abstractly, a von Neumann algebra is a C*-algebra that is the dual of a Banach 
space.. In practice, von Neumann algebras are defined as certain ^-closed subalgebras 
MM C B(H) of the algebra of bounded operators on a complex Hubert space H that 
cann be characterized in several equivalent ways. The equivalence of the conditions is 
givenn by von Neumann's double commutant theorem that we now recall. First, define 
thee commutant of a subset. S C B(H) by 

S'S' = {x E B{H), xs = sx Vs e S}, 

i.e.,, S' consists of those bounded operators on H that commute with all elements of S. 
Second,, for the theory of von Neumann algebras it turns out to be essential to consider 
topologiess on B(H). other than the usual norm topology. Besides the weak and strong 
topologies,, one has the so called <r-weak topology on B(H), which is defined as the 
weak**  topology coming from the duality B(H) = Bi(H)*. (Recall that the ideal of 
t racee class operators Bi(H) forms a Banach space in the trace norm.) This topology 
tu rnss out to be fundamental for the study of von Neumann algebras. The double 
commutantt theorem of von Neumann now asserts that the following conditions for a 
uni tall  *-subalgebra M C B(H) are equivalent: 

i)i)  M = M". 
ii)ii)  M is closed in the a-weak topology. 

Noticee that this theorem relates an algebraic condition with a topological one. In 
fact,, these conditions are also equivalent to closedncss in the weak or strong topology. 
AA von Neumann algebra is now defined as a unital *-subalgebra M C B(H) satisfying 
onee (and hence both) of the conditions above. 
AA s ta te on a von Neumann algebra M is a linear functional u> : M —> C which is 
posit ive,, i.e., UJ(X*X) > 0 V.r e M. and satisfies u;(l) = 1. Such a state is called normal 
iff  it is continuous for the er-weak topology. In a concrete realization M C B(H), such 
statess tu rn out to be of the form 

^p(-r)^p(-r) =  tVH^X\ x e AL p e Bi{H). p > 0. 
tvtvH{P) H{P) 

Thee set of all normal functionals on a von Neumann algebra M is a Banach space, 
calledd the predual A/* . I t completely determines M as a Banach space by the duality 
MM = (Ah)*. (Recall that the er-weak topology is weaker than the norm topology, so 
AIAI is also norm-closed, and is in particular a Banach space.) 
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E x a m p l ee 3 .2. We give some basic examples, which are useful to keep in mind: 

a)a) A trivial example of a von Neumann algebra is B{H) itself. 
b)b) Consider a set S C B(H) with the property that S — S*, i.e.. it is closed 

underr taking adjoints. The algebraic characterization of a von Neumann 
algebraa easily implies that the commutant S' is a von Neumann algebra. 
Evenn further, the double commutant S" is then a von Neumann algebra 
thatt contains S, i.e., S C S". In fact, S" is the smallest von Neumann 
algebraa containing S, and it is usual to call S" the von Neumann algebra 
generatedd by S. 

c)) As a special example of b), consider a unitary representation IT : G —> U{H) 
off  a group G. Then 7r(G)' and ir{G)"  are von Neumann algebras, which can 
bee used to study the structure of the representation. 

d)d) As a special example of c), consider the left regular representation -K  ̂of 
aa locally compact group G on L 2(G), with respect to some choice of Haar 
measure.. In this case one has I:L{G)'  — TIR{G)", where TTR denotes the right 
regularr representation, and therefore TXR{G)' = TTL(G)". In other words, the 
leftt and right regular representation generate von Neumann algebras that are 
eachh others commutant. In fact, both algebras are isomorphic and the rep-
resentationn of this algebra on the Hubert space L2{G) is called the standard 
form,, see below. This von Neumann algebra is usually denoted by W*(G) 
andd called the group con Neumann algebra. For a semi-simple Lie group, 
thee structure of the von Neumann algebra is determined by the Plancherel 
formula.. In particular, when G is compact, the Peter-Weyl theorem gives 
ann explicit decomposition into finit e dimensional matr ix algebras. 

e)) Let (X,fi) be a measure space. The algebra L'X(X, /i) is a commutat ive 
vonn Neumann algebra. Conversely, the spectral theorem implies that any 
commutat ivee von Neumann algebra is of this form. This explains the point 
off  view of noncommutative geometry that von Neumann algebras give a 
noncommutat ivee version of measure theory. 

3.2.2.. Co r respondences. As we have seen above, von Neumann algebras have 
aa tendency to "appear in pairs'1: namely, if M C B(H) is a von Neumann algebra, its 
commutantt M' is a von Neumann algebra as well, and their actions on H commute. In 
general,, a left module for M is given by a Hubert space H together with a continuous 
actionn of M, i.e., a normal (that is, a-weakly continuous) *-homomorphism M —> 
B(H).B(H). A right module for M is, of course, a left module for the opposite algebra 
A/ op.. We write a left action of x £ M on v £ H simply as v i—» xv, whereas 
thee right action is denoted by v i—> vx. Finally, for two von Neumann algebras 
MM and N, an M — N bimodule is given by a Hubert space H that is a left M 
modulee and a right N module such that the actions of M and N on H commute, 
i.e.. {xv)y — x(vy), x E AL y G A7, v e H. This means that we have M C N' and 
NN C M', generalizing the situation above: for any von Neumann algebra M C B(H). 
thee Hilbert space H is a correspondence from M to M' with equality in the two 
inclusionn above. A M — N bimodule is also called a correspondence from M to N 
[Con].. It is to be thought of as a "generalized morphism'1 from M to N. see Remark 
3.6. . 
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3 .2 .3.. T h e s tanda rd for m of a v on N e u m a nn a lgebra. As in the algebraic 
si tuat ion,, we want to construct a category with objects given by von Neumann alge-
brass and morphism given by (isomorphism classes of) bimodules. For this to work, 
wee have to be careful about the unit morphisins in this category, since the unit in 
thee algebraic category, namely the algebra itself, is not a Hubert space and cannot 
bee used for this purpose. I t turns out that this unit is given by the algebra, "suit-
ablyy completed into a Hilbert space'1, the so-called standard form of a von Neumann 
algebra. . 

Abstractly,, the standard form of a von Neumann algebra M is given by the following 
data:: It consists of an M - M correspondence H with the property that there is 
ann ant iuni tary operator J : H —> H satisfying J2 — ]. and giving an isomorphism 
M"M" pp = M', by x !-  JxJ. which should be the identity on Z{M) = Mf\M'. The theory 
off  Tomita-Takesaki implies that such a standard form exists for any von Neumann 
algebraa and is unique up to unitary equivalence. We wil l only outline how the existence 
partt of this theorem is proved. An excellent general reference for the Tomita-Takesaki 
theoryy is [T] . 

R e m a rkk 3 .3. To motivate the following constructions, suppose for simplicity that 
MM has a normal state UJ G M*  that is faithful, i.e., LÜ(X*X) = 0 <^ x = 0, x G M. The 
usuall  GNS-construction applied to UJ yields a Hilbert space H^. given by completion 
off  M in the inner product (x. y) := u{x*y). We do not have to take the quotient by the 
kernell  of the state, since LÜ is faithful. Consequently H  ̂ not only carries a left action 
off  M (in general, the kernel of a state is only a left-ideal), but also a right action. 
Takingg the adjoint in M induces, by continuous linear extension, an operator S on H^ 
thatt exchanges the left and right action of M on H.^. Taking the polar decomposition 
SS = J A1 / 2 . one obtains an operator J that gives H^. the structure of a standard form 
forr M. Notice that when UJ is a trace, that is. uj(xy) — ^(yx). Vx.y G M. one has 
SS = J and A = 1. 

Unfortunately,, there is no guarantee that a von Neumann algebra has a faithful normal 
state,, so we have to consider a weaker type of functionals on M, called weights. A 
weightt v is an additivê  map v : M+ - > E u { x } , where M+ is the cone of positive 
elementss in M. It is called normal if it is continuous for the rr-weak topology and 
semifinitee if the set of positive elements of finite weight, {x € M+. u{x) < oc} 
generatess M as a von Neumann algebra. (Recall that M is generated by M+.) As 
before,, we wil l also assume that u is faithful, i.e. v(x) = 0 <̂> ./  — 0. V.r G AI+. In 
fact,, any von Neumann algebra has a weight of this type. 

Next,, we try to mimic the GNS-construction above to generalize this construction to 
weights.. Given a faithful, semifinite. normal weight v on AL consider the vector space 

MMvv = {.r G M , u{x*x) < oc, v{xx*) < oc}. 

Thiss space has both the structure of a *-algebra. inducc l̂ by the algebra structure on 
M,M, and a positive definite inner product defined by 

(x.y)(x.y) :=v{x*y).  x,y.e Mv 

makingg it into a pre-Hilbert space. In fact, with this structure, Mt/ is a so-called 
leftt Hilbert algebra: A left Hilbert algebra A is a *-algebra. equipped with a positive 
definitee inner product making it a pre-Hilbert space such that the operator x ^ 
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x*,x*, x E A is closable with closure S, and the left regular representation of A acting 
byy left multiplication on itself is bounded, involutive and nondegenerate. Let A be 
thee unbounded operator defined by A = S*S, then one can write 

SS = JA1/ 2, 

wheree J is an antiunitary involution. Now, let M be the von Neumann algebra 
generatedd by the left regular representation. The Tomita-Takesaki theorem now states 
that t 

JMJJMJ = M', and AifMA~lt = M, W G R. 

Thatt is, M acts on the Hilbert space completion H of A in standard form, and 
associatedd to this standard form there is an action of R on M by automorphisms, i.e., 
theree is a homomorphism a : U — Aut(A/), given by 

aatt{x){x) = A"xA- i É , t e IR, x £ M. 

Thee operators J and A are called the modular operators, and the corresponding 
subgroupp <T(M) C Aut(M) is called the modular group. 
Inn the case at hand, i.e., of a faithful, semifinite, normal weight v on a von Neumann 
algebra,, one denotes the Hilbert space completion of Mv by L2{M, i/), and shows 
thatt M is isomorphic to the von Neumann algebra generated by the left regular 
representationn of M„  on L2{M,v). Therefore M acts on L2{M,u) in standard form, 
withh associated modular operators. In particular, one finds a canonical action of R on 
MM by automorphisms. Notice that in case v is a trace, i.e. v{xy) = v(yx), Vx,y G A/+, 
MMuu C M is a two-sided ideal and the the operator x >-  x* is already bounded of norm 
1.. As in Remark 3.3, A = 1, and the associated action of the modular group is trivial. 
Examplee 3.4. Recall example 3.2 d). Consider the following functional on C(.{G) C 
W*(G),W*(G), given by ƒ >-  /(e). This defines a faithful semifinite normal weight on the 
groupp von Neumann algebra W*(G), and the associated standard form is easily seen 
too be canonically isomorphic to the representation on L2(G). When the group is 
unimodular,, one has A = 1. In fact this example was the original motivation for the 
theoryy of this section. 

Remarkk 3.5. The above construction of the standard form depends on the choice of a 
weight.. When M is a type Hi factor, this is not a problem since such a von Neumann 
algebraa has a canonical trace, but in general this is not the case. For example, for 
aa commutative von Neumann algebra M = L°°(X,fi) any choice of a measure o 
withh suppa = X on X induces a faithful semifinite normal weight, whose associated 
standardd form constructed as above identifies with L2(X , da), with M acting by left 
andd right multiplication. Recall that, when X is a manifold one can construct the 
Hilbertt space L2(X) of 1/2-densities on X. This gives a canonical construction of the 
standardd form of Loc(X, ji), i.e., one that does not depend on the choice of a measure 
onn X. However, a suitable measure, that is, a measure which is locally in any chart 
compatiblee with the standard Lebesque measure, induces a trivialization of the bundle 
off  1/2-densities. Analogously, Connes [Con] has given a canonical construction of the 
standardd form L2(M) of a von Neumann algebra using the concept of 1/2-densities 
onn M. As in the commutative case, any faithful semifinite normal weight v induces a 
canonicall  unitary equivalence L2(M, u) = L2(M). 
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R e m a rkk 3.6. Let ó : Af —  Ar be a *-homomorphism of von Neumann algebras. 
Usingg the standard form L2{N) of N. one defines an M - N correspondence L2{<t>)  by 
let t ingg M act from the left on L2(N) through ó. This explains the term -generalized 
morphisms""  for correspondences. 

3.2 .4.. T h e re la t i v e t ensor  p roduc t . We now describe the relative tensor 
productt of Hilbert spaces over a von Neumann algebra [Con], following [Sa], see 
alsoo [T] . Let (H1.TT1) be a right ^ / -module and {H2.TT2) a left ^ / -module. Fix a 
s tandardd form L2(M, v), given by a normal semifmite faithful weight u of M. Intro-
ducee the subset D(H2,u) C H2 of ^-bounded vectors, i.e.. n e D(H2,u) if there is a 
boundedd intertwiner Rr]  £ HOUIM (L2(M), H2) such that 

RRnn{x)=xi{x)=xi hh V T G MV. 

Byy a theorem of Connes [ C o n l ] . D{H2,u) is a dense M-stable subspace of H2. On 
D{HD{H 22.v).v) one can define an "M-valued inner product" {  . ) v by 

{r]i.r{r]i.r hh))uuxx := JR^R^Jx. Vx G L2(ALv). 

Noticee that this is well defined since R*hRV2 E RomAI{L
2{M), L2(M)) = M' and we 

havee used the isomorphism JM'J = M induced by ./. Then one defines the following 
pre-innerr product on the algebraic tensor product H\ ® D(H2. v): 

(3-1)) ( 6 ®Vut2®r)2){) :=  <&. m ( f t , . %> u) & ) „ ,

Thiss form is positive semidefmite. and the Hilbert space completion of the quotient 
off  Hi ® D(H2, v) by the kernel of this form is called the relative tensor product of Hy 

andd H2 over M and denoted by Hx E„  H2. Notice that there is a canonical projection 
TT„„  :D(H1^)®H2^HlMl/H2. 
Moree generally, in the case that Hx is an N - M correspondence and H2 is an 
MM - K correspondence, the left N- and right A'-action on Hi (g> D(H2.v) quotients 
too Hi M„  H2. and furnishes this Hilbert space with the structure of an N — K 
correspondence.. This defines composition of correspondences, viewed as general-
izedd morphisms between von Neumann algebras, and indeed one easily proves that 
L2Oi)EE3„L2(<£2)) = L2(ó2°éi) for two *-homomorphisms é\ : N —» Al. ó2 : M —  K, 
c.f.. Remark 3.6. 

R e m a rkk 3.7. Recall that in the purely algebraic situation of section 3.1, the tensor 
productt of two modules over an algebra, just like a tensor product of two vector spaces, 
iss characterized by a universal property. As such, the tensor product is uniquely 
definedd up to isomorphism, but one has a canonical construction in terms of simple 
tensorss generated by the modules itself. 
Inn the case of the relative tensor product, just like the standard form of a von Neu-
mannn algebra (c.f. Remark 3.5). the construction depends on the choice of a weight. 
Connes""  Radon Nikodym theorem, see e.g. [Con, T ] . implies that all construction 
aree unitari ly equivalent, but it is important to realize that in this way one may not 
havee a canonical construction. In view of this. Connes constructs in [Con] the relative 
tensorr product, denoted by 

HiHi  EM H2. 

ass follows: Consider the vector space generated by "simple1*  tensors ^®ur), where v is 

aa faithful semifmite normal weight on M, and £ G D{H\,v), subject to identifications 
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givenn by Connes' Radon Nikodym theorem when changing from one weight to the 
other.. One introduces a pre-inner product by (3.1) and the relative tensor product 
iss the Hubert space completion of the quotient by its kernel. This construction does 
nott depend on the choice of a weight, but notice that there is no canonical projection 
irir  : Hi <g) H2 —> Hi (HIA/ H2. Fixing a weight induces an isomorphism Hx MM H2 — 
HiHi  M„  H2

 a nd gives a projection ixu : D(H\,v) <S> H2 —> H\ E A/ H2 

Besidess these analytical subtleties, one has the properties one would expect of a tensor 
product: : 

Propositionn 3.8. The relative tensor product has the following -properties: 

i)i)  (Left and right unit) For any M — N correspondence H we have canonical 
isomorphismsisomorphisms L2(M) SA / H S H ^ H %N L2(N) 

ii)ii)  (Associativity) For a left M-module Hi, an M — K correspondence H2, and 
aa right K-module H3> we have (Hi RM H2) MK H3 = Hx BA / {H2 ®K H3) 

Remarkk 3.9. Notice that one does not have a "balancing property" v\x ® v2 = 
vivi ® xv2, x E M like in the algebraic tensor product of bimodules over algebras, but 
ratherr a twisted version, viz. v\x ® v2 — v\ ® o-_l/2(x)v2 for suitable x E M [Sa]. 

Coefficients.Coefficients. A correspondence M —> H <— N is completely determined by its 
coefficients:: Fix a faithful, normal, semifinite weight v on AT. For two vectors £, r]  G 
D(H\,v),D(H\,v), the so-called coefficient of the correspondence H is given by the complete 
positivee map <̂>£ : M —» N defined by 

0i„{x)0i„{x)  = {xZ.Ti)veN, VxeA/. 

AA complete positive map, see [T], is analogous to a state on a von Neumann algebra, 
exceptt for the fact that instead of being a functional (i.e., a normal continuous map 
too C), it maps to another von Neumann algebra. The GNS construction for states 
generalizess to the Stincspring construction: Given a complete positive map <p : A1 —
N.N. consider the tensor product A/°p & N equipped with the pre-inner product 

(xi(xi ® yux2 ® y2) := v{yl(p{x\x2)y2), xt ® yt e M"11 0 N. 

Sincee <fr  is completely positive, this defines a positive semi-definite inner product. The 
Hubertt space completion H  ̂ of the quotient by the kernel of this sesquilinear form, is 
inn a natural way a correspondence from M to N. When the complete positive linear 
mapp is the coefficient of a correspondence, its is easy to see that there is an isometric 
embeddingg of correspondences 

Iff  this map is surjective. we say that the correspondence is cyclic. The construction 
wee have just outlined shows that every correspondence is a direct sum of cyclic ones. 
Noww we come to the relative tensor product. It turns out that the relative tensor 
productt has coefficients given by the composition of the coefficients of both corre-
spondences.. That is. for correspondences M —  Hi <— N and N —  H2 <— A', weights 
vv and r on N and A', vectors £i,£2 € D(Hup), r/i,r/2 £ D{H2,r), we have the 
equality y 
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seee [Con] chapter V. appendix B. Because of this property, knowledge of the coef-
ficientss of correspondences is very useful for the computat ion of the relative tensor 
product. . 

3-2.5.. M o r i t a equ iva lence of v on N e u m a nn a lgebras. We are now in the 
posit ionn to construct the category of von Neumann algebras and bimodules [La2]. As 
inn the algebraic case, its objects are given by von Neumann algebras and its morphisms 
aree given by equivalence classes of correspondences. Two correspondences Hi and H2 

betweenn M and N are said to be equivalent if there is a unitary isomorphism between 
ƒƒ]]  and H2 intertwining the left M and right A'-action. Composition of morphisms is 
inducedd by the relative tensor product over von Neumann algebras, which indeed is 
associativee up to unitary isomorphism. The unit arrow is given by the class induced 
byy the standard form of a von Neumann algebra, and given the preceding analysis, it 
iss easy to check that this defines a category. 

Followingg the algebraic situation, one now calls two von Neumann algebras Morita 
equivalentt when they are isomorphic in this category. For two von Neumann algebras 
MM and N. this means that there must be an M - N correspondence H\. as well as 
ann N - M correspondence H2 such that there are unitary isomorphisms 

HHAA MN H2  ̂ L2(M). H2 EA1 Hx ^ L2(N). 

I tt was shown in [La2], see also [Sa], that this definition of Morita. equivalence is 
equivalentt to the older definition in [Ri] . For a von Neumann algebra M, define the 
representat ionn category be the category of left modules, i.e.. normal ^-representations 
onn Hilbert spaces. Then an equivalence bimodule implementing the Morita equiv-
alencee between M and N induces, by taking the relative tensor product, a functor 
betweenn representation categories, and in this way one finds Rieffel's theorem that 
Mori t aa equivalent von Neumann algebras have equivalent representation categories. 
Forr more details, consult [La2] . 



CHAPTERR 4 

Thee Moduli space of flat connections 

Thiss chapter deals with the classical part of the theory; the moduli space of flat 
connectionss over surfaces with boundaries. These spaces were studied from the point 
off  view of Hamiltonian loop group actions in [MW1] , where the important "gluing 
equalss reduction" theorem was proved. Instead of the symplectic geometric approach 
off  these authors, we will consider these moduli spaces from the point of view of Poisson 
geometry,, and show that they obey a classical version of the axioms for Topological 
Quantumm Field Theory discussed in Chapter 2. 

4.1.. Hamiltonia n Loop group actions 

4.1.1.. The twisted Lie-Poisson structur e on Lg*  . Recall, see e.g. [CW, 
Lai ]]  that the dual of a finite dimensional Lie algebra g is in a canonical way a Poisson 
manifoldd by the so called Lie Poisson bracket: Let f,g 6 C^(Q*) and define 

{f.g}(x):=[df(x),dg{x)].{f.g}(x):=[df(x),dg{x)].  x G 0*, 

wheree one identifies T*Q* = 0, VX E g*  and [ , ] denotes the Lie bracket of g. 
Thiss Poisson manifold plays an important role in the theory of symplectic reduction 
andd its quantization. It is foliated by its symplectic leaves, the coadjoint orbits of 
thee associated group G. There is a similar twisted version for degree 2 Lie algebra 
cocycless and affine coadjoint orbits, see e.g. [Lai] . 
Thiss theory does not simply apply to the dual of LQ, because the underlying manifold 
iss infinite dimensional. Since there does not seem to be a satisfying analytical de-
scriptionn of the twisted Lie-Poisson structure on LQ* in the literature, we will provide 
itt here, although one should notice the algebraic account given in [FZ]. 
Infinitee dimensional Poisson manifolds, in contrast to infinite dimensional symplec-
ticc manifolds, have rarely been studied in the past, although their use in classical 
fieldfield theory is evident. The basic problem one faces is the fact that on an infinite 
dimensionall  Banach manifold, not every derivation is given by the action of a vector 
field,, and therefore the Hamiltonian vector field associated to a smooth function need 
nott exist. To avoid this problem, the authors of [OR] simply add the existence of a 
Hamiltoniann vector field as a condition in their definition of a Banach-Poisson man-
ifold.. The main examples of such Banach Poisson manifolds are given by strongly 
symplecticc Banach manifolds. 
Fromm our point of view, a quick look at the examples of the moduli space1 of flat con-
nectionss (see section 4.2) and the projective space of a positive energy representation 
(sectionn 4.1.5) shows that these are merely weakly symplectic manifolds. On such 
manifolds,, not every function has a globally defined Hamiltonian vector field, so that 
thee natural Poisson bracket cannot be defined for every pair of functions. Therefore. 
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thee framework of Banach-Poisson manifolds set up in [OR] is too restrictive for our 
purposes.. This seems to leave us with 2 options: Either restrict the space of func-
tions,, or use the theory of densely defined vector fields and their semigroup flow, as 
inn [CM] . We will use the latter option, as some interesting flows on the moduli space 
off  flat connections turn out to be generated by unbounded vector fields. 

UnboundedUnbounded vector fields. We will need some definitions from the theory of un-
boundedd vector fields [CM] : Let M be an infinite dimensional manifold. A manifold 
domaindomain is a dense subset i : D  ̂ M that carries a manifold structure on its own, 
turningg the inclusion i into a smooth map, such that Vx e D. Tx  : TXD —» TrM 
hass dense image. An unbounded vector field X on M is now simply a section of the 
tangentt bundle TM over a manifold domain D C M. given by a map X : D —> TM. 
Thee important point of this definition is that one can define the contraction ixa of a 
fc-formfc-form a on M with an unbounded vector field X with manifold domain £>, as a f c -1 
formm on D. With this, one can set up a differential calculus [CM] . For example, the 
Liee derivative Lx along an unbounded vector field X is given by the Cart an formula 

L\L\ = dt-x + >xd, 

wheree the first d is the exterior derivative on D with respect to its own manifold 
structure,, and the second is the derivative on M. Acting on a form defined on M 
yieldss a differential form on the manifold domain D of X. This calculus is essential 
inn proving conservation laws in infinite dimensional Hamiltonian mechanics. 
Recalll  that the flow of a bounded vector field on a Banach manifold always exists 
locally.. For unbounded vector fields, there is no such result. The flow, if it exists 
att all, may also only be defined on another manifold domain in D, the domain of 
definitionn of the vector field. 

WeakWeak Poisson manifolds. Wre now come to the definition of what we would like 
too call a weak Poisson manifold. Let P be an infinite dimensional Banach manifold. 
Ass stated above, it is clear that demanding the ring of smooth functions CX-(P) to 
carryy the structure of a Poisson algebra, is too strong. Therefore we merely require a 
nontriviall  Poisson algebra structure on a nonempty subset of Coc(P). The essential 
pointt is that we require that for functions ƒ on P belonging to this Poisson algebra, 
thee Hamiltonian vector field Xf exists. 
Recalll  that a Poisson manifold P alternatively can be defined in terms of a Poisson 
tensor,, that we view as a map B : T*P —> TP. which associates to a smooth function 
ƒƒ its Hamiltonian vector field Xf by Xf = B(df). Given the difficulties mentioned 
above,, it is clear that we should allow B to be unbounded, with dense domain of 
definitionn V(BX) C T*P at each point x G P. This implies that a smooth function ƒ 
mayy not have a global Hamiltonian vector field since df(x) g V(BX). for some x e P. 
Thereforee the problem with this definition is that one does not know in principle 
whetherr there are smooth functions for which the Hamiltonian vector field is globally 
defined,, i.e., whether the subspace mentioned above is nonempty. In our examples, 
thee existence of a large group of symmetries (the action of the loop group) prevents 
thiss from happening. Furthermore, we will consider functions ƒ £ C^(M) for which 
thee Hamiltonian vector field is unbounded in the sense explained above, i.e.. the set 
DDff — {x E M. df(x) e V{Bj.)} constitutes a manifold domain. We will call such 
functionss admissible. 
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Lett us now discuss the twisted Lie-Poisson structure on LQ* from this point of view. 
Recalll  that what we refer to as LQ* is actually the dense subspace ^ ( S1 , ^ ) of Q-
valuedd 1-forms of Sobolev class fc - 1. By L2-duality, one finds LQ C {LQ*)*  as a 
densee subspace. Now, let f,g € C°°(LQ*) be such that df(A) and dg(A) belong to 
thiss subspace for A G LQ* . Then define their level i Poisson bracket at A by by 

(4-1)) {f,g}e(A) = (A,[df(A),dg(A)}c) 
==  (A7[df(A),dg(A)])+£c(df(A),dg(A)), A e LQ*, 

wheree f e R and c is the Lie algebra cocycle (1.5) on LQ. Clearly, this cocycle appears 
duee to the fact that we are actually looking at central extensions of LG. We now 
have: : 

Propositionn 4.1. LQ* is a weak Poisson manifold whose Poisson tensor at A £ LQ* 
isis given by the covariant derivative dA  LQ —> LQ* defined in (1.15). 

PROOF.. It is clear that, when the bracket of two functions exists at A G LQ*, it 
satisfiess the Leibniz identity since the bracket depends linearly on the derivatives 
off  ƒ and g. Therefore, {ƒ, }  acts on C°°{LQ*) by derivations, for suitable fixed 
ƒƒ G C°°(LQ*). We will now show that this derivation corresponds to a vector field on 
LQ*.LQ*. Recall the coadjoint action (1.11) of LG on LQ*. This induces an action of LQ 
onon C°°{LQ*) by 

Z-fZ-f = 4f(U), /eC°°(Lfl* ) 

wheree £,A(A) = -CLA€ is the generating vector field associated to £ G LQ. The inclusion 
LQLQ C (LQ*)*  by L2-duality is LG-equivariant, and therefore compatible with the In-
action.. Since the ad-action of LQ on itself is simply given by the Lie bracket, it follows 
thatt the Hamiltonian vector field exists for such ƒ, and is given by (df(A))A, when 
df(A)df(A) E LQ. Since the generating vector field of the action of LG on LQ is given by 
- G U £,, V£ G LQ, it follows that the Poisson tensor is given by dA  LQ —  LQ*. Finally, 
thee Jacobi identity on the Poisson bracket follows from the fact that [ , ] c defines a 
Liee bracket on LQ. Q 

Recalll  that a Poisson manifold has a characteristic distribution given by the linear 
spann of all Hamiltonian vector fields. This distribution is involutive and may therefore 
bee integrated using the Stefan-Sussmann theorem, and one finds that the Poisson 
manifoldd is foliated by its symplectic leaves. When the distribution has constant rank, 
thee classical Frobenius theorem in fact suffices. In infinite dimensions, this picture 
hass to be altered: First, for Banach manifolds, the Stefan-Sussmann theorem is not 
availablee and one only has the Frobenius theorem. Second, suppose the characteristic 
distributionn is integrable, one does not automatically find that the leaves are weak 
symplectic,, immersed, manifolds. As in [OR], there may be a weak symplectic form 
consistentconsistent with the Poisson structure, i.e., the inclusion is a Poisson map, and when 
thiss exists it is unique. In our case one has: 

Propositionn 4.2. The foliation associated to the weak Poisson structure (4.1) is 
integrableintegrable and its symplectic leaves are precisely the affine coadjoint orbits. 
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PROOF.. We just follow the proof of the finite dimensional situation, see e.g. [Lai] . 
Considerr the functional £ on Lg* induced by £ e Lg by duality 

(4-2)) i(A)={A^) L2=f (A0-

Byy Proposition 4.1. its associated Hamiltonian vector field is given by 

XiWXiW = U(A) =-dA£, 

andd is globally defined, i.e., the functional | is admissible. The Poisson brackets of 
suchh functional clearly corresponds to the affine Lie bracket on Lg, i.e., 

Thee Hamiltonian flow of the functional f is therefore given by the action of the one 
parameterr subgroup y(t) = expLG(££), and in particular one observes that it is defined 
forr all t £ R. Since the Banach-Lie group LG is generated by its one-parameter 
subgroups,, the subspace spanned by the Hamiltonian vector fields at A G Lg* equals 
exactlyy the tangent TAO of the coadjoint orbit passing through A. But it is known, 
seee [PS], that these foliate Lg*, and the result follows. D 

Remarkk 4.3. As stated above, in infinite dimensions, this result is quite special, and 
thee main technical point behind this integrability seems to be the fact that the Poisson 
mapp dA : Lg —> Lg* is Fredholm. Indeed, notice that Fredholmness of the Poisson map 
impliess that the characteristic distribution defines a closed subspace of the tangent 
space.. Therefore, when the characteristic distribution defines a sub-bundle of LP, 
onee can immediately apply the Frobenius theorem for Banach-manifolds to find a 
foliationn on P whose leaves may be weakly symplectic. However, in the case of Lg*, 
onee clearly observes that the distribution does not define a sub-bundle of the tangent 
bundle:: Although the index of dA is constant for every A € Lg*, its kernel and cokernel 
mayy jump by exactly the same amount. Therefore, the integrability result needed to 
explainn the result above, would be a generalization of the Frobenius theorem. Also, 
noticee that, due to the fact that the Poisson tensor is Fredholm, the symplectic 
leaves,, i.e., coadjoint orbits, are embedded submanifolds of finite codimension in Lg*. 
Recalll  that there is a bijective correspondence between the set of coadjoint orbits and 
conjugacyy classes in G. 

Ass we have seen above, the linear functionals £ € C°°(Lg*), £ G Lg generate the coad-
jointt action of Lg on Lg* under the Poisson bracket, i.e., , ƒ ^ C°°(Lg*). 
Thiss action integrates to the affine coadjoint action (1.11). Viewing elements of Lg* 
ass connections on the trivial principal bundle over S\ define the smooth part Lg*^ 
off  Lg*  as the subset of smooth connections. This subspace carries a natural Fréchèt 
structure,, turning Lg*x C Lg*  into a manifold domain. The action of the smooth 
loopp group preserves Lg*^ and on this subset extends to an action of Rot(51) K LG. 
Itt is therefore reasonable to investigate whether there is a functional on Lg* which 
generatess the action of Rot(S'1) on this dense subset. Consider the following "Energy 
functional""  on Lg*  given by the natural L2-metric on g-valued 1-forms on the circle, 

(4.3)) E(A) = \\A\\2L2 = \ j x (A,*A) , A e Lg*, 
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wheree * is the Hodge star on S1. This function is of particular interest because of the 
followingg property: 
Propositionn 4.4. The energy functional E G C°°(LQ*) generates the rotation action 
onon Lg*^ C Lg*  under the Poisson bracket (4.1). 

PROOF.. First, we calculate the Hamiltonian vector field associated to E. Clearly, one 
has s 

dE{A)-a=dE{A)-a= i (a,*A), aeTALQ*  ^ f i 1(51,0 ). 

Thereforee it follows that the Hamiltonian vector field XE of the energy functional 
existss at A G JLfc(S\g) Q LQ* s i n ce m that case *A G Lg, and is given by 

XXEE(A)(A) = {*A)A = -dA{*A). 

Thee subset Hk(Sl,$) C Lg*  is clearly a manifold domain and therefore the energy 
functionall  is admissible. Now consider the smooth action of RotfS11) on LQ*^. Its 
generatingg vector field is given by vY(A) = -LyA, A G Lg!^, where Y = d/dO the 
vectorr field generating the action of RotfS1) on S1. On the other hand, an easy 
computationn shows that LYA = dA(*A), since * : SVfS^g) -» ^ ( S ^ g) is given by 
tyty on S1. This proves that the energy functional generates the rotation action on 
thee smooth part of Lg*. Notice that on the complement of Lg!^ in Lg*, although 
thee Hamiltonian vector field may exist, its flow is not smooth, or may not even be 
defined.. D 

Onee can combine the energy functional with the generating functions of the LG-action 
(4.2),, and consider the "twisted-Energy functional": 

(4.4)) Eq{A) =  + qt\\2L* 
q q 

forr fixed £ G g, and q G R. It follows from the previous Propositions that this 
functionall  generates an R flow on Lg*^ by simultaneously rotating over an angle and 
actingg by the one parameter subgroup -y(t) — expf£ of G. Choosing £ and q in 
thee right manner as in [PS], this action can be made periodic (the twisted rotation 
flow).. One can think of Eq as a slight perturbation of the energy functional, as 
iss usual in the theory of classical integrable systems to obtain (for different q G 
IR)) Poisson commuting functions. However, since the energy functional is not LG-
invariantt (due to the inhomogeneous term appearing in the LG-action on LQ*, i.e., the 
centrall  extension), but merely G-invariant, this does not hold, i.e., {Eqi,Eq2} / 0. 

4.1.2.. Hamiltonia n LG-manifolds. In this section we follow [MWl] , and in-
troducee the notion of Hamiltonian LG actions at nonzero level. Let M be an infinite 
dimensionall  Banach manifold, with a weak symplectic form UJ. That is, contraction of 
tangentt vectors with m defines an injective map TXM —> T*M at each point x G M. 
(Requiringg this map to be bijective as in finite dimensions, leading to the notion of 
aa strong symplectic manifold, turns out to be too restrictive for our purposes.) This 
symplecticc form defines a Poisson bracket on the ring of smooth functions in the sense 
wee have described above [CM] : Given ƒ G C°°(M), its Hamiltonian vector field Xf 

iss defined by the equation 
ii xx u) = df. 
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Sincee the symplectic form is weak, the Hamiltonian vector field need not (globally) 
exist,, but when it does, it is uniquely determined by the equation above. Again, we 
wil ll  only consider functions whose Hamiltonian vector field is at worst unbounded. 
Forr f.g e C°°{M) admissible, we define their Poisson bracket by 

(4-5)) {ƒ, g} = u,{Xs, Xg):D fr\Dg^R. 

Sincee UJ is closed this bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity. On the subspace of smooth 
functionss that have a globally defined Hamiltonian vector field, this defines a Poisson 
algebraa structure, since the Hamiltonian vector field of {ƒ, #}  is given by the Lie 
brackett [Xj.Xg], and therefore exists when Xf and Xg exist. Next, suppose that 
LGLG acts on M by symplectomorphisms, i.e., that LO is LG-invariant. For £ G Lg. we 
denotee the generating vector field by £j\/, 

<"w=s s exp(r£))  x, x G M. 

AA moment map for the LG-action is given by a map ji  : M —> Lg* that satisfies 

LLUtUtUJUJ==  d(V-0< V £ G L Q . 

MM is called a Hamiltonian LG-manifold at level I € K if there exists such a moment 
mapp that is equivariant with respect to the level £ affine coadjoint action. Notice 
thatt this definition entails a slight restriction from the usual terminology: By our 
definitionn of £9*. the moment map should not map into the full topological dual, but 
inn the dense subspace Q1(S1,g) of connections of Sobolev class k - 1. Then we have: 
Lemmaa 4.5. The m,oment map on a Hamiltonian LG-manifold is Poisson. 

PROOF.. AS we have seen above, the image of the Poisson tensor B on Lg* of Proposi-
tionn 4.1, i.e., the subspace spanned by the globally defined Hamiltonian vector fields, 
iss exactly the image of the homomorphism Lg —> Vect(Lg*) given by the infinitesimal 
affinee coadjoint action. On the Hamiltonian LG-manifold A/, vector fields in the im-
agee of the homomorphism Lg — Vect(7l/) are Hamiltonian, as one can see from the 
momentt map condition. Since the moment map is LG-equivariant. we conclude that 
//*ƒƒ has a globally defined Hamiltonian vector field, when ƒ G C°°(Lg*) does. Since 
thiss vector field Xfl*j  satisfies jj,*(X fi+f) = Xf, one computes 

{/i*/,//̂ }}  = UjiXp+ftXfSg) 

==  d(n*f)(Xfl.g) 
==  n*4f(x9) 
==  f{f,g}. 

Thee moment map preserves the Poisson bracket and the result follows. D 

Inn particular, for the functions | G C°°(Lg*) defined in equation (4.2). the pull-back 
iss given by p  ̂ :=  {//,£) G C°°(M), the contraction of the moment map with the 
elementt £ G Lg. By definition of the moment map, the Hamiltonian vector field of 
thiss function is given by £M, and therefore one has: 

MM = /%„] + W€,v), Z,V ^ Lg. 
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Noticee that, equivalently, a Hamiltonian LG-manifold at level £ is a Hamiltonian LG-
manifoldd where the central T acts triviall y with moment map equal to £. We wil l only 
bee concerned with Hamiltonian LG-manifolds at level 1. 

4.1 .3.. P rope r t i es of Hami l t on ia n LG-mani fo lds . We now list, following 
[MW2] ,, a number of properties of Hamiltonian loop group actions that follow imme-
diatelyy from the definition. Al l of these properties have a "quantum" counterpart in 
thee theory of positive energy representations of loop groups, reflecting the fact that 
aa Hamiltonian loop group action is the classical version of such a representation. 

Inversion.Inversion. The orientation-reversing diffeomorphism I : z i—> z~x of the circle 
inducess an automorphism V : LG —> LG of the loop group. On the dual of the Lie 
algebra,, this induces a map 

r-.r^^Li*,r-.r^^Li*,  (A,t)^(-i*A,-e) 
whichh transforms the cocycle (1.5) on Lg as c( /*£ i , I*&)  — — c( £ i ^ 2 )- From this we 
seee that, given any Hamiltonian LG-manifold (A/, u/, JJ.) at level £, we can transform it 
intoo a Hamiltonian LG-manifold (A1,UJ, —I*fi) at level —£, by letting LG act through 
compositionn with the automorphism I*.  We denote this Hamiltonian LG-manifold 
byy I(M). 

Duality.Duality. For any Hamiltonian LG-manifold (M,UJ) at level £, the Hamiltonian 
actionn of the loop group on its conjugate (M , — UJ) (M equipped with minus the 
symplecticc form), sometimes simply denoted as M. is at level —£. If we now let the 
loopp group act on M through the inversion automorphism of the previous paragraph, 
onee obtains a Hamiltonian LG-manifold at level £ again, called the dual M* , i.e., 
M*M*  = I(M). 

Automorphisms.Automorphisms. The category of Hamiltonian LG-manifolds turns out to have 
aa natural group of automorphisms. As before, denote the center of G by Z . The 
groupp LzG = {<~p  K —> G, tp(x + 27r)c/?(;r)~1 £ Z) acts on the loop group LG by the 
automorphisms s 

ipip t—  c.y(ip) — yjipijr 1. t ' € LzG. y> £ LG. 

Off  course, for the subgroup LG C LzG, this automorphism is inner and is given by 
conjugation,, but the induced action of Z = LzG/LG is nontrivial. Notice that for 
simplyy connected G, since Z = A* /R, this action is given explicitly by the canonical 
embeddingg Z -̂> LzG induced by 

wheree we have embedded A* C g using the inner product. There is a natural action 
off  LzG on LQ* given by 

 A = ipAijr l - d W 1 . 

Thiss action is compatible with the twisted coadjoint action of LG in the sense that 

ww  (v  A) = cv,(v?)  (0 -A), ip^LG. 

Now,, any action of LG can be twisted by composing with the automorphisms of Z 
givenn by e1  ̂ £ LzG. In particular, given a Hamiltonian LG-manifold (A/, u?, /x), using 
thee computat ions above one easily observes that the twisted action of LG is again 
Hamiltoniann with respect to the symplectic form u;, with moment map given by e*  ̂ -fi. 
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Inn this sense we find an action of Z on the category of Hamiltonian LG-manifolds, 
andd the twisted manifold is denoted by AP, for 7 € Z. This is a classical counterpart 
off  the action of Z on the set of positive energy representations. 

4.1.4.. Geometric Quantization. In principle the machinery of geometric quan-
tizationn [W] applies to the case of Hamiltonian loop group actions, as we will now 
explain.. This results in a projective representation of LG. However, due to the fact 
thatt Hamiltonian £G-manifolds are infinite dimensional, there is a priori no way to 
provee that this representation is unitary. 

Prequantization.Prequantization. A prequantum line bundle for a Hamiltonian loop group man-
ifoldd (M.UJ) at level I is an LG-equivariant line bundle, where LG is the level f' 
centrall  extension of LG, together with a connection V whose curvature is given by 
curv(V)curv(V) = -2iriuj. Observe that this implies that the first Chern class of the pre-
quantumm line bundle is given by cx{L) = [u]  € H2(M, Z), and therefore this condition 
putss an integrality constraint on both the symplectic form UJ and the level £, the last 
onee being an integer. Equivalently. the level £ gives the character by which the central 
TT acts on the fibers of L. We will furthermore assume that the induced action of the 
Liee algebra Lg on L is given by Kostant's formula 

a=lift(&/ )) + <^0 j ^ 
wheree lif t denotes the horizontal lifting given by the connection, and d/dt denotes 
thee canonical generator of the T action along the fibers of L. For a Hamiltonian 
LG-manifoldd M at level 1, we will also use the following terminology: We say that M 
iss prequantizable at level £ e Z, if (M, £cu, £fi) is prequantizable in the sense above. 

Quantization.Quantization. According to the general strategy of geometric quantization [W], 
onee needs to pick a so-called polarization of the symplectic manifold M in order to 
constructt a quantization of M. Unfortunately, this is not an innocent step in the 
procedure,, as the quantization will heavily depend on such a choice and as a result 
thee quantization is not, at least in an obvious sense, canonical, or "functorial". We 
wil ll  be mostly concerned with complex polarizations compatible with the symplectic 
structure,, turning M into a Kahler manifold, with Kahler form given by u). Since 
thee curvature of the connection V equals -2-Kiuj, which is of type (1,1), L is in fact 
holomorphicc with Dolbeault operator 8L, and we can consider the vector space of 
holomorphicc sections H°(M.L). Observe that, since M is infinite dimensional, there 
iss no sensible definition of higher cohomology groups and the vector space is infinite 
dimensional.. Lacking an LG-invariant measure, there is also a priori no Hilbert sub-
spacee consisting of sections that are "square integrable". The vector space H°(M, L) 
byy definition carries a projective representation of LG, but this representation need 
nott be unitary. 

4.1.5.. Examples. Before passing to the main examples in the next section, the 
modulii  spaces of flat connections, we will give two easy examples of Hamiltonian 
loopp group spaces. The first examples are given by coadjoint orbits, for which there 
doess exist a satisfying quantization given by the Borel-Weil theorem, and leading to 
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irreduciblee positive energy representations of LG. Second, to generalize this Borel-
Weill  theorem to the moduli spaces of flat connections, it is instructive to study the 
reversee situation: the Hamiltonian loop group manifolds given by the projective space 
off  an arbitrary positive energy representation of LG. 

CoadjointCoadjoint orbits. Of course, the very first examples of Hamiltonian LG-manifolds 
aree the affme coadjoint orbits ö\ C Lg*, treated in section 1.4. As we have shown 
there,, the quantization of such an orbit only exists when A € A|, for some I G N, 
andd reduces to the standard Borel-Weil Theorem 1.5 for loop groups, giving the 
irreduciblee positive energy representation Hx of LG. Observe that ö\ = Oy.\ and 
0*0* xx = ö+\, where * : A^ —> A£ is the involution given by the longest Weyl group 
element,, WQ G W. 

PositivePositive energy representations. This is, in a sense, the "converse" of the previous 
example.. Let ir : LG —> PU{H) be a positive energy representation of LG on the 
Hilbertt space H, see [PS] or section 1.3. Recall, see e.g. [Lai] , that the projective 
Hilbertt space ¥(H) carries a canonical Hilbert manifold structure that together with 
thee Fubini-Study form turns ¥(H) into a strong symplectic manifold. By construction, 
thee induced action of LG on ¥(H) preserves the symplectic form, but is not smooth, 
sincee the action of LG on H itself is not smooth. One can of course use the dense 
subspacee H°° (1.13), but its projective space is merely a Fréchèt-manifold, and we 
insistt on using Banach manifolds. We will therefore work with the intermediate 
Sobolev-completionn H°° C Hk+i C H for some k > 1/2. The projective space 
¥(Hk+i)¥(Hk+i) has the structure of a smooth Banach-manifold and carries a natural smooth 
actionn of the Banach Lie group LG, which is Hamiltonian for the weak Fubini-Study 
symplecticc form obtained from ¥(H) by restriction. (This gives a clear indication that 
itit  would be too restrictive to work with strong symplectic manifolds in this context.) 
Explicitly,, the moment map /.i : ¥(Hk+i) —> LQ* generating this action is given by 

(fi{[n]).X)(fi{[n]).X)  = -i(Q,w(X)Q)H, 

wheree [...] denotes the projection H —> F(H), assuming \\Q\\ — 1. and TT denotes the 
inducedd projective representation of the Lie algebra Lg by skew-adjoint (unbounded) 
operatorss on Hk+i- As is well known, the fibration H* —> ¥(H), where H* = H-{0}, 
formss a holomorphic line bundle over ¥(H), called the universal bundle, whose first 
Chernn class equals the cohomology class induced by the Fubini-Study form. Therefore 
itss restriction to ¥(Hk+i) gives a level £ prequantum line bundle over ¥(Hk+i). This 
constructionn associates a Hamiltonian LC-manifold to any positive energy represen-
tation.. The converse, i.e., the passage from a Hamiltonian LG-manifold to a positive 
energyy representation, is called quantization, and is the subject of the next chapter. 
Observee that the moment map on ¥(H(:+i)  is not proper. 
Itt is instructive to quantize this example, since it explains the general philosophy and 
somee of the more subtle analytical details. We denote the topological vector space 
off  holomorphic sections of the prequantum line bundle by THk. This space carries 
aa projective representation of LG at level t The vector space THk contains a dense 
subspacee TH consisting of the restriction of holomorphic sections of the universal 
linee bundle over ¥(H). But holomorphic sections of the universal line bundle are 
necessarilyy of the form s^(r/) = (£,r/)H, rj  <E H, \\r)\\ = 1, for some £ 6 H. It 
followss that on TH one can introduce an inner product, turning T# into a dense 
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Hilbertt subspace of Tnk carrying a projective unitary representation of LG. Of course, 
th iss Hilbert space identifies with the original representation H. Taking the antidual 
TTHkHk;+i;+i := r^ f c + ] of the topological vector space THk + 1, one finds by Riesz' theorem a 
sequencee of dense embeddings 

i.e.,, the quantization gives a canonical rigging of the Hilbert space. One finds such a 
tr ipl ee for every Sobolev class k > 1/2. Taking the limi t as k —» oc, one finds back the 
smoothh setting. Of course, in all this the Hilbert subspace H remains fixed. 

4.2.. T h e moduli space of flat connec t i ons 

4 .2 -1.. C o n s t r u c t i on of t h e Modu l i s p a c e. [AB , Do]. Recall that G is as-
sumedd to be simply connected. Let X be an extended surface, i.e., a two-dimensional 
orientedd surface of genus g with nonempty parameterized boundary OX isomorphic 
too a disjoint union of n circles. We take the orientation of the boundary by this 
parameter izat ionn to be minus the orientation induced by the surface. Consider the 
triviall  principal bundle P over X with fiber equal to G. (Since G is simply connected, 
anyy principal G-bundle over X is trivial.) We denote the Sobolev space of g-valued 
z'-formss that are of class k - i + 1/2 by f) ' (X . g). where as before k > 1/2 is fixed. 
Considerr the space A(X) of connections on P of Sobolev class A' - 1/2. It is an affine 
Banachh space modeled on O 1 ^ , g). We may endow A(X) with a symplectic structure 

(4.6)) LüA(a. 0) = / (a. ft) , a. Q e TAA =*  ft1 (X . g). 
Jx Jx 

wheree {  . ) means taking the inner product over g together with the wedge product 
off  forms. Let Q{X) be the Sobolev-Lie group of gauge transformations Map(A \G) 
modeledd on Hk.+ ï/2{X.g), i.e, of maps that are of class k + 1/2. By the Sobolev 
embeddingg theorem such maps are continuous. The gauge group acts on A(X) by 

(4.7)) <p  A = Ad^{A) - dw'1. ^eg(X). AEA(X). 

Thee Lie algebra of Q{X) clearly identifies with Q°(X. g), equipped with the pointwise 
bracket.. The action of Q{X) on A(X) is then generated bv the fundamental vector 
field field 

tA(A)=-dtA(A)=-dAAS.S. e e f i ° ( X . g ). 

wheree (I\ : Ct'(X.g) —> Q1+l(X, g) is the covariant derivative 

ddAAaa = da+ [A,a], a £ iY(X.2). 

Thee action of Q(X) on A(X) is Hamiltonian, with moment map given by 

(4.8)) </;(/!).0= / (FA.$+ f (i; )XA.Z). ( G Q U S ) -
JxJx J ox 

wheree FA denotes the curvature of A and IQX  (JX <—> X is the inclusion of the 
boundary.. This inclusion induces a continuous surjection Hk.+i/2{X,g) —> H^(dX.Q) 
off  Sobolev spaces, see [BW] . Now let G(dX) = LG x . .. x LG be the gauge group 
associatedd with the boundary, and define Go{X) to be the kernel of the evident sur-
ject ionn g(X) ^G(dX). i.e..' 

11 - Go(X) -» G(X) -» Q{dX) - 1 
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iss an exact sequence of groups. The action of the subgroup QQ{X) on A(X) is, of 
course,, also Hamiltonian: I t is generated by the moment map F : A{X) —  Q2(X, g) 
thatt associates to each connection its curvature. The second term in the moment map 
(4.8)) drops out because of the boundary conditions satisfied by elements of QQ(X). 
Thee symplectic quotient by this action 

M(X):=AM(X):=AFF(X)/g(X)/gdd(X), (X), 

wheree AF{X) = ker(F) = {A e A(X), FA = 0} , is called the moduli space of fiat 
connections.. As a first result, we now have: 

T h e o r emm 4.6. (Donaldson [Do]) M{X) is a Hamiltonian LG-manifold, i.e., it is 
aa smooth, weakly symplectic Banach manifold with a residual Hamiltonian action of 
G(dX). G(dX). 

PROOF.. This is proved by constructing an atlas of M{X) from local slices for the 
actionn of QQ{X). This boundary value problem is much easier to solve than the corre-
spondingg problem on a closed compact manifold, since the boundary condition imply 
thatt the action of Qd(X) on A(X) is free, and delicate issues concerning reducibil-
ityy of connections do not appear. For any A E A{X), consider the Coulomb gauge 
conditionn [DK ] for any mall perturbat ion a E Q1(X,Q) around A, 

(4.9)) dA{ip~1dAip + ipaip~1)=0,ip\dX = e, 

i.e.,, for if E Qd{X). To apply the implici t function theorem, we use the exponential 
mapp on the Banach Lie group Qa{X) to view the above equation as the zero set of 
aa map F : VI1 (X, g) x £l°(X, g) —  Q°(X, g), where the second factor is just the Lie 
algebraa of QQ(X). Because of the unique solvability of the Dirichlet problem 

(4.10)) d*AdAi = p, £ | a x = 0, ^ e i l ' ^ g ) , 

thee part ial derivative of F induces a bijection. The implici t function theorem gives 
thee existence of a neighbourhood of A in which for every element B there is a gauge 
transformationn in a neighbourhood of the identity oiQd{X)1 such that B is in Coulomb 
gaugee with respect to A. We therefore have a local slice for the action of Qg(X), which 
iss given by an open neighbourhood of A in A + ker(dA). Because 

FFA+aA+a = FA + dAct + [a, a], 

thee derivative of F : A{X) -> 02 ( X , g ) at A G A(X) is given by dA : ^(X.Q) -» 
QQ22(X,g).(X,g). Since dA is surjective on X: it follows from the submersion theorem for 
Banach-manifoldss that AF{X) — ker(F) is a smooth submanifold of A with tangent 
spacee given by TAAF{X) — kevdA- This submanifold is locally diffeomorphic to its 
tangentt space and combining with the slices constructed above one finds that any 
[A][A]  E AA{X) has an open neighbourhood diffeomorphic to 

VA,*VA,* = {aE Ü1(X,Q)\ dAa = 0, dAa = 0, ||a||f c < e}. 

Thesee give M{X) its smooth structure. Its tangent space at [A]  E M(X) is given by 
{ker(dA){ker(dA) flker(c?^)}  C ^(X, g). The other assertions follow from general principles 
off  symplectic reduction. D 
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Thee use of the implicit function theorem makes clear that it is essential to work 
withh Banach manifolds and Banach Lie groups. Correspondingly, the moduli space 
dependss on the choice of a Sobolev class k > 1/2, and when this choice becomes 
essential,, we will denote the moduli space as M{X)k- Notice that, for Aq < k2, the 
embeddingg A(X)k2 Q A(X)f{1 of connections of Sobolev class k  ̂- 1/2, resp. k2 - 1/2, 
inducess a dense embedding M(X)k2 C MiX)^. The projective limit 

M(X)^M(X)  ̂ :=\miM(X)k 

iss called the smooth moduli space. Equivalently. we refer to its image in the moduli 
spacee MiX)  ̂ C M(X) as the smooth part. With the inverse limit topology, it 
becomess a smooth Fréchèt manifold and carries a Hamiltonian action of the smooth 
loopp group, by (1.2). Notice that for all choices of k. the form induced by (4.6) is 
weaklyy symplectic. In principle, it defines a strong symplectic form for k — 1/2. 
butt this is precisely the case where the construction of M{X) breaks down, mainly 
becausee by the Sobolev embedding theorem, the gauge group no longer consists of 
continuouss maps. Therefore, the moduli space of flat connections only exists as a 
weakk symplectic manifold, but in the end, when taking the (symplectic) quotient to 
thee finite dimensional moduli space (see below), the distinction between weak and 
strongg symplectic manifolds disappears and the construction is independent of the 
choicee of Sobolev class. This understood, the moduli space M(X)k carries a residual 
Hamiltoniann action of Q(dX) — LG x . .. x LG and from (4.8) we read off that this 
loopp group action is generated by the moment map 

(4.11)) ti[A])=i* axA, 

whichh is clearly afnne equivariant at level 1. This concludes the construction of the 
modulii  spaces of flat connections as Hamiltonian LG-manifolds. 

Remarkk  4.7. When X has no boundary, the same construction [AB] yields a sym-
plecticc space M{X) := AF(X)/Q(X). Using the fact that on a closed manifold a flat 
connectionn is completely determined by its holonomies, one finds 

(4.12)) M(X)^YLom(7v1(X),G)/G. 

wheree G acts by the conjugation. This clearly shows that M{X) is finite dimensional, 
butt singular. There is a natural stratification on A4(X) with respect to orbit type of 
thee G-action, which is induced from a similar stratification of A(X) under the action 
off  Q{X). There is an open dense stratum MiTT(X) of dimension (2g - 2)dim(G), 
whichh in the gauge theoretical picture corresponds to the quotient of the subspace of 
irreduciblee connections. In [Hue] it was shown that all strata joint to give M(X) the 
structuree of a stratified symplectic space. 

4.2.2.. The action of the diffeomorphism group. Following [AMM] , let 
uss describe the action of Diff +(X) . the Fréchèt Lie group of orientation-preserving 
diffeomorphismss of X, on M{X). The Lie algebra of Diff+(X ) is given by Vect(X), 
thee space of smooth vector fields on X that are tangent to the boundary. Diff +{X ) 
actss on A{X) by pull-back ƒ - A = ( / _ 1) M , ƒ e Diff +(X), and this extends the 
actionn of Q{X) to the semi-direct product Q(X) xi Diff +(X) . Only on the smooth 
partt ^4(^)^0, this defines a smooth action, and its generating vector field is given by 
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vvyy{A){A) = -LyA, Y e Vect(X). A e A{X)^. At a flat connection A € A{X)  ̂ one 
hass the identities 

vvYY{A){A) = -LYA 

== -{diyA + lydA) 

==  -(dtyA + [A, LYA}) (since FA = 0) 

== -dA{tYA), 

soo vY equals the fundamental vector field v$, £ 6 Q°{X,Q) generating the gauge 
actionn 4.7, with £ = lyA. This shows that the induced action of Diff +(X) on 
M(X)M(X)XX is Hamiltonian. and in addition factors over the identity component of 
itss subgroup Diff +(X, dX). Recall the definition of this quotient group Kx  = 
DiïïDiïï++ (X)/Diïï£(X,dX)(X)/Diïï£(X,dX) from (2.8), a covering of Diff+fS1) by the mapping class 
groupp F(X,dX) of X, c.f. the exact sequence (2.9). We therefore have: 

Propositionn 4.8. The Hamiltonian action of Diff +(X) on A{X)^, induces an ac-
tiontion of fCx on M{X)OCl. It extends the action of the smooth loop group LG to a 
HamiltonianHamiltonian action of Kx K LG, where K,x acts on LG through its quotient onto 
Ditt+iSDitt+iS11). ). 

Inn particular, by the exact sequence (2.9), one finds an action of the mapping class 
groupp T(X,dX) on M(X). On the other hand, consider the flow generated by the 
vectorr field Y = d/d6 on dX using the parameterization of the boundary. Since 
iiYYAA = *A ~ Ag, the 0-component of the restriction A\Q^, one finds that the flow is 
generatedd by the Hamiltonian 

(4.13)) EX{[A])=  <f {i^A^e0YiA). 

Onn the fundamental homogeneous space LG/G, i.e., the case X = D, this functional 
reducess to the one used in [PS]. In this case, the flow is periodic and generates 
thee T-flow by rotation. In general, the Hamiltonian (4.13) is simply the pull-back of 
thee energy functional on the Poisson manifold Lg* by the moment map, i.e., Ex = 
H*E.H*E. Since on the Poisson manifold LQ* this functional is given by the L2-norm of 
connectionss A G Lg*, one can recognize the Hamiltonian above as the squared norm 
off  the moment map, E ([A])  = \\v\\2L2([A]). In this way, one observes that the energy 
functionall  is positive on M(X), E > 0. This is a classical manifestation of the fact 
thatt in the class of representations of loop groups we are about to consider (positive 
energyy representations) the automorphic action of the rotation group T extends to 
aa representation with positive spectrum. However, notice that in general, i.e., for 
generall  surfaces X, the flow is not periodic. Summarizing, we have: 

Propositionn 4.9. The energy functional generates the Hamiltonian R-action induced 
byby the vector field d/d9 at the boundary. 

MorseMorse theory. We will make a few comments about Morse theory for the energy 
functional.. There are basically two reasons to investigate whether Ex is a Morse 
functionn in some sense for the moduli space of flat connections: 
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i)i)  The energy functional is the square norm of the moment map. Recall that 
inn the case of a Hamiltonian action of a compact group on a finite dimen-
sionall  manifold, this Morse functions gives detailed information about the 
stratif icationn of the symplectic quotient [Ki] . 

ii)ii)  In the case of the fundamental homogeneous space QG — LG/G. the energy 
functionall  is exactly the Morse function used in the original proof of Bott 
periodicityy [B l ] . 

Thee first point of view is taken up in [Wo], whereas the second was the input for 
[ B T W ] .. Since the moment map is only affine equivariant. the energy functional Ex 

iss (7-invariant. Therefore Ex wil l not be a Morse function in the usual sense since its 
crit icall  points wil l not be isolated. In fact, we can explicitly compute the subset of 
crit icall  points. Recall that we have embedded g c L g * . In [J], the definition of the 
so-calledd extended moduli spaces was given by: 

M*(X)M*(X)  := {A e AF(X), A\0x e ti/Qo(X). 

Thee following is now completely obvious: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 4 .10. The critical point set of the energy junctional Ex on M(X) is 
givengiven by the extended moduli space Mg(X) C A4(X). 

Noticee that the fixed points are independent of the Sobolev class, and we have 
MM99(X)(X) = / / _ 1( g ). Since IR-flow extends the Hamiltonian action of LG to the semi-
directt product, it is clear that M®{X) carries a residual G-action. Indeed one observes 
thatt G C LG is the maximal subgroup that preserves the boundary conditions on the 
connectionss above. Also observe that the fixed point set is not a submanifold of 
M(X).M(X). in fact, it is not even a smooth manifold itself. Rather is contains an open 
densee s t ra tum that has the structure of a smooth manifold [J]. 
Sincee the critical points are not isolated, the energy functional cannot be a Morse 
functionn on the classical sense. In [Ki] . a suitable version of Morse theory for the 
squaress norm of the moment map is developed, dealing with the residual G-syrnmetry. 
Forr its application to this infinit e dimensional example, see [ B T W ] , where it was 
provedd that Ex can approximated by Morse functions in this generalized sense. 

4 . 2 . 3.. P r e q u a n t um l in e bundle. A prequantum line bundle Lx over M(X) 
iss easy to construct, following [RSW, M W 1 ] . We start from the trivial bundle 
A{X)A{X) x C over A(X). Consider the following cocycle on Q{X): 

C{*>l,r2)C{*>l,r2)  = CXp / -717 ƒ ( ^ f V ^ i - C f ^ ^ 1 ) )  <Pl.<P2&G(X). 

Thiss cocycle defines a central extension Q{X) of Q(X), which acts on A(X) x C by 

(<p.(<p. z)  (A. w) = (v?  A e xp Li J (y-'d^. A)\ zw). 

However,, over the subgroup Qo{X) cQ(X). the extension can be trivialized by the 
mapp T : Qn{X) —̂  T. given by 

r(v?)) = e xp I — / { ^ " J # A v 3 _ 1 ^ , v 3 _ 1 # ) J , 
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wheree (p E Q{Y) denotes any extension of <p to a gauge transformation of Sobolev 
classs fc + 3/2 on Y = X x [0,1] that satisfies (p = <p on X x {0}  and <p = e on 
XX x {1}  U dX x [0,1]. The map is independent of the chosen extension and satisfies 
thee coboundary condition T(^ i^ 2) = r(</?i)r(<£2)c(<£>i, ^2)- This defines a lif t of the 
actionn of QQ{X) to the line bundle A(X) x C, and the line bundle Lx over M{X) is 
definedd by 

LLxx:=(A:=(A FF(X)xC)/g(X)xC)/gdd(X). (X). 
Thee line bundle comes equipped with a hermitian metric and a connection whose 
curvaturee equals the symplectic form (4.6) on M{X). It carries an action of the basic 
centrall  extension of LG. 

4.2.4.. Kahler  structure. These moduli spaces can be equipped with the struc-
turee of a Kahler manifold by giving X a complex structure. The resulting Riemann 
surfacee is denoted by £. Let Gc be the complexification of G, and complexify P 
too a principal Gc-bundle, denoted Pc. The complex structure induces a splitting 
QQ11^,^, fl) ®C ^ fi^E, 9c) e f i ( 1 '0 )(S, gc), and we can identify A{Z) with ^ « ^ ( E ), 
thee affine space of connections on Pc of type (0,1). Since in complex dimension one 
thee (0, 2)-part of the curvature of any connection vanishes, any element of ^4^0,1^ gives 
PPcc a holomorphic structure, with Cauchy-Riemann operator &A, A E A^0  ̂ on an 
associatedd vector bundle. The complexification £C(E) := Map(E,Gc) of the gauge 
groupp <?(E), acts on these operators by 

(4.14)) dA i-> tpdA<p~l = dA ~ (BAV)^1-

Twoo holomorphic bundles are isomorphic iff they can be related by an element of 
<?C(E).. As in the real case, we consider gauge transformations that are trivial at 
thee boundary, i.e. £§(£) C £C(E). Thus the quotient A^^/Q^T) represents 
thee moduli space of holomorphic bundles with a fixed trivialization at the bound-
ary.. Again, the boundary conditions placed upon ^ { S ) ensure a smooth (infinite 
dimensional)) quotient, and we now have 
Theoremm 4.11 (Donaldson [Do]). The identification A = .40'1 descends to a diffeo-
morphismmorphism between the complex and symplectic quotients: A4(E) = ,4(E)/<?g(£). 
Onee can view this as an infinite dimensional example of the well known finite di-
mensionall  isomorphism between the symplectic quotient of a Hamiltonian action of a 
compactt group G on a Kahler manifold X and the the complex (GIT) quotient of X 
byy Gc-, the complexification of G [MFK] . In particular, this isomorphism between 
thee moduli space of holomorphic bundles and the moduli space of flat connections 
iss an infinite-dimensional extension of a similar result of Narasimhan and Seshadri 
[NS]]  dealing with surfaces without boundary. From our point of view, the diffeomor-
phismm above gives the moduli space M(X) a complex structure which together with 
thee symplectic form (4.6) combines into a Kahler structure. Explicitly, the complex 
structuree on A is given by the Hodge ^-operation on ^ ( £ , 0 ), since *2 = - 1 . Then 
thee Kahler metric on A(L) reads 

5(a , /? )== ƒ <a,*/?}  a^eü'i^Q). 

Off  course, the notion of a Kahler manifold is only meant in the weak sense here: 
Bothh the symplectic form and the Riemannian metric are weak. In particular, the 
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tangentt space, as a Banach space, is not complete with respect to metric above. Next, 
since,, by a Theorem of Grauert [G], any holomorphic bundle on the interior of E is 
necessarilyy holomorphically trivial , we obtain an isomorphism 

(4-15)) M(X) = Qc{dT)/Gl. 

wheree Gg denotes the subgroup of those elements of Qc{dH) that have a holomorphic 
extensionn to E. An alternative description of the complex structure of A4(E) is given 
byy the fact that M{TJ) is a fine moduli space in the category of (infinit e dimensional) 
manifolds: : 

P r o p o s i t i onn 4 .12. For any complex manifold M, there is a bijective correspondence 
betweenbetween holomorphic maps f : M -> „MfE) ^ and isomorphism classes of smooth 
holomorphicholomorphic principal Gc-bundles over M x E with a smooth framing over M x <9E. 

P R O O F.. Let Pc be a framed holomorphic Gc-bundle over M x E. By restriction, 
-P|{rn}x£-- m € A/, gives a framed holomorphic bundle over E, and this defines a 
holomorphicc map M —» M(E). Conversely, to associate a holomorphic bundle to a 
holomorphicc map, we work in the universal situation, and construct a holomorphic 
bundlee over A4(E) x E. The holomorphic bundle over M x E is then simply given 
byy the pull-back. The universal family of connections *4(E) x E carries a principal 
GGcc bundle P determined by P = TT*P, A e .4(E), where TT : .4(E) x E -» E is the 
projectionn on the second factor. There is a universal connection A on P_ defined by 
4|{>i}x ££ = 7T*A. The (0, l ) -part of this connection defines a holomorphic structure 
onn P_. Since the bundle and the connection are C]c(E)-equivariant. this descends to a 
holomorphicc bundle over M ( S) x E. Q 

TheThe Picard group. As for any complex manifold, we denote by Pic(A4(AT)) the 
abel iann group generated by isomorphism classes of holomorphic line bundles under the 
tensorr product, called the Picard group. This group turns out to be purely topological 
andd is given by: 

L e m m aa 4 .13. Pic{M{X)) ^ #2 ( M ( S ) , Z) ^ Z 

P R O O F.. (Compare with [KNR , LS, Te2].) Topological ,̂ as remarked in [ M W l ] , 
linee bundles over M{X) are classified by by the level of the central extension of 
LGLG they define. To construct a holomorphic bundle for every level, one may take 
tensorr powers of the prequantum line bundle of section 4.2.3 or apply the following 
construct ion:: For every level I, the central extension of LG determined by I t imes the 
Li ee algebra cocycle (1.5), extends to LGc and is determined by the complexification 
off  this cocycle on LgC- Let gfê C LQC be the Lie algebra of the subgroup G^, the 
spacee of boundary values of holomorphic maps from E to 0c- By Stokes' theorem, 
thee cocycle (1.5) vanishes over g^ and we can trivialize the central extension of LGc 
overr i ts subgroup 67 .̂ Therefore wc obtain a holomorphic line bundle over A4(E) by 
takingg the associated line bundle to the C*-bundle 

(4.16)) LGc/G  ̂ -» L G c / G f, 

andd using the isomorphism (4.15). Again by Stokes, theorem one finds that the 
symplecticc form UJ on M(L) coincides with the left translation of the Lie algebra 
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cocyclee of L g c over the quotient J M ( E) ~ LGc/G^. and therefore the first Chern 
classs of the line bundle is given by (.[u]  € H2{M{^). Z). 
Conversely,, let L be a holomorphic line bundle over .M(E) with first Chern class 
£[UJ].£[UJ].  When we equip L with a compatible connection V such that its curvature is 
preciselyy £u (which is possible), it defines a central extension of LGc by pulling back 
thee canonical central extension of the group of symplectomorphisms associated to 
(L ,, V ) under the action of LGC on M{T,). Of course this central extension has level 
HH and is therefore isomorphic to the one used above. The transit ive action of LGc 
thereforee defines an isomorphism of holomorphic bundles between L and the bundle 
associatedd to (4.16). D 

Fromm the proof we see that holomorphic bundles are classified by the level of the 
associatedd central extension. In other words, the Picard group is freely generated by 
thee prequanturn line bundle L. When G is not simply connected, the Picard group is 
moree complicated and contains a torsion part. 

R e m a rkk 4 .14. Put t ing together the construction of the moduli space, the prequan-
tumm line bundle and the Kahler polarization, we can define the vector space 

wheree L^(' denotes the £-fold tensor product of the dual bundle L£ of L^.. It carries 
ann action of the level ( central extension of LG. In section 5.3 we wil l prove, 

T h e o r emm 4.15. There exists a dense LG-stable Hilbert subspace Hy. C T^ that 
carriescarries a positive energy representation at level £. 

Thiss statement may seem rather surprising, since in general there is no geometrical 
actionn of RotfS'1) on A4(£), see Proposit ion 4.9. There is such an action only when 
EE is the unit disk D in the complex plane, which therefore obviously acts on Te

D since 
itt is also Kahler. The Rot(51) -act ion is generated by the energy functional, which in 
generall  only generates an non-Kahler M-action. To find a geometrical interpretation 
off  such an action on the Hilbert space, one has to consider the whole bundle of Hilbert 
spacess for varying Kahler polarizations, as in section 5.3.7. 

4.2 .5.. Modu l i of parabo l i c bund les. Combining the two main examples of 
Hamiltoniann LG-spaces, coadjoint orbits and moduli spaces of flat connections, leads 
too the moduli space of parabolic bundles. In special cases this moduli space reduces 
too the previous examples, and to give a uniform approach to quantization, they need 
too be included. Let X be an extended surface with n boundaries and let (£i £*.) G 
211 x . . . x2l with k < n. and use these elements to label k of the n boundary components. 
Wee call the remaining n - k boundary components free. <9Xfr(.,.. Recall from (1.12) 
thatt £,; £ 21, i = 1 , . . ., k labels a conjugacy class Q , in G. Therefore, let 

A(X,Zu..A(X,Zu.... .&) = {A e A(X). RoU(A) e Q,} 

bee the space of connections whose holonomy around the ?"th boundary, denoted by 
Hoi,,, / = 1 m. lies in the conjugacy class labeled by £, G 21. The embedding 
A(X,t;i,.A(X,t;i,...,.., &.) Q <A(X) induces a symplectic form, and this subspace of A{X) is 
preservedd by the action of the gauge group Q(X). Let Q'd{X) be the kernel of the 
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restrictionn map Q(X) —> Q(dXfree), and define 

M(X,Su..M(X,Su.... ,fc) := AF(X,h,.. .^k)/Qo(X), 

wheree AF(X,£I £k) = AF(X) n A{X.£i £k). As a symplectic quotient, this 
spacee carries a symplectic form and is acted upon by n — k copies of the loop group. 
Inn fact, it is a Hamiltonian LG manifold that is prequantizable at level £ iff each 
£i£i e 21 n h.\. Given a complex structure on X, M(X,£i , £fc) is diffeomorphic to 
thee moduli space of parabolic bundles [MeSe] with a smooth trivialization at the free 
boundaries. . 

4.3.. Symplectic reduction 

Associatedd to Hamiltonian group actions there is the notion of symplectic reduc-
tion.. For Hamiltonian £G-manifolds this was defined and studied in [MWl] . Let 
(Mi(Mi ,, u/'i. /i,]) and (A/2, UJ2. (J2) be two Hamiltonian loop group manifolds. The diagonal 
LG-actionn on M\ x I(M2) is generated by the moment map fj, = \i\ — I*  \i2 at level 0. 
Onee then defines the symplectic quotient 

(Mii  xM2)//LG:^^1(0)/LG. 

Whenn 0 is a regular value of fi. so that /i_1(0) C Mi x M2 is a smooth submanifold, 
andd the LC-action on f.i~l(0) is free and proper, the reduced space is a smooth Banach 
manifold.. These assumptions are satisfied in all cases considered here. Suppose that 
MiMi  and M2 have prequantum line bundles Lx and L2. Since the pull-back of the 
centrall  extension along the diagonal inclusion LG -̂+ LG x I*LG is trivial, one obtains 
aa lif t of the action of LG to the restriction of Lx x L2 to / i - 1(0). Therefore. 

(Li(Li  x L2)//LG : = (Li x L2)\ {̂{)) /LG 

iss well defined and gives a prequantum line bundle over (Mi x M2)f / LG. 

4.3.1.. Gluin g equals reduction. The use of extended surfaces is designed to 
incorporatee cutting and pasting in the two dimensional cobordism category. Suppose 
thatt X — Xi U51 X2 is obtained by gluing two extended surfaces Xx and X2 along a 
commonn parameterized boundary ih2 : S] "-^ Ai, 2, as explained in section 2.2.1. 

Theoremm 4.16. (Gluing equals reduction [MWl]. ) The moduli space M(X) is 
obtainedobtained from /A(X\) and M.(X2) by symplectic reduction: 

M(X)M(X) *Ê (M(Xi) x M(X2))I/LG. Lx *Ê (LXl x LX.2)//LG. 

P R O O F.. We follow [MWl ] . For notational simplicity, put X := Xx II X2. The 
manifoldd structure on X is such that the canonical projection n : X —  X is smooth 
andd induces a pull-back x* : A(X) —  A(X). The moment map for the diagonal 
actionn of LG on M{X\) x M(X2) is then given by [A]  *->  i\A - i*,A. In other words, 
elementss of//_1(0) C M(Xi)xM(X2) are given by equivalence classes of connections 
{[Ai],{[Ai],  [A2])  that satisfy 

-4ik\"ii  = A2\QX2-

i.e.,, by connections that match at the boundary. Therefore, it is obvious that IT* : 
A(X)A(X) —> M(Xi) x M(X2) maps into the zero locus of the moment map, which 
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factorss over the action of Q{X) when composed with the quotient map to {M{X\) x 
M.{X2))/'I'M.{X2))/'I' LG. Hence -K induces a map 

[TT*]]  : M(X) -+ [MiXx) x M{X2))//LG. 

AA set-theoretical inverse is easily constructed: Choose representatives Ax 6 AF(XI), 
AA22 6 AF{X2) of a class in (M{Xi) x M{X2))//LG. By the moment map condition, 
thesee define a flat connection in AF{X), and one checks that this defines an inverse 
fromm (M{Xi) x M(X2))//LG to M{X). 
Itt remains to prove that this map is smooth. To do so, it is more convenient to regard 
[TT*]]  as an LG-equivariant bijective map 

ip:M{X)ip:M{X)  xLG^n~\0), 4i[A\^) = <p  [u*A]. 

Forr [A]  £ M{X), one has ip([A],e) = [TTM] , and in the local charts VA<e this map is 
givenn by ip(a, tp) = <p  n*a, a £ VAtt, where (p E Q{X\) x Q(X2) is an extension of <p 
overr Xi x X2 that maps 7T*a into Vn*A,f- Therefore the tangent at (0,e) is given by 

wheree £ 6 Q(X,g) is the unique solution of the Dirichlet problem 

d*n*Ad**A£d*n*Ad**A£  = 0,  = £, £\(i)x\K-i{s1)) — °-

Noww suppose that (a,£) e ker X^e)^- By elliptic regularity, £ is continuous and 
satisfiess £ = i2l- i.e., the pull-back of a continuous £ G f£°(X, g) that satisfies 
ddAAii  = a. This implies dAdAt, = 0, £|0£ = 0, so £ = 0 together with a = 0. The 
imagee is closed by ellipticity of d^^. Therefore ip is an immersion, but since we 
alreadyy know that it is a bijection, it must be a diffeomorphism. D 

Remarkk 4.17. The gluing equals reduction theorem of [MWl ] also holds when X 
iss a closed manifold. The action of LG on the zero locus of the moment map £i_I(0) 
iss no longer free and the Theorem gives an isomorphism between stratified symplectic 
spaces.. In the holomorphic category, combining with the diffeomorphism (4.15), one 
findsfinds A. Weil's description of the moduli space of holomorphic bundles as the double 
cosett space 

GGcc
ll\LGc/G\LGc/Gcc

22. . 

Ass we have observed, the restriction of any holomorphic bundle to the interior of Ei 
andd E2 is trivial, so any holomorphic bundle is obtained by ''clutching" two trivial 
bundlee over the circle 5"1 which cuts E into Ei U51 E2. From this point of view, 
thee complex loop group LGc in the coset represents the transition functions of the 
holomorphicc bundle. For E = P1, the isomorphism above, together with Birkhoff 
factorizationn for loop groups imply Grothendieck's classification of holomorphic Gc~ 
bundless over P1, that any bundle admits a reduction to the maximal torus, see [PS]. 
Thiss "gluing equals reduction" principle is the main feature of the moduli space 
off  flat connections that we will study. As expected, it also holds for the moduli 
spacess of parabolic bundles. Furthermore, it gives a very useful method to implement 
geometricc symplectomorphisms: Let X be an extended surface and let 7 : 51 —> X 
bee a smooth loop dividing X in two pieces X+ and X . Then we can use one of the 
manyy automorphisms of Hamiltonian loop group manifolds M(X + ) and M(X~) and 
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gluee X+ and X back. For example, consider the family of symplectomorphism of 
M{XM{X++ )) given by the flow of the energy functional t i-> <pt, and let 

TT11:M{X)^M{X) :M{X)^M{X) 

bee the symplectomorphism given by ip2n on M(X+) and subsequently using the 
isomorphismm of Theorem 4.16. This gives the following: 

Proposit ionn 4.18. T7 implements the Dehn twist along  ̂ in X in the action of the 
mappingmapping class group T(X, dX) on M(X) of Proposition 4.8. 

Remarkk 4.19. When X is closed, this Proposition defines a symplectic action of the 
mappingg class group T(X) on M(X), and this action was studied in [Go]. Alterna-
tively,, this action is given by the fact that T(X) ^ Out(7Ti(X)), and the presentation 
(4.12)) of the moduli space M{X). 

4.3.2.. TQF T interpretation . We now aim for a reintcrpretation of Theorem 
4.166 in the light of topological quantum field theory. We have briefly mentioned the 
notionn of a dual pair in the introduction: Given two Poisson manifolds Px and P2<  a 
duall  pair is a triple (M, Ju J2) where M is a symplectic manifold with maps 

PPll^J-M^^J-M  ̂ P2, 

wheree Jx is an anti- Poisson map and J2 is Poisson such that the fibers of J2 and J2 are 
symplecticallyy orthogonal. Composition was given by a generalization of symplectic 
reduction.. In [La2], regular dual pairs were viewed as morphisms in a certain category 
off  Poisson spaces. In principle, we would like to interpret the moduli space of flat 
connectionss as a dual pair, but this notion (or rather their composition) is not well 
definedd in infinite dimensions. 
Therefore,, we wil l introduce the following category C,x (cl stands for "classical"). 
Itss objects are given by cartesian products of the Poisson manifold Lg*, written as 
LLQnQn = (LQ*)n' w i th its product Poisson structure. A morphism from L%*m to L$*n is 
ann isomorphism class [M]  of Hamiltonian LGm+n-spaces M that are at level - l ' fo r 
thee LGm-action and at level 1 for the action of LGn. This means that the action of 
LG"'LG"'+n+n on M is generated by moment maps 

wheree /^ is an anti-Poisson map with respect to the twisted Lie-Poisson structure on 
Lg* ,, whereas \i2 is a Poisson map, see Lemma 4.5. That this indeed gives a "classical 
bimodule''' is given by the following: 

Proposit ionn 4.20. For f,ge CX(LQ*) admissible, one has 

(Mii  ƒ, I49}M = 0, 

whereverwherever the Poisson bracket is defined. 

P R O O F.. First notice that since both LG actions on M commute, one has UU{^M, r] 2
M) -

0,, V£, T] e LQ, where the superscript denotes the left or right action, resp. at level 1 or 
- 1 .. We have seen in the proof of Lemma 4.5 that, when the Hamiltonian vector field 
off  a function on Lg*  exists, it lies in the subspace generated by the fundamental vector 
fieldss of the action of LG. But we have just seen that on M the subspaces generated 
byy both actions of LG are orthogonal with respect to the symplectic form. D 
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Twoo Hamiltonian LG-spaces are considered to be isomorphic if there is an LG-
equivariantt symplectomorphism between them. Composition of morphisms is induced 
byy symplectic reduction, and this is associative up to symplectomorphism. One then 
hass the following reformulation of Theorem 4.16: 
Propositionn 4.21. The moduli space of flat connections defines a functor 

M:Cob^M:Cob  ̂ Ccl 

byby the assignments Cn H-  LQ*{ and X  [A4(X)]. 

PROOF.. First notice that a diffeoniorphism ƒ : Xx —> X2 induces a symplectomor-
phismm ƒ*  : A(X2) —  A(Xi) by pull-back of connections, which in turn induces an 
LG-equivariantt symplectomorphism M(X2) -  M{X{). The gluing equals reduction 
Theoremm 4.16 now implies functoriality of M.

Remarkk 4.22. Instead of taking isomorphism classes in the definition of both cate-
gories,, one could consider cobordisms and Hamiltonian LG-manifoIds as morphisms. 
Sincee composition of morphisms is no longer associative, one does not obtain a cate-
gory,, but, adding both diffeomorphisms and symplectomorphisms as 2-cells, one has a 
bicategory.. In that case, the moduli space of flat connections becomes a functor of bi-
categories.. In [KeLu] , this two-dimensional cobordism bicategory is further extended 
too a double category, by extending the class of 2-cells to include cobordisms between 
2-manifolds.. This introduces manifolds with corners. A three manifold defines a La-
grangiann submanifold of the moduli space of flat connections over its boundary, see 
e.g.. [JW] , It would be interesting to investigate whether the moduli space, viewed 
ass above, can be extended to a double functor to some double category of Poisson 
manifolds,, dual pairs and Lagrangian submanifolds. 

Thee important fact for us is the point of view offered in [La2] that symplectic re-
ductionn should be viewed as the composition of morphisms in a suitable category. 
Inn fact, it was argued in [La2] that the morphisms [M]  in Cc\ should be considered 
too be classical analogues of (isomorphism classes of) bimodules over algebras, and 
thatt composition, i.e., symplectic reduction, corresponds to taking the bimodule ten-
sorr product over an algebra. A functor implementing this correspondence is called a 
"functoriall  quantization". By composition with the classical functor of Proposition 
4.21,, one would then obtain a functor from the cobordism category to the category 
off  algebras and bimodules. This is the subject of the next chapter. 
Fromm a slightly different point of view, let C" be the category of Hamiltonian {LG)n-
spaces,, with morphisms given by LG-equivariant symplectomorphisms. 
Propositionn 4.23. Any cobordism X : C,„  —» Cn (jives rise to a functor 

UUXX:CZ^C:\, :CZ^C:\, 

satisfyingsatisfying the following properties: 

i)i)  There is a natural transformation Ux — Ux2 ° ^ x , , when X — X\ \Jc\. X2. 
ii)ii)  Uc — Idc1  for a cobordism of genus zero from Sl to S{. 

Hi)Hi)  An orientation preserving diffeomorphism ƒ : X\ —> X2 induces a natural 
isomorphismisomorphism Tf : Ux2 —* ^Xi  depending only on the isotopy class of f. 

ir)ir)  The mapping class group T(X,dX) acts on Ux by natural transformations. 
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PROOF.. The functor U\ is obviously defined by 

UUXX(M)(M) = (M x M{X))//LGm, 

wheree M is a Hamiltonian LGm-space. Notice that, when n > 1. the action of LGm C 
LGLGm+nm+n is free and the moment map /xi : M(X) —> Lg*7 is a smooth submersion, 
soo that Ux{M) as defined above, is again a smooth Hamiltonian LG"-space. The 
naturall  transformation of i) is given by Theorem 4.16, and ii)  is proved below, c.f. 
(4.17).. Notice that a diffeomorphism ƒ : X  ̂ —> X2 induces a symplectomorphism 
ƒ**  : M{X2) —  J W ( A I ) by pull-back of connections. This induces the desired natural 
transformationn of Hi). Finally, iv) follows from Proposit ion 4.8.

Viewingg Hamiltonian group actions as the classical version of uni tary representations, 
thiss proposition consti tutes a "classical modular functor", c.f. Definition 2.13. We 
wil ll  now consider two special examples of the functors defined above. 

TheThe symplectic groupoid. Consider a surface C with the topology of an annulus. 
havingg one incoming and one outgoing boundary. By Theorem 4.16 above, one ob-
servess that (M(X) x M(C))//LG  ̂ M(X)  ̂ \M{C) X M(X))//LG holds for all 
surfacess X. In fact, one has M{C) = T*(LG) = LG x Lg*  with the usual left and 
rightt action of LG, 

(^'i ,, V'2)  (<f,A) = (0iy>r^Vv'J2-j4), U'1,^2) e LG x LG, (ip.A) e LG x Lg*. 

Thiss space is equipped with the symplectic structure of a cotangent bundle, twisted 
byy the cocycle (1.5) as in [Lai ] chapter 3. The moment maps for the two LG-actions 
aree given by 

Hi{<p,A)Hi{<p,A)  =<p- A, ti2{ip,A) = -A, {<p,A) e LG x LQ*. 

Wit hh this description at hand, it is easy to prove that the property 

(4.17)) {Al x M(C))//LG =*  M ^ (M(C) x M)//LG. 

iss t rue in general, for any Hamiltonian LG-manifold M. A symplectic manifold with 
thesee properties, acting as a left and right unit for symplectic reduction, is called a 
symplecticsymplectic groupoid. Its quantization should have the same property with respect to 
thee quantized reduction procedure, and in fact plays an important role in its definition 
[La2].. This wil l be explained in section 5.4. For the moment, it enables us to prove the 
followingg classical version of the Segal- Sugawara construction: For any Hamiltonian 
LG-manifoldd M. define its smooth part M-  ̂ to be 

Noticee that this definition is consistent with the notion of the smooth part of the 
modulii  space. In general, one does not know whether AI  ̂ carries a finer Fréchèt 
manifoldd structure, i.e., is a manifold domain, but at least it carries an action of the 
smoothh loop group. This action is Hamiltonian when M-  ̂ is a manifold domain. 

T h e o r emm 4 .24. On any Hamiltonian loop group manifold AI, the LG-action extends 
onon the smooth part AI  ̂ to an action of Kx LG, where K is the universal covering of 
Di f f + (51) .. This action is Hamiltonian when AI  ̂ is a manifold domain of AI. 
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PROOF.. AS seen above, for any LG-manifold A/, there is a canonical LG-equivariant 
isomorphismm (M x M(C))//LG = M, where the loop group action of the left hand 
sidee is induced by the action of LG on AA{C) at the "incoming boundary". This 
diffeomorphismm restricts to the bijection (M ^ x AA(C)00)//LG = MQC, where now 
LGLG denotes the smooth loop group. By Proposition 4.8, the LG action on M.^)^ 
extendss to a Hamiltonian action of LG x K. It is easy to check that this action 
preservess the zero moment map condition, so that it descends to the symplectic quo-
tient.. By the isomorphism (4.17), it induces the desired action on M^. When M^ 
iss a manifold domain, the isomorphism above is a diffeomorphism and the induced 
actionn is Hamiltonian. D 

Remarkk 4.25. By definition, K, fits into the exact sequence, 

(4.18)) l ^ Z ^ / C ^ D i f f + f S ' 1 ) ->1 

andd K, acts on LG through the quotient map in this sequence. The universal cover 
K,K, can be described explicitly as the group of diffeomorphisms (ft of IR, such that 
4>(x4>(x + 2n) = 4>{x) + 2n. Indeed, this group carries an action of its normal subgroup Z 
consistingg of translations over 2irk, k G Z, and one recovers Diff +(51) = /C/Z. The 
groupp K contains M as the universal cover of R o t ^1 ) C Diff^S 1), and its action on a 
Hamiltoniann LG-manifold given by the Proposition above is generated by the square 
||ju|||,, of the moment map fi on M. 

TheThe classical fusion product. In [MW2] , Theorem 4.16 was used to define the 
fusionn product of Hamiltonian LG-manifolds: Fix a surface P diffeomorphic to a 
spheree with three holes removed. Then, for two Hamiltonian LG-manifolds M\ and 
M.2M.2 one defines their fusion product by 

MM11®M®M22 := Up(MllM2) = (A^ x M2 x M{P))//{LG x LG). 

Onee can think of this fusion product as a monoidal structure on the category of 
Hamiltoniann LG-spaces, C Â. Notice that the Cartesian product M\ x M2 cannot be 
usedd for this purpose, since it only admits the moment map \i\ + fi2, and therefore 
thee Hamiltonian LG-action is at level 2. Associativity of the fusion product 

(A/i©A/ 2)©Af 33 3Ë Mi®(M2®M3), 

follows,, as in the proof of Proposition 2.15, from the natural transformation of Propo-
sitionn 4.23 induced by a diffeomorphism on a sphere with four holes removed that 
exchangess the two ways in which such a surface can be cut into two three holed 
spheres.. In the same manner, commutativity, or existence of a braiding isomorphism 
j3j3 : M\®M2 —  M2®M\, follows from a diffeomorphism on P that exchanges two 
boundaries.. Notice that P2 y  ̂1, i.e. the category is not symmetric. 





CHAPTERR 5 

Quantizationn and Reduction 

InIn this chapter we define the quantization of the moduli space J M ( S ), and show that 
thiss definition naturally generalizes the Borel Weil construction for loop groups. The 
definitionn depends on the choice of a conformal structure on £ and we investigate how 
thee quantization varies as S moves over the moduli space of extended surfaces. We 
provee a "quantization commutes with reduction" theorem, which, in view of the uglu-
ingg equals reduction" Theorem 4.16 amounts to gluing properties of the underlying 
Hilbertt spaces. 

5.1.. The Grassmannian of a Hilber t space 

Heree we give a short introduction to the Grassmannian of a Hilbert space, following 
[PS].. Let H — H+ © H- be a polarized Hilbert space. The Grassmannian Gr(H) is 
definedd as the set of subspaces W C H such that 

i)i)  The orthogonal projection onto H+, p r^ : W — H+ is Fredholm. 
ii)ii)  The orthogonal projection onto H , p r^ : W —> H  ̂ is Hubert-Schmidt. 

Lett J = P+ - P- be the polarization operator associated to the decomposition of H. 
Definee the restricted linear group of invertible operators in H by 

GLGLrcsrcs(H)(H) = {Ae GL(H) \ [A J] £ B2(H)}. 

wheree B2(H) C B(H) is the ideal of Hilbert Schmidt operators. To turn this into a 
Banach-Liee group, one topologizes GLTVS(H), not as a subspace of B{H), but using 
thee norm 

HAIL ,, = IIAI I + i p , j ] | |2. 
Thee Lie algebra of GLres(H) is given by 

0 l r ess = {A e B{H) | [F,A]eB2(H)}. 

Thee subgroup of GLre8(H) consisting of unitary operators is called the restricted 
unitaryy group Urcti{H), whose Lie algebra is denoted by ures. Both groups have an 
obviouss action on Gr{H) by sending W  A  W, A e GL^H), W E Gv{H). Both 
actionss are transitive, which identifies 

Gr(tf)) = Ur&t {H)/(U(H+)  x £/(//_)). 

andd we can use this identification to give Gr(i/) the structure of a smooth Hilbert 
manifold.. The index of the Fredholm operator p r^ is called the virtual dimension of 
WW',', and in fact this integer labels the connected components of Gr(H). The Grass-
manniann is a symplectic manifold, with symplectic structure given by 

(5.1)) «>{ZX,GY) = ^Tr(J[J,X][J,y]), X,Y G ures. 

83 3 
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Heree £x(W) = [X. Jw]  is the fundamental vector field generating the action of 
UUTCSTCS(H).(H). I ts realization as a homogeneous space for GLTCii(H) gives Gr(H) a complex 
st ructure,, which, together with u>, turns Gv{H) into a Kahler manifold. 

5.1 .1.. T h e d e t e r m i n a nt lin e bund le. There is a holomorphic line bundle over 
thee Grassmannian. called the determinant line bundle DET. whose first Chern class 
equalss the cohomology class induced by the symplectic form (5.1). To construct this 
bundle,, we think of Gr(H) as a family of Fredholm operators pr^.- : W —> H+, W e 
Gr(H),Gr(H), and we let DET be the determinant line bundle associated to this family. The 
fiberr of DET at W e Gr(H) consists of equivalence classes [w.X] where w : H+ —> W 
iss an isomorphism such that P+w — I e E>i(H+). and A <E C. The equivalence 
relat ionn is given by (wt.X) ~ (w.detF(t)X). t € T . where d e tF denotes the Fredholm 
determinantt [Si] of an operator of the form 1+trace class, and 

TT = {teGL{H+). t - \ e Bx(ƒƒ+)}. 

Thesee determinant lines patch smoothly to form a line bundle DET over Gr(H) [PS]. 
whichh we mayy write as 

DETDET = St x T C . 

Heree St is the Stiefel manifold, which fibers over Gr(H): its fiber at W e Gr(H) is 
givenn by "coordinate maps" w : W —» H+ as above. The determinant line bundle 
hass a natural holomorphic structure. A compatible connection is determined by the 
Hermit iann form h : St x St —> C invariant under T. 

(5.2)) h{in. «'2) = ( le tF (wJw2) . 

I t ss curvature is given by the symplectic form (5.1). The action of Ures(H) on Gr(H) 

iss covered by the action of a central extension Urv*(H)  on DET. where, at the Lie 

algebraa level, the central extension Utcti(H) corresponds to the cocycle determined by 

thee curvature (5.1) of DET. i.e.. the Kahler form. 

5.1 .2.. T h e Fock space. Consider the *-algebra generated the complex linear 
m app ƒ i—  a{f). ƒ € H. subject to the relations 

<'Ura(fj)+o(g)a(fr<'Ura(fj)+o(g)a(fr  = (f.g)H 

a(f)a(g)+a(g)a(f)a(f)a(g)+a(g)a(f) = 0. 

Thiss algebra has a unique C*-completion with norm obeying | | a ( / ) || = | | / || [Ar] . 
Representat ionss of this algebra can be constructed using the GNS-construction. In 
part icular,, a subspace W C H, with associated projection operator Pw, gives rise to 
aa pure state 

^'H'' (« ( / l )*  a{fm)*a{9\)  a{gn)) = &mn det (fi,P\v9j), 

andd therefore to an irreducible representation TT\\- on a Hubert space Fw. This 
representat ionn is characterized by a vacuum vector Q\V that satisfies ir\Y(a(f))*Q\y — 
00 = 7TW(a(g))Qw, V / G IV, V^ e W1. The particular case of W = / / +, is called the 
Fockk space T, and one easily sees that 

TT = kH+ g A # _. 
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Representationss TTW obtained this way are unitarily equivalent to T iff W G Gr(H), 
seee e.g. [Ar] , By Schur's lemma, since the representations involved are irreducible, 
thiss isomorphism is unique up to a projective factor. 
AA unitary operator u G U(H) gives rise to an automorphism a(f) H-  a(uf). Such an 
automorphismm is said to be implementable in Tw when there is an U E U(J-\y) such 
thatt 7Tvy(a(w/)) = U7rw{a(f))U*. By irreducibility, such a unitary U is unique up 
too phase. Since 7Tw(a(uf)) = Tru(w)(a(f))i one has that u G U{H) is implementable 
ifff  u G Ures(H). In this way, one obtains a continuous homomorphism Ures(H) ~* 
Pt/(JF),, where PU{F) is equipped with the strong operator topology. The pull-back 
off  the central extension 

(5.3)) 1 -> T -+ U{T) -> PU{T) — 1, 

coincidess with Ures(H). This will be explained in following section. 

5.1.3.. The Pliicker  embedding. The determinant line bundle has no global 
holomorphicc sections, but its dual DET* does. A holomorphic section of DET* can 
bee given as a map ip : St —> C that satisfies tp(w -1) — det (̂t)tp(w) under the action 
off  T. The locally convex topological vector space of such sections, with the topology 
givenn by uniform convergence on compact subsets, is denoted by T. There is an 
embeddingg T C T [PS]. Next, associated to every w E St there is a holomorphic 
sectionn ijj w G T, given by 

ipwAipwAww2)2) = detF(w{w2) ,w2 € St. 

Inn fact, ipw G JF, and by construction we have 

(5.4)) (ipWl, *pW2)jr  = detF{wlw2) = h{wi,w2), 

wheree h is the hermitian metric (5.2) on DET. The set {ipw, w e St] forms an 
overcompletee set in T. The assigmnent w i—> ipw factors under the action of T and 
givess rise to a commutative square 

i> i> 
DETDET —  ̂ T 

Gr(H)Gr(H) -U. P(JT) 

Thee lower map p is, in fact, an embedding of Kahler manifolds, called the Pliicker 
embedding.. The diagram above can be used to identify the determinant line bundle 
withh the pull-back of the universal bundle over Pf^7). Notice that, by (5.4), ip preserves 
thee Hermitian structure on both bundles, i.e., ip induces an isomorphism of hermitian 
holomorphicc line bundles over Gv(H). The situation is completely analogous to the 
Pliickerr embedding of the finite dimensional Grassmannian in projective space. 

5.1.4.. The Pfaffian bundle. Now consider a real Hilbert space H^, with inner 
productt B{ , ). Any complex structure J turns H  ̂ into a complex Hilbert space, 
denotedd Hj. Given such a complex structure, the isotropic Grassmannian J(H^) is 
definedd to be the set of complex structures J' such that [J, Jr]  G 5 2 ( # R )-

Thee group of orthogonal operators on H^. is denoted O(H^)- It has a subgroup 
OOrcsrcs{Hu){Hu) = {O G O(H^), [0,J] e - B 2 ( # R ) } , topologized by the norm topology 
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combinedd with the Hilbert-Schmidt norm ||[On J ] | |2 , so that it becomes a Banach-Lie 
group.. There is an obvious transitive action of Or e s( i /R) on J{H) given by J H-
OJO~OJO~ll.. Its stabilizer at the base point J is clearly given by UTes(Hj), and we find 

J(H)^OJ(H)^Orefref,(H,(HRR)/U)/UTesTes(Hj). (Hj). 

AA different description of the restricted Grassmannian can be obtained by com-
plexifyingg i / K to a complex Hilbert space H with inner product {  , ). Extend the 
innerr product B to a complex bilinear form, related to the hermit ian inner prod-
uctt by B(v\,V2) = 2(vi,v2). A complex structure on H  ̂ induces a decomposition 
HH — W © W, where W is a maximal isotropic subspace of H (with respect to B), so 
wee find 

J(HJ(HRR)) = {W e GT(H), W isotropic and W e W = H}. 

wheree Gr(H) is defined by the polarization of H induced by the complex structure 
J.J. In this way we find J(HR) c Gi(H). 
Theree is a complex line bundle over J(H), called the Pfaffian Pf, which is a holomor-
phicc square root of the Determinant line bundle when restricted to J(HR) c Gr(üf), 

Pf®22 2É DET. 

I tt carries an action of a central extension of Orcs(Hu)- Using this action, the space F 
off  sections of the dual bundle Pf*  gives a projective representation of 0r e s( i y K ) . This 
topologicall  vector space has a natural Hilbert subspace, giving a projective unitary 
representat ionn of Orcs(H^), as follows. 
Thee Hilbert space is related to the representation theory of the real Clifford algebra 
Cliff(iÏR )) on i / j j , generated by an 1-linear map ƒ ^ c(f), ƒ G H^, subject to 

c(f)c(g)c(f)c(g) + c(g)c(f)=2B( f:g). 

Anyy complex structure J on # R determines a representation of this algebra on AHj 
byy mapping Cliff(i7 K) onto the CAR-algebra of Hj by c( ƒ) >— a(f) + a(f)*, and using 
it ss natural action on AHj. Two such representations, determined by J and J' are 
equivalentt iff [J, J'} G ^ ( Ü R ) . As for the ordinary Grassmannian, there is a Plücker 
embeddingg that identifies this Hilbert space as a subspace of the space of sections of 
Pf*,, AHj'c r . 

5.2.. T h e fundamental rep resen ta t ion 

Lett G be a compact Lie group, and let V be a finite dimensional uni tary representation 
off  G. The Dynkin index dy £ Z of V is defined as follows: Since G is assumed 
too be compact, its image under n is natural ly contained in SU(V). One has the 
isomorphismss H'A(G,Z) = Z, and H3(SU(V),Z) = Z. The representation n induces 
aa pull-back TT* : H3(SU(V),Z) -> H3{G,Z), and this defines the integer dv; the 
Dynkinn index. There are other ways to describe this index, see e.g. [KNR ] for a 
concisee description. 

Thee loop group LG acts unitari ly on the Hilbert space H = L 2 ( 5 \ V). This Hilbert 
spacee is natural ly polarized by the Hardy subspace H+ of elements of H that have a 
holomorphicc extension into the unit disk in the complex plane D — {z € C, |z| < 1} . 
i.e.. that have nonnegative Fourier coefficients. This polarization defines the restricted 
un i ta ryy group Ures(H), and an elementary computat ion shows that the unitary action 
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off  LG on H in fact defines a homomorphism LG -+ Urcs(H) [PS]. In fact, this is a 
smoothh embedding of Banach-Lie groups, and the resulting projective representation 
off  LG on the Fock space {Ty.Kjr) is called the fundamental representation. It is 
uniquelyy characterized by the property 

^ M a ( / ) 7 r ^ ( ^ )+ = a ( ^ - / ),, V/ e H. 

Thee central extension (5.3) of PU{Ty) pulls back to the central extension (1.4) of 
LGLG at level dy. In fact we have: 

Propositionn 5.1. The projective unitary representation of LG on Ty is of positive 
energyenergy and at level i = dy. 

PROOF.. RotfS1) acts unitarily on L2(S\V) by Re{f){z) = f(ze~i0), and this action 
obviouslyy preserves the Hardy space. Therefore, the action of RotfS"1) is canonically 
(i.e.,, not projectively) implemented on the Fock space Ty, and extends the projective 
representationn of LG to one of LG x T. By Stone's theorem we have Re = expiOD, 
forr some unbounded selfadjoint operator D on T. Introduce the orthonormal basis of 
JFF given by 

e»,, ( n i ) . .. elp(np)eh (mi)*  . .. eJq{mq)*ü, 

wheree rii  < 0, mt > 0, and eik(nk) is short for wp(a(eik(nk)))- The operator D acts 
onn the basis vectors above by multiplication by ^2 mj ~J2ni- Clearly. D has positive 
integrall  spectrum and the eigenspaces Ty(n) are finite dimensional. This induces a 
decompositionn Ty = ® n > 0 Fv{n), where Rg acts on Ty(n) by ein0. This proves that 
thee representation is of positive energy. 
Too calculate the level of this representation, one uses the equality 

U&V)U&V)  = %-tr (J[J^][J,n})  = ƒ^ t r v ( ^ ) , ^ V € LQ. 

InIn [PS] this is proved by a direct computation. Alternatively, observe that the left 
handd side is a cyclic cocycle on Lgl(V), and the equality is exactly the isomorphism 
betweenn cyclic and de Rham cohomology on 51 . Because of this, the level is deter-
minedd by comparing the bilinear forms try and ( , ) on g, but this is exactly given 
byy the Dynkin index dy. D 

TheThe minimal Dynkin index. One may wonder if any group G satisfying our as-
sumptionss has a representation V for which proposition 5.1 gives a representation at 
levell  1, since, by taking tensor products, one may obtain representations at any given 
level.. It is an interesting fact that the answer in general is no. The Dynkin index of a 
Liee algebra g, denoted d0, is given by the minimal value of dy, where V ranges over 
alll  representations V. They are listed below, see e.g. [KNR, LS]. 
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5.2.1.. The von Neumann algebra M. We now focus on the case G = SU{N). 
Thee defining representation on V = CA ' has Dynkin index dv = 1 and therefore, by 
Propositionn 5.1. one obtains a positive energy representation TTJ- of LG at level 1 
onn Tv. More generally, taking the Mold tensor product, one obtains a positive 
energyy representation -nrf( at level ( on ff/. For each given level ft <E N. we use this 
representationn to define the von Neumann algebra M as the weak completion of the 
operatorss defining this representation, i.e., 

MM :=  4'v (W)"CB (??.'). 

Heree we have suppressed dependence on L since we always work at a fixed level. In 
casee there is chance of confusion, we write 71 It for the von Neumann algebra at level 
LL Of course, the structure of this algebra is straightforward. First notice that the 
zeroo energy subspace is given by Fyl(Q) = AV®*. But it is well known that the 
exteriorr product AV>:(  contains all irreducible G-modules V\ whose highest weights 
aree dominant at level L i.e. A e A£. Therefore, by the classification of positive energy 
representations,, one obtains the decomposition 

(5-5)) ^ ' ^ © ^ U A . 
ACA* * 

forr certain multiplicity spaces K\. In fact, see [PS] chapter 10. it is known that these 
multiplicityy spaces carry irreducible representations of LU(£) at level TV, and that the 
weightss of the pairs that are coupled are obtained by conjugating partitions. This 
cann be seen by embedding both LSU{N) and LU{() in LU(N() which acts unitarily 
onn L2{S1,V(Bt). and observing that Tv  ̂ 9*  J=f.k. This is the loop group analogue 
off  classical Schur Weyl duality between SU(N) and the symmetric group S> on the 
Moldd tensor power of the fundamental representation. In any case, we find from this 
aa spatial isomorphism 

x x 
Becausee of this decomposition, it is convenient to think of M as the "group algebra" 
off  LG. implementing positive energy representations of the loop group. However, this 
correspondencee should not be taken too literally as one always needs to check whether 
thee rotation group acts by positive characters. Notice that the comniutant M' of M 
inn Tyf is the von Neumann algebra generated by LU(£) at level N. 

Inversion.Inversion. The inversion map of the circle I : z i—  z~l induces a unitary transfor-
mationn on H by (j  f)(z) = z~lf{z~l). This operator exchanges the Hardy subspace 
HH++  with ƒ/_. i.e., jP+j = P_, and therefore j can be implemented on the Fock space 
byy an antiunitary operator j . fixing the vacuum and satisfying j 2 = - 1 as well as 
jir(<p)jjir(<p)j  = 7r(7"V)*. VV> G LG. It therefore extends to an anti-automorphism of M. i.e. 
jMjjMj  = M"p. Therefore the opposite algebra defines a positive energy representation 
att level —(. i.e.. conjugation by j gives a ^-isomorphism M^'p ~ M_(. 

TheThe action of Diff+fS1) by automorphisms. The group Diff +(51) of orientation 
preservingg diffeomorphisms of the circle acts unitarily on L2(S1. V) by 

(5.6)) ( r 1 ) = W(s))/'(*)1/2. /eDiff^S1). 4,eL2(S\V), 
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i.e.,, by considering sections of a bundle of 1/2-densities over S1 . This does not define 
aa continuous embedding into UTes(H), but if we equip the latter group with the strong 
operatorr topology combined with the Hi lbert-Schmidt norm on the off-diagonal terms, 
wee obtain a continuous homomorphism Dif f +(51) -> Uiea(H). Wi t h this topology, 
UUresres(H)(H) still acts on J7  ̂ [Wa], and this defines a projective representation ir^ : 
Diff+fS' 1)) —> PU(T^e). I t extends the positive energy representation of LG to the 
semi-directt product LG x Diff +(S'1) in the sense that 

(5.7)) T ( / M £ M / ) _ 1 = *(ƒ*£) > <f£LGife Diff + (S1) . 

Inn particular, this realizes elements of Dif f {S1) as automorphisms of M , and the 
questionn is whether these automorphisms are inner. In fact, we have the following 
strongerr result: 

L e m m aa 5.2. There are projective unitary representations ir\ and a\, A E A}, of 

Diff+iSDiff+iS11)) onT®1, such that 

ASA* * 

HereHere nx{f) G M, V / G Di fF^S1) satisfies (5.7), and ax(f) G M', V / e D i fF^S1) . 

Theree are two ways to prove this lemma. The first is to use the so-called coset 
constructionn in the global form proved in [Wa]. On the other hand, it is known that 
thee Segal Sugawara construction gives a representation of the Virasoro algebra on 
eachh irreducible positive energy representation H\, A € A|, which can be integrated 
too a projective uni tary representation TT\ of Di f f +(51) [PS]. Since we know that 
MM — 0 A B(H\) <g> 1, this gives the desired representation. In what follows, we set 

7TT = 0 7VX ® 1, cr = 0 1 ® C7A, 
AGA**  A£A* 

soo that we have 

*Uf)*Uf)  = *U) ° °U) = °U) ° *(/) ' V/ G Diff+fS1), 
andd TT(/) G M and <r(/) G M ' . 

5.2.2.. T w i s t ed vers ions. For later use, when quantizing the moduli space of 
parabolicc bundles, it is convenient to have certain "twisted" versions of the fundamen-
tall  representation. Let 7 G Z(G) be an element of order |-y}  = k in the center of G. For 
anyy representation V of G denote by V1 the twisted vector bundle K7 = ( 1 x V)/27rZ 
overr S1 , where Z acts on V through 7. It is clear that this action factors over 27rfcZ, 
andd one identifies V7 = (S1 x VJ /Z^, the associated bundle to the A;-fold covering 
projectionn S1 —  S1 , z i—> zk. Sections of this vector bundle are given by maps 
ipip \R  ̂ V that satisfy ip(x + 2ir) = ~fip(x), Vx G R. Denote the L 2-space of such 
sectionss by L2{Sl,V1). This Hilbert space carries a uni tary representation of LG, 
sincee 7 G Z(G). If we write 7 = e27r^, where £ G 0, the map 

ip(6)ip(6) H-> e ioty(0) 
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definess a unitary isomorphism L 2(5] , V) = L2(51,V r
7). and identifies L2(S1.V1) as 

LL22(S(S11,, V), but with the twisted LG-action 

(¥?-10)(ö)) = eiöV(ö)e-'ö^(ö) . 

Suchh automorphisms by Z(G) were described in section 4.1.3. It is clear that Diff +(51) 
wil ll  not have a unitary action on this twisted space like the action (5.6) on L2{Sl, V). 
However,, since the vector bundle V  ̂ over Sl is simply the associated bundle to the k-
foldd covering of Sl, one finds a unitary action of Diff^S 1), the fc-fold covering group 
off  DifT+(5'1). This covering can be constructed as the quotient K,/2iikZ, where JC is 
thee universal cover (4.18) and 2TTZ is its subgroup generated by translation over 2nk. 
Itt Therefore contains the fc-fold cover R/2irkZ = T of the rotation group Rot(S'1) = T, 
andd this subgroup acts on LG by the twisted action 

(R*<p)(d)(R*<p)(d) = eiat<p(0-a)e-iat. 

Thee isomorphism of L2(S\V7) with L2{S\V) gives a polarization of L2(51,V r
7) 

byy el0£-H+<  and defines a corresponding Fock space Ty^. The projective unitary 
representationn of LG on this Hilbert space is of positive energy with respect to this 
twistedd rotation action, and extends to the semi-direct product Diff^ (S1) ix LG. From 
thee preceding description, it is clear that this representation is simply the Fock space 
TyTy with the action twisted by elB  ̂ e LZG. 
Ass an aside, notice that these d Fock spaces" Ty are part of one big funda-
mentall  representation of LZG: Define the direct sum 

LL 22
ZZ{S\V)=®L*(S\VJ. {S\V)=®L*(S\VJ. 

Thiss Hilbert space carries a unitary representation of LZG. Recall that this group 
fitss into an exact sequence 

11 -> LG -^ LZG ^ Z -^ 1, 

andd that the center Z labels the connected components of LZG, i.e., 7T0(LZG) = Z. 
Elementss of the component labeled by 7 e Z map L2(S1, Vy) to L2(S1.VJy). Using 
thee polarization given by the direct sum of the polarization in each of the components, 
onee finally obtains the associated Fock space 

Thiss Hilbert space carries a positive energy representation of LZG. Of course, re-
strictedd to LG C LZG, this is is simply a tensor product of the fundamental repre-
sentationn Ty of LG, twisted by elements of the center. The sector labeled by e <£ Z is 
simplyy the the ordinary Fock space Ty, which contains the vacuum in the energy zero 
subspacee that generates the basic representation H0 C Ty under the action of M. 
Therefore,, the vacuum vector in each sector Ty  ̂ generates the irreducible positive 
energyy representation of LG obtained from the basic representation by twisting with 
77 e Z. For example, for SU(N) at level 1, one obtains all irreducible representations. 
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5.3.. Quantization of the moduli space of flat connections 

Thiss section is rather long, but contains one of the key constructions, namely the 
quantizationn of the moduli space of flat connections. This will prove the announced 
Theoremm 4.15, and we show in which way this generalizes the Borel-Weil construction. 
Furthermore,, we investigate some properties of the quantization, most notably, its 
dependencee on the choice of a complex structure on the underlying surface. 

5.3.1.. Preliminaries. Let E be an extended Riemann surface. This time, we 
alloww the boundary parameterizations of E to induce both the positive orientation 
(calledd the outgoing boundary) and the negative orientation (called the incoming 
boundary).. Such a surface E is therefore a complex cobordism from #ELri ^ Cm to 
<9Eoutt = Cn. The Hubert space H =  L2(<9E, V") is polarized by taking n copies of 
thee Hardy subspace H+ at each outgoing boundary component, and m copies of H^ 
att each incoming boundary. Associated to the representation V of G is the complex 
vectorr bundle E = P xG V. As a trivial complex bundle, we can give it the trivial 
holomorphicc structure, with Cauchy-Riemann operator 8 inherited from the complex 
structuree on E. Consider the subspace W-£ C H of elements of L2(<9S, V) that admit 
ann extension to holomorphic sections of E. 
Propositionn 5.3. W  ̂E Gr(H), with virtual dimension given by 

dim(W£)) = rk(£)(l - n - g). 

PROOF.. In [PS] it is proved that W  ̂<E Gr(if) when there is a local holomorphic 
coordinatee in a neighbourhood of the boundary, i.e.. when the parameterization is 
analytic.. In fact, this point lies in the smooth part Gv^c(H) of the Grassmannian, on 
whichh Diff+fS1) acts. Using this action, one finds WE £ Gr(H) in general. 
Thee calculation of the virtual dimension is almost the same as in [PS]: Consider 
thee closed Riemann surface E obtained by gluing standard disks D to all boundary 
componentss and cover it by two open sets U and V containing E and E — E. The 
Mayer-Vietoriss sequence for cohomology of the sheaf £ of sections of E gives the exact 
sequence e 

00 -^  H°(%£) -+ H°(U,£) © H°{V.£) 

(5.8)) ^H°(Ur\V,£)^H 1(E.£)^0, 

wheree the middle map is given by su (B sv  ̂ sv\v - sy\u- Taking the direct limit 
ass Uo and C/̂  shrink towards E and E\E, H°(U nV,£) converges to the space of 
analyticc functions on the boundary, whereas the images of H°(U,£) and H[)(V,£) in 
HHQQ(U(U fl V,£) approach W  ̂ and a direct sum of l ^ ' s corresponding to the attached 
disks.. Therefore, the relative dimension of these two subspaces, i.e.. the index of the 
projectionn 7r of \\^ onto WD, of L2(öE. V) is given by the difference in dimension of 
thee kernel and cokernel of the middle map in the exact sequence above: 

index(Tr)) = dimH°{%£) - dimH l {T^£) = * (£) . 

Thee Riemann -Roch theorem now gives for the Euler characteristic 

XX(E)=deg(E)(E)=deg(E) + Tk(E)(l-g), 
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fromm which the result follows, taking into account that at the outgoing boundary the 
polarizationn differs from WQ by the action of z and using that deg(£) = 0 as a trivial 
bundle..

R e m a rkk 5.4. Spin structures. The same constructions apply for surfaces with a 
spin-- structure, as in [CH] . Recall that there are two spin structures on the circle, 
namelyy the one with periodic and the one with anti-periodic boundary conditions. 
Thiss last one is actually a Spin-boundary, i.e.. isomorphic to the boundary of a two 
dimensionall  Spin manifold with the induced Spin structure, for example the Complex 
unitt disk which has a unique Spin structure. Suppose we equip every circle with 
thiss Spin structure, and polarize the corresponding Hilbert space H — Ü1^2(S1.V) 
byy the "Hardy space7' consisting of those elements that extend holomorphicallv to 
holomorphicc sections of the vector bundle E ® S over the disk, where S is the unique 
Spinn structure that bounds the one on the circle identified with 3D. Therefore these 
da taa give a Grassmannian. In a sense this construction is more canonical because of 
thee following: Consider the Riemann sphere P1 with the circle identified along the 
equator,, cutt ing P1 in two disks, A i and D^. The Spin structures on these two disks 
gluee to the unique Spin st ructure on P1 , and we find the decomposition 

H=WH=WDoDo@W@WDD^. ^. 

Next,, consider complex Spin-cobordisms: This is a pair (E, S) consisting of a Riemann 
surfacee E with parameterized boundary and matching Spin structure S. Since E is 
Kahler,, a Spin structure is given by a holomorphic square root of the canonical bundle. 
Thee subspace WY..S of section over S1 that extend to holomorphic sections of E ® S 
cann proved in the same way to be an element of Gr(H). Going over the computat ion 
off  the virtual dimension, one now finds 

dim(WE..S")) = 0. 

I nn comparison to the formula in Proposition 5.3, the n drops out because of the 
decomposit ionn H = WDn B WD  ̂ over P1 . and deg(£ & S) = rk(E)(g - 1). since the 
spinn bundle is a square root of the canonical bundle. 

5.3 .2.. E m b e d d i ng A'f(E) . As we have seen, in one complex dimension any 
connectionn A <E -4(E) gives rise to a holomorphic structure on E, with associated 
Cauchy-Riemannn operator d,,\- As above, this in turn yields a subspace WA C H, 
off  "boundary values" of holomorphic sections of E. with respect to the holomorphic 
s t ructuree given by d\- Part of the following Proposit ion is from [PS], but we give a 
slightlyy different proof, more adapted to our needs in what follows. 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5 .5. WA £ Gr(H). and the map W : .4(E) — Gr( i f ) induced by the 
assignment assignment 

A H I ^ ,, ,4 e .4(E) 

descendsdescends to a holomorphic embedding W : M{H) ^ Gv{H). In fact the pull back of 
thethe Kahler form (5.1) equals dv times the Kahler form (4.6) onM(E). Finally, under 
thisthis embedding, the smooth moduli space A l f E ) ^  maps into the smooth Grassmannian 
GTGTXX(H). (H). 
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PROOF.. Let T = T(X, E) be the vector space of smooth sections of E, and consider 
thee subspace of holomorphic sections kei(BA) CT, A £ A(X). Under the action of the 
complexifiedd gauge group (4.14), one clearly has <p  kerfö )̂ = kei(dv.A), p e Gc(£)-
Takingg boundary values, one therefore obtains 

wwvv..AA = V\QZ-WA, veödZ). 

Therefore,, the map A »-  WA factors over the quotient A/Gd,c — A1(S). Now, by 
Proposit ionn 5.3, W0 = WE e Gr( t f ), and since the action of <?c(dE) = LGC x . .. x 
LGLGCC C GLrcs(H) on M(E) is transit ive, one finds the embedding M{Y>) «̂-> Gr(H). 
Thiss embedding is Kahler, since the central extension of GLTes(H) pulls back to dy 
t imess the universal central extension of LG<c. Finally, recall that the smooth moduli 
spacee _M(£)oo is the quotient of the space of smooth connections. Therefore, the 
subspacee WA, A G ,4(£)oc. is the restriction to the boundary of the kernel of the 
ellipticc operator BA with C°° coefficients. By elliptic regularity, this kernel consists 
off  smooth section over d¥,. One therefore finds WA G GrO G( / / ) , Wl G ,4(£)oc.

Recall,, c.f. Lemma 4.13, that the Picard group Pic(M(T,)) is isomorphic to Z by asso-
ciatingg to any line bundle the level of the induced central extension of LG. Therefore 
wee find that the pull-back of the determinant line bundle under the map of Propo-
sitionn 5.5 is isomorphic as a holomorphic line bundle to the c/y-fold tensor power of 
thee prequantum line bundle 

(5.9)) W*DET^L%dv. 

Inn fact, we conclude even more. Recall that both bundles have a natural hermitian 
structure.. By the previous proposition, one concludes that the curvatures of the 
associatedd connection coincide and equal dvuj, where to is the symplectic form (4.6) 
onn M{T,). In [BM] , the authors study the abelian group PiCh.h(M) of isomorphism 
classess of hermit ian holomorphic line bundles on a complex manifold A/, a refinement 
off  the Picard group. This group can be characterized as follows: Let A(M) be the 
abeliann group of closed 2-forms on M whose induced de Rham cohomology class in 
HH22(M,(M, M.) is integral. There is an exact sequence 

00 - - H°(ALJ) — PichJl(M) -> A{M) — 0, 

wheree the first term is the group of flat hermit ian bundles and the third map as-
sociatess to any hermit ian line bundle its curvature. Now, since M(E) is connected 
andd simply connected, one has H°(M(T>),T) = 0, and therefore any two hermitian 
holomorphicc line bundles with the same curvature are isomorphic. Therefore (5.9) is 
ann isomorphism of hermit ian holomorphic line bundles. 
Thee embedding of Proposit ion 5.5 is associated to a family of Fredholm operators 
indexedd by J M ( I 1 ), i.e., a continuous map 

M ( E )) -  F red( / / ). 

givenn by A »—> prj^,- . From this point of view, the induced line bundle is simply 
thee pull-back of the determinant line bundle over Fred(H). In fact, there is a dif-
ferentt family of Fredholm operators over M(T,). This map is given by associating 
too a connection A G -4(E), the elliptic Cauchy-Riemann operator BA with boundary 
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condit ionss given by the parameterization of the boundary. This is the operators &A 
act ingg on the space 

{szc^n.E).{szc^n.E). p+(iy) = o}. 
A ss remarked in the proof of Proposition 5.3. this operator is Fredholm since it essen-
tiall yy corresponds to the elliptic Cauchy-Riemann operator on the closed Riemann 
surfacee obtained by gluing disks to all boundary components. In fact, we now have: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.6. The embedding \V induces an isomorphism of line bandies L^dy = 
DETM(Y.)-DETM(Y.)- where DETM^) is the determinant line bundle of the family of elliptic 
operatorsoperators DA- with boundary conditions induced by the parameterization of the bound-
ary. ary. 

DETDETM{M{^\^\{A]{A]  ~ Det (l)A), [A]  e A4(E). 

PROOF.. Let A e -4(E). and denote the projection in L2(<9£. V) onto the boundary 
valuess of ker(#4), hy ixA- This is the operator that, relative to the polarization given 
byy the boundary parameterizat ion, gives the line bundle of the previous Proposition. 
Itt is well known, see e.g. [BW] . that for the first order elliptic differential operator d\. 
restrictionn to the boundary ker(<9 )̂ —> ker(<9A)\-ÖT, = ker(7r.4) defines an isomorphism. 
Inn fact, its left inverse is given by the so-called Poisson operator PA  L2(<9E,Vr) —> 
kcr fc^ ).. so that IT A — ?'*jv;-P.4- where, as before. ;'öv : #£ ^-> £ is the inclusion of 
thee boundary. Because of the isomorphism between the kernels of 7r.4 and 8A, the 
composit ionn of both operators with the projection P+ on H+ C L2(<9£. V) have the 
samee kernels and cokernels on the boundary <9E. Therefore their determinant lines 
aree isomorphic and this isomorphism extends smoothly over .M(£ ).

R e m a rkk 5.7. The first order differential operator BA together with the boundary con-
dit ionss given by a projection operator on the boundary which is an element of a suit-
ablee Grassmarmian, const i tute a so-called elliptic boundary value problem (EBVP). 
Thee boundary conditions are a generalization of the Atiyah -Bott-Patodi boundary 
condit ions.. The resulting geometric index depends both on the elliptic operator as 
welll  as the boundary condit ions. Associated to the determinant line bundle of a fam-
il yy of such EBVP's, as above, there is a hermitian metric, the Quillen metric, defined 
byy the (^-regularized determinant of the associated Laplacian 

detc(A, 4)) =delc{dAdA). 

Recalll  that for a closed manifold, the associated curvature is exactly the Kahler form 
(4.6)) [Qu]. It would be interesting to have a similar result in this case. This would 
givee a third construction of' the hermitian holomorphic line bundle over A4(£) and 
thereforee generalize the result in [RSW]. 

5.3 .3.. Quan t i za t i on of M(T,). We now come to the main construction. Con-
siderr the subspacc W  ̂ £ Gr(H), as in Proposit ion 5.3, where now H = £2(<9£, V®(). 

Combinedd with the Plücker embedding into ¥{Ty(), this gives a ray in Ty(. of which 
wee pick an element £2̂  of unit norm \\£l^\\ = 1. i.e. [Q^]  = p(W^), where [...] denotes 
thee projection onto ¥(Ty ). The essential point for us is that this gives a (vector) 
s ta tee on the von Neumann algebra M by 
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whichh is independent of the choice of f2E in the given ray. 

Definitio nn 5.8. The Hilbert space H  ̂ is defined as the (cyclic) GNS-representation 
off  M induced by the state u>|. G M* . 

Sincee the state under consideration is by definition a vector state, the Hilbert space 
H^H  ̂ comes equipped with a canonical embedding H  ̂ -̂> F®'- In fact, this Hilbert 
spacee can be realized as 

Wee will refer to the cyclic vector f2E generating H  ̂ as the vacuum vector. By con-
struction,, # E carries a projective unitary representation of LG at level £. 
Propositionn 5.9. The representation of LG on H  ̂ is of positive energy, and there-
forefore extends to the semidirect product Diff+fS1) K LG. The vacuum is annihilated by 
thethe Lie subalgebra Vectc(S) ix g  ̂ ofViv ix Lgc-

PROOF.. We already know that the representation of LG on Fy( is of positive energy, 
whichh gives us that RotfS1) C Aut(A/), by x i-> RgxR^, Vx G M. However, because 
forr general £ this rotation action will not leave the vacuum vector fi E fixed, one 
cannott use this action to obtain a positive energy representation. As we have seen in 
Lemmaa 5.2 however, this automorphic action can be realized by inner automorphisms, 
byy the representation 

rr 00eel6Lol6Lo G M. 

withh TQ G Z(M). These operators extend the projective representation of LG to 
RotfS11)) « LG, and since they preserve the subspace #E , this proves that the repre-
sentationn is of positive energy. By its construction from the subspace Wy C L2(S1, V), 
thee vacuum satisfies 

a(/)*fi EE = 0. V / € W E ! 

a(g)na(g)neexx = 0. v9ew£, 

andd is completely determined, up to a complex scalar, by this property. On the 
Fockk space J^yf, the representation of LG is characterized by 7r(ip)a(f)ir{(p)*  = a(p
ƒ),, V/ G L2(S1,V). Now, since G  ̂ preserves WE, it follows from the properties of 
thee vacuum above that 

ip-n^ip-n  ̂ = nE, v^GGg. 
Infinitesimally,, this means that fiE is annihilated by g^ C Lgc. It follows from 
thee Segal Sugawara construction that this implies that the vacuum is annihilated by 
Vectc(S)) as well, see e.g. [BM] , D 

Remarkk 5.10. The terminology is slightly unsatisfactory, since in general ' the vac-
uumm does not have zero energy". Indeed, only in special cases such as the disk E = D, 
onee has 3/00 G Vectc(S), and by the previous proposition the vacuum is annihilated 
inn that case by the generator of the rotation action. Also, observe that we could 
havee taken the GNS representation corresponding to the state given by iïA, for any 
AA G A(T,), given by Proposition 5.5. Since this state differs from Qy by an invertible 
operatorr ir(tp) € M, <p G LG-c it is easy to see from a polar decomposition that the 
twoo Hilbert spaces are unitarily equivalent. See also Remark 5.13. 
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Examplee 5.11. As a particular example let us consider the unit disk in the plane 
O c tt In this case one has M(D) = LG/G, the fundamental homogeneous space, 
andd trivially , the vector Qe

D is just the vacuum vector in the Fock space JF. Therefore, 
quantizationn simply gives H(

D — H0, the basic representation at level I [PS], We will 
laterr extend the quantization procedure above to include holomorphic bundles with 
givenn parabolic points. With this generalization, quantization of general coadjoint 
orbitss 0\, AG AJ, gives irreducible representations H\, c.f. Proposition 5.19. It is in 
thiss sense that the quantization procedure adopted here incorporates the Kirillo v cor-
respondencee between coadjoint orbits and irreducible positive energy representations 
provedd in [PS]. 

5.3.4.. The coherent s ta te embedding. Now that we have defined an appro-
priatee Hilbert space, we come to the actual proof of Theorem 4.15. 
Proposit ionn 5.12. There is a continuous linear embedding tj:  : L'f/'  H^, such that 
thethe map p induced by the commutative square 

LLY,Y, **  MZ 

11 I 
M(E)) - ^ P(tf£) 

isis an embedding of Kahler manifolds. Furthermore, the linear span of the image of p 
formsforms a dense subset of H^. 

PROOF.. The embedding p is simply given by composing the map M.{TA <— Gr(H) of 
Propositionn 5.5 with the Pliicker embedding. Explicitly, for a connection A G .4(E), 
onee obtains a subspace WA G Gr(H), which gives a ray in ¥(T^). Let QA G J^e be 
somee lif t of unit norm of this ray in the Fock space, | \QA 112 = 1, and let [Of

4] G P(JF®)̂ 
itss projection (which is canonically defined). The map p : [A]  \—> [U (

A]  is obviously 
LGc-equivariant.. i.e.. 

n(<p)-[tfn(<p)-[tf AA]]  = [Slfip.A].  ï>eLGc, 

Byy definition, the central extension (yC(e)E) = LG<c x . .. x LGr at level f acts on L®f 

andd covers the action on M(E). The map 0. which is given by composition of the 
mapp L£ —*  DET of proposition 5.5 with the Pliicker embedding, is equivariant with 
respectt to the action of the central extension. Now we have LGc C M, and since the 
actionn of Qc(dY.) is transitive and p maps 0 G -4(E) to [O^], the image of p is clearly 
containedd in F(H^). Now consider the linear span of the image of L'^.f in ƒƒ£. This 
subspacee corresponds to the linear span of the operators LGz C M acting on the 
vacuumm vector 0| .. These operators form a *-subalgebra of M, which is clearly dense 
inn the weak and strong operator topologies. By the definition of H  ̂ this implies that, 
thee linear span of the image of L^( must be dense.

Remarkk 5.13. We will later show that the so-called "coherent states, i.e., the vectors 
inn H  ̂ that are the image of points of L^e under the map </\ can be given a physical 
interpretation:: We will define a canonical embedding of H  ̂ into the Hilbert space 
quantizingg LGc- The latter Hilbert space is the Hilbert space associated to a certain 
conformall  field theory, the so-called Wess-Zumino-Witten model, see e.g. [Ga] for an 
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introductionn to this model from a physics point of view. The point is that the image 
off  the vectors 0.  ̂ under this embedding can exactly be interpreted as the partition 
functionn of the gauged Wess-Zumino-Witten model on S. In particular, for A — 0, 
thiss gives a rigorous construction of the Wess-Zumino-Witten model along the lines 
off  Definition 2.26, see section 5.6.2. 

Corollar yy 5.14. There is a continuous linear dense embedding H  ̂ "—>  rf,. 

PROOF.. Define the map i : H  ̂ —> rf, by 

i{v)(q)i{v)(q) = mq),v)Hi, qeLf. 

Thiss clearly defines a holomorphic section of the dual of L®£. Furthermore, since the 
imagee of L® in H  ̂ spans a dense subset, the map i is injective. It is continuous for 
thee topology on rf, given by uniform convergence on compact subsets. The fact that 
itt is dense follows from the fact that the embedding T®1 <-^> Y is dense [PS], together 
withh the embedding M{T) -̂> Gv{H). D 

Takingg the antidual of rf,, one obtains by Riesz' theorem a sequence of dense embed-
dings s 

(5.io)) (rD'c^crL 
i.e.,, a rigging of the Hilbert space H^, as explained in section 1.4.3. Since evaluation of 
sectionss at a given point q 6 L® gives a continuous linear functional on rf, (recall that 
thee sections are holomorphic), the first embedding restricts to the one of Proposition 
5.12.. Using the embeddings above, one can introduce a positive definite hermitian 
formm on (rf,) , and H  ̂ is the Hilbert space completion of (rf,) in this inner product. 
Itt is tempting to think of H  ̂ as the Hilbert space of "square-integrable" holomorphic 
sectionn of the prequantum line bundle, i.e., the L2-kernel of the 9-operator on A4 (£), 
ass is usual in geometric quantization. Notice that the topological vector space rf, 
andd its antidual depend on a parameter k > 1/2, the Sobolev class in the definition 
off  the moduli space Ai{X)k- For two parameters k\ < k2-, the dense embedding 
M{X)kM{X)k22 Q M(X)kl induces a dense embedding of topological vector spaces rf, fc C 
rf,, k2, and again one can take the inductive (resp. projective) limi t of the Ff, k (resp. 
itss antidual) to arrive at the smooth setting. In all this, the Hilbert space in the triple 
(5.10)) remains fixed. In fact, we have: 
Propositionn 5.15. The Hilbert space in (5.10) is unique up to unitary isomorphism. 

PROOF.. The topological vector space (rf,)*  is linearly generated by the image of L^(. 
Recalll  that the Fubini-Study hermitian metric on the hyperplane bundle over P(H^) 
iss given by the inner product on H^. Since the isomorphism (5.9) is an isomorphism 
off  hermitian line bundles, it follows that the inner product on the coherent states, is 
givenn by the hermitian inner product on L^. constructed in section 4.2.3. By linear 
extension,, this determines the inner product on the dense subset (rf,)*  C H  ̂ entirely 
inn terms of geometric data. Since H  ̂ is the completion of this subset in the inner 
product,, the result follows.

Noticee that this result also proves that the Hilbert space H  ̂ is independent of the 
representationn of G that is used to construct the Fock space, that is, only depends 
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onn its level, the Dynkin index. Next, since the embedding given in Proposit ion 5.12 

iss equivariant with respect to the action of LG. we find that its image is contained in 

thee subspace of smooth vectors in Hy. of LG. 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.16. The embedding of Proposition 5.12 gives rise to the identity 

JOY.JOY. *  E 

PROOF.. The r ight-hand side of this equation is the moment map of the action of 
LGLG on the subspace of the projective space ¥(Hy) of smooth vectors, restricted to 
thee image of the embedding in Proposition 5.12. The left hand side is the moment 
mapp of the £G-act ion on A4(^l). By Proposit ion 5.12, the coherent state embedding 
pp : A4(£) <—> F(H^) is Kahler, i.e., the pull back of the Fubini-Study form equals the 
symplecticc form. The equality now follows from the fact that an affine-equivariant 
momentt map on a Hamiltonian LG-manifold is unique, as remarked in [ M W l ] . D 

FrobeniusFrobenius reciprocity. Recall that the Borel Weil theorem can be viewed as a 
holomorphicc induction map. and as such is characterized by the Frobenius reciprocity 
theorem.. The positive energy representations Hy- we have constructed are character-
izedd by the following universal property: 

T h e o r emm 5.17. For any positive energy representation E. there is a canonical iso-
morphism morphism 

H o mL G c ( £,, H(y) = H ü mf ; ï ( £ t C ). 

P R O O F.. Let ip : E —  Hy be a bounded intertwiner of positive energy representations. 

Associatedd to this is the G^-intertwiner 0 : E —> C defined by 

Inn Corollary 5.64. we wil l proof that there is an isomorphism Hy = ( i / ( v / A V ) c" ' . where 

#WZWW = ( J) H \ X' #A-
ACA; ; 

WoWo th ink of this Hubert space as the space of "square integrable" holomorphic sections 
off  the line bundle over LGc associated to the level H. central extension. By Schur's 
lemmaa we have 

Homr G,, (E.H(
W./M) ^ Hom(E .C). 

Takingg the G£-invariant part now gives the result. D 

Thiss Theorem can be interpreted as Frobenius reciprocity if we identify Hy as the 
inducedd module 

4^Ind^ : (C) ) 
associatedd to the inclusion G^ C LGc- hi this case, induction is defined in the 
followingg sense: Associated to a finite dimensional representation of G£ is the finite 
dimensionall  homogeneous vector bundle over LGc/G  ̂ = J\4{E). and the induced 
projectivee LGc-module is given by the holomorphic sections of this vector bundle 
twistedtwisted by the central extension of LGc at level (. This last step is essential and has 
thee consequence that one merely induces to a projective representation of LG at level 
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£.£. Observe that we are not claiming that in general this induced representation is 
unitaryy or has positive energy, although this is to be expected. For the representation 
inducedd from the trivial representation, we have verified this at hand. Notice that 
G^G  ̂ has many interesting finite dimensional holomorphic representations: For finite 
dimensionall  representations V i , . . . , Vn of G and points Z\,..., zn G E, one has the 
correspondingg evaluation module where G^ acts on VI ® . .. ® Vn through evaluation 
att the points z\,...zn. Induction from these modules gives an interesting class of 
representations,, see [Tel]. 

5.3.5.. Includin g marked points. To make our definition of quantization a 
truee generalization of the Borel Weil theorem for loop groups, that is, to include 
quantizationn of coadjoint orbits, it is necessary extend the analysis to include the case 
wheree the surface carries a number of marked points, that is, to define the quantization 
off  M(X.\i,..., Am). Recall, c.f. section 4.2.5, that this space is prequantizable at 
levell  I G N if and only if A i , . . . , Am G A*f. As in the unmarked case (corresponding 
too labels Ai = . .. = Am = 0) the quantum Hilbert space is defined using a state 
onn M. For convenience, consider the case when E has only one unlabeled boundary 
componentt and one marked points, i.e., we consider a complex surface E with <9E = S1 

andd a marked points z G E with label A G A^. 
Sincee AeAJ, one has 7 = exp£X G Z{G). Let k be the order I7I in Z(G), and define 
NN = £k, the smallest integer such that expNX = e G G. Choose a cyclic Ar-fold 
coveringg TT : £ — E, totally ramified over z, that is, there is an action of Z  ̂ on E 
thatt fixes only it~l{z). Identifying d£ = S1, the projection map is given by 

TT|ÖÈÈ :Sl — S\ w ^ w N . 

Considerr the trivial vector bundle Ë = E x V —> E with the Z.v-action given by 

kk  (x, v) v) = (k  x.cxp(kX)  v), k G ZN, (x, v) E t x V. 

Thiss action induces an action of Z^ on the space of holomorphic sections of E, which, 
whenn restricted to the boundary, induces an action on L2(<9E, V) = L 2(51, V) by 

kk  (w,v) - (e27rfcï/ iVcxp(JtA)  v). 

Noticee that this is also the action in a local coordinate z around the ramification 
pointss z — 0 of the projection 7r, and the order of vanishing of Z/v-invariant sections 
inducess the parabolic filtrations of [MeSe] at the parabolic points. Alternatively, 
thiss gives a flag inside the fiber Ez ~ CN at the parabolic point z G E. In any case, 
considerr now the subspace W^,N C L2(dÈ,V) of boundary values of holomorphic 
sectionss of É over È that are Z;v-invariant. From the action of ZN on E described 
above,, it is clear that this subspace descends to 

wwzzNN cL2(dE ,V7) . 

Ass explained in section 5.2.2, this defines a ray [0^E AJ] G P / "^ in which we pick a 
vectorr of unit norm. This gives a canonical state on AI defined by 
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onn M. Its associated GNS-representation. denoted by # L  A) . carries a positive energy 
representat ionn at level L This representation defines the quantization of A4(£ ,£ ). 
Noticee that the construction depends on the choice of a ramified cover of E. We wil l 
nott discuss this possible ambiguity. 

E x a m p l ee 5.18. As an example, let us consider the quantization of M(D.X), where 
DD is. as usual, the unit disk in the complex plane, with parabolic point 2 = 0 and 
weightt A É Af*. Observe that in this case M{D. A) = ö\. The iV-fol d cover is given 
byy the projection D —> £>. z i—> rN . with branch point 0 6 D. This is of course 
thee quotient map under the global action of Z j V on D given by z H^ a27rk,/y Z, which 
indeedd has a fixed point at 0. Using the isomorphism L2(SKV-t) = L2(Sl.V), the 
spacee Wp* corresponds to the closed subspace of L2(Sl.V) of elements that have a 
holomorphicc extension to D such that at z = 0 they lie in the flag determined by A 
inn £"(()) — CN. Therefore the cyclic vacuum vector Q(

x :— il (
x is an eigenvector of the 

Li ee algebra b gc C Lgc. and by [PS] Proposit ion 9.2.4 it generates an irreducible 
posit ivee energy representation. In fact, calculating the highest weight, one finds: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5 .19. Quantization of the coadjoint orbit ö\. A G 21 D Â *  gives rise to 
thethe irreducible LG-representation H\ at level (. 

I tt is in this sense that the quantization procedure adopted here generalizes the Borel 
Weill  theorem and incorporates the Kirillo v correspondence1 between coadjoint orbits 
andd irreducible representations. 

R e m a rkk 5.20. The twisting of vector bundles by the action of the center Z of G 
andd the associated twisted Fock spaces is also useful when quantizing M(T,.K). the 
modulii  space of flat A'-bundles, where A' is not simply-connected. In that case. 
MCE.K)MCE.K) is not connected, one has T T 0 ( A 1 ( S. A')) ~ Y := 7Ti(A'), and each connected 
componentt is isomorphic to M(T:)/r2g. where M(H) is the moduli space of flat 
bundless for the universal cover G of A', and one views 7T](A') = V C Z(G). More 
precisely,, the connected component labeled by -) € T carries a twisted action of LA ' 
byy 7 € Aut(LA') . These moduli spaces can therefore be quantized using our twisted 
Fockk spaces associated to G. However notice that one has to use induction with 
respectt to T2g to quantize the classical quotient giving M(T,,K). The freedom to 
inducee from different representations, not only the trivial representation, wil l lead to 
thee emergence of ^-angles [Lai ] . 

5 .3 .6.. O t h er  g roups. The construction in the previous sections leading to the 
quant izat ionn of J M ( S) can be done for any representation V of G instead of the 
fundamentall  one. result ing in a positive energy representation of LG at level d\-, 
wheree dy is the Dynkin index of V. One part icular aspect of this construction is the 
assignmentt of a holomorphic line bundle over Ai(X), the determinant line bundle 
off  the Cauchy Riemann operator coupled to the vector bundle associated to V. to a 
representat ionn V of G. Since the Dynkin index satisfies d\^\\- — d\ + d\V. this gives 
aa homomorphism 

R{G)^Y\c{M{X)), R{G)^Y\c{M{X)), 

wheree i?(G), the representation ring of G. is viewed only as an abelian group. In 
fact,, using the isomorphism of Lemma 4.13, this homomorphism is given by the map 
R(G)R(G) —  Z induced by V i—  dv, and descends to the one used in [KNR , LS] on the 
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finit ee dimensional moduli space associated to a closed curve. For G — SU(N), the 
definingg representation on V = CN happened to have Dynkin index dy — 1 and by 
takingg tensor powers, we defined a quantization at arbi t rary positive level. In other 
words,, for G = SU(N) the homomorphism R(G) —  Pic(.M(E)) is in fact surjective. 
Consult ingg the table in section 5.2 we see that the same construction works for the 
Li ee groups of type Cn, since the defining representation is also at level 1. For type 
BBnn and Dn, i.e., the Spin groups, one observes that dg = 2, and we only obtain 
quantizationss at even level, i.e., the image of R(G) in Pic(.M(E)) is only a subgroup 
off  index 2. As observed in [LS] for the Picard group of the finite dimensional moduli 
space,, the exceptional cases can be dealt with by the using the Pfafhan instead of the 
determinant: : 

Supposee that the representation V of G is of real type, i.e. there is a G-invariant 
bilinearr form B : V x V —+ C, which is related to the hermit ian inner product {  , ) on 
VV by B(vi,V2) = {vi, v2)- This means that V is isomorphic to the complexification of 
aa real orthogonal representation VR of G. V = V R & C . By integration, H — L2{Sl, V) 
inheritss the same structure, and we have H = H<&®C,  where H  ̂ = L2(Sl, VR). Next, 
choosee a Spin-structure on E, i.e., a holomorphic square root A ' 1/2 of the canonical 
bundlee of E. This induces a Spin-structure on the boundary, and we identify L 2{ 5 1 , V) 
wit hh square integrable sections of this bundle tensored with 1/, with inner product 

<^l,^2>> = j>  {tplA^y

Wee now consider the subspace WY, C L 2(C?E, V) of sections that extend to holomorphic 

sectionss of E eg) Kxl2. We already know, c.f. Remark 5.4, that W^, € Gr( / f ), but the 

essentiall  point is: 

Propos i t i onn 5 .21. W s € J{HR). 

P R O O F.. For two sections ib\ and tp2 of E — E £g> S. vse have by Stokes' theorem 

// B(ipi,dÈ-il> 2) =- B(dÈipi.y2) + f B{il>i,y 2). 
i ss JT. JOY. 

Thee space of holomorphic sections therefore forms an isotropic subspace of L2(Sl, V). 
Thee complex conjugate of WY. natural ly identifies with WY, = W "̂- Now consider the 
Schottkyy double E^ = SU51 E of E, obtained by gluing E to its complex conjugate E. 
Sincee the spin bundle has no global sections over Ef/, by Serre duality if 1 (Erf, 5) = 0, 
andd the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (5.8), when shrinking the neighbourhoods to E and 
E,, then gives the decomposition 

LL22(S\V)(S\V) = WxSWT, 

seee also [CH] , The subspace W^, is therefore maximal and W  ̂ G J(H^). D 

Thee proof of the following proposition is completely analogous to Proposit ion 5.1. 

Propos i t i onn 5.22. The action of LG on H defines an embedding LG ^ Orvii(H^), 

andand the resulting representation of LG on AHj is of positive energy at level f = dy/2. 

Givenn these two results, we can now proceed in a straightforward manner, completely 

analogouss to the case G = SU(N) before. For a classical simply connected, connected 

groupp of type Bn and D r i , one defines the algebra M as the von Neumann algebra 
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generatedd by the positive energy representation of LG on the £-fold tensor product 
off  the Hubert space of Proposit ion 5.22. By Proposit ion 5.21, a complex Riemann 
surfacee defines a s ta te on M. and the quantization of the moduli space of flat con-
nectionss at level L is defined as the positive energy representation associated to the 
GNSS representation of this state. As before, this defines a dense Hubert subspace of 
thee space of holomorphic section of the dual of the level t prequantum line bundle. 

5.3.7.. T h e space of Kah ler  po lar izat ions. As we have defined it . the quanti-
zat ionn of the moduli space of flat connections involves the choice of a complex structure 
onn the surface X. Such a choice is related to the choice of a polarization in the theory 
off  geometric; quantizat ion: Indeed, we have seen that a complex structure on X gives 
thee moduli space of flat, connections a Kahler structure, and the Hubert space H  ̂ is 
aa subspace of the space of holomorphic sections of the dual of the prequantum line 
bundle.. In this section we wil l examine the dependence of the quantization on the 
complexx structure on A'. 

L e m m aa 5.23. The positive energy representation H  ̂ depends only on the conformal 
equivalenceequivalence class o / E. 

P R O O F.. Recall that the Hilbert space ƒƒ£. as well as the representation of AI that 
itt carries, are completely determined by the state u)  ̂ € ^K- Let ƒ : E —> E' be a 
diffeomorphismm that is biholomorphic on the interior. By pull-back 

r k e r ( < 9s00 = ker(<9s), 

whichh shows that WY, — H E ' € Gr(H). Therefore, the states associated to E and E' 
aree ecu nil. and therefore, the resulting GNS representations are the same. D 

AA bundle of Hilbert spaces. Let X be a smooth two dimensional surface. Let 
uss now consider the Hilbert space H  ̂ for varying complex structures on X. By the 
previouss lemma, the Hubert space H  ̂ only depends on the class of E in £x, where 
£x£x is the moduli space1 of extended Riemann surfaces with the topology of A", as 
discussedd in section 2.5.1. First observe: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5 .24. There ts a smooth Diff+(Sl)-equt variant embedding£x  Gv^(H) 

P R O O F.. Of course, the map is induced by E i—> HAj £ Gr(H), which, as observed 
above,, depends only on the conformal equivalence class of E and therefore descends 
too a map £\ —* Gr(H). To see that it actually maps into the smooth part of Gr(H). 
observee that, by Corollary 5.6. the kernel and image of the projections 

p r j vv : W E -  ƒ/+- p i v £ : HAj -> H^ 

equall  the kernel and cokernel of the elliptic 3-operator on the closure of E, which, by 
ellipti cc regularity, consists of smooth functions. Therefore, one has WY £ Gvoc(H), 
Byy considering 1/2-densities on A", one easily observes, see (5.6). that it is Diff+fS 1)-
equivariant..

Composingg with the Pliicker embedding, one finds an embedding £\ ^ P(JF). which 
inn fact takes values in the projective space of the smooth vector for the Rot (S1)-act ion 
[PS].. Recall that there is an embedding P(JF) <-^> Mt, see e.g. [La i ] , induced by 
associatingg to a vector the corresponding vector state on M. This map is continuous 
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forr the Hilbert manifold topology on P(JF). and composing all maps, we find an 
embedding g 

(5.11)) Sx^M*-

Considerr now the bundle of Hilbert spaces Hx  8\ whose fiber at E G Ex is 
thee Hilbert space H  ̂ of definition 5.8, obtained by applying the GNS construction 
too the state CJ| on M given by the image of E in M* under the map 5.11. Since 
eachh H  ̂ C Tye, this bundle can be regarded as a subbundle of the bundle of Fock 
spacess under the embedding Ex  ̂ Gr^ f i / ) C Gr(/f). Consider the projective 
representationn of Diff+fS1) on F® . Since we have 

(5.12)) ^(f)xüi: = ^UWrUr'^Ami 

==  -K^UWAf)'1 &r*  vz e M, ƒ G Diff^s1), 
ÉM M 

thee action of Diff (S1) acts on Hx, covering its action on Ex- Associated to 7ix is 
aa bundle WHX of projective Hilbert spaces over £x, obtained by taking the fiberwise 
projectivee space. This bundle carries a true (i.e., not projective) action of Diff +(S'1). 
Onn the classical side, consider the bundle of Kahler spaces 

ZZxx:=(M(X)xT:=(M(X)xTxx)/r(X,dX), )/r(X,dX), 

wheree Tx the Teichmüller space of X, c.f. section 2.5.8 with its natural action of 
thee mapping class group T(X,dX). Its fiber at E G Ex is given by jVf(E), i.e., 
A4(X)A4(X) considered as a Kahler manifold when endowed with the complex structure 
obtainedd from the complex structure on E. Recall, c.f. Proposition 5.12, that this 
Kahlerr manifold can be embedded holomorphically in ¥(H^). This embedding can 
bee extended globally: 
Propositionn 5.25. There is a Diff +(51) x LG-equivariant embedding 

ZZxx — VHX 

Ex Ex 
wherewhere the D\S+(S1)-action covers the action on Ex-

PROOF.. First notice that although M{X) does not carry an action of Diff +(51), the 
bundlee Zx does: Let the covering group Kx act on M(X) x Tx by the product of 
itss action on Ai{X) given by Proposition 4.8 and its usual action on Tx- Since by 
thee short exact sequence (2.9) one has JCx/T(X,dX) = Diff +(5'1), this induces an 
actionn of Diff+fS1) on Zx-, which extends to an action of the semi-direct product 
Diff +(5'1)) K LG> where LG acts preserving the fibers. Next, it is easy to observe that 
thee fiberwise coherent state embedding extends to an obviously embedding Zx "-^ 
¥{H¥{Hxx)) which is obviously LG-equivariant.

Corollar yy 5.26. The following identity holds; 
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PROOF.. We know from the previous Proposit ion 5.25 that the map A(X) x J(X) —> 
^{Fy^{Fy11)) given by {A.J)  ̂ \VA is Rot (S ^-equivariant. The first term on the right-
handd side of the formula above exactly generates this T-flow on the image of the map 
above.. On the other hand, the second term generates a T-flow for which the map 
off  Proposit ion 5.24 is equivariant. namely the action generated by (Q,d/d6). This is 
exact lyy the map above, restricted to the slice A = 0. Therefore, the difference of the 
twoo generates a flow on P(JF{;*) that corresponds to the flow generated by the vector 
fieldd {d/dB. 0) on A{X) x J{X). But this induces the flow on M{X) generated by the 
energyy functional. As the Hamiltonian flows on the connected syinplectic manifold 
M(X)M(X) coincide, their generators can only differ by a constant. Evaluating at A — 0 
givess the equality above. D 

R e m a rkk 5.27. This identity generalizes similar identities for the rotation action on 
coadjointt orbits (i.e., LG-homogeneous spaces) in [PS]. Indeed, the rotation action 
onn a coadjoint orbit is Kahler. and therefore the second term vanishes by Proposit ion 
5.9.. and we find the usual identity associated to the coherent state embedding. 
R e m a rkk 5.28. There is a certain correspondence between Harish- Chandra pairs 
andd moduli spaces, see [FZ] . In this way, the moduli space of extended Rieniann 
surfacess £x is associated to the pair (Vectc^ '1) - D i f f + (S ' ) ). see Remark 2.22. The 
modulii  space of flat connections M{X) corresponds to the pair ( L g c . L G) associated 
too the loop group. Indeed, it follows from the isomorphism (4.15) that there is a 
surjectivee homomorphism Z,gc —*  TM{X). compatible with the loop group action. 
That.. A4(X) is in fact a global complex quotient of LG  ̂ in contrast to £x, corresponds 
too the fact that Lgc- unlike Vectet-S'1) is the Lie algebra of a group. Finally, the 
spacee Z\ constructed above is associated to the Harish Chandra pair (VectcfS'1) ex 
LgcDi f f+ fS ' 1)) K LG). 

TheThe Knizhnik-Zamalodchikov connection. Consider the1 bundle of Hubert spaces 
l~il~i xx -  ̂ £x. There is a natural projective connection on this bundle, which turns 
outt to be projectively flat. This means that the connection is only defined up to 
aa scalar, and its curvature is a scalar operator, i.e., it naturally descends to a flat, 
connectionn on the associated projective Hubert space bundle P 7 ^v . We call this the 
Knizhnikk Zamalodchikov (KZ) connection, since it is a natural generalization of the 
KZ-connectionn of the finite dimensional vector bundle of conformal blocks over the 
modulii  space of curves. 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.29. There exists an LG-equivariant projectively flat connection \7KZ 

onon the. Hubert bundle Tix —> £x

PROOF.. The construction of the connection is relatively easy given the fact that 
EExx carries a Harish-Chandra structure for the pair (Diff+fS 1). VectcfS1) ) . see [FZ] : 
Recalll  that a, flat connection on a bundle is equivalent to a lif t of the action of Lie 
algebraa of vector fields on the total space of the bundle. From this point, of view, 
aa projective connection is given by a projective action of the tangent vectors on the 
bundle,, liftin g the action on the base manifold. 
Recall,, c.f. (2.5). that the tangent space to £x is given by a quotient of the Lie algebra 
Vectc(5'1)-- Let us first consider the following action of the Virasoro algebra on Ff-11. 

(5.13)) V f z = 7rejr{Y) - T 4 ( F ) . Y e VectcfS1) . 
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Thiss is the difference between the natural action of the Virasoro algebra on the Fock 
space,, and its action given by the Segal-Sugawara construction. Notice that the coset 
construction,, (see Lemma 5.2), implies that this indeed gives a projective action of 
Vir .. The same lemma also implies that this action commutes with M, i.e., the KZ~ 
connectionn is LG-equivariant. Since the first term is the infinitesimal of the global 
actionn (5.12), and the Segal-Sugawara operators act by inner derivations on M, it 
iss clear that this action, seen as an action on a bundle of Fock spaces, preserves the 
subbundlee Hx. In order to define a projective connection, we must show that this in 
factt describes an action of the tangent vectors of £x on He

x. In view of (2.5) this is 
equivalentt to showing that, for each £ G £x the subalgebra Vectc(S) acts trivially 
onn the fiber H^. Since the positive energy representation H  ̂ is cyclically generated 
byy the vacuum vector Qf^, and the connection is LG-equivariant. it suffices to show 
thatt Q  ̂ is annihilated by Vectc(E). For the first term in the representation above, 
thiss follows immediately from the construction of Q^, and for the second term this is 
givenn by Proposition 5.9. 
Too calculate the curvature, one uses the commutation relations in the Virasoro algebra 
too find 

K{Y^YK{Y^Y22)) := V £ f y a ] - [ V £ Z , V ? / ] [Yi,Y[Yi,Y2 2 

££ dim g 

(*(*  + c) 
c(Y^Yc(Y^Y22)l)lH{ H{ 

Noticee that the commutation relations coming from the first term in (5.13) do not con-
tributee to the curvature, since, as we have seen in (5.12). this comes from a Diff+fS1)-
equivariantt embedding (5.11). D 

Remarkk 5.30. This proposition leaves two fundamental questions unanswered: First, 
iss this connection integrable? Notice that in infinite dimensions this is a highly non-
triviall  question. Given the homotopy structure of £x, c.f. (2.4), integrability would 
implyy the existence of a projective representation of the mapping class group on the 
multiplicityy spaces of H^. Second, is this connection Hermitian for the inner product 
onn H^'! The answer to this question is clearly no. since the representation of the 
Virasoroo algebra given by the Segal Sugawara construction contains a selfadjoint as 
welll  as a skew-adjoint part. Notice that the "unitary direction" in this sense is exactly 
thee real subalgebra VectfS1) which integrates to the projective unitary representation 
off  Diff^S 1). This merely changes the boundary parameterization of the Riemann 
surface,, i.e., leaves the "real moduli" untouched. We will deal with these questions 
laterr on. 

Forr the vector bundle of conformal blocks over the moduli space of curves, there is a 
secondd construction of a projective flat connection [Hi] , called Hitchin's connection, 
whichh is proved to be isomorphic to the KZ-connection in [La], generalizing earlier 
workk [BL] . This construction uses differential geometry on the moduli space of curves, 
insteadd of representation theory, and therefore does not admit a straightforward gen-
eralizationn to the infinite dimensional case. 
Finally,, OIK1 might ask whether there is a line bundle L over £x with connection 
suchh that the tensor product L ® Hx with the product connection is flat. Clearly, 
alll  that is required is the existence of a projective action of the Virasoro algebra on 
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suchh a line bundle with central charge opposite to that of H'x. Therefore, one can 
constructt such a line bundle from a suitable conformal field theory in the sense of 
Definitionn 2.2G. For the finite dimensional vector bundle of conformal blocks, such a 
linee bundle was constructed in [AU] using a simple conformal field theory of fermions 
onn Riernann surfaces, see Theorem 5.31. although these authors use a different (finite 
dimensional)) construction of CFT's. I t is not difficul t to extend this approach to our 
infinit ee dimensional case. Notice that this wil l not solve the problem of unitarity. that 
is.. the product connection on L S ft'Y wil l not be hermitian. 

5.3.8.. C o m p l ex cobord isms a nd co r respondences. Thus far. we have mainly 
beenn concerned with Riernann surfaces with one boundary component. We now ex-
tendd our constructions to general complex cobordisms. 

FermionsFermions on a Riernann surface. Recall the axiomatic approach to conformal field 
theoryy described in section 2.26. Before proceeding, we describe an example of such a 
conformall  field theory, due to G. Segal [S2], which describes fermions on a Riernann 
surface.. Its structure, most importantly its gluing properties, wil l be used later on. 
Considerr a Riernann surface E <= £,„,„.  We have a decomposition of the boundary 
Hubertt space H = L2(dY..V) = L2(0Xin,V) ®_L2{dE<nit,V) and consequently the 
Fockk space associated to H is given by T = Tïn S .F„u t. where Tm = Tf™ and 
"̂..ut.. —  and the complex conjugation occurs because of the orientation of the 

boundaryy components. By Proposition 5.3. E determines a point Wv, e Gr(H). and 
therefore,, by the Phicker embedding, a ray [Qs] e ?(ƒ"). This gives, up to a. scalar, a 
t racee class operator 

T h e o r emm 5.31 (G. Segal [S2]). The functor T. uniquely determined byT{Sl) = Ty. 
andand r ( S) = J*:, defines a conformal field theory with central charge c = d imfV) . In 
particular,particular, the following identities hold, 

di in(Ms)) = d im( IFS l) + d i m ( Ur
S 2) 

TEE = r r E 2 o T v r c G C* 

whenwhen gluing E] <E £„,,„  and E2 € £nj-, i.e., E = E] U5i E2. 

Wee wil l not give a proof of this theorem. It follows from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
forr cohomology of the sheaf £ of holomorphic sections of the trivial vector bundle E = 
EE x V. although it should be remarked that the second expression is multiplicative, 
ra therr than addit ive like the gluing of section of sheaves. Notice that the first equality 
cann be explicitly checked from the expression in Proposit ion 5.3. For a proof of the 
secondd equality, see [H] or the higher dimensional version in [MiSc] . The level is 
mostt easily read off from the cocycle of the relevant projective unitary representation 
off  Diff+fS 1) on the Fock space T, given in [PS]. 

R e m a rkk 5.32. When E has no boundary, we obtain the identities 

index(0Ê)) = dim( VFEl) + dim( VFSs) 

De t (c^)) = ( 0 ^ , ^ ) . 

Noticee that in this case E is compact, and therefore the Cauchy-Riemann operator BE 
iss Fredholm and has an index and a determinant. The first equation of course gives 
exactlyy the Riernann Roch number. When one applies the construction of section 
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5.3.6,, one finds a similar identity, but now for the Pfaffian of the ^-operator, when 
twistedd by a Spin structure. 

Bimodules.Bimodules. Now. for a general complex cobordism E E Sm_n, we get by Theorem 
5.311 a ray of trace class maps in which we choose one T  ̂ : F  ̂ — ̂ out of unit trace 
norm,, i.e.. | |Ts| |i = 1. Let Kin be the von Neumann algebra defined on JFin by the re-
foldd tensor product M®m and Kout the algebra defined as M®n. Recall the definition 
off  the quantum Hubert space in section 5.3 as the GNS representation associated to 
thee state on M induced by the conformal field theory 5.31. This time we Let H  ̂ be 
thee Hubert space completion of Kin ® Kout in the the positive sesquilinear form 

(ki(ki ® k2, ks 0 £4)s := tvTx( (k^T^k^k^T^k ̂ . 
out t 

Togetherr with the obvious left and right action of A'in and Kout this produces a Kin-
KKoutout correspondence. By definition, this correspondence is cyclic. Observe that the 
generatingg vector T^ intertwines the G^-action; 

(5.14)) TsVm = Vout^E, V((pin,^out) e Gc. 

Usingg the isomorphism in section 5.2.1, \f_g = M/ p, we actually get a bimodulc 

-ftinn > ^S < ^out-

Itt wil l be clear that all properties of the positive energy representation associated 
too a Riemann surface with one boundary component have a natural generalization 
too these correspondences: The underlying Hubert spaces form a smooth bundle over 
££mjTlmjTl and there is a natural projective flat connection of this bundle. Furthermore, 
thee following proposition follows immediately from the definitions. 
Propositionn 5.33. The assignment £nun —> {A/®" ' - M*T' bimodules}, given by 
££ t—> H  ̂ satisfies the following properties, 

i)i)  It is Sm x Sn-equivariant. 
ii)ii)  The flip operation £m,„  —> £m- i , n+i is implemented by the inversion auto-

morphismmorphism j of M. 
Hi)Hi)  H^^Hx-

AA natural question is whether this assignment defines a functor from the complex 
cobordismm category to the category of (isomorphism classes of) correspondences over 
vonn Neumann algebras. In other words, does the gluing of Riemann surfaces corre-
spondd to taking the relative tensor product over M'? Since the H  ̂ are obtained by 
quantizingg the moduli space of flat connections M{T.) and given the "gluing equals re-
duction""  theorem 4.16, this functoriality would be given by a "quantization commutes 
withh reduction" theorem. We now turn to this question. 

5.4.. Quantized reduction 

Wee are going to apply a general definition of "quantized reduction", i.e., a procedure 
aimingg to quantize the notion of symplectic reduction, advocated in [La2], According 
too this scheme, quantization should be a functor from the category of dual pairs over 
Poissonn spaces to the category of bimodules over von Neumann algebras. This means 
thatt dual pairs should be mapped into correspondences, and in particular, symplectic 
reductionn should be quantized by the relative tensor product over von Neumann 
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algebras.. Remark that this notion of quantized reduction is extremely general and 
coverss all cases of interest, besides the usual action of a compact Lie group, where it is 
equivalentt to the usual notion of quantized reduction in terms of taking invariants. In 
ourr case, we have already defined the map associated to this ^'quantization functor": 
Thee Poisson space Lg*t is quantized by the algebra M!y-n. and the dual pair given by 
thee moduli space of flat connections M{L) over a general cobordism E : <9£in ~*  d £o ut 

hass been quantized in section 5.3.8 to the bimodule K1U —  H  ̂ <— KmiX. By Theorem 
4.16.. we now observe that functoriality of quantization is equivalent to functoriality 
ass expressed at the end of the previous section, namely as a functor from the complex 
cobordismm category to the category of von Neumann algebras and correspondences 
constructedd in chapter 3. 

5 .4 .1.. T h e s tanda rd for m of M. To actually compute the relative tensor 
product,, we need to find a Hilbert space on which M acts in standard form. c.f. 
sectionn 3.2.3. Motivated by the fact that such a bimodule acts as a left and right 
unitt for the quantum reduction procedure, c.f. Proposition 3.8, as well as by the 
classicall  property (4.17) of the svmplectic groupoid. a natural candidate is given by 
HHee

AA.. AeS. 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.34. The M - M bimodule H(
A, AeS gives M in standard form. 

PROOF.. The Hilbert space HA clearly carries commuting right and left actions of M. 
i.e.,, M C ( M ° P ) ' and A / ° P C M'. By Proposit ion 5.12, there is a dense embedding 
M{A)M{A) C P ( # i ). Now consider the action of LGC onM(A) associated to the incoming 
boundary.. Since the subset of elements admit t ing a holomorphic extension to A is 
densee in LGc, it follows from the isomorphism (4.15) that the map 

LGLGCC ^ M(A), v^ip-d 

hass dense image. Since the action of 7i(LGc) C M covers the one of LGC on M(A) C 
P ( i ^ ) ,, we therefore conclude that it{LGc)Q.eA forms a dense subset of H\. The same 
reasoningg applies to the right action of of M, and therefore 

ImImAA =HA= W^A. AeS. 

Hencee the vacuum vector is cyclic and separating, and this implies by the Tomi ta-
Takesakii  theorem that M acts on HA in standard form. D 

Coro l la r yy 5.35. For A G S. there is an isomorphism 

AGA;; AGA; 

PROOF.. AS we have seen, M = SA e A ; J3 ( i /A ) , so the right-hand side clearly gives 
MM in s tandard form. But the standard form is unique up to unitary equivalence, 
thereforee the result follows.

ModularModular theory. I t is not difficul t to calculate the action of the modular auto-
morphismm group associated with this realization of the standard form of M. For 
simplicity,, we consider the annulus A(J. for some q e (0,1) see section 2.5.7. Such a 
surfacee induces a vacuum vector 
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whichh in turn induces a trace class operator Tq. This operator is easy to determine 
explicitlyy by realizing that these operators should induce an involutive representation 
off  the semigroup C*<1. As shown in [PS], this semigroup has a canonical action on the 
Grassmanniann Gr(H), which is implemented on the Fock space Fy£ by the operators 

thatt is, T* = qD, where D is the energy operator on Ffr
( generating the action of 

Ro t f ^1) .. Therefore, this representation clearly extends to an involutive representation 
off  the semigroup Q , = {2 G C, 0 < |z| < 1} , where the ' 'boundary" \z\ = 1 gives 
thee action of Rot fS1) . 
Wi t hh this notat ion the state uiq on M associated to the annulus Aq can be wri t ten as 

t r ^ ff  (qDxqD) 
(5.15)) Jq{x) =  v

 2 , x € AL 
l|yy II2 

Thee factor in the denominator is put in for normalization, i.e., to ensure that ||CL^|| = 1. 

Byy Remark 5.32 it can be identified as the determinant of the d-operator on an elliptic 

curvee with modular parameter q = e2 7" r . 

T h e o r emm 5.36. The action of the modular group oq : R —  Au t (M ) associated to 
thethe cyclic and separating vector Qq G HA is given by rotation, i.e., 

(5.16)) aq
t(x) =  ê oSqL0xe-itioSqL  ̂ x € M 

PROOF.. View H* := HA as a closed subspace of B2 (Fy*) by extending the map 

byy left and right AZ-equivariance. Recall, c.f. section 3.2.3, that the modular operators 
associatedd to a standard form can be easily read off from the structure a left-Hilbert 
algebraa on a dense subspace of Hq. In fact, this subspace is simply M£lq Q Hq with 
algebraa structure given by {xQe

q)  (yftq) = xyQq, x.y G M , and the ^-operator S by 
(xQ(xQff)*)*  = x*Of . Writing S — J A, one easily checks that the modular operators are 
givenn by the restriction of 

J{x)J{x) = x\ A(x) = qDxq~D. x € B2 (Tf) , 

too Hi . Notice that A is unbounded, since it involves the unbounded inverse of qD. 

Now,, using the coset construction, Lemma 5.2 to write D — L0 + A 0 , and observing 

that t 
qqit*„it*„  = e« t logqa„  ez(M), 

thee statement of the theorem follows.

R e m a rkk 5.37. States such as the one given by the vector Qq are known as KM S 

statess [T] , In fact, comparing to the standard terminology, the state ujq defined by 

UUqq has a temperature given bv 

logg q 
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wit hh respect to the "Hamiltonian" L0. Notice that this temperature depends on the 
geometryy of A. I t goes to infinit y as the annulus shrinks to a circle, i.e.. in the limi t 
wheree q —> 1. This limi t is precisely in the Shilov boundary of the semigroup of 
aimuli,, i.e., the group Dif f +{5 1) . 

I tt is interesting to look at some consequences of the Tomita Takesaki theory in our 
casee since it gives (by operator-theoretical means) a number of results that can be 
checkedd geometrically, showing the interplay between geometry and operator algebras 
inn our approach. First of all. since the vacuum vector Sl( is annihilated by A, 

A ^^ = 0. 

itt follows from Theorem 5.36 that Q(
q is invariant under the rotation action. This is 

confirmedd by (2.6) and Proposition 5.9. precisely because the rotation action consid-
eredd is the diagonal action of Rot^S1) at both boundaries of the given annulus. We 
thereforee conclude that the vacuum vector lies in the zero-energy subspaces of Hf

( . 

ïïïïqq E H'q(0). Furthermore, the theory predicts that for x G M that lie in the dense 
domainn of definition of the analytic continuation aq . ,„  that 

-i/2 -i/2 

(5.i7)) xuf
q = ny_ir2(x). 

Noww consider the group G'c" C LGc x LGc of holoinorphic maps from Aq to GQ. 
Elementss of this subgroup are represented as (^ i n . ^ I ) l l t ) . Given the expression of the 
modularr automorphism group by inner automorphisms implementing the rotat ion 
act ionn on M. it wil l be clear that 

Combiningg this equation with (5.17). one finds equation (5.14). 

TheThe Radon Nikodym derivative. We now let the standard form H\ vary over the 
semigroupp of annuli. Of course, by Corollary 5.35, all Hilbert spaces are isomorphic, 
butt we want to find explicit isomorphisms, which, in a sense1, integrate the connection 
onn this bundle. For this, we use Connes*  Radon Nikodym derivative for von Neumann 
algebras,, see e.g. [Con, T ] , This derivative measures the change between two faithful 
normall  semifmite weights on a von Neumann algebra M and reduces to the classical 
Radonn Nikodym derivative when M = L'x-(X,fi) and the weights are given by mea-
suress on X. For a general von Neumann algebra, it gives an explicit transformation 
off  the whole modular theory defined by two weights on M (see below). In particu-
lar,, it shows that the actions of M by the modular automorphism groups associated 
too different weights differ by inner automorphism, showing that the class induced in 
Out(Af)) = A u t ( A / ) / I n n ( M ) is an invariant of M. Its use for the construction of the 
relativee tensor product over M conies from the fact that it gives the transformation 
rulee to go from one weight to another, showing independence of the construction on 
thee weight chosen, up to uni tary equivalence. Of course, we only apply this to our 
familyy of states u>q. c.f. (5.15), for q e (0,1). First we need the following: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.38. For q E (0.1). there exists a unique normal linear map Sq : 

BB (F$e) -> M that satisfies 

i)i)  Il£,(*)|| < Ikll - V.re B ( J ^ ). 
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ii)ii)  £q{x) = X, Vx G M 

in)in) Jq{x)=Jq(Eq{x)), V i e B ( ^ ) 

iv)iv) £q(x*x) > 0, V x G B (Ff/) 

v)v) £q{axb) = a£q{x)b, Va, 6 £ M , x € £ ( ^ £ ) 

vi)vi) £q{x)*£q(x) < £q{x*x). Vx G B (Tf) 

PROOF.. The map £q is the conditional expectation associated to the inclusion M C 

BB {Fyi) and the weight ujq on B {Fy()- Existence and uniqueness of such a map fol-

lowss from the invariance of M under the modular automorphism group oq
t of B [Ty ) . 

seee [T] chapter IX . Following the proof of Theorem 5.36, one easily observes that the 

modularr automorphism group of this weight on B (Fyf') is given by 

aaqq
tt((xx)) = ei n o g 9 Dx e - i t l o g f / D , xeB (Tf) . 

Becausee of the factorization D — L 0 + A , this automorphism group reduces to the 
expressionn (5.16) on the subset M C B(Tye), and therefore leaves M invariant. 
Thiss invariance of M under the modular automorphism group uniquely determines 
thee conditional expectation. Notice that properties iv) - vi) are consequences of 
i)i)  — Hi). n 

Noww we consider two states u)qi and OJ ,̂ with 0 < q\ < q2 < 1, associated to two 
annulii  A  ̂ and Aq.2. Recall, see e.g. [Con], that the Radon - Nikodym derivative, 
denotedd ut := [Dujq\ : Dujq2)t: is the unique continuous map ut : R — U(M) (unitary 
operatorss in M) satisfying the following three properties: 

i)ui)uu+t2u+t2 = « t . ^ K J V t x ^ a e R, 

(5.18)) ii) o-f{x) = uto?{x)u*t Vi G R, .r G AL 

££ '~^ = u/ [iftioxu-iio ] Vx G A/. ™«JJ o;gi ^xj = wq2 ^ _ ! / 2 a ; t j _ l / 2 ^ 

Propos i t i onn 5.39. Le£ 0 < qi < qi < 1. 77ie Radon-Nikodym derivative of the two 

statesstates u>qi and ujq2 is given by 

(DJ(DJqiqi : DJq2)t = r«l ( f t exp (2it]og(Ql/q2)L0) G A/. 

tuttfii  umgue T ^ G Z ( M ) fl ( / (M ) satisfying T ^ T  ̂ = r ^ , / or qx < q2 < q3. 

PROOF.. Consider the map ut : R —  £/(A/) given by 

ii  D M \ 2it 
|<?11 | |2 \ c / / / s.2itD 

// 11 Dn \ z " 
// 9L 2 \ c (( 1 > UU**  = n DM  £Q2 ( (91/92, 

Wee claim that this is in fact the Radon Nikodym derivative: First, it follows from 
propertiess Hi) and v) in Proposit ion 5.38 of the conditional expectation, that this 
mapp satisfies (5.18) Hi). Next, observe that since D — L{) + A 0 , property Hi) above 
allowss one to rewrite 

002ii2ii  log'(<7L/r/2)^o 
£?22 ( ( 9 i / 9 2 )2 " D ) =£q.2 {[qi/fi'if) 

Observee that for y G A/' , one has £q(y) G Z(M). Therefore the first factor in this 
expressionn above lies in the center Z{M), and this explains the general form of the 
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derivative.. Comparing with the explicit expression (5.16) of the modular automor-
phismm group in Theorem 5.36, propertyy ii)  of (5.18) is immediate. The first property 
iss trivial to check.

Thee explicit expression above immediately shows that 

(5.19)) (DuJ, : Du4)( (Ooi : DjJf = (Djqt : D < ) ( . 

Thiss is in fact the chain rule for the Radon Nikodym derivative. Next, define 

bbqiqi,,q2q2 := (DJqi : Du;fq2)_i/2, 

andd notice that this defines an element of M for 0 < qi < q2 < 1. In general, this 
followss from the fact that oJf < C^f . 

Corollar yy 5.40. For qi < q2, the map Uqi(]2(x) — xbq^q2 extends to a unitary 
isomorphismisomorphism Uqxq2 : L2(A/.u;^) —> L2{\Luje(]2), which satisfies 

f-5-2»)) K^L,  = vU-
forfor q\ <q2< q:i-

P R O O F.. Since qx < q2, on has bqi.q.2 G A/, and by property ii)  of (5.18) the map 
UUqiqqiq..22 i« isometric for the norms on M induced by the states uiqi and LJ( . It therefore 
extendss to the alluded unitary isomorphism. The composition property follows from 
thee chain rule (5.19). D 

Thiss result gives us the desired isomorphisms as the Hilbert bundle H(
c varies over 

thee semigroup (0,1). The semigroup property (5.20) shows that these isomorphisms 
aree compatible with the order structure in the semigroup. Using the action of the 
Diff +(S'1)) one can extend this result, to the whole semigroup of annuli *S, see section 
5.6.33 where we also compare to the KZ-connection. 

TheThe limit q  1. We now want to consider the limi t in which the annuli Aq 

shrinkk to a circle, i.e.. the limit q — 1. Geometrically, this means that A approaches 
thee Shilov boundary of 5. the non-existing unit element of the semigroup. Therefore, 
thee limi t q —  1 of uoq does not exist as a faithful state. However, there is a way to 
takee the limit q —> 1 so as to obtain a standard form of M that is. in some sense, 
canonical.. For this, observe that by Corollary 5.40 the family HA , for q e (0. 1) forms 
aa directed system of Hilbert spaces: For (/[ < q2, there are unitary isomorphisms 

 HAfn ^Hk.2 that satisfy 

uuff uf = u( 

Therefore,, we can take the inductive limi t (see [KRj) 

L 2(A/ ) := l imt f^ . . 

Thiss is a Hilbert space with the universal property that for each q £ (0.1) there exists 
aa canonical isoinetry Uq : HA —> Z2(A/) , such that for qi < q2 the following triangle 
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commutes: : 

9l9l-- L2(M) 

Observee that the canonical s tandard form of M constructed using half densities on 
MM [Con], has exactly this property for all faithful semifinite normal weights. Taking 
thee direct limi t is our way of making the standard form natural with respect to the 
familyy of weights ujq, q € (0, 1). 
Thee universal property above ensures uniqueness of the direct limit , provided it exists. 
A nn explicit construction is given as follows: Let B be the the quotient of the vector 
spacee of sequences {ipq G HA ,q G (0,1)}  by the subspace of sequences such that 
l i m ^ ii  ||V>q||//A = 0. The Hilbert space L2(M) is the completion of B in the norm 

\\{%}\\=\\{%}\\=  SUp \\ q̂\\HAq. 
9€(0,1) ) 

TheThe Hilbert space of the Wess-Zumino Witten model. We now give another, 
canonicall  construction of the direct limi t Hilbert space L2(M). Consider the defining 
representationn of M on the Fock space Fy( and let p G A/' , p :=  ©AGA*PA be the pro-
jectionn defined by taking the direct sum of projections p\ onto an irreducible subspace 
off  T® of type A e A ^ . Of course, we have a canonical choice of the projections p\ by 
takingg the highest weight vectors of G — SU(N) in the zero energy space of T®(, but 
thee following construction is independent of such a choice: Namely the tracial weight 
onn M defined by 

(5.21)) T{X) := tr^fixp), x G M 

iss canonically defined and is clearly faithful semifinite and normal. The standard form 
associatedd to r is evidently given by 

LL22{M,T)={M,T)=  0 B2(HX). 
AA  e A; 

Thiss Hilbert space is the Hilbert space of the Wess Zumino Wit ten model and for this 

reasonn we wil l denote this Hilbert space by i/(Vzw- To prove that this Hilbert space 

iss the direct limi t of the Hl
A as q —> 1, we have to specify unitary isomorphisms 

U'U'qq : HAq - # 4 -z w , such that U^U  ̂ = U* r for 0 < Ql < q2 < 1. and use the 

universall  property of the direct limit . 

Forr this, we consider the Radon Nikodym derivative the weights uA q G (0,1) and 

r .. Using the defining properties (5.18), one easily deduces that the derivative is given 

by y 

{DJ{DJqq : Dr)t = r ^2 , ' t L « G M, 

withh Tf
q G U(AI) D Z(M) given by a normalization factor. Again, by the general 

propertiess of the Radon-Nikodym derivative, or by direct inspection, the chain rule 
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holds,, i.e.. 

( HH : DJq2)t{DJq,2 : Dr)t = (DwJ, : Dr)t. 0 < 9 i < g2 < 1. 

Therefore,, the map £/̂  : xQ.A *—> xbq, with 6g — {Diüq : D r ) _ , /2 € A/, defines a uni-

taryy isomorphism Hf
A = H ( v z w . The Chain rule for the Radon Nikodym derivative 

impliess the property 

UUff U( = U( . 

Byy the universal property of the direct limit , this induces a unique isomorphism 
L 2 ( M ) - < Z W . . 

Duality.Duality. To define the dual of a positive energy representation H at level £ one has 
too be careful: First observe that the dual Hubert space H merely carries a projective 
uni taryy representation at level —/. However, using the inversion z »—> z^1 on the circle 
onee finds again a representation at level /: 

Def in i t i o nn 5 .41. Let H be a positive energy representation. Its dual H* E Rept(LG) 

iss defined by lett ing M act on H through the automorphism j . 

Onee easy consequence of this definition is the following: 

L e m m aa 5.42. There is an isomorphism H  ̂ = H*\ where * : AJ -  ̂ Af is the 
involutioninvolution given by the longest Weyl group element. 

P R O O F.. One easily checks that the dual of an irreducible representation is again 
irreducible.. We therefore only need to determine the irreducible representation of G 
onn the zero energy subspace of Hy Since H\(0) = V\ and G is left pointwise fixed 
byy the automorphism j , one easily observes that H*\(0) = V£ = V*\. D 

Coro l la r yy 5 .43. Up to a complex scalar, there is a unique LG-invariant vector in 

HHxx -3 H*x 

P R O O F.. This follows from Schur's lemma, combined with the duality above. D 

Comparee this with the similar situation for compact Lie groups. Next, consider the 

familyy of vacuum vectors $Y G HA . q E (0. f) . These form a vector ü (v z v v in the 

directt limi t L2{M) by 

^WZWW = { ^ \ K/€(0.1)-

Alternatively,, one can think of this vector as the limi t 

(5.22)) n ( v z w : = l i m n ; e < z w . 

wheree Hf is considered, with the help of the isometrics Uq. as a continuous family 
off  vectors in / / ( v z w . Notice that, since \\ft(\\ — 1. Vg € (0.1), the vector ^ ( v z w 

iss nonzero. Every ile lies in the zero energy subspace of H(VZA V with respect to 
thee diagonal Rot(S'1)-action. see the discussion following Remark 5.37. and therefore 
i^wzvvv also has energy zero. Even more, it. follows from equation (5.f 7) that f2(v zw 6 
H ( v z ww is LG-invariant with respect to the diagonal LG-action. Combining these two 
factss and looking at the canonical decomposition of 7 / (v z w, one finds that f2(v zw = 
(&\v\.(&\v\. where up to a complex scalar in each irreducible representation v\ G \ \ ® V+\ 

iss the vector described in Corollarv 5.43. 
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5.4.2.. The tensor  product over  M. After this discusion of the standard form, 
wee are ready to construct the tensor product over M. Consider two positive energy 
representationss H\ and H2 at level £, which we alternatively view as M-modules. Now 
lett LG act on H2 by the automorphism I. Since this changes the level by I >—> — £} the 
diagonall  LG action on the tensor product Hi <g> H2 is at level 0. Therefore there is no 
obstructionn to liftin g the action of the loop group LG to a continuous homomorphism 
LGLG —> U{H\® H2). by definition, two such liftings differ by a homomorphism LG —> 
T,, and since HomfXyG, T) = 1 (see [PS]) the lif t is unique. It follows that the LG-
invariantt subspace of H\ ® H2 is unambiguously defined. Infinitesimally, using the 
representationn of the Lie algebra Lg on the subspace of smooth vectors of Hi®H2, the 
smoothh vectors in this subspace are characterized by the fact that they are annihilated 
byy the action of Lg; 

(X{0)(X{0) ® 1 + 1 ® Y{-9)) ip = 0, il>eH1®H2, X,Y eLg. 

Onn the other hand, we can take the tensor product over M of H\ (considered as a left 
Af-module)) and H2 (with its natural structure as a right M-module). As explained in 
sectionn 3.2.4, one can compute this tensor product from any faithful normal semifmite 
weightt on M. We now have: 

Propositionn 5.44. For positive energy representations H\ and H2, there is an iso-
morphism morphism 

HiMHiMMMH~H~22̂ {Hi®H^{Hi®H 22))
LGLG. . 

PROOF.. Any faithful normal semifmite weight on M gives an isomorphism 

(5.23)) M * 0 dxB(Hx), 
AGA; ; 

withh d\ > 0 positive constants. It follows from Schur's lemma and Corollary 5.35 
that t 

HHxx B M H ^ f C if Ai = A2 
11 2 1 0 otherwise 

Thereforee the Proposition follows by decomposing Hx and H2 into irreducibles. D 

Recalll  from section 3.2.4 that there is no natural projection Hi ® H2 —  Hi MM H2, 
likee there is a natural projection n : Hi <S> H2 —> (Hi 0 H2)

LG. For this one has 
too choose a specific weight v in which case one obtains a projection is» : D(H\, v) 0 
HH22 —> H\ S„  H2, where D(H\,v) is the dense subspace of ^-bounded vectors. One 
possiblee choice would be to take the state u)lq defined by the annulus Aq e »S. Its 
associatedd subspace of u^-bounded vectors in an M-module H is denoted by D(H,q). 
Denotee by Hi Mq H2 the relative tensor product associated to the faithful state uo1. 
Recalll  that this Hubert space is formed by introducing the pre-inner product (3.1) on 
D(Hi,D(Hi, q) ® Hi, which can be written as 

wheree R  ̂ and Lr} denote the bounded intertwiners from HA to Hly i — 1,2 associated 
too £, 77 £ D(Hi, q). As explained in section 3.2.4, on takes the quotient by the kernel 
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off  this pre-inner product and completes to obtain the relative tensor product. The 
projectionn nq : D{H\. q)&H\ —> Hi^qH2 is induced by the quotient map dividing out 
thee kernel of the pre-inner product. This projection operator satisfies the balancing 
proper ty y 

Kq(&Kq(& ®q 'I) = Kqit &q aQ_{/2{X)T}). 

seee Remark 3.9. To have bet ter balancing properties, one would like to take the limi t 
ass q approaches 1 so that the action of the modular automorphism group becomes 
trivial ,, just like in the construction of the standard form of M in section 5.4.1. For 
this,, we investigate how the relative tensor product H\ Mq H2 depends on q 6 (0,1). 
Firstt observe: 
L e m m aa 5.45. Suppose 0 < q\ < q2 < 1- Then D(H,qi) C D(H,q2). 

PROOF.. Let £ e D(H.qi). i.e. there is a constant Q > 0 such that 

H£*ll<QlklUlÉll -- V j -eJ iv 
Sincee M<n C Mqi. it follows that £ G D(H, q2). D 

Byy the general theory of the relative tensor product, the Hubert spaces Hi Kl7l H2 

andd H\ E,/2 H2 for 0 < q\ < q2 < 1 are isomorphic. Explicitly, this isomorphism is 

inducedd by the linear map U  ̂ q.2 : D(Hi.q2) ® H2 —> D{H\,q\) ® H2 given by 

Onee easily c;hecks that this is an isometry for the pre-inner product (3.1) on both 
spaces,, and therefore extends to a unitary isomorphism 

U^U  ̂ >92 : Hi B,/3 H2 —> tf 1 Mqi H2. 

Ass for the standard form of Al, these Hubert spaces and isomorphisms build a directed 
systemm of Hilbert spaces. 

Again,, we now take the inductive limi t and define 

HiHi  MAI ~H2 := lim Hx Mq ~H2. 

Byy definition, this Hilbert space has the universal property that for any q € (0,1), 
theree is a natural isomorphism Uf : H\ MM H2 —  H] Klq H2 such that for q\ < q2 < q:i 

thee diagram 
UUf f 

HiHi  M(j{ H2 *^  Hi mM H2 

commutes.. Recall that Connes' relative tensor product [Con] has this very same 
proper tyy for all faithful semifinite normal weights on M. whereas we have simply 
pickedd a natural family of weights. 
Too obtain a projection operator with the right properties, consider the weight r on 
MM defined in (5.21). 
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Lemmaa 5.46. D{H,q) C D(H,T), Vg G (0,1) 

PROOF.. Since qD = qL°qA°, it is clear from the definition (5.15) of the state ioe
q that 

theree exists a positive constant Cq > 0 such that 

wj(ar)) < Cqtrr{xqLop) < Cqr(x). 

Fromm this estimate one immediately finds that D(H,q) C D(H,T), and the result 
follows.. D 

Thee weight r gives us a projection TTT : D(H\,T) ® H2  H\ MM H2 with exactly the 
rightt properties: 
Propositionn 5.47. The natural inclusion D{H\,T) ® H2 '—* Hi (g> H2 induces the 
unitaryunitary isomorphism of Proposition 5.44. 

PROOF.. As we have seen, the action of the modular automorphism group induced by 
rr is trivial, and therefore the projection TTT satisfies 

(5.24)) nT{£®xn) =nT(Sx®ri), Vz e M, £ G D{HX,T), n G #2 . 

Ass this is precisely the condition for vectors to lie in the invariant part under the 
actionn of LG, it follows that there is a commutative diagram 

D{HI,T)®H~D{HI,T)®H~22 * Hi®H2 

HHxxMMhlhlHH22 {HX®H2)
LG 

Heree the lower map is induced by the inclusion. It is isometric since the constants in 
thee spectral decomposition (5.23) for r are equal to 1. D 

Noticee that r is the only weight for which this property holds. In other words, if we 
equipp Hi ® H2 with the pre-inner product by putting the projection onto the LG-
invariantt part into the usual inner product, the inclusion above becomes an isometry 
off  pre-inner product spaces. 

5.5.. Quantization commutes wit h reduction 

Wee now turn to the question raised at the end of section 5.3.8, concerning the func-
torialityy of the assignment E 1—> H^. Given the notions of quantization, symplec-
ticc reduction, and quantum reduction, a natural question is whether these in some 
sensee "commute". Given Theorem 4.16, for the moduli space of flat connections, 
thiss amounts to the question whether the reduction procedure of the previous section 
implementss the geometric gluing of the underlying (complex) surfaces. 

5.5.1.. The quantization conjecture for  loop groups. Let us first describe 
thee setting in which we work. Let Ei € £m.i and E2 G £i,n, so that Ei U î E2 G £in.n. 
Inn this situation, let us simply write T\n for the Fock space corresponding to the 
incomingg space of Ei, jFout for the outgoing space of E2, and T for the outgoing space 
off  Ei as well as the incoming space of E2. With these conventions, quantization of 
thee moduli space of flat connections gives Hilbert spaces 
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ass well as 

Hi,Hi, C B2 (rS*. ƒ « « ). Hi, C B2 ( ƒ * . ƒ * ; ) . 

Wee wil l usually write 7/ e H  ̂ for a vector, and Tv G B2 for the corresponding 
Hubertt Schmidt, operator from the ingoing to the outgoing Fock space. For notat ional 
clarity,, wc gather the m-fold tensor product of M into a single von Neumann algebra 
K\K\ = A/®1" , and similarly K'2 = Mm. In this way, we have correspondences 

Thee purpose of this section is to prove 

T h e o r emm 5.48. (Quantization commutes with reduction) Let E — Si U5M £2 of3 a 

surfacesurface with at least one boundary. Then, in the category of positive energy represen-

tations,tations, there is a canonical isomorphism 

R e m a rkk 5 .49. As stated, this theorem is predicted by the ' 'quantization commutes 
wit hh reduction" philosophy. However, the precise form in which it should hold depends 
onn how one looks at the quantization of J M ( E ). Therefore, we obtain three versions 
off  the quantizat ion conjecture in this context, related to the three spaces involved in 
thee triple (5.10) quantizing A"1(£): Namely, the isomorphism holds 

i)i)  As LC-modules. This is the weakest form of the conjecture, and only in-
volvess the topological vector space T^. i.e., the right hand side of the triple 
(5.10).. Notice that in this category all three vector spaces in the triple are 
"essentiallyy equivalent" in the sense of [PS] chapter 9. 

ii)ii)  As positive energy representations in the sense of Definition 1.1. This takes 
caree of the Hubert space structure on the dense subspace H  ̂ of r | .. and the 
isomorphismm should be unitary. This statement is equivalent to functoriality 
off  quantizat ion as taking values in the category of von Neumann algebras 
andd isomorphism classes of correspondences, viz. the category constructed 
inn Chapter 3. 

Hi)Hi)  As cyclic M-modules. This t ime the isomorphism should not only be unitary, 
butt also preserve the vacuum vectors. By the coherent state embedding, this 
alsoo includes the "classical states11, and is therefore related to the left hand 
sidee of the triple (5.10). (Recall that the Hilbert space H  ̂ is the completion 
off  this vector space.) 

Wee wil l prove all three versions of the quantization theorem. Notice that it is only 
inn the last form, that the quantization commutes with reduction principle natural ly 
incorporatess the whole triple (5.10) quantizing Ai(H), exactly the point of view we 
havee been advocating. 

Denotee by ®w the projective tensor product of topological vector spaces. The first 
formm of the theorem as stated above can be proved quite easily: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.50. There is an LG-equivariant isomorphism of topological vector 
spaces spaces 

( r^r^) L G - r i i 
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PROOF.. AS in the finite dimensional Kahler case [GS1], there is an obvious map 

Namely,, restrict an invariant holomorphic section s of L^f xL^e to/ i_ 1(0) C A1(£i)x 
M.(Y,2)M.(Y,2) and let it descend to the quotient by LG. In this way we obtain a holomorphic 
sectionn s of the line bundle L  ̂ over M(T>). The map s >—> s obviously satisfies 

i*Si*S = 7T*S, 

where,, as before, i : /i_1(0) —> jVf(E) is the inclusion and ir : n~l(0) —> n~1{())/LG is 
thee quotient map. Since both i and iz are continuous, this defines a continuous linear 
mapp of locally convex topological vector spaces. (Recall that the topology is given by 
uniformm convergence on compact subsets.) Injectivity and surjectivity follow from the 
factt that the symplectic and complex quotients are both smooth, and in fact coincide. 
Finally,, the action of LG on r f^e^r f; extends to LGnz- D 

Remarkk 5.51. When X has no boundaries, one has to be more careful, since in that 
casee M.(Y,) is singular (but finite dimensional) and one has to specify the right hand 
sidee of (5.50). In this case, the symplectic quotient only equals the complex quotient 
off  the subset of stable points. However, using the asymptotics of the gradient flow of 
aa Morse-type function, the same result can be proved [Wo]. 

Wee now come to the stronger version of the quantization commutes with reduction 
principle. . 

Propositionn 5.52. The isomorphism of Proposition 5.50 induces a unitary isomor-
phismphism of densely embedded Hilbert spaces 

PROOF.. Consider the antidual of the topological vector space {S^/^^Y.^) '. This 
topologicall  vector space can naturally fits into a triple 

((ii.®.^) 10)**  c (H  ̂®H^fc c (rL.ê.rL,)"1, 
givingg a rigging of the invariant part of the Hilbert space. The problem is that this 
antiduall  is not so easy to describe explicitly. It is not simply the invariant part of 
thee tensor product of the antiduals of T^ and T^ , but rather behaves as a quotient. 
Indeed,, consider the generating sets of the antiduals given by the image of the coherent 
states,, c.f. Proposition 5.12. Any point of L^ <g) L^. gives a continuous linear 

functionall  on (r |. é>n^Y, ) by restriction, which only depends on the LG-orbits of 
thiss point. Since we can equally well take the invariant part under the complex loop 
groupp LGc, this functional only depends on the image in the complex, or symplectic 
quotient.. Using Theorem 4.16 and Proposition 5.50, one finds a diagram 

^^ ® LÜ —*  Hk ® Hi2 — r ^ ê . r^ 

irr w 

Li'Li' iCiC -^ 
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inn which both squares commute 
thee same triple; 

at)11 -

(it) 11 *  H£ - r'E 

Noww we use Proposit ion 5.15.

Thiss completes the proof of Theorem 5.48. but in fact we have a stronger statement: 

Coro l l a r yy 5 .53. The isomorphism of Proposition 5.52 maps coherent states to co-
herentherent states and induces the classical gluing isomorphism of Theorem 4.16. 

Thee proof is obvious from the previous proposition. In the special case of the vacuum 
vectorr fij,  the statement asserts that the canonical isomorphism inducing Theorem 
5.488 preserves the vacuum vector, thereby proving the quantization commutes with 
reduct ionn theorem in the category of cyclic positive energy representations, c.f. version 
ii)ii)  above. In any case, already Theorem 5.48 gives a positive answer to the question 
raisedd after Proposit ion 5.33; at the same t ime the following result is the quantum 
versionn of Proposit ion 4.21. 

Coro l l a r yy 5.54. The assignment Em_n —> {M®m - A/®" bimodules}, given by E >—
H^,H^, defines a functor from the complex cobordism category to the category of von 
NeumannNeumann algebras and isomorphism classes of correspondences. 

Noticee the similarity with conformal field theory in the sense of Definition 2.26. 
Whereass a conformal field theory is given by a projective functor from the complex 
cobordismm category £ to the category of Hilbert spaces and trace class operators, one 
noww has a functor from € to the category of von Neumann algebras. In fact, since the 
correspondencess const i tut ing this functor are cyclic, that is, generated by the vacuum 
vector,, or more generally, vacuum trace class operator, the structure of the functor 
iss entirely determined by an underlying conformal field theory. This conformal field 
theoryy is known as the Wess Zumino Wi t ten model, which we wil l construct in sec-
tionn 5.6.2. For this, we first need to examine the structure of the correspondences H^ 
inn more detail. 

5.5 .2.. T h e coef f ic ients of H^. The preceding proof of the quantization conjec-
turee is entirely geometric in nature. To fully explore the interaction between geometry 
andd analysis, let us compute the coefficients of the correspondences H  ̂ for a general 
complexx cobordism E. Recall that for this we have to choose a faithful semifinite 
normall  weight on M. Let us therefore first consider the weight uA q £ (0,1), as-
sociatedd to an annulus Aq. This gives us the dense domain D{H^.q) C ƒƒ£ which 
iss equipped with the M-valued pre-inner product. W7e are mainly interested in the 
cyclicc vacuum vector Q .̂ that generates the whole module. Let us first assume that 
thee boundary-parameter izat ion of E is analytic. Then we have: 

L e m m aa 5.55. Vt  ̂ G D(H^,q) for 0 « g < 1 large enough. 

.. Therefore we find that both Hilbert spaces fit into 
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PROOF.. We may assume £ = T,q U51 Aq, and therefore by Theorem 5.31 

il? ? 

Usingg this fact, an easy calculation gives 

;fi i 
||x9

önf f 
lien'ss JI 
MO** II 

-- II  D O II  WXq I 

\\n\ \\n\ .D\ .D\ 

l lyy S £ s „ l l 

1199 l|2l|nE-"-||xn;ii- = c^(x) , C7£>0, 

i.e.,, the vacuum vector f^ is bounded for the state ujlq. This proves the assertion. D 

Next,, we will compute the M-valued pre-inner product on the dense domain D(H^,q). 
Lett £ e D(#£j 1 ?)  Then the intertwiner fy : HA —» H  ̂ defined by 

QQee
AA x i—  £x, x G M, 

iss bounded by definition. 

Propositionn 5.56. The M-valued pre-inner product {  , )q on D(H^,q) is given by 

&i)&i) qq = \\QD\\2£q (Q-DVCQ~D) ,Z*ve D(H^q). 

PROOF.. Recall that the M-valued inner product is uniquely determined by the equal-

ity y 

Forr the case ip — x£l\(, and taking the inner product of the left and right hand side 
withh Q( this equality gives 

Sincee fi^ is cyclic and separating in H(, this determines the M-valued inner product 
uniquely.. Indeed, one now easily verifies that 

"JJ (&*>,* ) = \\q
D\\2^(eq(q-Dr,Cq^D)x) 

==  \\qD\\2 ĝ(q-D^q-Dx) 

==  txjr {riCx) 

Sincee the domain D(H^,q) is contained in the domain of definition of the unbounded 
inversee q~D of qD, the operator q~Dr]£*q~ D is Hubert-Schmidt and therefore, taking 
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thee conditional expectation, the inner product {  . ) is a well defined element of M. 
Sincee the computation above holds for all x G M. this proves the proposition. G 

Corol laryy 5.57. The hi -valued inner product satisfies: 

00 {ix,r))q = (^r1)qa
(i_i/.1(x). 

ii)ii)  For qx < q2. one has (tv)q2 = b*qi,<]2  {Z-v)Ql bqi.q2 

PROOF.. This follows directly from the general theory, see e.g. [Sa, T] . but we will 
verifyy it explicitly for the case at hand. Concerning i). one computes 

(friV)(friV) qq = \\qD\\2Eq(q'Dr}Cxq-D) 

==  \VlD\\2£q(q-Dr}eq-DqDxq-») 

==  \\qDhSq(q-DlCq-D)eq(q
Dxq-D) 

==  {^)qali/2{x). 

Ass for the second, one writes out. 

fe'/>„fe'/>„ 22 = \W?\\2£qA^DvCq2D) 

Thiss proves /?'). D 

Givenn the explicit computation of the M-valued inner product, it is not difficult 
too observe that the coefficient of the the M — M correspondence H  ̂ associated to 
£,, // G D(H^. q) is given by the completely positive linear map ót „  M —> M defined 
by y 

==  hD\\2Sq(q-
DHxCq-D). 

Ass we have observed above, when the parameterization of £ is analytic, one has 
f^^ G D(H^,q) for q sufficiently large. Therefore, one obtains as above a completely 
positivee map c^ : K\ —> M by 

11-^112 2 

Combinedd with a faithful, semifinite normal weight u on M, a complete positive map 
<p<p : Ki —+ M gives rise, by a GNS-like construction due to Stinespring (see [T]) , to a 
K\K\ — M bimodule which we denote bv HK. 

Propos i t ionn 5.58. There is a unitary isomorphism H  ̂ = H\ of K\ — M bimodules. 

PROOF.. Recall the Stinespring construction: Consider the following pre-inner prod-
uctt on the algebraic tensor product K\ & Hf

A : 

(ki(ki ® 1p\,k2 ® lp2)0 = (^1^0s(f c l f c2)^2>Hf
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Therefore,, for kl ® xv G Kx ® M, we compute 

(k(k11®x®xiinntt
qq,k,k22®x®x22QQtt

qq))00 =  W^-rtv(qDx q̂(q-DTlklk2T^q-D)x2q
D) 

trtr  (x\TEklk2Tl*x2) 

== (kxü\:x1,k2i^X2) Ht 

==  LJ  ̂ {k\k2 ® x\x2) 

Soo the states from which the two Hilbert spaces are cyclically generated are the same, 
andd therefore the Hilbert spaces are isomorphic. D 

Corollar yy 5.59. Suppose that E has one boundary component whose parameteriza-
tiontion extends to an annulus Aq (in particular, is analytic). Then there is a canonical 
embeddingembedding H  ̂ -̂> HA . 

PROOF.. AS above, H  ̂ is determined by a completely positive map 0|., now from C 
too M. Therefore, consider the vector 

(5.25)) ^ := yfimnq = (Ql Q^l/2 Qq £ H<q. 

(Noticee that </>f;(l) > 0, since 0E is completely positive.) By the computation above, 
thiss vector gives rise to a vector state on M that equals OJE- Therefore, the M-
equivariantt extension of 

givess an isometric linear embedding H^  HA , as required.

Propositionn 5.60. For any £ £ <?x- there is a natural embedding H  ̂ ^ L2(M). 

PROOF.. Let S G ^ J, the moduli space of extended surfaces with a parameterization 
thatt extends to Aq. By the previous proposition, we find a canonical embedding 
H^H  ̂ C HA , obtained by the correspondence u;E i—> 0^,. Now, for q < q\< one has 
£*x£*x — ^x i an<^ o ne fin^s m the same manner H  ̂ C HA , by considering the vector 
i/;vLL € Hi . By definition, we have 

Therefore,, the sequence 

(5.26)) 'fe = { V f ' q\~q. 
'' [ 0 , otherwise, 

inducess a well defined, nonzero vector tp^, G L2{M), which is independent of q: For 
QiQi < 92, the difference of the two sequences they define clearly converges to 0. Also, 
itt is clear from the equation above that one has 

(^E. :H/>E}L 2( A 00 = 4 W ^ 

andd acting on this vector defines the desired embedding H  ̂ C L2(M) for £ G Sq
x. 

Since,, as we have seen, the construction of this vector is compatible with the inclusion 
SVSV C EV for qx <q2, this defines an embedding ƒƒ£. C L2(A/) , for any E G ^ 1 . The 
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generall  result now follows from the fact that S^1 C £x is dense. Approximating a 
non-analyticc surface with analytic surfaces and using completeness of L2(M) as a 
Hubertt space, gives a vector defining the required embedding.

Proposit ionn 5.61. For any extended Riemann surface T. there is a natural embedding 
ofof H  ̂ into the coarse correspondence B2 {L2{K ln), L2(Kout)Y 

PROOF.. The proof is essentially the same as for the previous proposition, using the 
algebraa K?? &  A"out. The vacuum state yz constructed in this manner in the canonical 
standardd form of this algebra is then a trace class operator from L2(Kin) to L2(Kout). 
Thee Stinespring construction then gives an embedding into the Hubert Schmidt op-
erators..

Thiss embedding allows an explicit computation of the relative tensor product. For 
example,, consider the case where dH\ = S1 = dH2- Let 7TE, , i — 1, 2 be the projection 
inn L2(AI) onto H  ̂ determined by Proposition 5.60. Since these projection operators 
commutee with the action of M on H  ̂ and L2(M) gives AI in standard form, one 
hass 7T£, G At' = AI. In this case the relative tensor product is given by 

H^H^  MM tf<3 * 7TElL
2(A/)7rE2 C L2(AI). 

5.5.3.. The multiplicit y spaces of H^. Recall from the introduction that the 
quantizationn conjecture posed in [GS1] is basically a conjecture about the geometric 
interpretationn of multiplicity spaces of representations, namely as spaces of holo-
morphicc sections over the symplectically reduced space. We will now try to iden-
tifyy the multiplicity spaces of the positive energy representations H^. First, we 
needd to recall the definition of the space of conformal blocks from [TUY , S3]: 
Lett S G £in.n he a complex cobordism from <9£in = Cm to <9StJllt = Cn and let 
AA = (Ai Xm) £ A*e x . .. A£ and ft = (/JI /*„. ) G A£ x . .. A£ be a collection of 
dominantt weights at level L Define by H  ̂ = H\i <g . .. ® H\in the tensor product of 
thee irreducible positive energy representations at level ( labeled by such a vector of 
weights.. These data define a vector space, called the space of conformal blocks, by 

(5.27)) V^(A,/7) := HomGf (%,H/ 7) . 

Forr simplicity, we write V^(A) = V^(0, A). Next, consider the embedding H  ̂ ^> 
LL22(M)(M) of Proposition 5.60. defined by the vector 5.26. First, we have: 

Proposit ionn 5.62. t;'E is annihilated by the left and right action of Vect(E) x g^. 

P R O O F.. The statement about the left action is obvious, and follows from Proposition 
5.99 together with the fact that the embedding H  ̂ C L2(A1) is M-equivariant and 
mapss the vacuum fi|. to ?/'£ The surprise comes from right action which, a priori, is 
nott present on H^. The essential point is the fact that the operator 

(nln^'J'(nln^'J' 22 € M, , e (0,1) 

iss symmetric, in the sense that for ^ G G  ̂ one has 
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Applyingg this equality of elements in M to the vacuum irq, one obtains 

==  ^ " l i /sM . W> e eg. 

Fromm this we see that in the limi t q —> 1, the vector ^ ^ is fixed by G^ C LG<c- In 
otherr words, one has 

li mm (1^1 - ^ v ? | |H f = 0 , V(^ € Gc-

Butt this equation exactly means that the difference vector V-'f; — ip^ip belongs to the 
ideall  one quotients out in the definition of the direct limi t L2(M). Therefore, one has 
W^^PW^^P — ^T.t vV ^ GQ, and the Proposit ion follows. D 

Wee now come to the main conclusion about the multiplicity spaces: 

T h e o r emm 5.63. The multiplicity spaces of the positive energy representation H  ̂ are 
canonicallycanonically isomorphic to the spaces of conformal blocks, i.e., 

Hi=Hi=  0 V*(A)®tf A. 
AA  e A; 

P R O O F.. The embedding of Proposit ion 5.60 is given by acting with M on the vector 
tpY,tpY, G L2(M). Since if e is an invariant vector for the left and right action of G^, it 
followss that H  ̂ embeds into the G^-invariant part of L2(M). Since L2(M) gives M 
inn standard form, we have the decomposition in irreducibles 

LL22(M)=(M)=  Q)HX®HX. 
AGA; ; 

Sincee the embedding of H  ̂ is clearly LG-equivariant. comparing to the definition 
(5.27),, one has a natural embedding of the multiplicity space of type A G Aj£ into 
V£(\).V£(\). Al l we have to show is that this map is surjective. 
Thee multiplicity space of type A G A^ may be identified with the space of LG-
invariantss (H  ̂ O H*\)LG. Using the coherent state embedding, we have a dense 
embedding g 

Byy the extension of Proposit ion 5.50 by Woodward [Wo] , the right hand side is 
isomorphicc the space of holomorphic section of the dual of the £-fold tensor product 
off  the determinant line bundle over the finite dimensional moduli space ,M(£, A) of 
parabolicc bundles. (Notice that for G = SU(N) the .M(£,A) are always projective 
varietiess [NS] and one can use Hartog's theorem to obtain a slight improvement of 
thee statement in [Wo] , which only deals with orbifolds.) Since, by the theorems in 
[BL ,, P, LS], this space of holomorphic sections over J M ( E, A) is isomorphic to the 
spacee of conformal blocks V^(A) , the result follows.

Att the same time, this argument proves: 
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Coro l la r yy 5.64. The embedding of Proposition 5.61 gives an isomorphism 

fl£fl£  * Ü (Mf* . 

Noticee that this corollary determines the projection TTY. € M defined by H  ̂ explicitly, 
namelyy it is the projection onto the closed subspace of G^-invariants. Theorem 5.63 
andd Corollary 5.64 have obvious generalizations to general complex cobordisms in 
whichh case one has 

X.fl X.fl 

wheree *A = ( *A i . . . . . *A m) . By Proposition 5.61. the correspondence1 H  ̂ embeds into 
thee coarse correspondence B2 (L 2(A' m) . L2(A' ( ) l l t )), and in fact we now have 

(5.28)) Hi  <*  B2(L
2(Kia).L

2(Ktnit)f*  . 

i.e... the Hi lbert-Schmidt operators that intertwine the G5-action. Now we have 
arrivedd at the main conclusion: 

P r o p o s i t i onn 5.65. With respect to the embedding of Proposition 5.61. the isomor-
phism,phism, of Theorem 5.48 is induced by composition of Hilbert- Schmidt operators 

BB22 (Lz{K in).L
2{M)) ® B2(L

2(M).L2(Kmit)) - B2 (Kin. Kmit), 

P R O O F.. First observe that for the coarse correspondence B2 (L2(A";„) , L2(M)) the 
i l /-valuess inner product (with respect to the weight v that is used to construct the 
s tandardd form L2(M)) simply reads 

&'l)&'l) vv = rj°C e H o m ^ ( L2 ( M ) , L 2 ( A / ) ) = M . 

forr £. i) e Bi (L2(KUI), L2(AI)) . Therefore, composition of Hilbert Schmidt operators 
inducess an isometric map 

<p::  B2 (L 2(A' iK ), L2{M)) & B2 (L2(M).L2(Kout)) - . B2 (Km,Kout) 

wit hh respect to the pre-inner product (3.1) computing the relative tensor product on 
thee left hand side. Restr ict ing to the Gc

]- and Gc
2-invariant part of the left hand 

side,, one easily observes that the image is contained in the (7,S-invariant part on the 
rightt hand side. Combining these two facts and using (5.28), one finds a commutative 
d iagram m 

wheree the diagonal is isometric. This map induces a unitary isomorphism. D 
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5.5.4.. A bundle version. As we have seen in section 5.3.7, the Hubert spaces 
H^,H^, for varying complex structures, form a smooth bundle over the moduli spaces 
off  extended surfaces Ex and can be equipped with a projectively flat connection. 
Thee "quantization commutes with reduction"-theorem gives a fiberwise isomorphism 
whenn gluing complex cobordisms. It is natural to investigate whether this defines an 
isomorphismm of Hubert bundles. 

Theoremm 5.66. The quantum reduction isomorphism of Theorem 5.48 defines a 
smoothsmooth isomorphism of Hilbert bundles covering the gluing map in the complex cobor-
dismdism category that preserves the KZ-connection. 

PROOF.. It is easy to see that the fiberwise isomorphisms H  ̂ KU/ H  ̂ = H  ̂ varies 
smoothlyy for E] € EXl and S2 E £x-2, because the isomorphism preserves the vacuum 
vectors,, which vary smoothly over Ex  We therefore have a smooth map TV of Hilbert 
bundles,, covering the gluing map, i.e., the diagram 

glu ing g 

t-Xii  x tx2 * ox 
commutes.. Next, we give the bundle on the left the product connection 

vv = V f z ® 1 + 1®V£Z . 

andd ask whether IT is a flat bundle map, i.e., preserves the connection. As we have 
seen,, T^.£x — Vectc(Sl)/Vectc(Y,). and the connection was defined by the action of 
thee Virasoro algebra on the bundle Hx. The tangent map to the gluing operation 
EEXlXl x Ex2 -»  Ex is given by 

wheree Y1 e Vectc(<9Xt). i — 1,2. The action of the Virasoro algebra is given by the 
Segall  Sugawara construction, and it therefore acts by operators affiliated to M, or, 
equivalently,, by operators belonging to a certain completion of the universal envelop-
ingg algebra of LQ. Therefore, taking the quantum reduction of H  ̂ and H  ̂ , this 
actionn becomes trivial. But since the tangent to the gluing map is given by the map 
above,, this exactly results in the commutativity of the diagram above. D 

5.6.. Application s 

5.6.1.. Factorization of modular  functors. The quantization commutes with 
reductionn theorem gives certain isomorphisms between the multiplicity spaces of the 
representationss involved. Given the decomposition into irreducibles of Theorem 5.03, 
thesee isomorphisms are known as factorization of spaces of conformal blocks. Indeed, 
ass before we label all boundary components of the Riernann surface E by weights 
AA (the incoming boundary) and ft (the outgoing boundary) and consider the corre-
spondingg spaces of conformal blocks V^(A,/7). 
Corollar yy 5.67. The spaces V£(\, fi) have the following properties: 

i)i)  V~£ u s (A, ft) = V£ (Ai./fi ) <g) V-l (A2./Ï2) for £1 and £2 labeled surfaces; 
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ii)ii)  (Factorization) Let E = Ei Ucn ^2? for Ei e £m.7, and E2 6 £n.k- Then 
therethere is a canonical isomorphism 

V £ ( A , £ ) * ®® V £ ( A , * ) ® V ^ Ï 7 . A ) : 
veA; ; 

zn)) dim V^pi = 1. 

iv)iv) The vector spaces V^(A, /7) form a holomorphic vector bundle over the moduli 
spacespace of curves, equipped with a projectively flat connection which is com-
patiblepatible with the gluing isomorphism of ii). 

P R O O F,, i) is trivial , whereas ii)  follows immediately from Theorem 5.48 and Propo-
sit ionn 5.44. Hi) follows from the fact that quantization of the disk gives the basic 
representat ion,, i.e., Hf

D = H0. Finally iv) follows the fact that the KZ-connection is 
LG-equivariant.. By Theorem 5.66. it is compatible with gluing.

AA collection of vector spaces like this is called a modular functor, a concept introduced 
inn [S3]. In this part icular case, i.e.. the chiral Wess-Zumino Wit ten model, factoriza-
t ionn of the spaces of conformal blocks was first proved in [TUY] . From out point of 
view,, it is an immediate corollary of the quantization commutes with reduction theo-
remm 5.48. In fact, using Proposition 5.65, together with the decomposition of L2(M) 
intoo irreducibles, it is not difficul t to observe that the factorization isomorphism is 
givenn by composit ion of homomorphisms 

Homr E,, {H\i  Ho) x Hom T.2 (Hp, H^) —  HomG ï (H^, Hp). 

Thee projective connection induced by our theory is the same as the one used in [TUY] . 
soo we conclude the modular functor constructed here is canonically isomorphic to the 
modularr functor associated to the chiral Wess Zumino Wit ten model. 
Thee l i terature about these spaces is enormous. What is important for us. is the 
factt that the spaces of conformal blocks are finite dimensional, more precisely , their 
dimensionss is given by a series of numbers known as the Verlinde numbers [V] , which 
onlyy depend on the genus and the weights A. /7. This statement was first proved in 
[Fa,, T e l ] . Notice that the factorization property above, induces certain combinatorial 
identit iess between these numbers. We refer to [Be] for a derivation of the formula 
fromm these propert ies. 

5.6 .2.. T h e W e s s - Z u m i n o - W i t t en m o d e l. A remarkable by-product of the 
quant izat ionn commutes with reduction theorem is the following mathematical ly rig-
orouss construction of Wcss Zumino Wit ten model. This is a conformal field theory 
t hatt describes strings moving on a group manifold. Its construction uses both the 
geometr icc and operator algebraic constructions of this chapter. 

Considerr the weight r on M defined in (5.21). Its associated standard form is given by 
H(H(vzwvzw.. Let E be an extended Riemaim surface whose boundary parameterization is 
analyt ic.. By Lemmas 5.46 and 5.55, one lias Slf, G D(H  ̂ T). Following the same line 
off  reasoning as in section 5.5.2, one obtains a completely positive map ÓY,  ~~> ^„ut 

by y 
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Noticee that we have the relation 

4(ar)) = b;<Ma;)&9, VxGM , 

where,, as before bq = {DUJ  ̂ : Dr)_i/2. Therefore the map </>£ can be considered as 
thee limit of the complete positive maps </>| as q —> 1. By the Stinespring construction, 
thee map 0£ gives an embedding 

# EE C B2 (Hwzw in, Hwzw out) , 

wheree the image is the (^-invariant part of the right hand side, and the vacuum 
vectorr £lj, is mapped to a trace class operator 

77(( . ut . zje 
^ EE  nWZW, in nWZW, ouf 

soo that we can write <f>^{x)  = Z^xZ^. This operator is annihilated by the commuting 
leftt and right action of VirKLgc- The main point of this construction is: 

Theoremm 5.68. The Hilbert space H ẑw and the trace class operators Z  ̂ constitute 
aa conformal field theory in the sense of Definition 2.26. 

PROOF.. Of course, the operator Z  ̂ is only well defined up to a complex scalar, 
reflectingg the ambiguity in the choice of vacuum vector £1  ̂6 Hj>.  Let us first prove 
thatt the assignment E ~-+ Z  ̂ defines a functor, i.e., that the gluing property 

^£ii  ° ^E2
 =

 ZY, 

holdss projectively when E = Ei U51 E2. Since we use the weight r. we know by 
Propositionn 5.47 that the geometric isomorphism of Proposition 5.50 coincides with 
thee operator algebraic isomorphism of Proposition 5.65. By Corollary 5.53 this iso-
morphismm maps coherent states to coherent states, in particular the vacuum. By 
Propositionn 5.65 this isomorphism is induced by composition of Hilbert-Schmidt op-
erators,, and therefore the gluing property holds. This proves functoriality. 
Thee other properties are easy to check: The functor is clearly monoidal, and the 
*-property y 

ftft = 4 
followss from the definition of Z^.

Thee central charge of this conformal field theory can easily be read off from the 
commutingg left and right representation of Diff +(5'1) on H T̂ZW. Since these are both 
givenn by integration of the Segal Sugawara construction, the central charge is given by 
{c,c),{c,c), where c — £dim.Q/(£ + c). Notice that this conformal field theory is non-chiral. 
i.e.,, the underlying projective functor is not holomorphic or anti-holomorphic. 
Thiss conformal field theory is called the Wess-Zumino-Witten model. For a physics 
descriptionn in terms of path integrals we refer to [Ga]. On this level of rigor, one can 
understandd the relationship between the coherent states for A1(E) and the partition 
functionn of the WZW-model by formally manipulating along the lines of [Wi2] . Sim-
ilarly,, the general coherent states iYA, A G -4(E) constitute a family of trace class 
mapss Z  ̂ having similar gluing properties. These are the partition functions of the 
so-calledd gauged WZW model, as described in [Ga]. 
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Noticee that the gluing property of the conformal field theory is equivalent to the 

relation n 

P E22 ° <PE, — <?s 

off  the complete positive maps that give the coefficients of the vacuum. From the 
pointt of view of the coefficients ó  ̂ this gives a certain "asymptotic morphism" in the 
sensee that 

li mm | | c4 (<4 (x)) -oi(x)\\ = 0. 
'j—- i i 

5.6 .3.. P r o j e c t i ve flatness. As we have seen, the quantization method adopted 
heree suffers from the general defect known from geometric quantization, namely its 
dependencee on the choice of polarization, in this case the choice of a complex struc-
turee on the underlying surface X. In other words, whereas the "classical" moduli 
spacee of flat connections defined a functor from the topological cobordism category to 
thee category of dual pairs, the "quantum" theory merely defines a functor from the 
complexx cobordism category into the category of von Neumann algebras. We want 
somehoww to remedy this defect, rendering the theory topological, so as to obtain a 
functorr from the topological cobordism category. Closely related to this is the imple-
mentat ionn of action of the mapping class group on the Hilbert space H^: Since the 
actionn of the mapping class group on the moduli space M{T.) given in Proposit ion 
4.88 is not holomorphic, like1 for example the action of LG. there is no " 
representat ionn on H^. 

I tt is natural to expect the Hilbert spaces H  ̂ to be isomorphic in the category of 
posit ivee energy representations for varying E G Ex- Notice that requiring the H^ 
'ss to be isomorphic in the category of cyclic ^ / -modules, ( that is, as positive energy 
representat ionss H  ̂ wi th a preferred cyclic vector i lv , see Remark 5.49) is certainly 
tooo strong, as one can already see from the properties in Proposit ion 5.9 satisfied by 
thee vacuum Q^. In fact, this was exactly the picture presented in section 5.4.1 by 
thee special case of complex surfaces that are topologically annuli, i.e., that give the 
s tandardd form of M: Whereas all Hilbert spaces are isomorphic to the fixed Hilbert 
spacee i / w z w . the cyclic vector Uf

A varies as A moves over the semigroup of annuli S. 
Ass wv have seen in section 5.3.7. the family of Hilbert space H^. for varying complex 
structures,, forms a smooth bundle of Hilbert spaces over the moduli space of extended 
Riemannn surfaces £\. In principle, OIK1 way to obtain the desired LG-isomorphisms 
betweenn the Hilbert spaces corresponding to different complex structure on the under-
lyingg topological surface X would be to integrate the KZ-connection on the bundle 
7i7ixx —> £x. Since this connection is projectively flat, one would obtain a projective 
representat ionn of the fundamental group of £\-, that is the mapping class group, on 
ƒƒ£.. However, as remarked the connection is not hermit ian. As a result, the isomor-
phismss obtained would not be isometric- and the representation of the mapping class 
groupp not unitary. 

Wee therefore proceed in a different way, following the idea of G. Segal [S3] that this 
connectionn is integrated by the semigroup of annuli S. c.f. Remark 2.5.7. Like the 
Virasoroo algebra. S has a natural action both on the moduli space £x by gluing, as 
welll  as on the Hilbert space H^. Proceeding analogous to the construction of the KZ-
connection,, we have1 to use a polar decomposition to make the isomorphisms unitary, 
c.f.. Remark 5.30. The action of the semigroup S alone is not enough to establish 
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unitaryy equivalence over the whole moduli space Ex, but together with Theorem 5.48 
andd a pants decomposition, one obtains the desired result. 
Theree is an obvious action of Diff +(S'1) on each Ex by changing the boundary pa-
rameterization.. Obviously, we have: 

L e m m aa 5.69. Let Y, E Ex and ƒ E D i fF^S1) . Up to a projective factor, there is a 
uniqueunique unitary intertwiner H  ̂ = H^*^. 

PROOF.. By Proposition 5.24, the two vacuum vectors fif,  and f2^.E in T®1 satisfy 

«Umi«Umi = nJ.E, 
wheree ƒ € Diff (S1) is a certain lif t of ƒ, and we use the natural projective repre-

sentationn of Diff +(5'1) on the Fock space. By the Lemma 5.2, the representation n^ 

off  Diff +(5'1) can be factorized into two representations TT and a lying in M and its 

commutantt M'. Therefore a(f) induces a unitary isomorphism H  ̂ = ^ f * s - ^ ^s a n 

intertwinerr since cr(f) E M'.

Becausee of this lemma, the dependence of the positive energy representation H  ̂ on 
thee boundary parameterization is rather innocent. In principle we can now take the 
quotientt of the action of Diff+fS'1) on Ex and investigate the dependence on the "'real 
moduli".. To do so, introduce the subset Ex Q Ex of extended Riemann surfaces of 
topologicall  type X, whose boundary parameterization is proport ional to the arc length 
wit hh respect to a metric of constant curvature representing the conformal equivalence 
class.. The action of Diff +(5'1) on Ex induces an action of RotfS'1) = T on Ex- In 
fact,, one has the diffeomorphism 

Ex^ExEx^Ex XTDiff+fS 1). 

Thee extension of the action of Diff+fS'1) on Ex to the semigroup of annuli, induces 

ann action of the semigroup C*<1 on Ex- For example, for the disk one has ED — {pt-}, 

whereass for the cylinder, see (2.6) one finds EQ — C%i with the obvious action of the 

semigroupp C < : on itself. 

Propos i t i onn 5.70. Let £ E Ex and A E S. Up to a projective factor, there is a 
uniqueunique unitary intertwiner H  ̂ = H  ̂ A that implements the semigroup of annuli. 

PROOF.. The existence of the isomorphism follows from Theorem 5.48 and the fact 
thatt quantization of the moduli space over an annulus A € <S gives the standard form 
off  A/, see Proposition 5.34, together with property i) of Proposit ion 3.8; 

slsl  K M HA= HE. 

Explicitly ,, this isomorphism is given by continuous extension of 

xQxQ((
AA <S>UA v i-> xv, v E ƒƒ£, x e M, 

whichh is isometric with respect to the pre-inner product on D(HA,UA) QH^. (Notice 

thatt D{HA,uA) =MÜe
A.) 

Wee now want to check that the composition of the map H  ̂ —  HA <S>H^, v i—» v®QA, 
wit hh this isomorphism induces the canonical action of the semigroup of annuli on 
Hj,.Hj,. Therefore, we first consider the subsemigroup C<l 5 i.e., the standard annulus 
AAqq E S, q E (0,1). Recall that in section 5.4.1, we have given explicit isomorphisms 
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U<U< qq : H'Aq - ff£,zw satisfying U^U  ̂ = t /£. 0 < 9l < q2 < 1. where t / ^ : 
/f^^ —» H(

A is the canonical isomorphism. This map sends 

QQff
AqAq >-  rqgL ü e A/. 

wheree rq G Z(M) is a certain normalization factor. Since the canonical isomorphism 
H(H(vzwvzw KIA/ ƒƒ£ = H  ̂ is induced by the action of M on H^. it is clear from this expres-
sionn that the isomorphism above indeed implements the semigroup (0,1). Indeed, the 
semigroupp property follows from the chain property Uq2Uf = Uqi. 0 < q\ < q2 < 1. 
Sincee the semigroup of annuli is generated by Aq, q G (0.1) and the action of 
Diff+fS 1)-- the result now follows. D 

Remarkk 5.71. As stated above, one should think of the semigroup of annuli as inte-
gratingg the Virasoro algebra, and therefore the construction of this proposition should 
givee an integrated version of the Knizhnik Zamalodchikov connection. However, the 
generatorss of the action of this semigroup do not exactly coincide with the generators 
off  the Segal -Sugawara construction. For example, the generator of the subsemigroup 
(0.1). . 

dqdq q=1 " ^ i V < ? -! ) 
iss a small perturbation of Lo in the center of M. This adjustment of the Knizhnik-
Zamalodchikovv connection seems to be necessary to make it unitary. Notice that 
fromm the point of view of 2-Hilbert spaces (see below) such positive operators in the 
centerr of M are harmless, since they merely scale the inner product in an isotypical 
componentt of the representation of LG. However, notice that this only happens when 
onee moves in the "selfadjoint direction" of the connection, i.e.. when perturbing the 
truee moduli of the underlying surfaces. In the ''skew-adjoint" direction one merely 
changess the parameterization of the boundaries, c.f. Proposition 5.69. The unitary 
isomorphismm obtained there is clearly the integrated form of the KZ-connection. i.e.. 
noo perturbation is needed. 

Proposit ionn 5.72. For E. E' G £2.1 there is a unitary isomorphism H  ̂ = H^,, In 
fact,fact, each H^. E G f2.1 carries a projective representation of the braid group on two 
strands,strands, and the isomorphism above, is unique, up to composition with this action. 

PROOF.. Again we ignore the boundary parameterizations, i.e., we work over 82,1  It 
iss well known [Ab] that the conformal equivalence class of a pair of pants surface is 
determinedd by three real parameters. Adding a point on each boundary component, 
onee finds that any element in £2,1 is isomorphic to one of the form 

(5.29)) Pi;,,r/1,f/2 = {z e C. \<h\ < \z\ < 1, \z- w\ > \q2\}. 

forr complex numbers 0 < \w\ < 1. and 0 < \qi\ < \w\ — \q2\ < 1 -2 |g2|, with boundary 
pointss (1, <7i, w + q2). Therefore, these parameters give us explicit coordinates on £2,1 -
andd the action of (C*<l)

xS induced from the semigroup of annuli is given by 

(5.30)) {pup2,f>3)  {w.qi,q2) = (pAU-*Pip3qi-p2p:iq2), (Pup2-P3) € ( C <1 ) x 3 . 

Fromm this action, one easily observes that an isomorphism H  ̂ = H  ̂ exists by 
Propositionn 5.70, by first acting with p  ̂ G C<2 to match the position of w;, and 
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subsequentlyy by p2 and p$ to adjust the boundary. However, in this procedure, one 
iss free to move the w-coordinate around the origin, and by Proposition 5.69 this 
producess operators e2niL° € Z(M) in the isomorphism. As is well known, this action 
generatess the braid group on two strands (= Z), and the result follows. D 

Forr general higher genus surfaces, the action of the semigroup of annuli alone does 
nott suffice to give a unitary isomorphism H  ̂ = H  ̂ for all So, Ei G Ex- However, 
byy Theorem 5.48, we can use a pants decomposition of both surfaces, and this leads 
to: : 

Propositionn 5.73. For £, £' G Tx, there is a canonical isomorphism H  ̂ = H^,. 

PROOF.. Let us first try to construct an isomorphism H  ̂ = H^,. Let X have Euler 
characteristicc x{X) = 2 — 2g-n<0 (the exceptional cases are dealt with by the 
previouss Propositions), and fix a pants decomposition of X. This consists of 3g — 3-f 2n 
closedd curves C = {a\,... , a:3g_3+2n}  in X such that X\C is a disjoint union of 
2g2g — 2 + n surfaces isomorphic to a three holed sphere. By Theorem 5.48, this induces 
aa canonical isomorphism 

(5.31)) Hi ^ < ^ M . . . HA*  H ^ _a + n, 

wheree ( P i , . . ., P2g-2+n) € £2,1  We have a similar decomposition of £'. The desired 
isomorphismm is induced by applying Proposition 5.72 to each component. Of course 
thiss isomorphism depends on the pants decomposition of X, but in fact only on the 
isotopyy class of the collection of curves C = (QI, . .. ,a39_3+2n): Since two isotopic 
curvess determine an annulus, it follows from Theorem 5.48 that the induced isomor-
phismss are the same. Furthermore, the isomorphism may be composed with the braid 
actionn on each of these three holed spheres. To remove this ambiguity, we may fix a 
markingg on each of the pair of pants surfaces, as in [BK] . Therefore, the isomorphism 
iss unique for complex surfaces with a decomposition C up to isotopy, and a marking 
onn each of the three holed spheres. But such a collection of objects exactly correspond 
too points in Tx-

Keepingg in mind that Teichmiiller space Tx is the universal cover of Ex-, and may 
thereforee be identified with the space of homotopy classes of paths in Ex  ̂ the Propo-
sitionn above clearly resembles the integrated form of a projectively flat connection. 
Whenn taking the quotient to Ex, one therefore expects an action of the fundamen-
tall  group Tti(Ex) — T(X,dX) on H^. To make this action explicit, consider a 
closedd loop 7 : Sl —> £. By Theorem 5.48, this induces a canonical isomorphism 
H^H  ̂ B M H  ̂ = H^, where £1 and £2 are the two parts in which £ is decomposed 
byy 7. Consider now the operator 

11 ® e27"L,) 

onn H  ̂ ® H  ̂ . Since e27TlL° e Z(M), this operator intertwines the M-action, and 
descendss to the quotient H  ̂ M\f H  ̂ , denoted 1 SA; e27TlL°. Notice that since the 
modularr automorphism group is trivial, one has 

11 SA / e27r,L" = e27riL° mM 1, 

i.e.,, both operators on H  ̂ ® H  ̂ have the same quotient. Combined with the 
isomorphismm of Theorem 5.48, this determines a unitary operator T7 : H  ̂ —  H^. Its 
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adjointt is evidently given by 

Thee main conclusion about these operators is given by the following: 

T h e o r emm 5.74. The operators T  ̂ only depend on the isotopy class 0/7 and constitute 

aa projective, unitary representation of the. mapping class group T(X.dX) on H  ̂ in the 

commutantcommutant of LG. These representations are compatible with the gluing isomorphisms 

ofof Theorem 5.48. 

R e m a rkk 5 .75. This is the quantum version of Proposition 4.8 for the moduli space 
off  flat connections. The compatibil ity of the representation with the gluing isomor-
phismss implies that the H ^, for varying E. constitute a representation of the Te-
iehmullerr tower of groupoids, see [BK] . 

P R O O F.. Of course, the definition of T7 is motivated by Proposit ion 5.69. by which it 
implementss the geometric Dehn twist obtained by cutt ing E along -) and gluing back 
afterr rotat ion over 2TT. A S is well known, these generate the mapping class group. As 
remarkedd in the proof of Proposition 5.73. two isotopic curves cut out an annulus and 
byy associativity of the relative tensor product, the induced operators are equivalent. 
Next,, the easiest way to show that the T\ generate a representation of the mapping 
classs group is to use the isomorphism 

#£== 0 V£(A)£i/A 
AGG A* 

off  Theorem 5.63. Since the T  ̂ evidently commute with the action of M, they in-
ducee operators on the multiplicity spaces V^{A) . But this operator is simply given 
byy integrating the KZ-connection. viewed as a connection on the finite dimensional 
vectorr bundle of conformal blocks V^(A) . see Corollary 5.67. along the path induced 
byy 7 connecting E with its Dehn twist. Since the A'Z-connection is a projectively 
flatflat connection on a finite dimensional vector bundle, this consti tutes a projective 
representat ionn of the mapping class group. D 

5.6 .4.. M o d u l a r  t ensor  categor ies. Having established that the quantization 
iss independent of the complex structure, we now turn to the relation with topological 
quan tumm field theory, or, equivalently. with modular tensor categories. The aim is to 
constructt a modular functor in the sense of Definition 2.13 and use Theorem 2.18. 
First,, we need to reduce the representation category: 

Def in i t i o nn 5.76. Let C be the category of positive energy representations of LG at 
levell  / for which the operator qL<\ q G C<] is trace class, with morphisms given by 
boundedd intertwiners. 

I tt is wrell known, see [PS], that all irreducible representations at level (. are objects 
off  this category, so that, by the classification of positive energy representations, ob-
jectss of C are finite sums of irreducibles, in other words, representations with finite-
dimensionall  multiplicity spaces. For example, the Fock space T is not an element of 
C.C. This restriction should be compared with the usual definition of the representation 
categoryy of a compact Lie group as consisting of finite dimensional representations. 
Thiss category is completely described by the Peter -Weyl theorem, which in turn leads 
too a complete determinat ion of the group by Tannaka Krein duality. In the category 
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CC of positive energy representations, a similar role is played by the Hilbert space 
obtainedd by quantization of an annulus, i.e., the Hilbert space of the Wess Zumino 
Wit tenn model. Next, the modular functor that we wil l construct on this category is 
unitary,, so we wil l first discuss the 2-Hilbert space structure on C. 

2-Hilbert2-Hilbert spaces. Since objects of C have finite dimensional multiplicity spaces, 
thee Hom-sets are finite-dimensional vector spaces (over C). As a consequence of the 
factt that we defined a positive energy representation to be unitary on a Hilbert space, 
thee category is more than just an abelian category: 

Propos i t i onn 5.77. The category C has the structure of a finite dimensional 2-Hilbert 
space. space. 

PROOF.. Recall from the definition of a 2-Hilbert space [B] that we have to give 3 
functorss corresponding to addit ion, scalar multiplication, and the inner product. The 
first, first, 

®:CxC^C, ®:CxC^C, 

iss simply given by the direct sum of positive energy representations. The second, the 
"scalarr product" 

®® : Hil b xC -»  C, 

tensorss a positive energy module H with a finite dimensional vector space V, V <g) H, 
i.e.,, changes the multiplicities. Finally, the 2-inner product 

(( . )c:CxC  ̂ Hilb, 

iss given by the relative tensor product over M, i.e., 

(H[,H(H[,H 22))CC := Hi MM H2. 

Noticee that here it is essential that we assume that the objects in C have finite dimen-
sionall  multiplicity spaces, otherwise this Hilbert space would not be finite dimensional. 
Noticee that the 2-inner product is simply the Horn-set H o m c ( i 7 i , F2 ) endowed with 
ann inner product. The verification of all the axioms of a 2-Hilbert space is easy and is 
leftt to the reader. Finally, since C is semi-simple and has a finite set of isomorphism 
classess of simple objects, the 2-Hilbert space is finite dimensional. D 

Off  course, there is also an alternative inner product on the Hom-sets, given by 

(x,y)(x,y)qq = trE (x*yqLo) , x,y G H o mc ( £ , F ). 

I tt differs from the one given above by multiplication with &m\q{H\) in each irreducible 
summand.. The advantage of the inner product given in the Proposit ion is that i t 
describess the decomposition of arbi trary positive energy representation E in C in the 
sensee that the canonical map 

00 Homc( t f  A, E)®HX  ̂ E, ipx ® vx ^ ipx(vx) e E, 

AA G A ; 

noww becomes a unitary isomorphism of positive energy representations. 
Supposee now that E = Ei U51 E2 is a closed Riemann surface, obtained by gluing Ei 
andd E'2 along a boundary. Then, motivated by Theorem 5.48 one defines 
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Thiss should define the Hubert space of the quantizat ion of the moduli space of fiat 
connectionss over a closed compact Riemann surface. The notation fits nicely into 
thee framework of 2d -TQFT, but only in a "categorified" way: Whereas a 2d T Q FT 
iss given by a functor from the 2-diniensional cobordism category to the category of 
finit ee dimensional Hilbert spaces, we now have a functor to the bicategory of finite 
dimensionall  2-Hilbert spaces. Therefore, a general cobordism. i.e., with nonempty 
incomingg and outgoing boundary, should induce a functor between 2-Hilbert spaces. 
Thiss is what we wil l do next. 

Noticee that for any addit ive functor G : C\ —  C-i between two 2-Hilbert spaces, the 
equal i ty y 

{G{E).F){G{E).F)CC = (E,G*{F))C, V £ e O b ( C i ), F e O b ( C2 ) 

determines,, up to natural equivalence, a functor G* : C2 —> C\. This functor is called 
thee adjoint of G. 

StructureStructure functors. As is well known, factorization of modular functors lies at 
thee basis of the fact that the representation category of a loop group at level (' is a 
modularr tensor category, see [BK] . Their description of the structure of this category 
iss ra ther indirect, by identifying the Horn-sets of the relevant structure functors, such 
ass for example the tensor product, with the spaces of conformal blocks. A positive 
by-productt of the description we have given is that we obtain an explicit description 
off  the functors themselves: 

T h e o r emm 5.78. Any complex cobordism E € £m.n induces a functor 

(5.32)) U£ : C_ 

satisfyingsatisfying the following properties: 

i)i)  When E = Ei Uck E2, there is a natural transformation 

(5.33)) U^U^oU^ 

Ü)Ü) Uf
A =*  Ida. for A^E. 

iiï)iiï)  When E and E' are topologically equivalent, there is a natural transfoimation 

iv)iv) A central extension of the mapping class group F(E,<9E) acts on U  ̂ by 
naturalnatural transformations, compatible with the gluing isomorphism (5.33). 

v)v) The adjoint of U  ̂ is given by 

R e m a rkk 5.79. It is difficul t to trace the origin of this type of theorems in T Q F T. 
Thee idea is certainly present in. e.g.. [Fr2] and has been advocated in this part icular 
case,, i.e., the category of positive energy representations at fixed level, by G. Segal. 
Seee also [KeLu ] for an axiomatic approach to T Q FT in these terms. Remark that 
aa complete proof of this theorem can be obtained from the approach in [BK] , i.e.. 
usingg closed curves and factorization properties when such curves degenerate. The 
prooff  we give however seems much more natural. 
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PROOF.. The functor U  ̂ is evidently defined on objects by 

U-z{H\,U-z{H\,...,..., Hm) — Hi MM . .. S M Hm MM H^, 

wheree Hi,... ,Hn are positive energy representations at level £. For intertwiners 
fi,fi,  i fm G Mor(C), we define 

Uiifi,...,Uiifi,..., fm) = fiMM ... MM fm MM 1H<. 

Thatt this indeed defines a functor follows from the elementary properties of the rel-
ativee tensor product stated in Proposition 3.8. Notice that it is essential that the 
multiplicityy spaces of H^, i.e., the spaces of conformal blocks, are finite dimensional. 
Partt i) follows from Theorem 5.48, and part ii)  follows from Proposition 5.34 together 
withh the fact that the standard form of a von Neumann algebra acts as a left and right 
unitt for the relative tensor product, Proposition 3.8 i). Property iii)  follows from the 
unitaryy isomorphism constructed in Proposition 5.73, and part iv) is a restatement 
off  Theorem 5.74. The last property follows from Proposition 5.33 iii).  D 

Remarkk 5.80. The type of functors we are using here, are called Stinespring func-
torss in [Sa]. Indeed, since by definition the vector Jl|. is cyclic, the functor U% is 
determinedd by the completely positive map </>£, 

Fromm the abstract point of view of category theory, the functors U  ̂ are representable 
byy the objects H^. 

Propositionn 5.81. For every E £ Ex, there is a canonical linear map ipY.  E —> 
U^(E),U^(E), ME G Ob(C), intertwining the G^-action, 

<Pm<Pm ° ^s = -0s ° <Pouu V(v?m, ipout) € Gc

TheseThese maps are compatible with the natural transformations (5.33) in the sense that 

PROOF.. Let E E Ob(C) be a positive energy representation. Define the map ip^:
E^Ul(E)E^Ul(E)  by 

Me)Me) = irT{e®Tn
t
i:), e e E. 

Thiss map intertwines the action of G^, because of the fact that by (5.14), 1^ in-
tertwiness this action, and the projection nr satisfies the balancing property (5.24). 
Sincee we have by Corollary 5.53 that 

underr the gluing isomorphism of Theorem 5.48, the composition property of these 
mapss follows.

Existencee of such maps was remarked in [Tel]. The point of view should now be 
clear:: For varying complex structure, these universal maps V;s differ, whereas the 
functorr £/£ remains the same up to natural transformation. 

Propositionn 5.82. For every E G Ob(C), the map ipA  E —> E, A € S induced by 
thethe natural isomorphism in Theorem 5.78 ii), implements the canonical action of the 
semigroupsemigroup S on a positive energy representation E. 
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PROOF.. Let E be a positive energy representation. Lot Aj, A2S. Since the gluing 
isomorphismm HA Klju HA = Hf

A 4 of Theorem 5.48 maps Qf
A <2- Ql

A >—> QA Ar . we 
indeedd get an action of the semigroup of annuli. To see that it coincides with the 
usuall  action given by the Segal-Sugawara construction, observe that the canonical 
isomorphismm H[S-7AK MM E = E is induced by the isometric map x 2 e i -> xe, x e Mr. 
Thee isomorphism HA = #W zw constructed in section 5.4.1 maps Ql \—> rqq

L> ', with 
rr qq E Z{M) for normalization. Combining with the isomorphism above yields the 
isomorphismm of Theorem 5.78 ii). But then its is clear that this is equivalent to the 
usuall  action of the semigroup 80.1) on E by contractions. The general action of S 
followss easily by composing with elements of Di f f +(51) . D 

ModularModular tensor categories. Finally we describe the modular tensor structure of 
thee category of positive energy representations at a given level ('. This structure is 
entirelyy determined by the functors of Theorem 5.78. 

T h e o r emm 5.83. The category C of positive energy representations of LG at level ( is 
aa modular tensor category. 

R e m a rkk 5.84. This theorem is by now well-known, but difficul t to prove. There are 
essentiallyy three different proofs of this statement in the l i terature. The proof of [F] 
usess the algebraic work of Kazhdan and Lusztig [KL] , and the functor C  Rep(G) 
givenn on objects by E ^ E(0). This functor only becomes monoidal after deforming 
thee representation category of G to that of the quantum group U(l(g) at root of unity 
qq — cnr/((+<  Second, the approach of [HL ] uses the formalism of vertex operator 
algebras.. Thirdly, and most closely related to the proof we give here, is the proof in 
[BL ]]  chapter 7, using the modular functor of [TUY] , along the lines suggested by 
[MS]. . 

P R O O F.. The strategy of the proof is simple: We construct a modular functor in the 
sensee of Definition 2.13 and use Theorem 2.18. Finally, we prove that the category is 
rigid. . 
Forr every triple g.m.n € N. we choose a "standard" Riemann surface E3 £ £m.n(g) 
off  genus g. m incoming and n outgoing boundaries. By Theorem 5.78, this gives rise 
too a functor 

andd carries an action of the mapping class group T(E. 0T,) by natural transformations. 
Thesee "standard" surfaces can be viewed as morphisms in a bicategory. with objects 
givenn by the natural numbers (i.e.. disjoint unions of S1) , for every triple (g,m.n) a 
morphismm from in to n (i.e., the '"standard" surface E( /) . and as 2-arrows elements 
off  the mapping class group r (Ef f . dEt f ) . This category is equivalent to Cob2, see 
e.g.. [KeLu] . Using this equivalence, we obtain a topological modular functor in the 
sensee of Definition 2.13. By Theorem 2.18, the category C carries a weak modular 
tensorr structure. I t is easy to observe that the category is rigid, for example by the 
equivalencee with Rep(t/f / (g)).

Thiss Theorem is the gives the ul t imate conclusion of the wrhole exercise of quantization 
off  the moduli space of flat connections. Let us briefly discuss the main structures in 
thiss category. Most importantly, there is the monoidal structure on C, called the fusion 
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product.product. Fix a pair of pants surface P = Pw,q.q, with q G (0,1) and 2g < w < 1 — q, 
c.f.. (5.29). For two positive energy representations at level £, H\ and H2, their fusion 
productt is defined as 

HHXX®H®H22 := UP{HUH2) = Hx B A / tf£ ^ A / # 2, 

andd is a positive energy representation at level £. Obviously, this is the quantization 
off  the classical fusion product of Hamiltonian loop group manifolds discussed in 4.3.2. 
Givenn the identification of the multiplicity spaces of Hp with the spaces of conformal 
blockss on P in Theorem 5.63, this definition of fusion is equivalent to the one proposed 
byy G. Segal [S3]. However notice that we work in a manifestly uni tary framework. 
Anotherr unitary definition of fusion was given by A. Wassermann [Wa], using different 
(butt also operator algebraic) methods. As explained there, it should be thought of 
ass a "limit " when the two incoming boundaries approach the outgoing boundary. 
Finally,, an algebraic definition was given by Kazhdan and Lusztig in [KL] . 
Ass we have seen in Theorem 5.83, the fusion product is associative up to unitary 
equivalencee and has a monoidal unit given by the quantization of the moduli space 
off  flat connections over a disk, i.e., by the basic representation HQ. The braiding 
isomorphism m 

#1.22 : Hi®H2 -=-> H2®H1. 
wee have essentially seen in Proposit ion 5.72. Recall that this is given by a diffeo-
morphismm of a three holed sphere exchanging the two incoming boundaries, giving a 
naturall  equivalence between the functors Up and U^.P, where o G S2 permutes the 
boundaryy components. Notice that one has a  Pw,q.q — P-W,q,q in £"2,1, and P and 
aa  P are connected by the path 0 \—> Pwe>e q q, 0 G [0,7r] in £2.1- This path is induced 
byy the diagonal one parameter subgroup 9 1— (e 'ö,e~1 0, e~'e) G T'3 under the action 
(5.30)) on £"2,1. By Proposition 5.72, the unitary isomorphism Hp ~ He

aP is induced 
byy the operator 

33 = ei7ïAo ® e
_ i w A ° ® e - ' ^ 0 

onn JF® (g) Ty % Tv . This induces the desired braiding isomorphism. Notice that in 
thee limi t that P goes to the Shilov boundary of £2.1 i.e., when the incoming circles 
"touch""  the outgoing boundary, this braiding approaches the one given in [Wa]. 
Finally,, the twist isomorphism 6H : H —> H is given by 

99HH = e2lTiL». 

Inn this case, one can check the axioms for a r ibbon category explicitly: The relation 

followss at once from the identity 

fjfj 22 — e-2niLo jo, g27r/L0 ~ e'2-KiL,) 





CHAPTERR 6 

Indexx theory 

Inn the previous chapters we have constructed the representation theory of loop groups 
byy quantization from the geometry of moduli spaces. In particular, we constructed 
positivee energy representations that could be considered as the L2-kernel 

HiHi  = L2- ker (dM{j:) ) e Rep,(LG) 

off  the d-operator on A1(S). Inspired by the corresponding situation of quantization of 
Hamiltoniann actions of compact Lie groups on compact Kahler manifolds, one might 
askk whether there exists an associated Spinc-Dirac operator $M(  ̂ on M(T<) of which 
onee can take the "LG-equivariant index"' 

IndexL GG ( ^M(E )J e Re{G), 

whichh takes values in the fusion ring. Assuming "vanishing of higher cohomology" 
thiss index should give the character of the positive energy representation H^. In this 
chapterr we will construct a suitable Dirac operator on homogeneous spaces of loop 
groups,, and consider its LG-equivariant index. For the general moduli space of flat 
connectionss jVf (£) the existence of a Dirac operator remains conjectural, although its 
indexx in twisted A'-theory should fit nicely with the axioms for topological quantum 
fieldd theory. 

6.1.. Dira c Inductio n 

Inn the previous chapters we have constructed the representation theory of loop groups 
fromm the geometry of moduli spaces, in particular of homogeneous spaces of loop 
groups.. In this section we do the converse, namely we try to reconstruct the geom-
etryy of homogeneous spaces for loop groups from its representation theory. In this 
procedure,, two ingredients are crucial: First, the idea, coming from elliptic cohomol-
ogyy [Si], that supersymmetry can be used to construct the Dirac operator on infinite 
dimensionall  manifolds. The second ingredient, is the fact that the Dirac operator gives 
risee to a spectral triple from the point of view of noncommutative geometry [Con]. 

6.1.1.. The Cliffor d algebra Cliff(Lg) . We have already encountered the real 
Cliffordd algebra of a real Hilbert space and its irreducible representations, c.f. section 
5.1.4.. We now apply this construction to the Lie algebra L$. Consider LQ with its 
L2-innerr product (1.9). The associated real Clifford algebra Cliff(Lg ) is generated by 
elementss i/-'(0' £ e ^0i subject to 

)) + iiv)iiO = (t, ri)Lg , £, V € Lg. 

141 1 
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Wi t hh respect to the natural algebraic basis X'(n) = X'zn. n 6 Z of Lg. where 
X\X\ i = 1 d img is a basis of g, we wil l abbreviate the corresponding elements 
off  the Clifford algebra by i \ \ = r!'(X l{n)). These elements then satisfy the anti-
commutat ionn relations ^ni/f , +ii'j k t')„  = ^ï"J<5,„i„ . As we have seen in section 5.1.4. the 
naturall  polarization of Lg by the subspace of positive and negative Fourier frequencies 
givess a representation of this algebra on the Hubert space 

§L gg = A*(Lg+) . 

wheree Lgt demotes the Hardy subspace of the complexified Lie algebra. Since the 
adjointt action of G on its Lie algebra g defines a real representation G —> SO{Q) which 
iss orthogonal with respect to the Killin g form, by Proposit ion 5.22 we find a positive 
energyy representation of LG on S/,0. By definition, the Dynkin index of the adjoint 
representat ionn is twice the dual Coxeter number, c.f. section 5.2, and therefore this 
representat ionn is at level c. In fact, this representation is Z2-graded and therefore 
splitss as §£p = § t ft) SL . where 

§L f l -- ® A*(flc-*) . 

6.1 .2.. T h e n o n c o m m u t a t i ve g e o m e t ry of G. Our strategy in the rest of this 
sectionn is to first perform all constructions in the finite dimensional case, for a compact 
Li ee group G, and subsequentially generalize to the infinit e dimensional situation for 
thee loop group LG. 
Fromm the point of view of noncommutative geometry, a smooth manifold is described 
byy a so called spectral triple. A spectral triple (H.A.D) consists of a Hubert space 
HH that carries a representation of a smooth algebra A, and D is a specific selfadjoint 
operatorr on H that satisfies certain conditions concerning its interaction with A [Con]. 
Thee prototype of such a geometry is given by the triple (L2(A1. §). C^(AI).^). where 
AlAl is a. smooth Rieinannian spin-manifold, S the associated spinor bundle with Dirac 
operatorr ^. This triple encaptures the whole geometry of A/. From a physical point of 
view,, this triple describes supersymnietric quantum mechanics on Al, with the Dirac 
operatorr acting as the Hamiltonian. A specific: example is given when Al is a compact 
Li ee group G. In that case, trivializing the spinor bundle by the G action, one has 

LL22(GS)(GS) ^ L 2 ( G ) ® S9 . 

wheree §g = A*gc is the unique irreducible Clifford module of the Clifford algebra 
Cliff(g )) defined by the bilinear form {  . ) on g. The Dirac operator $ can be de-
scribedd entirely in terms of representation theory, and this construction works for any 
representat ionn of G [Ko] : Let V be a finite dimensional representation of G. The 
infinitesimall  left action of G extends to the universal enveloping algebra t / (g). and 
combinedd with the Clifford algebra, one finds an action of the so-called noncommu-
tat ivee Weil algebra [AM ] 

W G= t / ( 8 ) ® C l i f f ( ö ) . . 

Inn fact, the noncommutat ive Weil algebra is simply the universal enveloping algebra 
off  the Z-graded super-Lie algebra gsup(?r associated to g [GS2], defined by 

gsupMM = 0-1 ego ©Mi , 
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wheree the subscript denotes the grading. Here go is simply a copy of g, whereas 
g^ii  is isomorphic to g as a vector space, but has zero bracket. The structure of 
thiss algebra is easily read of from the following canonical representation of gK„per: 
Lett M be a smooth G-manifold. Then gsuper acts on Q*(M) as follows: go acts by 
thee Lie derivative on forms Lx • ft*(M) —• 0*(M), for X € g and we denote the 
associatedd generating vector field on M by X as well. Furthermore, the action of 
Rii is generated by the exterior derivative d : Q*(M) —> Q*+1(M). Finally g_i acts 
byy the contraction LX '• fl*{M) —* f£*_1(A/). All the supersymmetry relations now 
havee a geometric interpretation: In degree 0 we have an ordinary representation of 
g,, i.e., [LX,L>Y] — Lyx,Y}-> ^X,Y G g. In degree —1 the super Lie bracket gives 
txiytxiy + i-Ytx = 0, VX, Y E g. and we have of course Cartan's formula 

dtdtxx +ixd = Lx, X G g. 

Ass is well-known, a representation V of G, can be thought of as a quantum-mechanical 
systemm whose "Hamiltonian" is given by the Casimir operator. Tensoring with the 
Spinn representation Sfl, one introduces supersymmetry, i.e., extends the representation 
off g to a representation of gsuppr. The presence of supersymmetry on V ® Sg allows 
onee to take a square root of the Hamiltonian, and introduce the Dirac operator [Ko] 

dimm g dim g 

(6.1)) ^  = Y, *a ® it>a + 1 ® ^  J2 f*bcii> a4>bii> c-
a—Ia—I a,b,('=l 

Heree X a , a = l , . . . , d img is an orthonormal basis of g, and Xa simply stands for 
XXaa acting on V, while iba gives the Clifford action of Xa on §g . The last term 
cann be recognized as the image of the fundamental three form (1.6) on G, using 
thee isomorphism g ~ g* and the Chevalley identification Cliff(g) = A*g given by 
•ij)•ij)aa H-+ ipal. Abstractly, V & §g is a representation of the noncommutative Weil 
algebraa and ^is a particular element of the latter, satisfying [AM]; 

(6-2)) ^ 2 = -A-~tvaAad. 

Interpretingg the Casimir operator as the "Laplacian", this equation gives a Weitzenböck 
formulaa from the point of view of representation theory. Notice that for V = V\ irre
duciblee with highest weight A £ A*, one has 

rr  = 5l|A + P9||
2. 

Applyingg this construction of the Dirac operator to the regular representation, V = 
LL22(G),(G), one finds exactly the geometric Dirac operator on the spin or bundle S asso
ciatedd to the so called reductive connection. (The reductive connection is defined on 
Riemanniann symmetric spaces of the form G/H, for H C G a closed subgroup of G. 
Forr our ease, put G C GxG.) In this case the Casimir gives exactly the Laplacian on 
G,, and the equation above is exactly the usual Weitzenböck formula. In conclusion, 
thiss gives a construction of the spectral triple 

(L2(G,§).^,C°°(G)) ) 

off the manifold G, from the point of view of supersymmetry. From a physical point 
off view, this triple describes supersymmetric particles moving on G. Observe that 
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thee general philosophy of noncommutative geometry, applied to this case, now implies 
t h a tt the representation theory of G completely describes the geometry of the manifold 
underlyingg G. 

6.1 .3.. T h e noncommuta t i ve g e o m e t ry of LG. Jus t like the quantization of 
supersymmetr icc particles on G captures the geometry of G. the quantization of the 
supersymmetr icc Wess-Zumino Witten model should be related to the geometry of 
LG.LG. Notice that , applied to the loop group, the philosophy to use supersymmetry to 
constructt the Dirac operator coincides with the approach to elliptic cohomology. see 
[SI] ,, except for the fact tha t we twist with a line bundle, namely the central extension 
off LG. 

Firstt we will explain how the notion of supersymmetry combines with the theory of 
Kacc Moody algebras, or loop groups. Let E be a positive energy representation of 
LGLG at level (., and consider the tensor product 

Thiss Hilbert space carries a positive energy representation of LG at level f -\-c, which, 
togetherr with the action of the Clifford algebra Cliff(Lg) gives a representation of the 
nonabeliann Weil algebra of loop groups 

WWLGLG = U(U) ® Cliff(Lg). 

Againn this representation comes from an action of the super Kac Moody algebra 

^0s.iPorr = Lg_ ! ® Lg0 & R ^ 

Byy the Segal Sugawara construction, the action of LQ extends to VirtxLg. In the 
supersymmetr icc case above, the Virasoro algebra is replaced by the super-Virasoro 
algebra,, and in total one finds an action of the semi-direct product of the super-
Virasoroo algebra and the super-Kac-Moody algebra, commonly referred to as the N = 
11 superconformal algebra [KT] . Without fully explaining the proof of this s ta tement . 
lett us simply observe tha t in the super-Virasoro algebra, besides the usual generators 
LLnn.. n € Z given by the Segal-Sugawara construction, one also has generators Qn. n E 
ZZ satisfying certain graded commutation relations. For us, the important element of 
thiss algebra is the odd degree generator Qn for n = 0. which write as; 

dimm 0 1 dim g 

nEZnEZ a=l k,meZa.b.c=l 

Observee that this operator has the same s t ructure as the Dirac operator (6.1) for 
G,, including the familiar "cubic term". Indeed, at the zero energy level, restricting 
too "zero momentum", tha t is. setting n — 0. one finds exactly the Dirac operator 
^^ : E(0) (g> Sg —> E(0) & Sj, given by (6.1). The graded commutation relations in the 
TVV = 1 superconformal algebra imply the following well known properties of <j)L : 
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Lemmaa 6.1. The Dirac operator ftL& satisfies the following relations: 

Off course, the third follows immediately from the first equation. The second shows 
inn fact that $Lg is only G-equi variant, not LG-equivariant. It follows from the second 
andd third equation that the kernel and cokernel of this operator carry representations 
off the product G x T. As we have seen in the previous chapters, it is useful to think of 
LQLQ as the "Hamiltonian of the quantum mechanical system given by a positive energy 
representation.. By analogy with the finite dimensional case for a compact Lie group 
G,, we therefore interpret <f)L as the Dirac operator for loop groups. 
Considerr the case of an irreducible representation E — H\, A 6 Af*. Notice that the 
LQLQ above consists of a sum of two operators, the Segal-Sugawara operator associated 
too the representation of LG on E and the energy operator D in the spin representation 
§ L 0 .. Therefore, in this case the operator L0 differs from the total energy operator d 
by y 

__ (A,A + 2p„) 

Therefore,, in the case of an irreducible representation one easily finds that 

(6.3)) fx = {t + c)d+^\\\ + p\\\ 

seee also [L2]. From this formula, it is clear that the Dirac operator $L is a positive 
operatorr and one has ker^A = k e r ^ = 0. Let us finally construct the spectral triple 
thatt describes the geometry of LG. Recall that the Hilbert space for the ordinary 
WZW-modell is given by 

AeAf* * 

Thereforee the supersymmetric model is described by the Hilbert space 

•"swzww = "wzw ® ̂ Lg-
Wee now apply the previous construction of the Dirac operator, even though the repre
sentationn on #4zw i s n o t a positive energy representation. The resulting operator $L 

iss therefore no longer Fredholm. This gives us two ingredients of the spectral triple, 
namelyy the Hilbert space H^wzw and the dirac operator ftLg which is unbounded, but 
hass dense domain of definition given by the vectors of finite energy with respect to 
thee natural bigrading on the Hilbert space. The last ingredient is given by a suitable 
algebraa on #JW Z W . See also [FG] for this. 

CyclicCyclic cohomology. The Dirac operator <pL is also important for cyclic coho-
mologyy since it gives rise to a cyclic cocycle called the JLO-cocycle [JLO]. For an 
involutivee algebra A acting on H = E®§Lg by bounded operators, the pair {H$L ) 
givess rise to a 0-summable A'-cycle over A, since 
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Thee Chern character Ch*(#L ) of this spectral triple in the entire cyclic cohomology 

off A is defined by 

Ch" (a 00 an) = J tr {a^-^^a^-^ - . . \<j).an]e-^) d"s. 

Recalll that entire cyclic cohomology is well defined on the category of Banach algebras, 
soo we can take as our algebra the von Neumann algebra M vised in the previous 
chapter . . 

6.1.4.. D i ra c i nduc t i o n for  compact Li e g roups. Again we first start with 
thee finite dimensional situation. Dirac induction is a well known technique in the rep
resentationn theory of semi-simple Lie groups to construct irreducible representations. 
Inn t he case of a compact Lie group, the relevant Dirac operator on homogeneous 
spacess can in fact be constructed with the methods of section 6.1.2, and gives a very 
simplee construction of the induction homomorphism [LI]. 
Lett H C G be a closed subgroup of the compact Lie group G with Lie algebra l ] C g . 
Lett p = fl/ïj  be the ortho-complement with respect to the Killing form on g. so tha t one 
hass the decomposition g = p 0 h as /f-representations induced by the adjoint action 
off G on g. This decomposition induces an isomorphism Cliff(g) = Cliff(p) S Cliff (h), 
andd the representation of H on S 0 can be decomposed as 

wheree S p and Sh are the irreducible modules of Cliff (h) and Cliff(p). Now. let V be a 

representat ionn of G and consider the tensor product 

Onn this space, the representation of g only extends to a representation of f/(g)C?oCliff(p) 
insteadd of the full nonabelian Weil algebra. However, just like the nonabelian Weil 
algebra,, this algebra contains an operator of Dirac type [Ko]. For this consider the 
tensorr product V <8>§fl, with the Dirac operator 0 . Given the decomposition of the 
spinn representation § 0 = § p & S h . one can also consider the Dirac operator d^, given 
byy wri t ing V 8 § 0 = (V g Sp) K §(,, where h acts on V g S p by the tensor product 
representat ionn on bo th factors. Now we write ^ g / h := ^ - $ , . This turns out to be 
ann element of U(Q) 05 Cliff(p) and can be written out as 

dimm p dim p 

#fl/hh = YlX(i ®^a + 1 ® X f^cvavb^'\ 
aa = l a.b,c=i 

wheree this t ime the Xa only form a basis of p. Again, the formula, has the same 
s t ruc tu ree as (6.1). This is the operator that we use to construct the Dirac operator 
onn the homogeneous space G/H. 

Usingg the transitive G-action, one can trivialize the tangent bundle to G/H. with 
fiberr given by p = g/h, which in turn induces a trivialization of the spin bundle § 
wi thh fiber given by § p . Now, given any representation V of ƒ/, form the induced 
bundlee E = G xHV over G/H with fiber V. Consider the space of L2-sections of the 
tensorr product of this vector bundle E with the spinor bundle S. By the transitive G 
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action,, this Hilbert space is identified with 

LL22(G/H,E®§>)(G/H,E®§>) =* (L2(G)®V®§P)H . 

Thee left action induces a unitary representation G on this Hilbert space. Since the 
operatorr ^ ^ is H-equivariant [LI], we can use the previous construction to find 
thatt the dirac operator, denoted by $E, acts on this space, commuting with the 
representationn of G. The G-index of this operator is defined as 

i n d e x e d )) = [ker(^)] - [coker(^)] e R(G). 

Observingg that also the spin bundle Sp is an induced bundle, one can apply Bott's 
indexx theorem for homogeneous differential operators [B2] to compute this virtual 
representationn [LI]. When H = T, the maximal torus, and V is an irreducible 
representationn of T labeled by a weight A G A*, one finds the Borel-Weil theorem 
shiftedd by p/2, where p is the sum of positive roots. 

6.1.5.. Dira c Inductio n for  loop groups. In this section we generalize the 
constructionss of Kostant and Landweber to homogeneous spaces for loop groups which 
shouldd give a construction of the Dirac induction homomorphism. Such a procedure 
assignss a positive energy representation of LG to a representation of a subgroup 
HH C G. Two cases are of special importance: When H — T, the maximal torus 
inn G, this is simply the Borel-Weil theorem for loop groups, however using Spinc-
quantizationn instead of ordinary geometric quantization. (This causes a shift in the 
levell by the dual Coxeter number.) This means that we use the Dirac operator on 
coadjointt orbits, rather than the ordinary ^-operator, and this accounts for an extra 
shiftt by the dual Coxeter number in the level. On the other hand, when H = G, 
Diracc induction will turn out to describe the fact that the fusion ring of LG, i.e., 
thee Grothendieck ring of the modular tensor category Repf(LG). is a quotient of the 
representationn ring R(G) of G. 
Again,, let H C G be a closed subgroup. We want to consider the index of the 
Diracc operator over LG/H. The decomposition of the Lie algebra g = h) © p, induces 
aa decomposition LQ = Lg/h © h. and the Clifford algebra factors as Cliff(Lg) = 
Cliff(Lg/h)) <g> Cliff(rj). Eventually, one finds an //-equivariant decomposition of the 
Spinn representation SLg = S^g/^ ® §},, where 

SLB /h=Sp®(g)A*0c**--

Noww let E be a positive energy representation of LG at level £, and consider the tensor 
product t 

E®SE®SL9/t]L9/t]. . 

Noticee that this Hilbert space carries a positive energy representation of LG at level 
i,i, by letting LG act trivially on the second component, whereas taking the tensor 
productt of the Rotf.S'1) representations: The energy eigenspaces are finite dimensional 
sincee this is the case for the actions on both E and §L g /v Notice that, just as in the 
finitefinite dimensional case, iT® §L0/[, does carry a representation of H which is nontrivial 
onn both factors. On the tensor product E ® S^g we now take the difference <f)L — $,, 
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andd we write this out as 
dimm g dim g 

(6-4)) &„,„ = ^ + E E J-n * < ~ 1 « g E E ^ c < ^ ^ - m - n . 

Thiss seems a natural generalization of Kostant 's Dirac operator to homogeneous 
spacess of loop groups of the form LG/H. Indeed, on the energy zero level one recovers 
thee operator ^ /ft : E(Q) 0 § p -> E{0) <& Sp . First notice. 

L e m m aa 6.2. [$Lg/l)^} = 0. V£ e I). 

P R O O F .. AS remarked. @Lg - @Lg/i) = #g - # f l /h =: #'„ holds in £/(Lg) •& Cliff(Lg), for 

examplee by letting it act on E X §L g - This operator #'h G C/(g) & Cliff(g) is described 

inn [L2] and is known to be rj-invariant, as remarked in the previous section. The 

resultt now follows from the fact that <ftL commutes with the representation of g. c.f. 

Lemmaa 6.1. D 

Forr the sake of future index calculations it is convenient to compute the square of this 

operator : : 

P r o p o s i t i onn 6.3. The square of the Dirac operator is given by 

\(h\(hQQi*)i*) 22 = £ o - A h - l ( c - t r h A h ; 
2 2 

P R O O F .. As we have seen above. ^ L g / h = $Le - #(,. where ^ is the Dirac operator 

associatedd to the rj-represcntation on E « §Lfl/h- ^ e n o w show tha t ^ L g / h and ^'h 

ant icommute .. i.e.. 

Fromm (6.1) we see tha t the Dirac operator $'h consists of two terms. The second term 

clearlyy anticommutes with ^ L 0 / h , as both are odd degree operators acting on different 

spaces,, namely S^ and E C>: S L p / h . For the first term we compute 

ff dim h "I din> h 

< WW E *'(Xa)®*a\= E [VWW] ®*a=0. 
II o=l ) « = 1 

byy Lemma 6.2. Using this antieommutation rule, one finds 

andd the proposition now follows from Lemma (6.1) and (6.2). D 

Clearly,, the Dirac operator ^ L g / b commutes with the energy operator, so we can 

decomposee £(B>S/,0/h with respect to the Rot{6'1) x / / -act ion, to elucidate the structure 

off $L / h - For an irreducible positive energy representation we find: 

Coro l l a r yy 6.4. For E\. A <E AJ irreducible, one has, restricted to the isotypical 

summandsummand labeled by (fJ..n) 6 A£ x Z + . 

0 i„ /h I ,, = (£ + <"«)" + llA + Poll2 - HM + Pull2 
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PROOF.. This follows from Proposition 6.3, equation (6.3) and the fact that in the 
irreduciblee summand labeled by n € AT one has 

A HH = 2 (V'V + Pt))-

Puttingg this together, the result follows. • 

Thiss result can be used to prove a generalization of the Weyl-Kac character for
mula,, decomposing an irreducible positive energy representation E\ into characters 
inn R(H)[[q]], by viewing E\ as a (H x T)-module. For H = T the maximal torus, one 
findsfinds back the original Weyl-Kac formula. We now proceed as in the finite dimensional 
case.. For any representation V of H, we consider the Hilbert space 

Sincee the Dirac operator $LQ/^ commutes with the //-action, it descends to an un
boundedd operator on the above Hilbert space. So far, we have only used the right 
LG-actionn on H(vzw, which was supersymmetric, so the Dirac operator by construc
tionn commutes with the left LG-action. The spin representation 

iss ^-graded and the Dirac operator commutes with the grading. Therefore, we want 
too consider the component #£g/f) : E ® S+fl/[) -+ E <g> §~ h and take its LG-index 

indcxL G (# f l A )) = [ker#g /„] - [ c o k e r ^ ] € Re(G). 

Too show that this is indeed well defined, one should use the fact that the Dirac 
operatorr essentially squares to L0, and that the Hilbert space # { v z w is bigraded by 
thee left and right Rot(51)-action and finite dimensional in each bidegree. Then this 
wouldd give an induction homomorphism 

IndIndLL
HH

GG :R(H)^Re(G). 

Thiss essentially defines Dirac induction. The difficult task is then to show that for 
HH — T, the maximal torus, this defines (up to a possible shift) the usual Borel- Weil 
theoremm for loop groups. 

6.2.. AT-theory 

Thee main tool in proving index theorems is given by /^-theory. Therefore it is natural 
too speculate about the nature of the underlying /C-theory of the index computations 
off the previous section. It turns out that there is a natural, geometric A'-theory in 
whichh the index classes should live. This gives rise to a general framework in which 
too prove a general LG-equivariant index theorem over the moduli space M(H). We 
sketchh the general picture from the point of view of topological quantum field theory. 
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6 .2 .1.. Quan t i za t i on as an index. In the previous chapters we have defined 
quantizat ionn of a symplectic manifold (M. UJ) as the vector space H°(M.L) where L 
iss a p requantum line bundle and M is equipped with a compatible complex structure. 
Wee now tu rn to a different definition, usually a t t r ibuted to Bott. see [Sj]: Fix in 
addi t ionn a Sp in c s t ructure on M. and denote by <ftL the Dirac operator on J\7. twisted 
byy the line bundle L. The Spine-quantization of M is defined by 

Q(M)Q(M) = i ndcx ( ^ ) - 7r,[L] G K{\pt.) = Z. 

wheree ir : M —> pt. maps M to a point. The second equality is essentially the 
Atiyah-Singerr index theorem. When M is Kahler and therefore L holomorpliic. it 
computess the Euler characteristic \ (L) of L. In case the higher cohomology of L is 
zero,, for example by Kodaira-vanishing. this definition therefore simply computes the 
dimensionn of the Quan tum Hubert space we have used before. Since the index of ij)L 

iss quite a coarse invariant, this definition is much less dependent on the polarization 
used,, in fact it only depends on its homotopy class. 

Inn the case of a Hamiltonian G-manifold. where G is a compact Lie group, one uses of 
coursee the push forward in equivariant A'-theory. This index may be computed by the 
equivariantt index theorem of Atyah Segal, and is an element of the equivariant A-
theoryy of a point. K(;{pt.) = R(G). i.e., a virtual representation of G. For a coadjoint 
orbitt Ö\. AG A*, this gives, by the Lefschetz fixed point formula, precisely the Weyl 
characterr formula for \ ( V A ) , see e.g. [PS] chapter 14. It is in this sense tha t the 
definitionn of Quantizat ion as an index encaptures the usual Kirillov correspondence 
betweenn symplectic geometry and representation theory. 

6.2 .2.. T w i s t ed A'- theory . Let X be a topological space with a degree three 
integrall cohomology class \ G H3{X,Z). Recall tha t H:i{X. Z) classifies projective 
Huber tt bundles: Since T ^ K / Z is a A'(Z. l)-space. it follows from the long exact 
sequencee of homotopy groups associated to the canonical central extension 

11 -+ T -> U(H) -> PU{H) -+ 1. 

togetherr with the contractibility of the unitary group of an infinite dimensional Hubert 
spacee H. tha t PU(H) is a A'(Z, 2). Since PU(H) is a topological group, it then follows 
tha tt its classifying space is a A'(Z. 3). and therefore 

HH33(X,Z)(X,Z) - [X.A'(Z.3)] = [X.BPU(H)}. 

i.e.,, classes in H3(X,Z) correspond to PU(H)-bundles over X. Since PU{H) = 
Aut(K(H)).Aut(K(H)). the automorphism group of the ideal of compact operators, there is an 
associatedd bundle of Fredhohn operators Fredx over X associated to \ G HS(X, Z). 
Thee twisted A'-group is defined to he the space of homotopy classes of sections of 
thiss bundle . Notice tha t when \ = 0 the bundle is trivial and by the Atiyah- Janich 
theorem,, this definition coincides with the ordinary A'-theory of X in the untwisted 
case. . 

6 .2 .3.. A'A'-theory . We close by giving a conjectural picture from the point of 
vieww of A'A'-theory. This combines the isomorphism between the fusion rules and the 
equivariantt twisted A'-theory ring K£,{G, \) with the general properties of topological 
quan tumm field theory and should offer a general framework for index theory over the 
modulii spaces , M ( £ ) . 
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Ass before, we let LQ* be the dual of the Lie algebra, fiberecl over G by the holonomy 
mapp Hoi : LQ* —» G, see section 1.2.1. The coadjoint action of LG turns this into 
aa G-equivariant principal £7G-bundle, in fact the universal one. For a representation 
VV of G, consider the projective representation at level dy of LG on the Fock space 
TyTy constructed in Proposition 5.1. Using the homomorphism IT : LG —> PU(Ty) = 
Aut(AT(JFV)),, one obtains a G-equivariant bundle of compact operators over G 

BB = LQ*XLGK(FV), 

associatedd to the universal fibration Hoi : LQ* —> G. Let A be the algebra of G-
equivariantt continuous sections of this bundle, equipped with pointwise multiplication. 
Definee a norm on A by 

| | s | || := sup | | s (5 ) | | , s e A, 
aeG aeG 

soo tha t it becomes a G*-algebra. It is not difficult to observe tha t this is a continuous 
tracee G*-algebra [RW], and its spectrum is given by Spec(4) = G, with the induced 
G-actionn by conjugation. Continuous trace G*-algebras A are classified, up to Morita 
equivalence,, by degree three integral cohomology classes on the spectrum, called the 
Dixmier-Douadyy class 6(A) G H3(Spec(A), Z). In this case we therefore find an 
equivariantt cohomology class in HG(G,Z). In this case, since the central extension 
off LG defines a G-equivariant gerbe over G with associated Chern class dy\, where 
X'' is the canonical generator of H'G(G,Z) = Z, the Dixmier-Douady invariant of the 
continuouss trace G*-algebra A is also given by dv\ € HG(G,Z). 
Givenn a G-equivariant G*-algebra, one can study its G-equivariant A'-theory defined 
inn terms of projective modules, see e.g. [Con, Bl ] . In this case, it was proved in 
[R]] that the G-equivariant A"-theory is isomorphic to the AT-thcory of the spectrum, 
twistedd by the Dixmier Douady class; 

K?(A)K?(A) = KG(Spcc(A),S(A)). 

Thee advantage of having a C*-algebra is tha t we can now evoke the powerful machin
eryy of A'A'-theory, a very efficient way to induce homomorphisms of A'-groups. This 
leadss to the following, conjectural picture: 
Lett E be a topological cobordism from <9Eiu = Cm to <9E()Ut = Cn. Given a level 
(x(x ^ HG(G,Z), one constructs two G-equivariant continuous trace G*-algebras AU1 

andd Aout with Spec(^4iu) = G m and Spec(Ao u t) = G n and Dixmier-Douady invariant 
givenn by £\- The quantization functor now should assign to a circle Sl the A"-group 
K^(A),K^(A), and to a cobordism E the element 

Q(M{E))eKK(AQ(M{E))eKK(AiBiiBiAAoMoM). ). 

Recalll from [Bl] that elements in A'A'-theory are given by so called Kasparov-triples. 
Basically,, this consists of a G*-module over Auut with a left action of Ain and an 
operatorr almost intertwining the actions. This operator on the module, the essential 
partt of the triple, should some how be related to the Dirac operator on jM(E). Now, 
A'A'-theoryy has the fundamental property tha t there exists an intersection product 

®®BB : KK(A,B) x KK{B,C) -> KK{A,C), 
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byy which the A'AT-groups can be view as homomorphisms between A'-groups. From 
thiss point of view, functoriality of quantization is given by 

Q(M(Xi))Q(M(Xi)) ®A Q(A*(£2)) = Q(M(V)), 
forr S = Ei U51 E2. This fits exactly into the quantization scheme proposed in [La3], 
whenn applied to the moduli space of flat connections. By Theorem 2.9, such a quan
tizationn gives a Frobenius algebra structure on the A'-group KQ{A), i.e., the twisted 
equivariantt A-theory KQ(G< £\)- Under the isomorphism with the fusion ring Re{G), 
thee ring structure should coincide with the fusion product. 
Unfortunately,, this analytical theory remains conjectural. It is not even clear how the 
Diracc operator of the previous section fits into this machinery, giving rise to a special 
kindd of Fredholm module. Notice, see [FHT]. that there is considerable progress on 
topologicall side of this theory. 
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Samenvatting g 

Ditt proefschrift beoogt een bijdrage te leveren aan de wiskundige constructie van 
topologischee kwantum velden theorieën. Topologische kwantum velden theorieën wer
denn eindjaren tachtig geïntroduceerd door Atiyah en Witten als wiskundige fundering 
vann differentiaal-topologische invarianten die in de snaren-theorie opdoken, analoog 
aann de cohomologie-theorie en hun relatie tot de "klassieke" invarianten als de Betti en 
Eulerr getallen. Aangezien de axioma's een abstractie van vanuit wiskundig perspectief 
ongedefinieerdee padintegralen betreft, is het construeren van niet triviale voorbeelden 
vann zo'n theorie niet gemakkelijk. 
Eenn belangrijk aspect van cohomologie theorieën (bv. singuliere cohomologie of K-
theorie)) is hun localiteit, zoals uitgedrukt in de zgn. Mayer-Vietoris rij: Aangezien 
dee bouwstenen (co-ketens) van zo'n theorie meetkundig van aard zijn, is het mogelijk 
dee variëteit in eenvoudige delen uiteen te "knippen" en berekeningen te reduceren tot 
diee van deze simpele delen en de kombinatoriek van het weer "samenplakken" tot de 
oorsponkelijkee ruimte. Een voorbeeld (relevant voor X-theorie) wordt gegeven door 
eenn vectorbundel over een ruimte X. Als we X langs een deelruimte Y in twee stukken 
X\X\ en X2 knippen, is het mogelijk de oorsponkelijke vectorbundel te reconstrueren 
uitt de kennis van zijn beperking tot X\ and Xi en de manier waarop beide delen over 
YY "samengeplakt" moeten worden. 
Eenn dergelijke eigenschap, gecombineerd met wat fundamentele karakteristieken van 
dee kwantummechanica, lijken al snel een contradictie op te leveren. Immers, de 
kwantummechanicaa van deeltjes bewegend in een ruimte X wordt beschreven d.m.v. 
dee Hamiltoniaan gegeven door de Laplace operator werkend op elementen in de Hilbert 
ruimtee L2(X). Het probleem is dat de Hilbertruimte een globaal karakter heeft en 
niett te ontbinden is in "locale delen". 
Dee oplossing voor dit probleem die in dit proefschrift wordt voorgesteld is de volgende: 
Eenn topologische kwantum velden theorie kent niet alleen een Hilbertruimte Tix toe 
aann een variëteit X, maar ook een von Neumann algebra My aan ruimtes Y van 1 
dimensiee lager, zodanig dat de Hilbertruimte van een variëteit met rand op natuurlijke 
wijzee een moduul over de algebra van de rand is. De fundamentele eigenschap nu is 
datt als X verkregen is door X\ en X2 over Y samen te plakken, the Hilbertruimte 
HxHx gegeven is door het tensor product van Hx^ en Hx2 over de algebra My; 

TLxTLx = Hxi ^My ttx2-

Err is veel wiskunde verscholen in deze bedriegelijk simpel ogende formule. Het rele
vantee tensor product is niet het gebruikelijke algebraïsche tensor product, maar het 
tensorr product voor modulen over von Neumann algebras (correspondenties) zoals 
geconstruceerdd door Connes. De berekening vereist in feite een gedetailleerde kennis 
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vann de hele categorie van modulen over de algebra My. zoals uitgelegd in hoofdstuk 
3.. Merk op dat de bovenstaande eigenschap van de collectie van Hubert ruimtes H\ 
eerderr nmltiplicatief dan additief is. zoals de Mayer-Vietoris rij voor cohomologie. 
Hett effect is in ieder geval hetzelfde: het maakt de theorie berekenbaar. 
Inn hoofdstuk 5 construeren we een voorbeeld van een dergelijke theorie door de moduli 
ruimtee van vlakke connecties, zie hoofdstuk 4. te quantiseren. Onderdeel van deze 
quani tsat iee is de constructie van een representatie van een lus-groep, een positieve 
energiee representatie (zie hoofdstuk 1). behorend bij een complex Riemann oppervlak 
mett geparametrizeerde rand. Deze constructie generalizeert de bekende Borel-Weil 
constructiee van irreducibele positieve energie representaties. 

Vanuitt het perspectief van de kwant isatie-theorie, is de localiteitseigenschap hier
bovenn equivalent aan het functorieel zijn van de gekozen kwantisatie en bewijst het 
zgn.. ' 'kwant isatievermoedeu" van Guillemin en Sternberg in dit. specifieke geval. Dit 
vermoedenn geeft een meetkundige identificatie van de multipliciteitsruimtes van de 
bovengenoemdee representaties. Deze blijken isomorf te zijn aan de zgn. '"ruimtes van 
conformee blokken'" uit de conforme velden theorie, en vanuit, dit perspectief geeft de 
localiteitseigenschapp een nieuw bewijs van de faktorizatie eigenschap die aan de wieg 
s taa tt van de tensor s t ruk tuur op de categorie van positieve energie representaties van 
lusgroepen.. zie hoofdstuk 2. Met al deze gegevens geven we ten slotte een wiskundige 
construt iee van zgn. Wess Zumino Witten model, een niet triviaal voorbeeld van een 
conformee velden theorie. 

Hett laatste1 hoofdstuk is een poging om een index-theorie voor de moduli ruimte 
vann vlakke connecties op te zetten. Het leitmotiv is weer de localiteitseigenschap: 
Beschouww bv. de Dirac operator ^ o p een kompakte spin-variëteit. De Dirac operator 
iss Fredholm en de index is gegeven door 

index(0)) = dimker^— dim coker(^). 

Alss we kunnen bewijzen dat de co-kern leeg is. is de index gelijk aan de dimensie van 
dee oplossingsruimte van de vergelijking <f)ii? — 0. Dit definieert een vereenvoudigde 
definitiee van quantisat ie. i.p.v. de Hubert ruimte van het kwantummechanische sys
teem,, geeft, dit slechts de dimensie. 
Eenss te meer, lijkt deze quantisatie niet aan de benodigde lokaliteits-eis te voldoen. 
Echter,, middels de index-stelling van Atiyah Singer kunnen we schrijven 

index(^)) - f A(X), 

waarbijj A(X) het ^4-genus van X is. een expliciet gedefinieerde differentiaalvorm op X. 
Dee rechterkant van de vergelijking kan uiteraard opgesplits worden in een contributie 
geintegreerdd over X\ en over X2- Merk wel op dat de uitkomst voor X\ en X2 geen 
geheell getal hoeft te zijn! 

Hett bes taan van de Dirac operator op de moduli-ruiinte van vlakke connecties in het 
algemeenn blijft, slechts een vermoeden. Het is duidelijk dat . om een zinnige definitie te 
geven,, er ideeën uit de (supersymmetrische) conforme velden theorie nodig zijn. De 
"lusgroep-equivariantee index" neemt waarden aan in de fusie ring van de bijbehorende 
conformee velden theorie. Deze ring bezit een niet-gedegeneerde paring die gebruikt 
dientt te worden om de functorialiteit van de quantisatie in dit geval te bewijzen. 
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